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A
a : is it?
a’adda : prepare ['adda]
ab : August [Akk abu, Heb av] Per ab
ab : father [Sem '-b, Heb av, Akk abu, Syr abra, BAram ’b, Hrs hhayb, Meh hhayb, Amh abat, Tig ab, Uga ab, Phoen ’b]
aba : refuse [Sem '-b-y]
abad : flee [Sem '-b-d, Akk abatu (destroy), Heb ibbed (lose), Syr ebd (perish), BAram ’bd, Uga ’bd, Phoen ’bd]
abad : eternity [abbada] Ind abad, Per abad borrowed from Ara
abada : flee [OS abiq]
abbada : make eternal [?]
abbana : praise the dead [?]
abda : show [?]
abhama : be dark [?] 
abjad : alphabet [from the first four letters of the Ara alphabet (a, b, j, d)] Per abjad borrowed from Ara
abkam : dumb [bakima] Per abkam borrowed from Ara
ablagha : hand over, announce [balagha]
ablaq : checkered, black-and-white [Ara blq (white)]
abna : sons [tabanna] Per abna borrowed from Ara
abnus : ebony [from Gre ebenos from OE habni from Nubian] Alb abanoz, Bul abanos, Gre ampanozi, Hin abnus, Ind abnus, Per abnus, Rom abanos, Tur abanoz borrowed from Ara
abril : April [from Lat aprilis]
absala : cook unripe dates [Sem b-sh-l, Akk bashalu (be cooked, ripe), Heb hivshil (cook), Syr bashel, JNA bshl, Soq behel (be cooked), Amh besele, Uga bshl]
abssara : see, notice [bassura]
abu : father [ab] Per abu borrowed from Ara
abyasz : white [basza] Tur beyaz, Ind abiad, Per abyasz, Tur beyaz borrowed from Ara
acchara : put off, delay [Sem '-ch-r, Mal iehor (other), l-ahhar (last), Akk acharu (be behind), Heb acher (behind; other), acharon (last), Syr acharena (other), acharaya (last), JNA ’khur (be late), khena (other), kharaya (last), BAram ’chry (another), Uga ’chr (restrain, delay), Phoen ’chyr, ’chr (behind)]
ach : brother [Sem '-ch, Mal hu, Akk acharu, Heb achar, Syr achara, BAram ’ch, Tig hhu, Uga ach, Phoen ’ch] Per achar borrowed from Ara
achadha : take [Sem '-ch-dh, Akk acharuzu, Heb echaz, Syr echad, Uga ’chd]
achar : other [acchara] Per achar borrowed from Ara
achbar : news [chabbara] Ind akhbar, Per achar borrowed from Ara
achbara : announce [chabbara]
achfash : day-blind [chunfus]
achir : end; last [acchara] Ind akhir, Kyr akir, Per acher borrowed from Ara
achira : next world [achchara] Ful alahira, Hau lahirah, Ind akhirt, Per acherat, Swa ahira borrowed from Ara
achissai : specialist [chassa]
achlala : disturb [?] 
achlaq : morals [chulq] Aze exlaq, Per achlaq, Tat ekhlak, Tur ahlaq borrowed from Ara
achlatt : mix; garbage [chiltt] Per achlatt, Uzb akhlak borrowed from Ara
achram : perforated-nosed [charama]
achszar : green [chaszira] Per ahszar borrowed from Ara
achttara : notify [chattara]
a’d : multiply; repeat ['adda]
adab : good manners, politeness, decency; moral; respect [aduba] Hau ladabi, Hin adab, Ind adab, Per adab, Swa adabu, Tat edep, Uzb odob borrowed from Ara
adaba : invite to a feast [?]
adabi : literary [aduba] Kaz odebi, Per adabi, Tur edebi borrowed from Ara
adabia : literature; letters [aduba] Aze edebiyat, Kaz adabiet, Per adabiyat, Tur edebiyat, Uzb adabiyyot borrowed from Ara
adam : man, human, person [Sem -d-m, Heb adam, Tig addam, Uga adm, Phoen 'dm] Aze adam, Ful adama,
        Hin adam, Ind adam, Kaz adami, Per adam, Tur adam, Uzb odam borrowed from Ara
adam : skin [OS adam]
a'dama : destroy ['adima]
adami : human [adam] Kaz adami from Ara
adara : turn [dara]
adat : tool [?] Per adat borrowed from Ara
adchala : lead inside [dachala]
adda : conduct [?]
addaba : educate [aduba]
adhabana : call to prayer [adhina]
adha : damage; disturb [adhia] Per adha borrowed from Ara
adhan : call to prayer [adhina] Hin azan, Ind azan, Per adhan, Swa adhina, Tur ezan borrowed from Ara
adhia : suffer damage [?] Per adhiyat, Tur eziyet borrowed from Ara
adhina : hear [Sem -dh-n, EgAr wi'dan (ear), LiAr dan, Mal widna, Akk uznu, Heb ozen, Sry edana, Hrs hheydhen, Tig ezen, Uga udn, idn (permit)]
adib : literate; author [adab] Ind adib, Per adib, Tur edip borrowed from Ara
adla : utter [?] Per adla borrowed from Ara
admana : be addicted [?] Per admana, Swa admana borrowed from Ara
adraka : catch up with [Sem d-r-k, Heb derekh (road), darakh (tread), Sry adarek, Amh medrek (stage), Uga drk (tread), Phoen drk (road)]
aduba : be literate [?] Per aduba borrowed from Ara
adwar : control, direct [dara]
adzara : show [dzahara]
afa : misfortune, calamity; adversity, disaster [?] Hin afat, Per afat, Swa afa, Uzb ofat borrowed from Ara
afada : be useful [Sem p-y-d, Uga pwd, pyd (be used)]
af'an : viper [Sem -p', Mal lifgha, Heb efe'a, Arab 'p', Hrs hhiffiny, Amh efunnyet, Tig hpk, Phoen hpk] Per af'i borrowed from Ara
afaka : tell a lie [Sem h-p-k, Akk abaku (overturn), Heb hafakh (turn), Sry hefak, Uga hpk, Phoen hpk]
afala : go down [Akk apalu (be late), Heb afela (dark)]
afandi : sir [from Gre authentes] Per afandi, Tat efende, Tur efendi borrowed from Ara
afkar : thoughts, ideas, opinions [fakkara] Per afkar, Tur efkar borrowed from Ara
afsada : spoil [Heb hifssid (lose)]
afssahha : explain [fassuhha]
afsala : better [faszala] Ind afzal, Per afsal borrowed from Ara
afya : authorize; advise [Sem p-t-w, Hrs afoto (decide on a plan), Gez ftw]
afftara : have breakfast [fattara]
afyun : opium, dope [from Gre opion] Alb afyon, Gre afioni, Ind apyun, Kyr apiyim, Per afyun, Swa aphyuni, Uzb aphyun borrowed from Ara
aghara : invade, attack [ghara]
aghatha : help [?]
aghal : neglect [ghal]
aghab : most of [ghalaba] Per aghlab borrowed from Ara
aghalqa : conclude [ghalaqa]
agher : attract [ghara]
aghazaba : tease, make angry [ghasziba]
aghustus : August [from Lat augustus]
ahala : marry [Heb ohel (tent), Uga ahl (residence)]
ahala : qualify [?] Per ahammiyat, Tur ehemmiyet borrowed from Ara
ahana : insult [hana]
ahda : exchange gifts [hadia]
ahhabba : love [hhabba]
ahhad : one [wahhada] Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
Ahhad : Sunday [wahhada] Ful alad, Ind Ahad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhkama : make strong, fortify [?] 
ahhmaq : foolish [hhamiqa] Per ahhmaq borrowed from Ara
ahhad : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara
ahhmar : red [hhamara] Ind ahmar, Per ahhad borrowed from Ara

al : family [Ara 'l] Per al borrowed from Ara
ala : cease [OS VI]
ała : tool [?] Ind alat, Per alat, Swa ala, Ser alat, Tur alet borrowed from Ara
a'la : higher [‘ala] Aze ela, Per a'la borrowed from Ara
a'lama : inform ['alama]
alama : make known ['alama]
alama : provide a family ['ala]
alaka : send [laka]
alama : pain, sorrow; injury [alima] Per alam, Tur elem, Uzb alam borrowed from Ara
a'ma : be familiar ['a]
al-an : now [al + an] Per al-an borrowed from Ara
a'lana : inform ['alama]
al-bata : certain, surely, of course [al + bata] Aze elbette, Kyr alvette, Per albette, Taj albatta, Tur elbette borrowed from Ara
alf : thousand [Sem 'l-p, Mal elf, Heb elf, Syr alfa, JNA alpa, BAram 'lp, Amh elf (myriad), Uga alp (thousand), Phoen 'lp] Hau alif, Ind alf, alaf, Per alf, Swa elfu borrowed from Ara
alai : high [Sem 'l-ay, JNA ulitha]
ali : the letter a [Sem 'l-p (ox), Heb alif] Ind alif, Per aelif borrowed from Ara
alif : trusted, tame; friend [alifa] Per alif borrowed from Ara
alifa : trusted, accustomed, tame [Sem 'l-p, Heb illef (train), Syr yilef (learn), JNA lyp]
alif : alphabet [alif + ba] Aze elfiba, Per aelif borrowed from Ara
alima : feel pain [Sem 'l-m, Heb illem (dumb)]
alil : unless [Heb ela (but)]
alil : supply [madda]
Allah : God [ilah] Hin Allah, Ind Allah, Per Allah, Swa Allah, Tur Allah borrowed from Ara
almas : diamond [from Gre adamas] Bul elmaz, Ind almas, Kyr almaz, Per amlak, Rus almaz, Swa almasi, Tat almaz, Tur elmas, Uzb olmos borrowed from Ara
alqa : throw [laqia]
am : or, either [?] 
am : maid [Sem 'm, Akk amtu, Heb ama, Syr amtha, Tig amere (know), Uga amtha]
am : intestines [ma'a] Per amma borrowed from Ara
am : blind ['ama] Per a'ma borrowed from Ara
amad : term, period [?] 
amadda : supply [madda]
amal : hope [amala] Per amal, Tur emel borrowed from Ara
amala : hope [Sem 'm-r, Akk amaru (see), namaru (mirror), Heb tamrur (sign), JNA nora (mirror), Amh ammere (show), Tig amere (know), Uga 'mr (see), Phoen 'mr (contemplate)]
amama : in front [imama]
amam : frontal [imama]
aman : safety, security, peace [aman] Hin aman, Ind aman, Per aman, Swa amani borrowed from Ara
amanah : trust, believe [Sem 'm-n, Mal emmen, Heb heemin, Syr hamen, amin (reliable), JNA 'mn (trust), Hrs amon (believe), Amm ammene, enmat, haymanot (faith), Uga int (true)] Swa amini borrowed from Ara
amanah : trust, pledge, credit, pawn, deposit, savings [amanah] Ful amana, Gre amanat, Hin amanat, Ind amanah, Per amanat, Rom amanet, Swa amana, Tur emanet, Uzb omonat borrowed from Ara
amar : command [amara] Ind amar borrowed from Ara
amara : issue a command [Sem 'm-r (speak), Heb amar (say), Syr emar, JNA 'mr, Hrs amor, Uga 'mr (say), Phoen 'mr]
amara : signal [amala] Per emarat, Tur emare borrowed from Ara
and : time, season [amad] Per and borrowed from Ara
amin : true, faithful; reliable, safe; peaceful [amanah] Aze emin, Per amin, Swa amina, Tur emin borrowed from Ara
amina : be sure [amanah]
amir : commander, prince [amara] Hin amir, Ind Amir, Per amir, Tur amir borrowed from Ara
amila : dictate [Sem m-l-l, Heb mila (word), Syr alef (teach), yilef (learn)]
amlak : assets [malaka] Per amlak, Tur enlak borrowed from Ara
amlas : smooth [malisa]
amma : but [am] Aze amma, Per amma, Uzb ammo borrowed from Ara
ann : safety [amanah] Per ann borrowed from Ara
aqsama: swear an oath [Sem q-s-m, Heb qassam (divine), Ara qssam, OSAr mqsm (divination), Gez qasama (divine)]
aqssa: far; farther [qassa] Per aqssa borrowed from Ara
ara: show [ra]
a’ra: lend [?] 
araha: rest [rahha]
arár: limp [’arija] Per a’raj borrowed from Ara
araszi: grounds, lands [arsz] Aze erazi, Per araszi borrowed from Ara
araba: tie up [OS erib]
araba: express; arabize [’arraba]
A’rabi: Arab [’arraba]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
ara: show [ra]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
arab: farthest [ara]
ara: show [ra]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
arab: farthest [ara]
ara: show [ra]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
arab: farthest [ara]
ara: show [ra]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
arab: farthest [ara]
ara: show [ra]
arada: want [Sem r-d-y, Mal ried, Heb ratza, JNA rizza (a wish)]
arab: farthest [ara]
arab: farthest [ara]
ash’hal: blue-eyed [shuhla] Per ash’hal borrowed from Ara
as’hham: red [sahham]
ashia: objects, things [shai] Aze esya, Per ashya, Tur esya borrowed from Ara
ashmal: left [shimal]
ashqar: bay-colored; blond-haired [shaqira] Per ashqar borrowed from Ara
ashram: hare-lipped [sharama]
ashraqa: ascend [sharaqa]
ashyab: gray-haired [shaba]
asifa: regret [?] asir: prisoner, captive [asara] Per asir, Tur esir, Uzb asir borrowed from Ara
askana: settle [sakana]
askara: hare-lipped [sharama]
asqatta: drop [saqatta]
asrara: insist [Sem sararu (contest), Heb ssarar (rebel)]
attara: prefer [?] athara: furniture [athatha] Per athath borrowed from Ara
at’haafa: give a gift [?] at’ha: tamarisk [from Oeg aser]
athl: timber, wood [athala]
athna: time; during [thana] Per athna borrowed from Ara
attafa: extinguish [ttafia]
attara: make influence [athara]
attraf: surroundings, periphery [ttaraf] Aze etraf, Per attraf, Tur etraf borrowed from Ara
attrash : deaf [ttarisha] Per attrush borrowed from Ara
atun : kiln [Akk utunu, from Sum udun]
au : or [Sem ’-w, Mal jew, Heb o, Syr o, Uga u]
aubahsha : abandon, let become wild [?]
aula : these [Heb ele]
aula : first, important [auwal] Per oula, Swa aul borrowed from Ara
aulad : children; successors; generation [walada] Aze ovlad, Per ovlad, Tur evlat, Uzb avlod borrowed from Ara
aulama : give a banquet [Meh awolem (prepare a meal)]
aulia : leaders; saint; holy men [wali] Hin auiliya, Ind auiliya, Uzb avliyo borrowed from Ara
auuma : make a sign [Akk wama’u (swear)]
auqafa : install, set [waqafa]
auqt : times; mood [waqqata] Hin aukat, Per ouqat borrowed from Ara
auraq : pages; papers, documents [waraq] Per ouraq, Tur evrak borrowed from Ara
ausattan : on average [wasatt] Hin ausatan, Per oussatt borrowed from Ara
aussa : recommend, propose [wassa]
aussaf : characteristics [wassafa] Per oussaf, Tur evsaf borrowed from Ara
auwa : accommodate [OS ay]
auwal : early; earlier; first [Mal ewwel, Aram awla (beginning)] Aze evvel, Hin avval, Ind awal, Per awwal, Swa awali, Tur evvel borrowed from Ara
auwal : original, basic [auwal] Per awwali borrowed from Ara
auzar : burdens [wazara] Hin auzar, Per ouzar borrowed from Ara
awa : jackal [?]
a’waj : bent [’awiya] Per a’waj borrowed from Ara
awalan : at first [auwal] Per awalan borrowed from Ara
awan : times, period [an] Per awan borrowed from Ara
a’war : one eyed [Sem ’-w-r, Heb ’iver (blind), Syr ’ewira, Hrs ’awer (go blind), Amh ewur (blind), Tig ore (be blind)] Per a’war borrowed from Ara
a’waza : be poor; be absent [’awiza]
aaya : token; verse [Sem ’-w-y, Akk ittu, Heb ot, Syr atha] Ful aya, Per ayat, Swa aya, Tur ayet borrowed from Ara
ayy : which [Sem ’-y, Akk ayyu, Heb eyze, eykh (how), eyfo (where), Uga ay (which)]
ayyar : May [Sem ’-y-r, Akk ayyaru (flower), aru (frond), Heb iyyar (May)] Per ayyar borrowed from Ara
a’zab : unmarried [’azaba]
azaba : flow [Sem ’-z-b]
azal : eternity [Heb azal (go forth), JNA azal, BAram ’zl] Per azal borrowed from Ara
azali : eternal [azal] Per azali, Swa azali, Tur ezeli borrowed from Ara
azara : surround, wrap [Sem ’-z-r, Heb eyzor (zone), JNA izar (shawl), Uga ’zr (gird), mizrt (apron)]
azhara : bloom [zahara]
azma : crisis [?]
azraq : gray; blue [zariqa] Per azraq borrowed from Ara

*A
’aba : be defect [?]’aba : fill up; mobilize [?]
’abada : serve, worship [Sem ’-b,d, Akk abdu (slave), Heb ’avad (serve), Syr ’abad, JNA oda (slave), ’bd (worship), ’wdh (serve), BAram ’avad (slave), Uga ’bd (work), Phoen ’bd] Swa abudu borrowed from Ara
’abara : cross over [Sem ’-b-r, Akk eberu, Heb ’avar, Syr ’abar, JNA ’wr, Uga ’br, Phoen ’br] Swa abiri borrowed from Ara
’abbada : build, pave [’abada]
’abbara : explain, interpret [?]’abd : slave [’abada] Ind abdi, Per ’abd borrowed from Ara
’abira : have tears [?]’abr : passage; transit [’abar] Per ’abr borrowed from Ara
’ada : return [Sem ’-d, Mal ghid (holiday), ghada (custom), Heb ’od (again), Syr ’eda (holiday), ’yada (custom), JNA edha, Uga ’od (bring back), Phoen ’d (still, yet)]’ada : run, pass [Sem ’-d-w, Mal ghadda, ghadu (enemy), Heb ’ada (pass), Syr ’eda, Soq ’dy, Gez ’dw]
’ada : in addition to [?] Per ’ada borrowed from Ara
’ada : custom, habit [’ada] Aze adet, Ful alada, Hau alada, Hin adet, Kyr adat, Per ’adat, Tat gade, Tur adet, Uzb odat borrowed from Ara
'adada: number, numeral; quantity ['adda] Hau adadi, Hin adad, Per 'adad, Swa idadi, Uzb adad borrowed from Ara
'adala: be even [JNA 'dla (straighten)]
'adam: nothing ['adima] Per 'adam borrowed from Ara
'adala: justice, court ['adala] Aze edalat, Hin adalat, Kyr adilet, Per 'adalat, Tur adalet, Uzb adolat borrowed from Ara
'adas: lentils [Mal ghads, Heb 'adasa] Per 'adas borrowed from Ara
'adawa: eminity ['ada] Hau adawa, Per 'adawat, Tur adavet borrowed from Ara
'adda: count, reckon [Mal ghadda, ghodda (tool), JNA 'adad (number), Hrs 'adad (count), Tig 'ed (tribe), 'edde (count)]
'addhaba: punish [Mal ghaddeh]
'adha: seek refuge ['adha]
'adhab: anguish, pain; punishment, suffering, torment, torture; hell ['addhaba] Hau azaba, Hin azab, Ind adzab, azab, Kaz azap, Kyr azap, Per 'adhab, Tat gazap, Tur azap, Uzb azob borrowed from Ara
'adhala: scold ['adil]
'adhar: pardon [Mal ghader]
'adhb: sweet ['adhaba] Per 'adhb borrowed from Ara
'adhil: scolding ['adhala] Per 'adhel borrowed from Ara
'adhira: pardoning ['adhar] Per 'adher borrowed from Ara
'adhuba: be sweet ['adha]
'adi: customary, normal ['ada] Aze adi, Per 'adi borrowed from Ara
'adid: numerous ['aadi] Per 'adid borrowed from Ara
'adil: just, righteous, impartial, fair, straight ['adala] Aze adil, Hau adilidi, Ind adil, Kaz adil, Kyr adil, Per 'adel,
Swa adili, Tat gadel, Tur adil, Uzb odil borrowed from Ara
'adim: omitted ['adima] Per 'adim borrowed from Ara
'adima: be lost [JNA 'dm (destroy)]
'adlia: justice ['adala] Aze edlíyye, Per 'adliye borrowed from Ara
'adu: enemy ['ada] Per 'adôw, Swa adui borrowed from Ara
'adwa: infection ['ada]
'adzin: big ['adzuma] Ind azim, Per 'adzim borrowed from Ara
'adzma: bone [Sem 'dz-m, EgAr 'adim, Mal ghadma, Akk essemtu, Heb 'etzem, Tig assem, Uga 'dzm, Phoen 'ssm, Ebl adzmu] Per 'adzm borrowed from Ara
'adzuma: be big [Sem 'dz-m, Heb 'atzma (power), Uga 'dzm, Phoen t'ssmt]
'afa: heal [Sem '-p-w, Hrs 'afyet]
'afa: eliminate; pardon [?] 'afar: dust [Sem '-p-r, Akk eperu, Heb 'far, Syr 'afra, JNA ipra, Hrs 'afir (cloud), Tig efer (dust), Uga 'pr]
'afasha: heap up [?] 'affa: refrain from [?] 'afia: health ['afa] Aze afiyet, Ful afiya, Hau lafiya, Per 'afiyet, Swa afiya, Tur afiyet borrowed from Ara
'afif: virginal ['affa] Per 'afif borrowed from Ara
'afina: rot [?] 'afsh: baggage, furniture ['afasha]
'afss: gallnut [Heb 'afatz, JNA 'appsa]
'afw: pardon, forgiveness ['afa] Aze efv, Ful yafu, Per 'afw, Tat gafu borrowed from Ara
'ahada: promise [Ara 'hd (remember)] Swa ahidi borrowed from Ara
'ahd: contract; union; promise; epoch [']ahada] Hau ahed, Per 'ahed, Swa ahadi borrowed from Ara
'aib: blemish, disgrace, shame, fault, guilt, sin ['aiba] Aze ayib, eyib, Hau aibii, Hn aib, Kyr ayp, Per 'eyb, Swa aib, Tur ayip, Uzb ayib borrowed from Ara
'aila: family ['ala] Per 'aele, Taj oila, Tat gaille, Tur aile, Uzb oila borrowed from Ara
'ain: the letter ' [Sem '-y-n, Heb 'ain] Per 'eyn borrowed from Ara
'ain: eye [Sem '-y-n, Mal ghajn, Akk imu, Heb 'ain, Syr 'aina, JNA ena, Meh 'ain, Amh ayn, Tig en, Uga 'n, Phoen 'n, Ebl 'aynay] Ind ain, Per 'eyn borrowed from Ara
'ainan: exactly ['ain] Per 'eynana borrowed from Ara
'air: wild ass [Uga 'r]
'aish: life ['asha] Hın aish, Per 'eysh borrowed from Ara
'ajab: astonishment, wonder; wonderful ['ajiba] Aze eceib, Hınız ajab, Ind ajabu, Per 'ajab borrowed from Ara
'ajaib: wonders; wonderful, interesting ['ajaiba] Aze eceib, Ind ajabi, Per 'ajaeb, Taj ajab, Tur acayip borrowed from Ara
'aj: tusk ['awija] Per 'aj borrowed from Ara
'ajala: wheel [Heb 'agala (cart), JNA 'ajala, Phoen 'glt]
ajala: haste ['ajilə] Per 'ajale, Tur aciele borrowed from Ara
ajam: Non-Arabs, Persians [maybe from the geographical name Elam] Per 'ajam borrowed from Ara
ajami: dumb, clumsy; non-Arab, Persian ['ajam] Ful ajami, Gre atzames, Per 'ajami, Rom ageamiu, Tur acemi borrowed from Ara
ajana: knead [Mal ghagina (dough)], JNA 'jn (knead)
ajaza: be weak [Sem 'g-z, Hrs 'agoz]
ajib: astounding, marvelous, wonderful ['aijib] Per 'ajib, Tat gadzhep borrowed from Ara
ajiba: amaze [Mal ghaggeb, EgAr 'agib, JNA 'jb]
ajil: hasty ['ajila] Per 'ajil, 'ajel borrowed from Ara
ajila: be in hurry [Sem 'j-l, Mal ghaggel, EgAr 'agalə (haste)]
ajin: dough ['ajana] Per 'ajin borrowed from Ara
ajiz: weak, impotent ['aijiza] Hau ajizi, Per 'aijez, Tur aciz borrowed from Ara
ajjaja: whirl up (dust) [?]
ajwa: dried dates [?]
ajz: weakness, slackness ['aijaza] Per 'ajz, Swa ajizi borrowed from Ara
akafa: strive [?]
akasa: reflect [?]
akif: diligent ['akafa] Per 'akef borrowed from Ara
aks: reflection; photo, picture; opposite ['akasa] Aze eks, Hau akasi, Per 'aks borrowed from Ara
ala: be high [Sem 'l-y, Mal ghal (upon), Akk eli, Heb 'al, Syr 'al, JNA il, Amh lay (up), Uga 'l, Phoen 'l]
ala: provide a family [?]
ala: on ['ala] Ind ala, Per 'ala borrowed from Ara
alafa: feed [Mal ghafə]
alajə: handle, treat [?]
alam: world, universe [Sem 'l-m, Hev 'olam, Syr 'alama, JNA 'alam, BArəm 'alama, Amh alem, Uga 'lm, Phoen 'lm] Aze alem, Ind alam, Kaz olem, Kyr alem, Per 'alam, Tat galem, Tur alem, Uzb olam borrowed from Ara
alam: mark; flag ['alamə] Per 'alam, Tur alem borrowed from Ara
alama: know [Sem 'l-m, Mal ghalləm (teach), ghelm (flag), Syr 'alama (pupil), Amh alama (flag)]
alama: sign ['alamə] Aze elamet, Ful alama, Hau alama, Hin alamat, Ind alamet, Per 'alamet, Swa alama, Tur alamat borrowed from Ara
alana: be known [?]
alani: public ['alanə] Per 'alanı borrowed from Ara
alaqə: leech [Sem 'l-q, Akk iluq, Heb 'aləqa, Amh elqet, Tigr aleq] Per 'alaq borrowed from Ara
aləqa: dependence; attachment; connection ['aləqa] Aze elqa, Hau ilaka, Per 'alaqe borrowed from Ara
ali: supreme, superior, high ['ala] Aze ali, Per 'ali, Tur ali, Uzb olyi borrowed from Ara
alil: weak, ill ['alələ] Per 'alil borrowed from Ara
alim: learned; scholar, scientist ['alama] Aze alim, Ind alim, Per 'alem, Tat galim, Tur alim, Uzb olim borrowed from Ara
alima: know ['alama]
alin: high ['ala] Per 'ali, Tur ali borrowed from Ara
alıqa: hang; be added [Sem 'l-q, Mal ghallaq, Hrs 'aleyq]
alıa: be weak, ill [Mal ghilla (ailment)]
alıa: maybe [?]
alıba: put (conserve) in can [JNA 'ulba (bushel)]
alıma: teach ['alima]
alıqa: iron (for clothes) [?]
alıqa: add a comment ['alıqa]
am: uncle [Sem 'm, Hev 'am (kinsman), Syr 'amtha (aunt), Hrs 'om (ancestor)] Per 'am borrowed from Ara
am: year [Amh amat] Per 'am borrowed from Ara
ama: swim [Mal gham]
am: blindness ['amera] Per 'ama borrowed from Ara
amada: support [Sem 'm-d, Hev 'amad (stand), 'amud (column, pillar), Syr 'amuda, Amh amd, Phoen 'md]
amal: work, act, affair; operation ['amila] Hın amal, Ind amal, Kyr amal, Per 'amal, Swa amali, Tur amel, Uzb amal borrowed from Ara
amali: operative, practical ['amila] Per 'amali borrowed from Ara
amalıa: acts, operations ['amiya] Aze ameliyət, Per 'amaliyat borrowed from Ara
amara: dwell, live [Sem 'm-r, Mal ghammar, Syr 'emar, JNA 'mr (be built), 'umir (life)]
amd: standpoint, intention ['amada] Per 'amd borrowed from Ara
amdan: intentionally ['amada] Per 'amdan borrowed from Ara
amia: be blind [Mal aghma, Tig ama]
amid: dean ['amada] Per 'amid borrowed from Ara
'amil: factor, agent; worker ['amil] Per 'amil, Tur amil borrowed from Ara
'amila: work, act [Sem 'm-l, Mal ghamel, Heb 'amal (toil), Syr 'amel]
amim: general, public ['amma] Per 'amim borrowed from Ara
'amiq: deep ['amaqa] Per 'amiq borrowed from Ara
'ammm: general ['amma] Per 'amm borrowed from Ara
'amma: be general [Akk ammu (people, nation), Heb 'amma, Syr 'ama, Uga 'm, Phoen 'm, 'mt (community)]
amma: cover, comprise [Uga 'mm (wrap, dim)]
amma: mob, crowd; the public ['amma] Per 'amme borrowed from Ara
'ammadada: baptize [Mal ghammed, Syr 'emad]
ammadama: turban ['amma] Per 'ammame borrowed from Ara
'ammi: common, vulgar ['amma] Per 'ammi borrowed from Ara
'amud: pillar ['amada] Per 'amuq borrowed from Ara
'amudi: vertical ['amud] Per 'amu, Tur amudi borrowed from Ara
'amurqa: be deep [Sem 'm-q, Mal ghammieq, Heb 'amoq, Syr 'amiqa, JNA 'umqeq (depths), Uga 'mq (deep), Phoen 'mq (valley)]
amura: bloom [?]an: away from [?]
an: be anxious [?]
anan: many; relate, concern [?]
anada: be spiteful; deviate [Ara 'nd (depart)]
anan: clouds [Sem 'n-n, Heb 'anan, Syr 'anana, JNA inana] Per 'anan borrowed from Ara
'anana: word [?] Aze enene, Per 'an'ane borrowed from Ara
'anaqa: female kid [Akk uniqi]
anaga: embrace [Mal ghannaq]
anbar: amber [Sem 'n-b-r] Per 'anbar borrowed from Ara
'anbar: store [anbar]
anadali: nothing alike [?] Per 'andalib borrowed from Ara
'anish: severe ['annafa] Per 'anif borrowed from Ara
'annafa: treat severely [?]
anqabut: spider [Mal ghanqbuta (cobweb), Heb 'akkavish, JNA qo'ta] Per 'ankabut borrowed from Ara
'an: goat [Akk enzu, from Sum uz]
aqa: hinder [maybe from a common Sem root 'q (restrain)]
aqab: heel ['aqaba] Per 'aqab borrowed from Ara
'aqaba: follow [Sem 'q-b, Mal gharaqab (heel), Akk eqbu, Heb 'aqev, Syr 'eqba, JNA aqba, Tig eqeb (leg), Uga 'qb (hoof)]
aqaba: steep path; obstacle [Uga 'q (restrain)]
aqaba: punish ['aqaba]
aqada: tie a knot [Sem 'q-d, Mal ghaggad (unite, congeal), Ara 'qd (bend, bond)]
aqafa: bend [Sem 'q-p, Heb 'aqaf (bypass), Ara 'qp (encircle), Amh aqqaf (embrace)]
aqala: be intelligent [Sem 'q-l, Mal ghagal, JNA 'aqil (reason)]
aqala: tie up, restrain, fetter [maybe from a common Sem root 'q (restrain)]
aqama: be sterile [Sem 'q-m, Heb 'iqem (distort), Ara 'qm]
aqaqir: drugs ['aqara] Per 'aqaqir borrowed from Ara
'aqar: sterile ['aqara] Per 'aqar borrowed from Ara
'aqara: be sterile [Sem 'q-r, Heb 'aqar (sterile; uproot), Syr 'aqar (hinder), 'eqar (uproot), 'eqara (root), JNA iqra, 'aqira (barren woman), Phoen 'qr]
aqara: be addicted [Ara 'qr (drug)]
aqassa: plait [Sem 'q-s]
aqib: offspring; successor ['aqaba] Per 'aqib, 'aqeb borrowed from Ara
'aqida: dogma, faith ['aqada] Per 'aqide, Tur akide, Ind akidah borrowed from Ara
'aqil: intelligent ['aqala] Ind akil, Per 'aqil borrowed from Ara
'aql: reason, mind, intellect, intelligence ['aqala] Hin aql, Ind akal, Kaz akil, Kyr akil, Per 'aqil, Swa akili, Tur akil, Uzb aql borrowed from Ara
'aqli: mental, intellectual ['aqala] Aze eqli, Per 'aqili borrowed from Ara
'aqqada: complicate ['aqada]
aqrab: scorpion [Sem 'q-r-b, Mal ghakreb, Akk aqrabu, Heb 'aqrav, Syr 'eqarba, JNA aqirwa, Jib aqreb, Uga 'qrb] Per 'aqrab, Tur akrep borrowed from Ara
'ar : shame ['urya] Per 'ar borrowed from Ara
'tara : loiter [?] 
'tarab : Arab ['arraba] Ful arabo, Hin arab, Ind arab, Per 'arab, Ser arapin, Tat garep, Tur arap borrowed from Ara
'taraba : carriage, wagon [JNA 'arbanana] Kyr arava, Per 'arabe, Taj aroba, Tat arba, Tur araba borrowed from Ara
'tarabi : Arabic ['arraba] Per 'arabi, Tur arabi borrowed from Ara
'tarabun : pledge; surety [Sem '-'r-h, Akk urubahu (guarantor), Heb 'arav (pledge), Syr 'erab, rahbona, Uga 'rbn (guarantor), Phoen 'rb (pledge)] Per 'arabun, Swa arabuni borrowed from Ara
'tarafa : learn, recognize [Sem '-'r-p, Mal gharaf]
'tarafa : make known, inform ['arafa] Swa arifu borrowed from Ara
'taraja : descend [ghariqa]
'tarak : be in battle [Heb 'arakh (arrange), Uga 'rk]
'tarak : rub [Mal ghorok]
'tarama : heap up [Sem '-'r-m, Heb 'aram, Uga ghrmn (a heap)]
'taraq : sap; spirit; vodka [?] Alb raki, Bul raki, Gre raki, Hin araq, Kyr arak, Per 'araq, Rom rachiu, Ser raki, Tur raki. Uzb araq borrowed from Ara
'taraq : sweat ['arqa] Per 'araq borrowed from Ara
'tarar : tamarisk [Uga 'rsh (bed)] Per 'arsh borrowed
'tarasa : show, exhibit; extend an offer ['arusza]
'taria : be nacked [Sem '-'r-y, Mal gharwien, gheri (naked), Heb 'aram (naked), JNA 'irwa (nakedness), Uga 'rw (be naked)]
'tarif : learned ['arafa] Aze arif, Ind arif; Per 'aref borrowed from Ara
'tariq : ancient ['ariqa]
'tarija : be limp [Sem '-'r-g, JNA 'rj]
'tariqa : sweat [Sem '-'r-q, Mal gharaq]
'tariqa : grow roots [Sem '-'r-q, Mal gherq (root), Hrs 'arq (vein, sinew), Tig ereq (tendon)]
'taris : bridgegroom ['arrasa]
'tarish : hut [Sem '-'r-sh]
'tarisha : vineyard ['arish] Per 'aresz borrowed from Ara
'tarisz : appearing ['arusza] Per 'aresz borrowed from Ara
'tariz : wide ['arusa] Per 'ariz borrowed from Ara
'taraka : battle ['araka]
'tarqala : bar, hinder ['aqala]
'tarqub : Achilles tendon ['urqub] Per 'arqub borrowed from Ara
'tarriba : arabize [Mal gharbi (Arab), Heb 'Arav, Amh Areb]
'tarraf : make known ['arafa]
'tarrasa : marry [Sem '-'r-sh, Mal gharusa (bride), Akk erishu (bridegroom), ersheh (wish), Heb arass (betroth), arussa (fiancée), Phoen 'rs'h (wish), Uga 'rsh]
'tarsh : throne [Sem '-'r-sh, Mal gharix (crib), Akk ereshu (bed), Heb 'eress, 'arissa (cradle), Syr 'arsa (throne), Uga 'rsh (bed)] Ful alarsi, Per 'arsh borrowed from Ara
'tarssa : court; field, arena [?] Per 'arsse, Tur arsa borrowed from Ara
'tarsz : breadth ['arusza] Per 'arsz, Tur arz borrowed from Ara
'tarsz : offer ['arasz] Per 'arsz, Tur arz borrowed from Ara
'taruz : bride ['arrasa] Per 'aruz borrowed from Ara
'tarusi : wedding ['arrasa] Swa arusi, Per 'arusi borrowed from Ara
'tarusa : be wide, extended [?] 
'tas : guard [Sem '-w-s, Mal ghassa, Uga 'ws (night patrol)]
'tasal : honey [Mal ghassel] Per 'asal, Swa asal, Taj asal, Uzb asal borrowed from Ara
'tash : live [Mal ghex] Swa ishi borrowed from Ara
'tash : dinner [Mal ghaxija (evening)] Per 'asha borrowed from Ara
'tashar : ten [Sem '-'sh-r, Mal ghaxar, Akk esher, Heb 'asara, Syr 'esra, JNA isra, Amh aser, Uga 'shr, Phoen 'shr] Per 'ashar borrowed from Ara
'tashara : be in good company; have pleasure [Sem '-'sh-r, SAsh 'srz (friend), Hsr 'esore, Soq 'srz, Uga 'shr (serve drinks, invite)]
'tashia : evening ['asha]
'tashiq : lover ['ashiq] Aze asiq, Per 'asheq borrowed from Ara
'tashiq : love [Sem '-'sh-q, Mal ghaxqa (delight), JNA 'shq (desire, be in love)]
'tashir : tenth ['ashara] Per 'asher borrowed from Ara
'asha : ten ['asahara] Per 'ashre borrowed from Ara
'askar : troops, army; soldier [from Lat exercitium] Ful askar, Ind askar, Kaz esker, Kyr asker, Per 'askar, Swa askeri, Tat asker, Tur asker, Uzb askar borrowed from Ara
'askari : military ['askar] Kaz eskeri, Per 'askari, Tur askeri borrowed from Ara
'asr : vesp; afternoon [Mal ghasar, Soq 'aser (time)] Hau laasar, Ind asar, Per 'asr, Swa alasir borrowed from Ara
'assa : staff [?] Per 'assa borrowed from Ara
'assa : disobey [?] 'assab : nerve [Heb 'etzev, Tig anssebet (sinew)] Aze eseb, Ind asabat, Per 'assab, Uzb asab borrowed from Ara
'assaha : tie, wrap [Sem 'ss-b] 'assaba : nerves ['assab] Ind asabat borrowed from Ara
'assabi : nervous ['assab] Per 'assabi, Tur asabi, Uzb asabiy borrowed from Ara
'assafa : blow (strong wind) [?] 'assama : withhold; protect [?] 'assara : squeeze [Sem 'ss-r, Mal ghaser, Akk eseru (exact payment), Heb 'atzar (stop), Amh asere (tie)]
'assara : to be contemporary [Heb 'atzeret (festival), JNA 'assir (afternoon)]
'assi : rebel ['assa] Per 'assi borrowed from Ara
'assifa : storm ['assafa] Per 'assife borrowed from Ara
'assima : capital city ['assama] Per 'asime borrowed from Ara
'assir : juice ['assara] Per 'assir borrowed from Ara
'assr : age, epoch; century: afternoon ['assara] Aze esr, Per 'assr, Tat gasir, Tur asir, Uzb asr borrowed from Ara
'assri : contemporary; modern ['assara] Per 'asri borrowed from Ara
'assza : bite [Sem 'd]
'aszala : muscle ['aszila]
'aszila : to be muscular [?] 'aszula : muscle ['aszila] Per 'aszole borrowed from Ara
'ata : make idle, unemployed ['attila]
'atta : threshold [Mal ghahta] Per 'atbe borrowed from Ara
'ataqa : set free [Sem 't-q, Akk etequ]
'atiq : ancient ['attafa]
'attafa : incline; feel towards [Sem 'tt-p, Heb 'attaf (wrap), Amh attefe (fold)]
'attala : fold ['attafa]
'attala : idleness, unemployment ['attilah] Per 'attilat borrowed from Ara
'attama : make idle, unemployed ['attilah]
'attar : perfumery; perfumist ['attara] Per 'attar borrowed from Ara
'attara : perfume [Sem 't-r, Syr 'attor (breathing, smoking)]
'attassa : sneeze [Sem 't-s, Mal ghatas, Heb hit'attesh, Amh anettese]
'attash : thirst ['attisha]
'atta : gift ['atta]
'attaya : to be muscular [?]
'attiba : damage [Mal ghattab (maim)]
'attif : inclined; feeling ['attifa]
'attif : inclination; feeling ['attifa] Per 'attif borrowed from Ara
'attia : gift ['atta] Per 'attie borrowed from Ara
'attiba : damage [Mal ghattab (maim)]
'attif : good-willing ['attafa] Per 'attef borrowed from Ara
'attila : idle, unemployed ['attila] Per 'attel borrowed from Ara
'attila : make idle, unemployed ['attilah]
'attir : good-smelling ['attara] Per 'attar borrowed from Ara
'attish : thirsty ['attishah]
'attishah : to be thirsty [Mal ghaxt (thirsti)]
'attir : perfume ['attara] Aze etir, Ind atar, Kyr atyr, Per 'attr borrowed from Ara
'attissa : a sneeze ['attasa] Per 'attse borrowed from Ara
'attshan : thirsty ['attishah]
'attuda : to be prepared [Heb 'atid (future), Syr 'athid, 'athed (ready)]
'attqua : become ancient [Heb 'atiq (ancient), Akk etequ (proceed, cross), Syr 'athiq (ancient), JNA atiqa]
'au : help ['awana] Per 'oun, Swa auni borrowed from Ara
'auwala : help [Heb 'avel (injustice)]
'auwasa : replace ['asza]
'awana : help [Sem 'w-n, Mal ghen, JNA 'yn, Uga 'nn (helper)]
'awija: be bent, hump-backed [Sem -w-g, JNA 'uja (hunch)]
'awira: be one-eyed [Sem -w-r, Heb 'iver (blind), Syr 'ewira, JNA 'wr (squint), Amh ewwer (blind), Uga 'wr, Phoen 'wr]
'awiza: be poor [maybe from a common Sem root -w (be deficient)]
'ayara: measure [Sem -y-r, Syr 'eyratha (revenge)]
'ayyar: loiterer; villain ['ara] Hin aiyar, Per 'ayyar borrowed from Ara
'ayyash: fond of life ['asha] Hin aiyash, Per 'ayyash borrowed from Ara
'azab: bachelor ['azaba] Per 'azab borrowed from Ara
'azafa: play (music) [?]
'azala: remove [?]
'azama: decide [Ara 'zm (nip off)]
'aziza: be poor [?] (from a common Sem root -z (be deficient))
'azim: setting off ['azama] Per 'azem borrowed from Ara
'azima: resolve; departure ['azama] Per 'azimat, Tur azimet borrowed from Ara
'aziz: dear; strong ['azza] Aze eziz, Hin aziz, Per 'aziz, Swa azizi, Tur aziz, Uzb aziz borrowed from Ara
'azm: resolve ['azama] Per 'azm borrowed from Ara
'azza: be strong [Sem -z-z, Mal ghaziz (dear), Akk ezezu (be fierce), Heb 'oz (vigor), Syr 'aziz (dear), Amh azzeze (command), Uga 'z (force), Phoen 'z]

B
ba: the letter b [Sem b-y-t, Heb bet] Ind ba, Per be borrowed from Ara
ba: return [Sem b-w, Akk bau (come), Heb ba, Tig bea (enter), Uga bw' (come), Phoen bw']
'ba': sell [Mal biegh]
'ba': cut [Sem b'-q]
'baatha': send, delegate [?]
'bab': door; chapter [Sem b-b, Mal bieb, Akk babu, Ara mbb] Hau babi, Hin bab, Ind bab, Per bab borrowed from Ara
babgha: popinjay, parrot [from Per]
babunaj: chamomile [from Middle Per babunag]
babur: locomotive [from Ita vapore (steam)]
bacha: rot [Sem b-w-ch]
bachil: miserly [bachila] Ind bakhil, Per bakhil, Swa bahili, Uzb bakhil borrowed from Ara
bachila: be miserly [?]
'ba': after [ba'uda] Hin bad, Per ba'd, Swa baada borrowed from Ara
'bad': perish [Sem b-y-d]
'bad': begin [OS bada, Hrs bedo]
'bad': do the first time [bada]
badaha: appear unexpectedly [?]
badal: change; substitute [badala] Hin badal, Per badal, Swa badala borrowed from Ara
badala: replace, exchange [Sem b-d-l, Mal bidel, Heb hevdel (difference), Uga bdlm (reserves)] Hin badalna, Swa badali borrowed from Ara
badan: body; corpse [Sem b-d-n, Hrs bedan, Amh beden, Tig beden] Aze beden, Hin badan, Ind badan, Per badan, Taj badan, Tur beden, Uzb badan borrowed from Ara
badawi: Beduin [badia] Ind badui, Per badui borrowed from Ara
badha: scatter, distribute [Sem b-d-d]
badha: charge with heresy [?]
badhalas: spend [?] (from Per)
badhara: scatter, sow [Sem b-dh-r, Syr badar]
badhijan: eggplant, aubergine [from Per badenjan] Bul patlydzhan, Hun padlizsan, Ser patlidzjan, Swa bilingani, Tur patlican, Uzb baqladzhon borrowed from Ara
badhr: seed [badhara]
badi': unique, wonderful [bada']
badia: desert [Sem b-d-w, Heb levad (alone), Uga lbdm, Amh beda (desolate), bado (empty)]
badiha: improvisation, cleverness [badaha]
badihi: natural [badaha]
badla: suit, costume [badala]
badr : full moon [? ] Ind badar, Per badr borrowed from Ara
badrum : cellar [from Gre hypodrome] Alb bodrum, Ser podrum, Tur bodrum borrowed from Ara
ba’du : later [ba’uda]
Badw : Beduins [badia] Ind Badui borrowed from Ara
badzr : clitoris [Akk bissuru (vulva)]
bafta : calico [from Per] Ind bafta, Swa hafta borrowed from Ara
bagha : desire [Sem b-gh-y, Akk bu’u (look for), Syr b’a (ask for), BAräm b’h, b’w, Hrs beayt (wish)]
baghata : come unexpectedly; surprise [Heb ba’at (frighten)]
baghi : prostitute [bagha]
baghisa : be hated [?]
baghl : mule [Sem b-gh-l, Mal baghal, Aram bgl, Hrs be’elet, Amh bqllo, Tig beqel ] Ind baghal, Per baghl borrowed from Ara
baghta : surprise [baghata]
bahara : be beautiful [Sem b-h-w (shine), Hb hahu (hall)]
bahalah : curse [Sem b-h-l, Akk bu (supplicate), Heb nivhal (be frightened), Hrs behelet (word)]
bahaq : leprosy [Sem b-h-q, Aram bhq (bright spot, a skin disease), Hrs bihoq, Tig behaq (blisters)]
bahar : spice [LIAr bhar (pepper)] Gre mpahariko, Per bohar, Tur bahar borrowed from Ara
bahara : shine [Sem b-h-r, Akk baru (flicker), barru (metal), JNA bhr, Amh brra (be bright), brr (silver), Uga brr (tin)]
bahha : reveal [Sem b-w-hh]
bahhatha : look for; research; discuss [Akk be’eshu (stir), Heb bachash]
bahhith : researcher [bahhatha]
bahhr : sea [Sem b-hh-r, Mal bahar, Syr bachra, Amh baheer, Tig bahar] Ful bahar, Hin bahr, Ind bahar, Per bahhar, Swa bahari borrowed from Ara
bahhri : naval, marine [bahhr] Hin bahr, Ind bahri, Per bahhri, Swa baharia, Tur bahri borrowed from Ara
bahhth : dispute, discussion [bahhatha] Hin bahs, Ind bahas, Per bahhth, Tur bahis borrowed from Ara
bahima : beast, cattle [Sem b-h-m, Mal bhima, Heb behema, JNA bhimma, Gez behema (be dumb), Tig behame, Uga bhmt (animal)] Ful bahme, Per bahime borrowed from Ara
bahim : dark [abham]
bahim : toe [ibham]
bahir : bright [bahara] Per baher borrowed from Ara
bahit : pale [bahita]
bahita : be pale [?]
bahw : saloon [baha]
bai’ : seller; sale [ba’a] Per baye’ borrowed from Ara
ba’id : remote [ba’uda]
bain : between [bana] Per bein, Swa baina borrowed from Ara
ba’ir : camel [Sem b-’ir-r, Akk biru (bull), Syr ba’ira (camel), Hrs be’ir] Per ba’ir borrowed from Ara
bais : miserable [baisa]
baisz : egg [basza]
bait : house [bata] Hau baiti, Ind bait, Per beit borrowed from Ara
ba’ith : motive, reason [ba’atha] Hin bais, Per ba’ith borrowed from Ara
baittari : veterinarian [from Late Lat vetarius]
bajjala : honor [?]
baka : weep [Sem b-k-y, Mal beka, Akk baku, Heb bakha, Syr baka, JNA bkh, Uga bky]
bakara : get up early [Sem b-k-r, Akk bukru (son), bakru (first-born; young camel), Heb boqer (morning), bekher (young camel), bachur (youngster), boger (bachelor), JNA bukru (first-born), Hrs boker (young camel), Amh bekwer (first-born), Tig bekret (young camel), Uga bkr, bchr (youngster)]
bakima : be dumb [Tig behame]
bakir : early [bakara]
bakra : spool [Amh bekera] Bul makara, Ser makara, Tur makara borrowed from Ara
bakur : coming early [bakara]
bal : sense, mind [Syr bala]
bal : nevertheless [bila]
ba’l : master [Sem b-’-l, Akk belu, Heb ba’al, Syr ba’la, Hrs bal (husband), Meh bal, Amh bal, Tig beal, Uga b’l, Phoen b’l]
bal’ : swallowing [bala’a] Per bal’ borrowed from Ara
bala : pale [from Ita]
bala: try [?]
bala: trial, calamity, trouble, misfortune, annoyance, mischief [bala] Aze bela, Ful albala, Gre mpelas, Hau
balai, Hin bala, Ind bala, Kyr balaa, Per bala, Rom belea, Swa balala, Tur bala, Uzb balo borrowed from Ara
bala: urine [bala]
bala': swallow [Sem b-l-', Mal bala', Heb bala', JNA bl', Hrs bola (eat), Amh bella, Tlg bela, Uga bl'
(swell)]
balad: country [Mal belt (town)] Per balad borrowed from Ara
balagh: communication [balagha] Per balagh borrowed from Ara
balagha: reach, get to [?]
balagha: eloquence [balagha] Hin balaghat, Per balaghat borrowed from Ara
balahh: dates [?]
balal: confusion [balbala]
balbala: confuse [Sem b-l-b-l, Heb bilbel, Syr balebal]
balgham: phlegm [from Gre] Hin balgham, Ind balgham, Per balgham borrowed from Ara
balia: be worn [Sem b-l-y, Heb billa (wear), Syr beli' (be slain), JNA bly (wear out), Uga blw, bly (consume)]
baligh: major, adult [balagha] Hau balaga, Hin balig, Per baligh borrowed from Ara
balin: worn [balia]
balla: moisten [Sem b-l-l, Akk balal (mix), Heb balal, Aram bl (moisten)]
ballagha: communicate [balagha]
ballur: crystal [billaur]
ballutt: oak [Sem b-l-tt, Mal balluta, Heb ballutt (acorn), JNA balutta] Ful balluda, Hin balut, Per balutt
borrowed from Ara
balitta: axe [from Tur]
bannya: okra [from Tur] Bul banja, Gre mpamies, Swa mbamia borrowed from Ara
bana: build [Sem b-n-y, Akk banu, Heb bana, JNA bny, Uga bnu, bny, Phoen bny] Ind bena borrowed from Ara
bana: be clear, distinct [Sem b-y-n, Mal bejn, Heb beyn (between), Syr banath, bath (between), bayen (distinguish), JNA beni (between), Aram bny (among), Uga bny (understand), bn (between)]
bananfsha: violet [from Per] Kyr binapsha borrowed from Ara
banan: fingertips [ibham]
bandar: port, harbor [from Per] Swa bandari borrowed from Ara
bandura: tomatoes [from Ita pomodoro]
bank: bank [from Eng]
banra: builder [bana]
banttalun: pantaloons [from Ita pantalone]
baqa: cluster, bunch; bundle [?]
baqa: continued existence [baqia] Hin baka, Ind baka, Per baqa borrowed from Ara
baqala: grow, sprout, bloom [Sem b-q-l, Amh beqqe]e
baqara: split [Sem b-q-r]
baqar: ox, cattle [Sem b-q-r, Mal baqra (cow), Heb baqar (ox), Syr baqra, Hrs beqret (cow), Uga bqr (ox),
Phoen bqr, Ebl baqar] Hin bakr, Per baqar borrowed from Ara
baqbuqa: bubble [Sem b-q-b-q, Heb baqbuq (bottle)]
baqdunis: parsley [from Gre makedonos (Macedonian)]
baqia: remain [?]
baqi: remainder [baqia] Hin baki, Per baki borrowed from Ara
baqil: herbs [baqila]
baqla: bean [baqala] Hin bakla, Per baqla borrowed from Ara
baqlawa: a desert [from Tur] Per baqlawa borrowed from Ara
baqq: bedbug [Akk baqqu (gnat), Syr baq, JNA baqa, Hrs beqet (bug)]
baqqal: grocer [baqala] Alb bakall, Bul bakaln, Gre mpakales, Hin bakkal, Kyr bakal, Per baqal, Rom bakan,
Ser bakal, Tur bakal, Uzb baqqol borrowed from Ara
baqqam: redwood, sappan [?] Hin bakkam, Per baqam borrowed from Ara
baqs: box-tree [from Gre pyxos]
baqsish: tip [from Per bachshesh] Alb bakshish, Bul bakshish, Rom bacsis, Swa bakshishi, Tur bahsis
borrowed from Ara
bar: bar [from Eng bar]
bara: cut to shape; sharpen [Sem b-r-y, Heb barar, Phoen br' (cutter)]
bara: be fallow, uncultivated [Akk aburr (pasture), Aram bwr (be uncultivated)]
basharia: humankind [bashar] Per bashariyat, Tur beseriyet borrowed from Ara
bashasha: friendliness [bassha]
bashali: be ugly [?
bashasa: friendliness [bassha]
bashi'a: be ugly [?
basil: bold [basula]
basitt: simple [Heb pashutt]
bassha: ember [OS bac]
bassma: press, stamp [Tur basma]
bassa: spy [Sem b-ss-y]
basal: onion [Sem b-s, Mal basla, Akk bisru (leek), Heb batzal (onion), JNA bissla, Hrs bessel]
bassama: press, stamp [from Tur basma]
bassaqa: spew [Sem b-ss-q, Tig bertsheque]
bassar: sight [bassura]
bassha: look in a friendly way [?
bassira: insight, prudence [bassura] Ful basira, Hau basira, Per bassirat, Swa busara borrowed from Ara
basura: look, inspect [Uga tbssr (control)]
basura: look, inspect [Uga tbssr (control)]
basura: haemorrhoids [?] Ful baksur, Hau basur, Ind bawasir, Per bawasir, Tur basur borrowed from Ara
ba'sz: a part of sg; some, various [ba'sza] Hin baz borrowed from Ara
basza: lay eggs [Sem b-ss-y, EgAr beida (egg), Mal bajda, abjad (white), Akk pessu (white), Heb betza (egg), Syr beytha, JNA beta, Meh bet, Amh bet, Tig bet, Uga bt, Phoen bt]
bata: spend the night [Sem b-ss-y, Akk bitu (house), Heb bayit, Syr baytha, bath, JNA betha, Meh beyt, Amh bet, Tig bt, Uga bt, Phoen bt]
bata: cut off [?] 
bataka: split [Sem b-t-k, Akk bataqu (cleave)]
batala: separate [Sem b-t-l]
batara: cut off [Sem b-t-r]
ba'tha: mission [ba'tha]
bathanna: be far [Sem b-ss-y, Mal boghod (distant), Uga b'd (back)]
battali: hero [battala]
battalia: bed-sheet [battuna]
battaria: battery [from Eng]
battattis: potatoes [from Eng]
battbatta: quack [onomatop.; Syr batta (duck)]
battia: jar, jug [Ara btt]
battle: spread [?] 
batti: slow [battua]
battich: melon [from OEg bittka]
battini: inner [battn]
battn: belly, inside [battuna]
battrach: botargo [from OEg]
battraq: patriarch [from Gre patriarchos]
battua: be slow [?] 
battula: be bold [?] 
battuna: line (clothes) [Heb betten (belly)]
batul: virgin [Akk batultu, Heb betula, Uga btl]
batula: birch [from Latin betula]
ba'uda: be far [Sem b-ss-y, Mal boghod (distant), Uga b'd (back)]
baul: urine [bala] Hau bawali, Per boul borrowed from Ara
bauwab: doorman [bab] Per bawwab, Swa bawabu borrowed from Ara
bauwaba: gate [bab]
ba'usz: mosquito [barghash]
bayan: clarification, explanation [bana] Hau bayani, Hin bayan, Per bayan, Tur beyan borrowed from Ara
bayya': seller [ba'a]

bazaqa: spew [Sem b-z-q, Tig bozeqe]
bazara: scatter, sow [Sem b-z-r, Syr bazra (seed), Hrs bezar (peppers)]
bazilla: peas [from Ita piselli] Tur bezelye borrowed from Ara
bazin: hawk [from Per baz] Hin baz, Arab beza, Tbr bezan borrowed from Ara
bazz: fabric, linen [buss] Per bazz borrowed from Ara
bazza: plunder [Sem b-z-z, Heb bazaz, Ara bzz]
bazzaqa: cobra; snake [bazaqa]
bazzaq: cobra; snake [bazaqa]
bazin: hawk [from Per baz] Hin baz, Arab beza, Tbr bezan borrowed from Ara
bazz: fabric, linen [buss] Per bazz borrowed from Ara
bazza: plunder [Sem b-z-z, Heb bazaz, Ara bzz]
bazzaqa: cobra; snake [bazaqa]
bazzaq: cobra; snake [bazaqa]

bid'a: heresy [badda'a] Ful bidua, Per bed'at borrowed from Ara
bidaya: beginning [bada]
bigha: prostitution [bagha]
bikr: virgin [?] Ful bikra, Ind bikri, Per bekr, Swa bikira borrowed from Ara
bikr: first-born [bakara]
bila: without [Sem b-l, Mal bla, Akk balu, Heb beli, Aram bl', bly, Uga bl, Phoen bl, 'bl (no)] Hin bila, Per bela, Swa bila borrowed from Ara
bilad: country [balad]
billaur: crystal [from Gre beryllion] Alb bilur, Ind hablur, ablor, Hin billaur, Per bolur, Swa bilauri, Tur billur borrowed from Ara
bin: son [tabanna] Ind bin, Per ben, Swa bin borrowed from Ara
bina: building; structure; foundation [bana] Alb bina, Hin bina, Ind bina, Per bana, Tur bina, Uzb bino borrowed from Ara
binia: structure [bana] Tur bunye borrowed from Ara
binssir: son [tabanna] Ind bin, Per ben, Swa bin borrowed from Ara
biquala: grocery [baqala]
bir: a well [Sem b-`r, Mal bir, Akk buru, Heb beer, Aram b’r, Phoen b’r, JNA bera]
biraz: excrement [tabarraza]
birfir: purple [from Lat purpur]

Birjis: Jupiter [from Per Berjis]
birka: pool [Heb brekha, JNA birke, Uga brkt] Per berka, Swa birika borrowed from Ara
birkar: compass [from Per parkar] Swa bikari borrowed from Ara
bizz: excrement [tabarraza]
biz: spread out; carpet [basatta] Hin bisat, Per bisatt borrowed from Ara
bisha: tidings [Sem b-s-r, Mal bxara, basra (prediction), Akk bussurtu, Heb besora]
bis: some [bas’a] Per ba’szi, Swa baadhi borrowed from Ara
bisa: goods [bas’a]
bittaka: ticket [from Late Gre pittakion]
bittiq: aristocrat [from Lat patricius]
biyana: piano [from Eng piano]
bubu: pupil of the eye [Heb bava]
buchar: steam; fever [?] Ful buharu, Hin bukhar, Per bochar borrowed from Ara
buchl: avarice [bachila]
budza: ice cream [from Tur buz]
bughia: wish, desire [bagha]
bughisz: hatred [baghisza]
buhhaira: lake [bahhr]
buhma: back [Uga bmt]
buka: crying [bakaa]
bukra: early morning; tomorrow [bakara]
bulad: steel [fuladh]
bubul: nightingale [onomat.] Alb bilbul, Kaz bulbul, Kyr bulbul, Per bulbul, Tur bulbul, Uzb bulbul borrowed from Ara
bulis: police [from Eng police]
bul’un: throat [Arab bul’uma] Per bal’um borrowed from Ara
bum : owl [JNA buma] Hin bum, Per bum borrowed from Ara
bunduq : hazelnut; bullet [funduq]
bunduqia : rifle, gun [funduq] Ful bindiga, Hin banduk, Per bondoq, Swa bunduki borrowed from Ara
bunia : structure [bana] Per bonye, Tur bunye borrowed from Ara
bunn : coffee beans [from Ethiopian, cp. Amh bunna (coffee)] Per bon, Swa buni borrowed from Ara
bunni : coffee-colored, brown [bunn]

buq : trumpet [Sem b-w-q] Per buq borrowed from Ara
bur : fallow (land) [bara]
burd : fabric; cloak; screen [?] Per bord borrowed from Ara
burdaya : curtain [burd]
burghul : groats [from Gre pligouri] Alb bulgur, Gre mplougouri, Per barghul, Tur bulgur borrowed from Ara

burtuqal : oranges [from Portuguese Portugal]
chadda: make furrows [Akk chadadu (make incisions)]
chadij: miscarriage [Sem ch-d-g]
chadim: servant [chadama] Hin khadim, Ind khadam, Per chadem borrowed from Ara
chadira: be numb [Mal hedla (numbness)]
chafa: fear [?]
chafada: lower, let down [?]
chafara: guard [Sem ch-p-r]
chafasza: make sink [Heb chafatz (bend down)]
chaffa: be light (of weight) [Mal hafif (light), Hrs chef]
chaffafa: make light (of weight), relieve [chaffa]
chafi: secret, hidden [chafia] Per chafi, Tur hafi borrowed from Ara
chafia: be hidden [?]
chafif: light (of weight) [chaffa] Aze xefif, Per chafif, Swa hafifu, Tur hafif borrowed from Ara
chafira: be shy [Sem ch-p-r, Heb chafar (be ashamed), Syr achfar, Amh affere]
chail: horses [Hrs cheyol]
chaima: tent [chayyama] Hin khaima, khem, Ind khemah, Per cheime, Swa hema borrowed from Ara
chain: traitor [chana] Aze xain, Per chaen borrowed from Ara
chair: good [chara]
chaliq: creator [chalaqa] Hin khalil, Ind khalik, Per chalilq borrowed from Ara
chalassa: be free, escape [Sem ch-l-q, Mal chalq, Heb chalq (escape)] Swa huluku borrowed from Ara
chalassa: freed; liberation, rescue [chalassa] Aze xilas, Hin khalas, Per chalass borrowed from Ara
chalatt: be friends [?]
chall: vinegar [challa] Per chall borrowed from Ara
challa: be sour [Mal hall (vinegar), Syr chala]
chalua: lonely [?]
chamara: ferment [Sem ch-m-r, Akk chamru (spirit), Syr chamra (wine), JNA khamra, khmira (yeast), Uga chnar (wine)]

chamassa: be empty, hungry [?] 

chamir: leaven; dough [chamara] Aze xemir, Hin khamir, Ind kamir, Kyr kamy, Per chamir, Swa hamira, Tat kamir, Tur hamur, Uzb khamir borrowed from Ara

chamiri: leavened [chamara] Hin khamira, Ind khamir borrowed from Ara

chamis: fifth [chamsa]

chamis: Thursday [chamsa] Ful alhamisa, Ind kamis, kamis, Per chamis borrowed from Ara

chamma: sweep [Syr chemam]

chammama: estimate [?] 

chamr: spirit, wine [chamara] Ind khamar, Per chamr borrowed from Ara

chamsa: five [Sem ch-m-sh, Mal hansa, Akk char-pad, Heb chamesh, Syr chamsha, JNA khamsha, Amh ammest, Uga chms, Phoen chms]

chamsin: fifty [chamsa] Hau hasamins, Swa hamsinis borrowed from Ara

chamur: dough [chamara] Tur hamur borrowed from Ara

chan: country inn [from Per] Bul han, Gre han, Rom han, Tur han borrowed from Ara

chana: be treacherous [?] 

chanaq: strangle [Sem ch-n-qa, Mal hanaq, Akk chanaqu (press), Heb chanaq (strangle), Syr chenaq, JNA khnaq, Uga chq, Phoen chq]

chandaq: moat [from Per kandak] Hin khandak borrowed from Ara

chanth: effeminate [?] 

chanjar: dagger [from Per] Alb hanxhar, Aze xencer, Hin khanjar, Hun hanzhar, Ind khanjar, Kyr kanjar, Tur hancer, Uzb hanzhar borrowed from Ara

chara: choose [Sem ch-y-r, Mal hatar]

charab: ruined [charaba] Hin kharab, Ind kharab. Per charab, Tur harap, Uzb harob borrowed from Ara

charaba: destroy [Sem ch-r-b, Akk charabu, Heb charav, Syr cherab] Swa haribu borrowed from Ara

charaba: ruins [charaba] Per charabe, Tat kherabe, Tur harabe borrowed from Ara

charaj: tax [charaja] Alb harac, Bul harch, Ful haraji, Gre haratsi, Hau haraji, Hin kharaj, kharch, Hun haracs, Per charaj, Tur harac borrowed from Ara

charaja: come out, leave [Sem ch-r-g, EgAr charag, Mal harem, Heb choreg (step-son), JNA khurga, Hrs cherog (go out)]

charaja: taxes, tributes [charaja] Ind kharajat, Per charajat borrowed from Ara

charama: pierce [Sem ch-r-m, JNA khrm, Meh charmit (notch)]

charaq: tear apart [Sem ch-r-q, Heb charaq (grate)]

charasan: concrete [from Per char-sang]

charat: carve, lathe [Sem ch-r-tt, Heb charatt, Uga chrt (pluck)]

charaza: perforate [Heb charaz (string together), Syr cheraz]

charasha: scribble [Mal harbeh]

chardal: mustard [Heb chardal, JNA khardalle] Aze xardal, Per chardal, Tur hardal borrowed from Ara

charia: empty the bowls, defecate [Sem ch-r-y, Heb chara (excrement), JNA ikrre, Amh arra (defectate), Tig hhar (excrement), Uga chr (empty bowls)] Swa hara borrowed from Ara

charib: be destroyed [charaba]

charif: autumn [Sem ch-r-p, Mal harifa, Akk charaptu, Heb choref (winter), SAr chr (year)] Hin kharif, Per charif borrowed from Ara

charifa: talk idly; tell tales [Mal harrief]

charij: being out of; external; foreign country [charaja] Hin kharij, Per charij borrowed from Ara

charitta: map [from Gre charte] Aze xerite, Hin kharita, Per charitte, Taj kharita, Tur harita, harta borrowed from Ara

charij: expense, cost [charaja] Aze xerite, Hin kharij, Per charij, Tur harc borrowed from Ara

charraja: train [Mal harreg]

chartit: rhinoceros [?] 

chartush: cartridge [from Fre cartouche]

charuf: wether, castrated ram [Heb charif (sharp)]

charwa: ricinus [?] 

chas: lettuce [Akk chasu, JNA khasse]

chasa: be mean [?] 

chasafa: sink [Sem ch-s-p, Uga chsp (wilt), Phoen hhsp (go down)]

chasara: loss [chasira] Hau hasara, Per chasarat, Swa hasara borrowed from Ara

chashab: wood [?]

chashia: fear [?]
chashia : fear [chasia] Per chasiyat borrowed from Ara
chashin : rough [chashina] Per chashen borrowed from Ara
chashuna : be rough [?]
chasira : lose [Sem ch-s-r, Heb chassar (lack) Syr chesar (lose), JNA khsr, Uga chsr, Phoen mchs r (a need)]
chasir : mean, base; miser [chasa] HIN khasis, PER chasis borrowed from Ara
chass : special; especially [chassal] Aze xas, HIN khas, IND khas, PER chass, SWA hasa borrowed from Ara
chassala : castrate [Sem ch-ss-y, Mal haswa (testicle), JNA khsy (castrate)]
chass : excel [?]
chassaha : be fruitful [?]
chassama : quarrel [?]
chassama : subtract [?]
chassi : eumuch [chassa] PER chassi borrowed from Ara
chassia : specialty, character [chassal] Aze xasiyat, IND khasiat, PER chassiyat borrowed from Ara
chassla : character [?] PER chassla borrowed from Ara
chassm : opponent [chassama] PER chassm borrowed from Ara
chasr : hip, waist [ichtassara]
chaszira : green [chaszira] PER chaszra borrowed from Ara
chassina : be green [LiAr achdar (green), Heb chatzir (greenery)]
chattir : concluded [chatama] IND khatam borrowed from Ara
chattara : ring [chatama]
chatama : seal [Sem ch-t-m, Mal hatem (ring), Heb chatam (seal), Syr chetham, JNA khitma, HRS chotem (ring), Amh ateme (print), mahtem (stamp), Phoen chtm]
chatan : son-in-law [Sem ch-t-n, Akk chatanu, Heb chatan, JNA khitna, UGB chtn]
chatan : circumcision [chatama] IND khatam, PER chatan borrowed from Ara
chatana : circumcision [?] chatim : seal [chatama] HAU hatim, PER chatem borrowed from Ara
chatim : end [chatama] HIN khatm, IND katam, PER chtam, SWA hatima borrowed from Ara
chatt : line [chatta] Aze xett, HIN khat, IND kat, PER chatt, HUR hat borrowed from Ara
chatta : sew [Sem ch-w-tt, Heb chutt (thread), JNA khytt (sew), HRS choyot, HUR hat (rope), Soq qaid (rope)]
chattta : draw (a line), write [Heb chatta (dig, scratch), Syr chatteyttutha (line), Aram chatt (dig, scratch), chatttet]
chatt : step [?]
chatta : mistake, error [chattia] Aze xeta, HIN khata, PER chattia, SWA hatia, TUR hatia, UZB khato borrowed from Ara
chattaba : hold a speech [Ara chatteb (praise)]
chattar : importance; threat, menace; danger [chattara] HAU hadari, HIN khatra, KAZ qater, PER chattar, SWA hatari,
UZB khatar borrowed from Ara
chattara : swing; realise [chitr]
chattata : plan [?] chatt : mistaken; guilty [chattia] PER chattia borrowed from Ara
chattia : commit error, sin [Sem ch-t-t-y, Mal hitija (sin), Akk chattu, Heb chatta, Syr chettha, JNA khatta, Amh hattiat, khettitla, UGB chtt (do wrong)]
chattib : speaker, preacher [chattaba] PER chattab, chattib borrowed from Ara
chattir : mood; idea; memory; favor, consideration [chattara] GRE hatiri, HIN khatri, PER chattar, ROM hatir, TAT khetar, TUR hatir borrowed from Ara
chattir : dangerous; important [chattara] PER chattir borrowed from Ara
chattira : memory; idea; favor, consideration [chattara] Aze xatir, PER chattar, TUR hatira, UZB hotira borrowed from Ara
chattwa : a step [chatta] PER chattwe borrowed from Ara
chattura : be important [?]
chatun : lady, wife [from Old Iranian] Aze qadin, PER chatun, TAT khatin, TUR kadin borrowed from Ara
chauch : peach [Sem ch-w-ch, Mal hawa, Akk chacchu (plum), JNA khokha (peach)]
chaucha : mouth [SR ch-h, Jib choh, Gez chochet]
chauf : fear; threat; danger [chaufa] HIN khauf, PER chouf, SWA hofu, UZB khavf borrowed from Ara
chauf : gulf [Sem ch-w-r, Akk churr (hole), Heb chor, UGB chr]
chawa : be empty [Sem ch-w-y, HRS chah (mouth)]
chayyama : pitch a tent [Sem ch-y-m, JNA khema (tent), HRS chimet, Gez chaymat, TIG hhaymet (hat), UGB chmt (tent)]
chazaf : pottery, china [Sem ch-z-p, Akk chassabu (pottery), Heb chatzaf (shard), Syr chetzfa (jar)]
chazama : perforate; string up [Sem ch-z-m, Heb chazam (cut off), Syr chezam]
chazana : heap up, store [Sem ch-s-n, Aram chasan (be strong)]
chazia : be shameful [?] 
chazina : treasury; treasure, gem [chazana] Aze xezine, Hin khazana, Per chazine, Swa hazina, Tat khezine, Tur hazine, Uzb khazina borrowed from Ara
chazana : cash-box [chazana] Tat kazna, Tur hazne borrowed from Ara
chazzaf : potter [chazaf] Per chazzaf borrowed from Ara
chial : thought; phantasy; opinion [chala] Aze xeyal, Hin khayal, Ind khayal, Per chiyal borrowed from Ara
chiana : crime; betrayal; abuse [chana] Aze xeyanet, Hin khayanat, Ind khyanat, Per chiyanat, Tat khyanet, Uzb khyonat borrowed from Ara
chiar : choice, option [chara] Ind khiar, Per chiyar, Swa hiari borrowed from Ara
chibra : skills [chabara] Per chebre borrowed from Ara
chida' : deceit [chada'a] Per chod'e, Swa hadaa borrowed from Ara
chidr : women’s chamber [chadara]
chil'a : robe of honor [?] Hin khilat, Per chal'at borrowed from Ara
chilaf : contrast; error [chalah] Hin khilaf, Ind khilaf, hilap, Per chelaf, Tur hilaf borrowed from Ara
chilafa : succession; caliphate [chalah] Hin khilafat, Per chelafat borrowed from Ara
chilala : (in) between [chalila]
chillt : mix [chalatta] Per cheltt borrowed from Ara
chinaq : neck [chanaqa]
chindhithd : whirlwind [Uga chdhdh]
chinissir : little finger [Sem ch-ss-r, Syr chessra, Jib chessrer]
chinuss : pig [Syr chayyatza, chanutza]
chinshar : fern [?
chinizir : pig [Mal hanzir, Akk chuziru, Heb chazir, JNA khizura, Uga chzr] Ful hinjiru, Per chenzir borrowed from Ara
chirba : ruin [charaba]
chissb : fruitfulness [chassaba] Per chesb borrowed from Ara
chiszb : dye; painting [chaszaba] Hin khizab, Per cheszab borrowed from Ara
chitam : end [chatama] Per chetam, Tur hitam borrowed from Ara
chittab : speech [chattaba] Hin khitab, Per chettab borrowed from Ara
chittam : nose-ring; bridle [Akk chattimtu (snout), Aram chutma, Uga chtm (nose)] Per chettam, Swa hatamu borrowed from Ara
chittr : branch [Sem ch-tt-t, Akk chattaru, Heb chetter, Syr chutter, JNA chittra]
chizi : shame, disgrace [chazia] Swa hizzi borrowed from Ara
chizna : cash-box, treasury [chazana] Ind khizanah borrowed from Ara
chubba : mauve [?] Per chobba borrowed from Ara
chubth : wickedness [chabutha] Per chobth borrowed from Ara
chubz : bread [chabaza] Per chobz borrowed from Ara
chuff : slippers [Gez kuf (shoe), Hrs chef (hoof), Amh kuf]
chuffash : bat [chunfus]
chufia : secret; detective [chafia] Aze xefiyye, Hin khufiya, Per chofyie, Tur hafiye borrowed from Ara
chulasa : essence [challasa] Hin khulasa, Per cholasse borrowed from Ara
chuld : mole [Sem ch-l-d, LiAr chlund, Heb choled (skink), chulda (rat), JNA khulda (chamaeleon), Tig huled (mole)] Per chold borrowed from Ara
chuld : eternity [chalada] Per chold borrowed from Ara
chulq : character [chalqaq] Ind kholuk, Per cholq, Swa hulka, Tat kholik borrowed from Ara
chulatta : participation [chalatta] Hau hulda, Per cholle borrowed from Ara
chums : fifth part [chamsa] Ful humsa, Hau humusi, Per choms borrowed from Ara
chunfus : black beetle, scarab [LiAr chunufse, Heb chipushit, Aram chrpws, chrpd (bat)] Per chonfos borrowed from Ara
chur : excrement [charia]
churafa : fable; idle talk; prejudice [charifa] Hin khurafat, Ind khurfat, Per chorafat, Tat khorafat borrowed from Ara
churi: priest [from Gre khoros]
churnub: carob [hharub] Per churb borrowed from Ara
churr: hole [Sem ch-r-r, Akk chararu (bore), Heb charar, Syr chura (hole), Hrs cherrayt]
churtum: trunk [Heb charttom (beak)] Per churtum, Tur hortum borrowed from Ara
churuj: exit [charaja] Per choruj borrowed from Ara
chuss: palm leaves [Sem ch-w-s]
chussba: fruitfulness [chassaba]
chussia: testicle [chassa] Per chossye borrowed from Ara
chussla: cluster [Heb chozielet (mat)]
chussma: quarrel [chassama] Hau husuma, Ind khussmat, Per chossusmat borrowed from Ara
chussus: specialty; opportunity [chassa] Ind khuss, Per chossus, Tur husus borrowed from Ara
chussussan: especially [chassa] Aze xususan, Hin khususan, Per chossussan borrowed from Ara
chussussi: special, private [chassa] Per chossussi, Swa hususa borrowed from Ara
chussussia: specialty, originality, peculiarity [chassa] Aze xussusiyyet, Hin khususiyyat, Per chossussiyat borrowed from Ara
chusuf: eclipse [chasafa] Hau husufi, Per chosuf borrowed from Ara
chuszar: vegetables [chaszira] Per choszarat borrowed from Ara
chatna: circumcision [chatana] Hin khatna, Per chotne borrowed from Ara
chutta: plan [chattatta]
chutta: speech; sermon, address [chattaba] Hau huduba, Hin khutba, Per chottbe, Swa hotuba borrowed from Ara

D
da'a: call, claim [Sem d-‘-w, Tig dey] Swa dai borrowed from Ara
da’ama: support [?] 
dabara: turn the back; follow [Sem d-b-r, Akk dabaru (make turn back), Syr debar (lead), Uga dbr (turn the back)]
dabba: crawl [Sem d-b-b]
dabba: drive away [Sem d-b-b, Aram dbb (be an enemy)]
dabbaaja: decorate [from Middle Per debag (brocade)]
dabbara: lead, control, plan [dabara]
dabbur: hornet [Sem d-b-r, Heb dabbur, Heb devora (bee), Syr debura (hornet), JNA dibbora (wasp), Hrs dheber (bee)]
dabdaba: trample [Sem d-b-d-b]
dabdaba: noise; pomp [dabdaba] Aze debdebe, Hin dabdaba, Per dabdabe, Tur debdebe borrowed from Ara
dabiqa: clinging, adhere [Sem d-b-q, Heb davaq, JNA dwq (hold)]
dacchana: smoke [dachina]
dacha: be dizzy [?] 
dachala: enter [Gur del (belly)]
dachil: interior; entrance [dachala] Hin dakhil, Per dachel, Tur dahil borrowed from Ara
dachila: interior; entry [dachala] Hin dakhila, Per dachele borrowed from Ara
dachili: inner, interior [dachala] Aze daxili, Hin dakhili, Per dacheli, Tur dahili borrowed from Ara
dachina: be smoky [Hrs nedehh (smoke)]
dachl: entry; income [dachala] Hin dakhil, Per dachli borrowed from Ara
daf: a push (backwards), repelling [daf’a] Hin dafa, Per dafa’ borrowed from Ara
daf’a: push; occasion, time [daf’a] Hin dafa, Per dafa’e borrowed from Ara
dafa: defence [daf’a] Per defa’ borrowed from Ara
daf’a: push [Sem d-p-, Hrs dofə, Gez daf’-]
daf’a: defend [daf’a]
dafana: conceal, bury [Sem s-p-n, Mal dfn, Akk ssapanu, ssapunu (north), Heb tszfon (code), tzafon (north), Amh tsheffene (close the eyes), JNA sasfon (north), Phoen sspn]
dafara: push [Sem d-p-r, Amh debeddebe (beat, rap), Phoen mtpp (drummer)] Hin daf, Per daf borrowed from Ara
daff: side (of body) [Heb daf (page), Syr dafa, Hrs defef (side)]
daffa: be warm [OS dafa, EthSem dfn (bake under ashes)]
dafin: concealed [dafana] Per dafin borrowed from Ara
dafina: buried treasure [dafana] Hin dafina, Per dafine borrowed from Ara
dafn: burial [dafana] Hin dafn, Per dafn, Uzb dafn borrowed from Ara
tetre, Ful defiere, Gre tefteri. Hin daftar, Kaz depter, Kyr depter, Per daftar, Swa daftari, Taj daftar, Tur
defer, Uzb daftar borrowed from Ara
dagh : brand [from Per] Hin dagh borrowed from Ara
daghdagha : tackle [onomat.]
daghdagha : a tackle [daghdagha] Per daghdaghe borrowed from Ara
dahana : smear; rub in [Sem d-h-n, Syr dehan (become fat), JNA dhn]
dahaq : shackles [Syr dhq]
dahasa : trample [dasa]
dahhara : drive away [Sem d-h-h-r, Gez dhhr]
dahlasha : press in [Heb dachass (compress)]
dahia : be clever [?]
dahin : clever, sly; genius [dahia] Aze dahi, Per dahi, Tur dahi borrowed from Ara
dahisha : amazement; panic [dahisha] Hin dahshat, Per dehshat borrowed from Ara
daibadab : guard [from Per dide-ban]
daim : always, constantly, continuing [dama] Aze daim, Hin daym, Per dayem, Swa daima, Tat daim, Tur daima
borrowed from Ara
daimei : constant, continuous [dama] Per dayemi, Tat daimi, Tur daimi borrowed from Ara
dain : debt [dana] Hin dain, Per dein, Swa deni borrowed from Ara
da'in : motive [da'a] Per da'i borrowed from Ara
dair : monastery [dara] Per dayer borrowed from Ara
daif : turning; concerning [dara] Aze daire, Ind daerah, Per dayere, Tur daire, Uzb doira borrowed from Ara
dajjja : be dim [Ham d-g, Orm dukkan]
dajja : poultry [Sem d-g-d-g, Mal tigiegia] Per dojaj borrowed from Ara
dajjala : swindle [Sem d-g-l, Syr dagel]
dajjana : remain [Sem d-g-n (grains)]
dajjana : be dim [Sem d-g-n, Syr degna (blindness)]
dajjal : swindler; antichrist; naughty [dajala] Aze deceel, Ful dajjal, Hin dajjal, Per dajjel borrowed from Ara
dajj : swindle, deceel [dajala] Hin dagal, Per dajjel borrowed from Ara
dakk : stamp (floor) [Sem d-k-k, Akk dakkana] Bul

dakka : floor, deck; bench [dakka] Per dakke borrowed from Ara
dal : the letter d [Sem d-l, Akk dalu (door), Heb dalet, Uga dlt] Per dal borrowed from Ara
dala : draw (water) [Sem d-l-w, d-l-y, Akk dalu (bucket), Heb deli, JNA dola, Hrs dlew]
dala : change, alternate [Sem d-w-l, Syr dal (move)]
dalala : ooze [Sem d-l-p, Heb dalaf, JNA dlp, Uga dlp]
dalaka : rub [?]
dalala : guidance, reference [dalla] Per dalalat, Tur delalet borrowed from Ara
daldala : let dangle [Sem d-l-d-l]
daila : vine; branch [Heb dalia, Syr dalitha]
dalil : indication; proof, evidence; quote [dalla] Aze delil, Ful dalila, Hin dalil, Kaz delel, Kyr dalil, Per dalil,
Swa dalili, Tur delil, Uzb dalil borrowed from Ara
dalla : indicate [Sem d-l-l, Uga dll (broker), Amh dellala]
dalla : suspend [Sem d-l-w]
dalla : watermelon [Heb dela'at (pumpkin)]
dallal : broker [dalla] Ful dilali, Hau dillali, Hin dallal, Ind dalal, Kyr dallal, Per dallal, Swa dalali borrowed
from Ara
dalw : bucket [dala] Per dalw borrowed from Ara
dam : blood [Sem d-m, Mal demm, Akk damu, Heb dam, Syr dama, JNA dimma, Amh dem, Tig dem, Uga dm,
Phoen dm] Per dam, Swa damu borrowed from Arab
damm : tears [dama'a] Per dam' borrowed from Arab
dama : last [Sem d-w-m, Heb domem (still), Hrs adm (stay, dwell), Meh adm, Soq deme (sleep), Uga dmm (be
still)]
dama'a : shed tears [Sem d-m-], Akk dimtu (tear), Mal demgha, Heb dim'a, Syr dem'etha, JNA dime'tha, Hrs
demat, Uga dm't, Ebl idma'atu
damana : scatter manure [Sem d-m-n, Heb domen (manure)]
damara : be destroyed [Sem d-m-r, Uga dmrn (daring)]
**daomas**: conceal [Sem d-m-s, JNA dms (sink)]
**damdana**: rumble [Sem d-m-d-m, onomat.]
**damila**: heal [*]
**damin**: bloody [dam]
**damma**: paint red [Sem d-m, Akk adammu (red), Heb adom, Gur dama (reddish), Uga ’dm (be red)]
**dammara**: destroy [damara]
**dana**: convert, become pious [Sem d-y-n, Akk dianu (condemn), Heb din, Syr dan, JNA dayyan (judge), Amh dannya (arbitrate), Uga dyn]
**dana**: be near [Sem d-n-y, Syr dana (approach), Hrs deno (conceive a child)]
**dana**: be lowly [Sem d-n-y]
**dana**: borrow [*]
**danasa**: be defiled [Sem d-n-s]
**dann**: urn, barrel [Sem d-n, Akk dannu, Syr danna]
**danna**: buzz [Sem d-n-n, Hrs denna (echo)]
**daqqa**: date palm [Sem d-q-l, Syr deqla]
**daqqa**: mast [Sem d-q-l]
**daqqa**: thin [daqqa] Aze deqiq, Per daqqa borrowed from Ara
**daqqa**: minute, instant [daqqa] Aze deqiq, Ful dakika, Hin dakika, Per daqqa, Swa dakika, Taj daqqa, Tur dakika, Uzb daqqa borrowed from Ara
**daqqa**: be thin [Sem d-q-q, Mal daqiq (flour), Akk daqaqu (crush), Heb daq (thin), daqqa (minute), JNA dyq (grind), Amh daqiq (thin), Uga dq, Phoen dq]
**dar**: house [Sem d-w-r, d-y-r, Mal dar, Akk duru (city wall, fortress), Heb dira (apartment), Syr dayar (house), dira (monastery)] Hin dar borrowed from Ara
**dara**: turn [Sem d-w-r, d-y-r, Akk daru (era), Heb dor (generation), JNA dor, Hrs dawr (turn), Uga drdr (eternity), dr (family circle), Phoen dr]
**dara**: know [*]
**dara**: steps, rank [daraja]
**dara**: step [Sem d-r-g, Mal targa (step, degree), Heb darga, Syr daraga, Amh dereja]
**dara**: degree, grade, rank, level [daraja] Aze deree. Hin darja. Ind darjah, derajat, Kaz dorezhe, Kyr daraja, Per daraje, Swa daraja, Tat deredzhe, Tur deree, Uzb daradzha borrowed from Ara
**daraka**: lowest rung [adakra]
**daran**: tumor [Tig deren (blister)]
**daran**: dirt [darina]
**darasa**: thresh [Sem d-r-sh, Aram drs (tread)]
**darasa**: study [Sem d-r-sh, Heb darash (preach), Syr derash, Amh derrese (compose), Phoen drsh (seek)]
**darb**: street, path; passage [Syr darba, Meh darb] Per darb borrowed from Ara
**darf**: mill [dulfin]
**darham**: be accustomed, practiced [*]
**darja**: current; colloquial [daraja]
**darina**: be dirty [*]
**darj**: insertion, entry; a record [daraja] Hin darj, Per darj borrowed from Ara
**darra**: run freely [Sem d-r-r, Akk dararu]
**darraba**: train sy [dariba]
**darraja**: insert [daraja]
**darraja**: bicycle [daraja]
**darrasa**: teach [darasa]
**dars**: lesson [darasa] Aze ders, Ful darse, Hau daras, Hin dars, Per dars, Swa darasa, Taj dars, Tat deres, Tur ders, Uzb dars borrowed from Ara
**darssini**: cinnamon [dar + sini] Bul darchin, Swa dalasini, Tur tarcin borrowed from Ara
**darz**: seam [from Per]
**dasa**: trample, tread [Sem d-w-s, d-y-s, Heb dash (stamp), Syr dash, JNA dysh, d’sh, Hrs dos, Tig dehasa]
**dasam**: fatness [Akk dashnu (mighty), Heb dashan (fat)]
**dassa**: bury [Sem d-s-s]
**dastur**: custom; constitution [from Per] Hin dastur, Swa desturi borrowed from Ara
**daucha**: dizziness [dacha]
**dauka**: tumult [Ara dwk]
**daula**: force, majesty, state [dala] Aze dovet, Hin daulet, Ind daulet, Per doulet, Swa dola, Tat doulet, Tur devlet, Uzb davlat borrowed from Ara
**daum**: duration [dama] Per doum borrowed from Ara
daur: a round; rotation, epoch, period, era [dara] Hin daur, Kaz dewir, Per dour, Tur devir, Uzb davr borrowed from Ara

daura: turn, revolution; circle; circulation, period [dara] Hin daura, Per doure, Swa duara, Tur devre, Uzb davra borrowed from Ara

dauran: epoch [dara] Hin dauran, Per douran borrowed from Ara
dauri: sparrow [LiAr dweri, Heb dror]
dauri: periodic [dara] Per douri borrowed from Ara
dauria: circulation, patrol [dara] Swa doria borrowed from Ara
dauwana: register, write in [diwan]
dawa: treat, heal [?] dawa: inkpot [maybe from OEg like Heb dyo (ink)] Ful dawa, Hin davat, Ind davat, Per davat borrowed from Ara

da wa: medicine [dawa] Hin dava, Per dawa, Swa dava, Tur deva, Uzb davo borrowed from Ara
da wa: a call [da'a] Hin davat, Per da'wat borrowed from Ara
da wa: claim; lawsuit, action, legal procedure [da'a] Hin dava, Ind daawa, Kyr doo, Per da'wa, Swa daawa, Tat degve, Tur dava, Uzb da'vo borrowed from Ara
da wa: duration [dama] Hin davam, Per dawam, Tat devam, Tur devam borrowed from Ara
da w an: disease [Sem d-w-y, Akh diu, Heb dawah (ill), Syr dawya (miserable), Uga dwy (be sick)]

da waran: turning, circulation [dara] Hin dauran, Per dawaran borrowed from Ara
dia: ransom [wada] Ind diyat, Per diyat, Swa dia borrowed from Ara
diana: honesty; religion [dana] Hin dayanat, Per diyanat, Tur diyanet borrowed from Ara
diar: region [dara] Hin dayar, Per diyar borrowed from Ara
dibaj: brochure [dabbaja] Ind dibaj, Per diba, dibaj borrowed from Ara
dibaja: ornament; preface [dabbaja] Per dibache, Swa dibaji borrowed from Ara
diblumasi: diplomacy [from Eng diplomacy]
dibs: meat [Sem d-b-s, Akh dishpu (honey), Heb dvash, JNA dabasha, dusha]
diffa: pushing back, defense [dafa'a] Per defa' borrowed from Ara
diffi: oleander [from Gre daphne (laurel)] Per defli borrowed from Ara
dihilis: corridor [from Per]
dihsha: amazement; fright; horror [dahisha] Aze dehset, Ind dahsyat, Per dehshat, Tat dehset, Tur dehs, Uzb dehsat borrowed from Ara

Dijla: Tigris [from Sum] Per Dajle borrowed from Ara
dik: cock [Amh dakkeyye (duck)] Per dik borrowed from Ara
dimagh: brain [Sem d-m-gh, Amh demah (crown of the head), Tig demqet] Hin dimag, Per demagh, Tur dimag borrowed from Ara

dinn: manure [damana] Per denn borrowed from Ara
dimukratt: democratic [from Gre demokratikos]
din: religion [from Per din] Aze din, Ful dina, Hau addini, Hin din, Ind din, Kyr din, Swa dini, Tat din, Tur din, Uzb din borrowed from Ara
dinar: a coin [from Lat denarius] Hin dinar, Per dinar, Ser dinar borrowed from Ara
dini: religious [din] Per dini, Tat dini, Tur dini borrowed from Ara
diqqa: refinement; attention, care, notice [daqqa] Hin diqqat, Per degqat, Taj diqquat, Tur dikkat, Uzb diqkat borrowed from Ara
dir: breastplate [Sem d-r-'] Per der' borrowed from Ara
dirasa: a study [darasa] Per dersat borrowed from Ara

disamb: December [from Fr decembre]
diwan: collection of verses; register; counsellor [from Per diwan] Ful diwanu, Hin divan, Per diwan, Swa divani borrowed from Ara
diwan: sofa [diwan] Alb divan, Aze divan, Gre nti bani, Taj divan, Tat divan, Tur divan borrowed from Ara
du'a: a call; prayer [da'a] Ful doa, Hau addua, Hin dua, Ind doa, Per do'a, Swa dwa, Tur dua, Uzb duo borrowed from Ara
dubb: bear [Sem d-b, Mal debh, Akk dabu, Heb dov, JNA dibba, Amh debb, Tig debb, Ebl dabbu] Per dobb, Swa dubb borrowed from Ara
dubr: the back; anus [dabara] Ful duburu, Hau dubura, Ind dubur, jubur, Per dobor borrowed from Ara
duchan: smoke; tobacco [dachina] Hun dohany, Per dochan borrowed from Ara
duch: millet [?] duchul: entry [dachala] Per dochul borrowed from Ara
dud: worm [?] Per dud, Swa dudu borrowed from Ara
duhn: oil [dahana] Per dohn borrowed from Ara
dujja: darkness [daja] Per doja borrowed from Ara
dukkān : shop [dakka] Alb dyqan, Aze dukan, Bul djukjan, Ful dukkanī, Hin dukan, Ind dukan, Kaz dukun, Kyr dukon, Per dokkan, Swa dukina, Ser dukun, Taj dukon, Tur dukkan, Uzb dokon borrowed from Ara

dulab : wheel [from a Middle Per *dol-ab (water bucket)] Alb dollap, Gre ntoulapa, Per dulab, Rom dulap, Tur dolap borrowed from Ara

dulb : platane [?] 

dulfin : dolphin [from Gre delfinos] Hin dulfin, Per dalfin borrowed from Ara

duman : rudder [from Ita timone] Alb timon, Gre timoni, Tur dumen borrowed from Ara

dumiya : statue [Sem d-m-y, Akk damtu (form), Heb demtu (model), Syr dma (resemble)]

dumlij : bracelet [Sem d-m-l-g]

duna : without [?] Swa dunia borrowed from Ara

dunia : world [Mal dinja, JNA dunye] Ful duniya, Hau duniya, Hin duniya, Ind dunya, Kaz dinie, Kyr duino, Per dinya, Swa dinia, Tat dinya, Tur dunya, Uzb dunyo borrowed from Ara

dunum : an area measure [from Tur donum]

durbin : binoculars, telescope [from Per dar-bin (far-sight)] Alb dylbi, Kyr durvi, Ser durbin, Swa darubini, Tur durpurn, Uzb durbin borrowed from Ara

durr : pearl [Sem d-w-r, Aram dwr] Hin dur, Ind dur, Per dorr borrowed from Ara

durraj : hazel grouse [?] Per dorraj borrowed from Ara

durraq : peach [?] 

duwali : international [daula]

duwama : whirlpool [Sem d-w-m] 

duwar : circulation; dizziness [dara]

DH

dha : this [Sem dh, EgAr da, Mal dan, Heb ze, Syr da, Uga d, dh, Phoen z]

dha'a : spread, broadcast [?] 

dhaba : melt [Sem dh-w-b, Syr dabad, Aram dwb (flow), Hrs dheyob]

dhabahha : slaughter [Sem dh-b-ah, Mal debah (sacrifice), Akk zibu (food offering), Heb zavach (sacrifice), Syr debach (slaughter), JNA madhabah (altar), Tig zibbh (slaughter), Uga mdbbh, Phoen zbbh (sacrifice)]

dhabba : protect [Sem d-b-b, Heb davav, Aram dbb (lawsuit)]

dhabba : drive away [dabba]

dhabdhaba : swing [Sem dh-b-dh-b]

dhabhh : slaughtering [dhabahha] Hin zabah, Per dhabbh borrowed from Ara

dhabhia : sacrifice [dhabahha] Swa dhabhiu borrowed from Ara

dhachara : store [Sem dh-ch-r] 

dhachira : reserves [dhachara] Per dhachire borrowed from Ara

dhada : drive away [Sem dh-w-d, Syr dad (disturb)]

dhahab : gold [dhabha] Per dhahab, Swa dhahabu borrowed from Ara

dhahab : going [dhabha] Per dhahab, dhahab borrowed from Ara

dhahaba : gild [Sem dh-h-b, EgAr dahab (gold), Heb zahav, Syr dahaba, JNA dehwa]

dhahaba : go forth [?] 

dhahala : forget [Sem dh-h-l]

dhahil : forgetful, careless [dhahala] Hin zahil, Per dhahel borrowed from Ara

dhahila : stupefy [Sem dh-h-l, Syr dahel] 

dhahin : intelligent [dhihn] Hin zahin, Per dhahin borrowed from Ara

dhail : back or bottom part [OS cil (tail), Soq tta (sheep’s tail)] Hin zail, Per dheyl borrowed from Ara

dhaiqa : good taste [dhaqa] Hin zayka, Per dhaeqe borrowed from Ara

dhaka : that [dha + ka] 

dhaka : intelligence [dhakia] Aze zeka, Per dhaka, Tur zeka borrowed from Ara

dhakar : male [Sem dh-k-r, Akk zikaru, Heb zakhar, Syr dekra, Uga dkr] Ful jakari, Hau azzakari, Per dhakar borrowed from Ara

dhakara : remember [Sem dh-k-r, Akk zakaruro (speak), Heb zakhar, Syr dekhar, JNA tkhr, Amh tezkar (commemoration), Phoen zkr]

dhaki : intelligent [dhakia] Per dhaki borrowed from Ara

dhakia : be intelligent [?] 

dhakir : remembering; pious [dhakara] Hin zakir, Per dhaker borrowed from Ara

dhakira : memory [dhakara] Per dhakere borrowed from Ara

dhakkara : remind [dhakara]

dhalala : baseness [dhalla] Hin zalalat, Per dhellat borrowed from Ara

dhalika : that [dha + ka] 

dhalil : low, base [dhalla] Hin zalil, Per dhalil, Tur zelil borrowed from Ara
dhalla: be low; humiliated [Sem dh-l-l, Heb zol (cheap), Syr zahyl (licentious), JNA dalila (poor), Uga dl (small), Phoen dl (poor)] Swa dhili borrowed from Ara
dhamma: reproach [Syr damem (observe)]
dhanab: tail [Sem dh-n-b, Mal denb, Akk zibbatu, Heb zanav, Syr domba, Hrs dheneb, Soq dinab, Tig zeneb, Uga dhnh, Ebl dhenabu]
dhanb: sin [Syr danab (wretched)] Ful junuba, Hau zunubi, Per dhanb, Swa dhambi borrowed from Ara
dhaqa: taste good [Sem dh-w-q, Heb duq (look), Syr adeq]
dhaqan: beard [Sem dh-q-a, Akk ziqnu, Heb zaqan, JNA diqna, Uga dqn, Phoen zqn, Ebl dhaqanu]
dhara: scatter, winnow [Sem dh-r-y, Akk zaru, Uga dhry]
dhara'a: measure [?]
dharaq: drop shit [zarqa]
dhari'a: means [dhara'a] Hind zariya, Per dhari'e borrowed from Ara
dharib: sharp [Sem dh-r-b]
dharra: scatter [dhara]
dharra: a grain; an atom, a molecule [dharra] Hind zarra, Per dharre, Tur zerre, Uzb zarra, Tur zerre borrowed from Ara
dhat: nature; essence [dha] Ful jati, Hau zar, Per dhat, Tur zat borrowed from Ara
dhauq: taste, flavor; feel [dhaqa] Hind zovq, Hau zauq, Per dhauq, Tur zevk borrowed from Ara
dhib: wolf [Sem dh-b, Akk zibu (jackal), Heb zeev, Syr daba, Amh jeb (hyena), Tig zebi]
dhijn: intelligence, mind; memory [dzanna] Aze zehn, Hin zehn, Per dhehn, Tat zihen, Tur zizin borrowed from Ara
dhikr: mention [dhakara] Hind zikr, Per dhekr, Tur zikr borrowed from Ara
dhkra: memory [dhakara]
dhilla: baseness; suffer humiliation [dhalla] Hind zillat, Per zellat borrowed from Ara
dhimma: responsibility [dhamma] Hind zimma, Per dhemm borrowed from Ara

dhira: arm [Sem dh-r-', LiAr dra', Mal driqeb, Heb zero'a, Syr dera'a, JNA dra'a, Hrs dhera, Tig mezret, Uga dhr']
dhu: the one of [Sem dh]
dhubab: flies [Sem dh-b-b, LiAr dubbane, Mal dubbiena, Akk zubbu, Heb zevuv, Syr dababa, JNA didwa, Hrs dhebbet, Amh zemeb, Ebl zababu]
dhura: millet [dharra]
dhurria: offspring [dharra] Tur zurriyet borrowed from Ara
dhurwa: summit [?] Aze zirve, Per dhorwe, Tur zirve borrowed from Ara

DZ
dza'ana: depart [Sem dz-'^-n, Akk ssenu (carry, load), Heb tta'an, Syr tt'en, JNA tt'n, Amh ttshana]
dzabi: gazelle [Sem dz-b-y, Akk ssabitu, Heb tzevi, Syr ttabya, Sab ssby (antelopes), Uga dzby (gazelle), Ebl dzbaya]
dzafira: be successful [?]
dzafir: victory [dzafira] Aze zefr, Per dzafar, Tur zafer, Uzb zafar borrowed from Ara
dzahara: be clear, bright; appear [zahara]
dzahir: clear, obvious; external [dzahara] Aze zahir, Hau zahiri, Per dzaher, Swa dhhahiri, Tur zahir borrowed from Ara
dzahira: appearance [dzahara]
dzahr: back [Sem dz-h-r, Akk ssuru, Uga dzh]
dzalam: darkness [dzalima]
dzalamama: oppress [Sem dz-l-m, Syr ttlam] Swa dhulumu borrowed from Ara
dzalil: shy [dzalla]
dzalim: wicked; tyrant, oppressor [dzalama] Hind zalim, Kyr zulum, Per dzalem, Swa dhalimu, Tur zalim, Uzb zolim borrowed from Ara
dzalima: be dark [Sem dz-l-m, Mal dal (darkness), Akk ssalami (be dark), Heb tzelm (image), Syr tsalma, JNA zulmat (darkness), Soq tlm, Amh tselleme (be dark), Tig selma (dark), Uga dzlmtl (darkness)]
dzalla: make shady [Sem dz-l-l, Mal dell (shade), EgAr dill, Akk ssillu, Heb tsel, Syr ttelala, JNA tiella, Amh telle, Uga dzl]
dzalla: stay [?]
dzanna: be thirsty [Sem dz-m-y, Akk ssamu, Heb tzama, Hrs dzema, Amh ttema, Tig ssema, Uga dzm']
dzann: opinion [dzanna] Aze zenn, Per dzann, Tur zan borrowed from Ara
dzanna: mean, think, assume, consider [Hrs dzen, Gur atyanne]
dzarafa: elegance, wit [dzarafa] Hind zarafat, Per dzarafat borrowed from Ara
dzarf: envelope [dzarafa] Alb zarf, Aze zerf, Per dzarf, Tur zarf borrowed from Ara
dzarf: situation [dzarufa]
dzarif: elegant [dzarufa] Aze zerif, Per dzarif, Tur zarif borrowed from Ara
dzarrafa: wrap, put in a wrap [?]
dzarufa: be elegant [?]
dzat: being; object, thing [dzu] Kyr zat, Tur zat borrowed from Ara
dzill: shade [dzalla]
dzirr: flintstone [Akk ssurru, Heb ssor, Syr ttur, JNA tputra, Hrs dzefir, Amh tfefer, Tig ssefer]
dzu: belonging to [?]
dzuf: fingernail [Sem dz-p-r, EgAr dufr, Mal dier, Akk ssppuru, Heb tzipporen, Syr ttefera, JNA tputra, Hrs dzefir, Amh tfefer, Tig ssefer]
dzuhur: noon [dzahara] Hau azahar, Ind lohor, Per dzohr, Swa adhuhuri borrowed from Ara
dzuhur: appearance [dzahara] Per dzohor, Tur zuhur borrowed from Ara
dzulm: oppression; wrong, inequity [dzalama] Aze zulm, Hin dzulm, Per dzolm, Tur zulm, Uzb zulm borrowed from Ara
dzulma: darkness [dzalima] Aze zulmet, Hin dzulma, Ind zulmat, Per dzolmat, Tur zulmet borrowed from Ara

F
fa: the letter f [Sem p-y, Heb pe (mouth)] Per fe borrowed from Ara
fa: then [Sem p-y, Heb af (although, even), Uga p (and then)], Phoen `p]
fa‘al: active [fa’ala] Aze feal, Per fa’al, Tur faal borrowed from Ara
fa‘ala: do [Sem p-‘l, Heb pa’l, Syr pa’la (worker), JNA pa’la, Uga b’l (act), Phoen p’l]
fa‘ala: workers, laborers [fa’ala] Aze fehle, Per fa’le borrowed from Ara
fa‘ala: activity [fa’ala] Per fa’aliyat borrowed from Ara
facchar: pottery [Akk paharu, from Sum bahar] Per facchar borrowed from Ara
fach: slang [Syr pacha]
fachara: boast [Sem p-ch-r, Mal farhar (praise), Heb tiferet (splendor)]
fachdhd: thigh [Sem p-ch-d, Heb pachad, Syr puchda, Hrs efhad] Per fachhd borrowed from Ara
fachir: splendid [fachara] Per facher borrowed from Ara
fachir: fame, pride, glory [fachara] Aze fexr, Per dzarif, Tur zulm borrowed from Ara
fada: redeem [Sem p-d-y, Mal feda, Heb pada, Aran pamy, Amh fayda (value), Uga pdy]
fadan: redemption [fada]
faddan: an area [Sem p-d-n, Akk padanu (path), Syr padana (plough, yoke, field)]
fadza’a: disgust; dismay [fadzu’a] Per fadza’at, Swa fadhaa borrowed from Ara
fadzu’a: be disgusting [?]
faghara: gape [Syr pe’ar]
fahama: understand [Mal fehem, maybe from a common Sem root p-h (see), cp. Uga phw, phy (see)] Ful fama, Ind faham, Swa fahamu borrowed from Ara
fahd: panther; cheetah [Syr pahda] Per fahd borrowed from Ara
fahha: hiss [Sem p-h, Heb puch (wheeze), Tif fehhot (smell)]
fahhassa: break up (soil); investigate [?] fahhish: adulterous [fahhusha] Hin fahish, Per fahhesh borrowed from Ara
fahhli: male, stallion [Sem p-hh-l, Mal fahal, Akk puchalu, Uga pphl] Per fahlh borrowed from Ara
fahhm: coal [Sem p-hh-m, Akk pentu, Mal faham, Heb pecham, Uga pphm] Per fahhm borrowed from Ara
fahhsh: investigation [fahhassa] Per fahshh borrowed from Ara
fahhusha: be filthy, adulterous [Mal fahxi (obscene)]
fahhima: understand [fahhama]
fahm: understanding [fahama] Ful fahmu, Hin fahm, Ind faham, Per fahm borrowed from Ara
faida: use; benefit, profit [afada] Aze fayda, Hau faida, Hid fayda, Kyr payda, Per faede, Swa faida, Tat faida,
Tur fayda, Uzb foyda borrowed from Ara
fa‘il: perpetrator [fa’ala] Per fa‘el, Tur fail borrowed from Ara
failasuf: philosopher [from Gre philosophos] Hin failasuf, Ind failasuf, Per feylasuf borrowed from Ara
faiq: superior, excellent [faqa] Per faq borrowed from Ara
fairuz: turquoise [from Per piruz] Hin firoza, Ind pirus, Per firus borrowed from Ara
faisal: adjudication, decision [faisala] Hin faisla, Per feylasal borrowed from Ara
fais: abundantly; interest, percentage [fazsa] Aze faiz, Hin faiz, Per feys borrowed from Ara
faja: come unexpectedly [?] faja’a: suffer disaster [Heb paga’ (injure)]
faji’a: disastrous [fajj’a] Per faji’, Tur feci borrowed from Ara
faji’a: catastrophe, disaster, tragedy [faja’a] Aze facie, Per faji’e, Tat fadzhiga, Tur facia, Uzb fozhia borrowed from Ara
fajj : passage (between two hills) [Syr paga (crossroads)] Per fajj borrowed from Ara
fajja'a : torment [faja'a]
fajjara : split, burst [Sem p-g-r, Mal fagra (bleeding)]
fe'ala : daybreak [fajjar] Ful fajiri, Hin fajr, Ind fajar, Per fajr, Swa alfajiri borrowed from Ara
fakaha : merryment [fakaha] Per fakahat borrowed from Ara
fakih : be merry [Sem p-k-h]
fakih : fruit [maybe from a common Sem root p-k (break away)] Per fakehe borrowed from Ara
fakk : jaw [Sem p-k-k, Syr paka (cheek)] Per fakk borrowed from Ara
fak : loosening, separation [fakka] Per fakk borrowed from Ara
fakk : loosen, redeem [Syr peka (break), Gur feka (escape), Tig fekk (limb, joint)]
fakkar : think over [Sem p-r, Mal fakkar (remind)] Swa fikiri borrowed from Ara
fal : good omen [tafauwala] Per fal, Swa fali, Tur fal borrowed from Ara
fa'a : act [fa'ala] Hin fal, Ind faal, feel, Per fe'l borrowed
fa'ala : need, starvation [fa'ala]
fanus : lantern, lamp, torch; headlight [from Gre phanos] Hin fanus, Per fanus, Swa fanusi borrowed from Ara
fanni : spinal column [fanni] Per fanni borrowed from Ara
fanar : cleft [fanar]
fan': only [fan'] Hin fakat, Per faqatt borrowed from Ara
faraa : split, burst [Sem p-q-r] Swa foka borrowed from Ara
faqa : split, burst [Sem p-q-y] Swa fokaa borrowed from Ara
faqa : surpass [Sem p-w-q]
faqa : need, starvation ['faqa'] Per faqe borrowed from Ara
faqa'a : burst [Sem p-q-r, Mal faqa', JNA pq']
faqada : lose ['faqada']
faqar : spine column ['faqar'] Ind fakar, Per faqar borrowed from Ara
faqara : pierce [Sem p-q-r]
faqatt : only ['faqatt'] Hin fakat, Per faqatt borrowed from Ara
faqh 

faqid : needy; unconscious [faqada] Per faqad borrowed from Ara
faqih : legal expert [faqih] Per faqi borrowed from Ara
faqihah: understand [?] 
faqir : poor [fara] Aze far, Ful fakiri, Hin faqir, Ind fakir, Per faqir, Swa fukara, Tat fekir, Tur fakir borrowed from Ara
faqirah : poverty [fah] Per faqirah borrowed from Ara
faqah : make poor [?] 
far : lamb [Sem p-r, Mal fart (young bull), Akk parru (lamb), Heb para (cow), Uga pr (young bull)]
far' : branch [Mal ferga, Heb peri (fruit), Syr pera, Amh fere, Uga pr, Phoen pr]
far : split [Sem p-r-y]
fara : mouse [Sem p-r-r, Mal far, Akk perurutu, Hrr fur, Gur fur, Ebl paratu] Per fare, Tur fare borrowed from Ara
fara : wild ass [Ack paru (mule), Heb pere]
fara : boil [Ara pwr (be angry)]
fara : be alone [Sem p-r-d, Mal fried, Heb hfirid (separate)]
faragh : emptiness; leisure [faragh] Per faragh borrowed from Ara
faragha : leisure [faragh] Aze faraqat, Hau faraga, Hin faraghat, Per faraghat borrowed from Ara
farah : joy [farihah] Aze fereh, Per farah, Swa furaha borrowed from Ara
faraj : relaxation [farasa]
faraja : split; scatter [Mal faraq (comfort), EgAr far (release)]
faraka : rub [Mal farrak (grind), Syr perak (rub)]
faraqa : split, separate [Sem p-r-q, Mal ferraq, Heb pereq (chapter), Syr peraq (remove), purqana (salvation), JNA pr (break off), Uga pq (separate)]
faras : horse [Sem p-r-s, Heb parash, Syr parasha (knight), JNA parasha, Hrs ferhin (horse), Amh feres, Tig feres, Uga prs (cart)] Per faras, Swa farasi borrowed from Ara
farasa : tear apart [Sem p-r-s, Akk parasu (cut off, decide), Heb perush (meaning), Syr perash (distinguish), JNA prsh (split), Amh ferese (fall apart)]
farasha : spread [Mal fir, Akk parasu, Heb paras, Syr perass, JNA prs, Uga prsh]
farasha : moth, butterfly [?] 
farasza : prescribe [?] 
farata : pick [Sem p-r-t, Heb parat (cut, divide)]
faraza : separate [Meh feroz]
farch : offspring, shoot, sprout [farracha]
farcha : young bird [farracha]
fard : individual; single [farada] Aze ferd, Hin fard, Per fard, Tur fert borrowed from Ara
faragh : empty, hollow; free [faragh] Hin farig, Per faregh borrowed from Ara
farihah : joy [farihah] Aze fereh, Per farah, Swa furaha borrowed from Ara
farah : relax [Mal fer]
fariq : difference; group [faraq] Hin farik, Per fariq borrowed from Ara
fariz : lamb [far]
faris : horsemann [faras]
fariszah : commandment, obligation [farsa] Ful farilla, Per farisze, Swa faradhi borrowed from Ara
farj : ravine; vagina [fara] Ful farji, Hau farji, Per farj borrowed from Ara
farmala : brake [from Fre frein a main]
farq : difference [fara] Aze ferq, Hin fark, Ind farak, Per farq, Tur fark, Uzb farq borrowed from Ara
farra : flee [Sem p-r-r, Akk parar (be broken up), Heb porer (crumble), Syr perar (flee), Hrs fer (fly), Uga prr (break)]
farraча : have chicks [Sem p-r-ch, Akk per' (sprout), Mal ferch (cub), Heb efroach (chick), perach (blossom), Syr parocha (chick), JNA farkha]
farra : baker [furn]
farraqa : separate [faraq]
farraassa : have leisure [?] 
farrazas : cut in [Sem p-r-sz, Heb paratz (break), mifratz (gulf, bay)]
farratta : exceed [?] 
farru : chicken [Heb pargit, Syr paruga (kid), JNA farruka (chick)] Swa faranga borrowed from Ara
farsh : spread; furniture, carpet [farsha] Aze fers, Hin farsh, Per farsh borrowed from Ara
farshahha : squat [Akk napalsuchu, Uga prsh]
farsi : Persian [Furs] Per farsi, Taj forsi, Tur farsi borrowed from Ara
farsz : groove [farrasza]
farsz : presumption; duty, obligation [farsazza] Aze ferz, Hin farz, Ind faru, Per farsz, Tat faraz, Tur farz
        borrowed from Ara
farw : fur [Akk paru, from Sum bar (skin)]
fas : pickax, axe [Sem p-s, Mal fies, Akk pashu, Meh fes, Soq fes, Amh fas, Tig fas] Per fas borrowed from Ara
fasa : furt [Sem p-sh-y, Akk pashu, JNA phsy, Amh fesa, Tig fesha]
fasachha : dislocate (a limb) [Sem p-s-ch, Akk pesu (lame), Heb pissach (limping)]
fasad : corruption, malice [fasada] Aze fesad, Hin fasad, Per fasad borrowed from Ara
fasada : be bad [?] fasqa : deviate, err [Sem p-s-q, Heb pasaq (part), Aram pesaq]
fasara : explain [Sem p-s-r, Mal fisser, Akk pasharu (solve; interpret a dream), Heb pashar, Syr peshar] Swa
        farsi borrowed from Ara
fasha : extend [Sem p-s-h-sh, Akk pashashu (smear), Heb pasa (spread), Tig fss]
fashacha : straddle [Sem p-s-ch]
fashila : be thwarted [?] fasid : corrupt, bad, malicious [fasada] Hin fasid, Per fased, Swa fasisadi borrowed from Ara
fasiq : bad, immoral, profligate person [fasaka] Ful fasiki, Hau fasiki, Per faseq, Swa fasiki borrowed from Ara
fasir : explanation [fasara] Ful fassaru, Per fars borrowed from Ara
fass : stone, gem [Ara ps] Per fass borrowed
fassad : bleed [Mal fasad]
fassahha : eloquence [fassuhha] Ful fasaha, Hau fasaha, Hin fassahat, Per fassahhat, Swa fasaha borrowed from
        Ar
fassala : separate [Sem p-s-s-l, Heb pissel (carve out), Aram pssal (cleave), Uga psl (stonecutter), Phoen psl
        (statue)]
fassama : sever [Sem p-s-s-m]
fassd : bleeding [fassada] Hin fasad, Per fassd borrowed from Ara
fassih : clear (of speech) [fassuhha] Ind fassih, Per fassih, Swa fasihi borrowed from Ara
fassi : separating, separating fence, wall [fassala] Hin fasil, Per fassil borrowed from Ara
fassila : interval [fassala] Aze fasile, Hin fasla, Per fassele, Tur fasilaya borrowed from Ara
fassl : chapter, section; season, harvest [fassala] Ful faslu, Hau fasali, Hin fasil, Ind fasal, Per fassil, Taj fasl, Tur
        fasil borrowed from Ara
fassuhha : be clear (of speech) [?] fasu : woe [Sem p-s-h]
fasza : break open; be spacious [Heb petza' (wound)]
fazsa : overflow, flood [?] faszala : space [fazsa] Per fasz borrowed from Ara
fazsahha : put to shame [?] fazsala : be superfluous [?] fazsala : be better [?]
fazsili :.rename [fazsahha] Hin faziha, Ind fadihat, Per faszihhat borrowed from Ara
fazsil : worthy, excellent [fazsala] Hin fazil, Ind fadil, Per faszil, Tur fazil borrowed from Ara
fazsila : excellence, quality, dignity [fazsala] Hin fazilat, Per faszilat, Tur fazilet, Uzb fazilat borrowed from Ara
fazsl : mercy, goodness [fazsala] Hin fazel, Per faszl, Swa fadhi borrowed from Ara
fata : pass, elapse; disappear, be over [Sem f-w-t, Gez fwt (err, stray)]
fataha : open; conquer [Sem p-t-hh, Mal fetah, Akk petu, pata’u, Heb patach, Syr pethach, JNA pthkh, Hrs
        fetoh, Uga pthh, Phoen pthh]
fatala : twist, twine [Sem p-t-l, Mal ftila (wick), Akk patalu (twist), Heb patal, JNA ptl, Amh fetele]
fatan : young man [fata] Per fata borrowed from Ara
fatana : test, tempt [Sem p-t-n, Amh fetene]
fataqa : rip [Mal fetaq, Heb peteq (a note)]
fatarah : loosen, be slack [Sem p-t-r, Mt fetc (trepid), Akk pattaru (let loose), Heb pitter, Syr pettar (separate),
        Uga ptt (let loose)]
fatasha : search, inspect [Mal fittex, Amh fetesh]
fatfuta : crumb [Sem p-t-p-t]
fath : conquest, victory [fataha] Aze feth, Hin fatah, Per fath, Tur feth borrowed from Ara
fatia : be young [Sem p-t-y]
fatih : conqueror [fataha] Aze fateh, Per fatehh, Tur fatih borrowed from Ara
fatihha: opening; opening prayer, blessing [Fatihha] Ful fatiha, Hau fatiha, Hin fatiha, Per fatehhe, Swa fatiha,

Tat fath, borrowed from Ara
fatir: tepid, flaccid [Fatara] Per fater borrowed from Ara
fatta: crumble [Sem p-t-t, Mal fatta (a slice)]
fattana: be clever [Sem p-t-n, Amh fattene (be quick)]
fattara: break, split [Sem p-tt-r, Heb hiftr (conclude)]
fattara: create [Sem p-t-t-m, Amh fettare]
fattasa: flatten; flay [Sem p-tt-sh, Heb chattish (hammer), Aram pattisha]
fattin: clever [fattana] Per fatten borrowed from Ara
fattir: creator [fattana] Per fater borrowed from Ara
fattir: unleavened bread [fattara]
fatura: invoice [from Ita fattura]
fatwa: authorization [afra] Hin fatva, Per fatwa borrowed from Ara
faud: temple (of the head) [Sem p-w-d, Uga pd (lock, curl)]
fauj: regiment, army [?] Hin fauj, Per fouj borrowed from Ara
faqaa: above [faka]
faqal-ada: extraordinary, extreme [fauqa + ada] Aze fawqelade, Per fawqol'ade, Tur fawqalade, Uzb
fawquloda borrowed from Ara
faqal-qassira: ultrashort [fauqa + qassura]
faur: boiling; haste [fara]
fauran: hastily, immediately [fara] Hin fauran, Per fouran borrowed from Ara
fauri: hasty; instant [fara] Aze fawr, Per fouri borrowed from Ara
faud: passing; death [fata] Hin faut, Per fout borrowed from Ara
fauwasza: negotiate [?] 
fayaszan: flood [fazsa] Per fawasza borrowed from Ara
fayyasza: abundant; generous [fazsa] Hin fayaz, Per faasz borrowed from Ara
faza: have success [?] 
fazza: jump up [Sem p-z-z, Heb paziz (hasty)]
fi: in [Mal fi] Hin fi, Per fi borrowed from Ara
fibrayir: February [from Lat februarius]
fiда: ransom; sacrifice [fada] Aze feda, Hin fida, Per feda borrowed from Ara
fidai: guerilla [fada]
fidan: redemption [fada]
fidya: ransom [fada] Per fediye, Swa fidiya borrowed from Ara
fihris: index [from Per fehrest]
fiği: unripe fig [Sem p-g, Heb pag (early fig). Syr paga]
fiğer: thought, idea, opinion, judgment [fakkara] Aze fikir, Hin fikr, Ind fikr, pikir, Kaz pikir, Kyr pikir, Per fikr,
Swa fikara, Tat fikir, Tur fikir, Uzb fikr borrowed from Ara
fil: elephant [Akk piru, Heb pil, Syr pila, Phoen pl (ivory)] Aze fil, Kyr pil, Per fil, Taj fil, Tat fil, Tur fil, Uzb
fil borrowed from Ara
fi'l: action, deed, act; verb [fa'ala] Aze felu, Ful fil, Ind faal, feel, fiil, Per fe'l, Swa feli, Tur faal, fiil borrowed
from Ara
fila: villa [from Lat villa]
filan: an individual [Sem p-l-n, Heb peloni, Syr plan] Tur filan borrowed from Ara
filfil: pepper [from Skt pippala] Per felfel borrowed from Ara
filiz: metal, brass [Heb peliz, Aram pliza] Per felezz borrowed from Ara
film: film [from Eng film]
flis: a coin [from Gre pholis]
flisafa: philosophy [falsafa] Ind filsafat borrowed from Ara
fliv: foil [Mal felu, Tig felit (calf)]
fin: court [?] 
findig: hazelnut [from Gre pontikos] Aze findiq, Per fandoq, Tur findik borrowed from Ara
finjan: cup [from Per pangan] Alb filxhan, Aze fican, Hau findzsa, Gre flitzani, Per fenjan, Rom filigean, Tur
finjan borrowed from Ara
fiqih: right, law [faqiha] Ful fikh, Hau fikh, Ind fikh, Per feqh borrowed from Ara
fiqra: paragraph, sentence [faqar] Hin fikra, Per faqare borrowed from Ara
fir'aun: Pharao [from Oeg per-o] Per fer'oun, Tur firavun borrowed from Ara
firaq: separation [faraqa] Hin firak, Per feraq borrowed from Ara
firar: flight, run [farr] Per ferar, Tur firar borrowed from Ara
firasa: skill, sagacity, intelligence [farasa] Aze feraset, Ind firasat, Per ferasat borrowed from Ara
firsah: mattress, bed [farasha]
Firat: Euphrates [from Gre Euphrates] Tur Firat borrowed from Ara
firaula: strawberry [from Ita fragola]
Firat: Euphrates [from Gre Euphrates] Tur Firat borrowed from Ara
firqa: party, division [faraqa] Hin firka, Swa faraka, Per ferqe, Tur firka borrowed from Ara
firsha: brush [?] Tur firca borrowed from Ara
firzil: iron [Akk parzillu, Heb barzel, Syr parzila, JNA prizla, Uga brdhl, brshl]
fistiq: pistachio [from Middle Per pistag] Alb festek, Aze fistiq, Gre fistiki, Tur fistik borrowed from Ara
fisza: silver [Mal fidda] Per fesze, Swa fedha borrowed from Ara
fitil: wick [fatala] Alb fitil, Bul fitil, Gre fiti
li, Per fatile, Rom fitil, Rus fitil, Ser fitilj, Tur fitil borrowed from Ara
fitna: temptation; intrigue; discord, trouble, rebellion; misfortune, disaster [fatana] Aze fitne, Hau fitna, Hin fitna, Ful fitina, Ind fitnah, Per fetne, Swa fitina, Tat fetne, Tur fitne borrowed from Ara
fitra: time span [?] Per fetrat borrowed from Ara
fittr: breaking the fast [fattara] Per fettr borrowed from Ara
fuad: heart [Sem p-w-d, p-y-d, Uga pid] Ind fuad, Per foad borrowed from Ara
fuha: mouth [Sem p-w, p-y, Akk pu, Heb pe, JNA patha (face), Amh fit, Uga p (mouth), Phoen py]
fuja: unforeseen event [faja] Per foje borrowed from Ara
fujatan: suddenly [faja] Per fojatan borrowed from Ara
fujl: radish [Sem p-g-l, Mal figel, Akk puglu, JNA pe'la]
fukaha: humor [fakaha] Per fokahat borrowed from Ara
ful: bean [Sem p-w-l, Mal fula, Heb pol]
fuladh: steel [from Per pulad] Hin fulad, Per fulad borrowed from Ara
fulan: an individual [filan] Hin falan, Ind fulan, Per olan, Swa fulani, Tur filan borrowed from Ara
fustan: dress [from a placename, cp. Ita fossata]
fustuq: pistachio [fistiq]
fuszul: useless; uselessness [faszala] Aze fu, Hin fazul, fuzul, Ind fadul, Per foszul borrowed from Ara
futtr: mushroom [Heb pittriya]
futur: breakfast [fattara]
futur: slackness; defect [fatar] Hin fatur, Per futur borrowed from Ara
fuwaq: hiccup [Sem p-w-q]

GH
ghaba: forest [Akk ababu]
ghaba: vanish [Mal gheb]
ghaban: stupidity [ghabia]
ghabana: deceive [?]
ghabash: twilight [Mal ghabex]
ghabatta: be glad [?]
ghabi: stupid [ghabia]
ghabia: be ignorant [Sem gh-b-y, Akk ebu (be thick), Heb ‘ave, Syr ‘aba, JNA ‘by (swell), Tig ebi (big), Uga ghbn (thickness)]
ghabn: deceit [ghabana] Hin gahn, Per ghabn borrowed from Ara
ghad: next day [ghada]
**ghada**: go early [Mal ghada (tomorrow), ghodwa (morning)]
ghada: breakfast, lunch [ghada]
ghadan: tomorrow [ghada]
**ghadara**: leave, abandon [Heb ne'edar (miss)]
ghaddar: treacherous; traitor [ghadara] Aze qeddar, Hin gaddar, Per ghaddar, Tur gaddar borrowed from Ara
**ghadda**: feed [Uga ghdyyn (provisioning), mghd (food)]
**ghadda**: hurry [Uga ghdhdh]
ghadha: food [ghaddha] Aze qida, Hin giza, Per ghadha, Tur gida borrowed from Ara
**ghadir**: pond [Mal ghadira]
**ghadwa**: lunch [ghada]
**ghadza**: make angry [?]
**ghafala**: neglect [?] 
**ghafara**: cover (the head); pardon [Sem gh-r, Mal hafer (forgive), Heb kipper (atone)]
ghafir: shame [ghafara] Aze qeyb, Ful gaibu, Hau gaibi, Hin gaib, Ind ghaib, Per gheyb, Swa ghairi borrowed from Ara
ghair: other; strange [ghayyara] Hin gair, Per gheyr, Swa ghairi borrowed from Ara
ghaira: shame; jealousy; effort, energy, activity; courage, might [ghara] Hin gairat, Ind gairah, Kyr kayr, Per gheyrat, Tat gayret, Tur gayret, Uzb ghayrat borrowed from Ara
**ghairi**: other, different; not that [ghayyara] Aze qeyri, Per gheire, Tur gayri borrowed from Ara
**ghaitt**: field [?]
**ghalib**: dominating, victorious; chief, victor, winner [ghalaba] Aze qalib, Hin galib, Ind ghali, Per ghala, Tur galebe, Uzb ghalaba borrowed from Ara
**ghalidz**: big, rude [ghaludza] Hin gahazat, Per ghaladzat borrowed from Ara
**ghaliban**: chiefly [ghalaba] Hin galibat, Per ghaleban borrowed from Ara
**ghalidz**: big, rude [ghaludza] Hin galiz, Per ghalidz borrowed from Ara
**ghalib**: too expensive; extreme [ghala] Swa ghali borrowed from Ara
**ghalita**: err, make a mistake [Mal ghelt (a mistake)]
**ghalita**: collect (harvest) [?]
**ghall**: insert [Heb 'ol (yoke)]
**ghamasa**: despise [Sem gh-s, Syr thachmetztha (humiliation)]
**ghamaza**: wink [Mal ghamez]
ghamay: dark ['amuqa]
ghamm: grief, sorrow; concern, care [ghama] Aze qem, Hin gam, Kyr kam, Per ghamm, Swa ghamu, Tur gam, Uzb ghan borrowed from Ara
**ghamash**: cover, get cloudy [Sem gh-m-m and gh-m-y and gh-y-m, Heb 'amum (dim), Uga 'mm (wrap, cover, dim)]
**ghamash**: wisk [ghama]
**ghamash**: sink [Uga qmss]
**ghamass**: despise [Sem gh-s, Syr thachmetztha (humiliation)]
**ghamazz**: wisk [Mal ghamez]
ghana : riches [ghania]
ghanam : sheep [ghanima]
ghani : rich [ghania] Hin gani, Per ghani borrowed from Ara
ghania : be rich [Mal ghani (rich)]
ghanima : catch prey ['?]
ghanima : booty [ghanima] Hau ganima, Hin ganimat, Per ghanimat, Tur ganimet, Uzb ghanimat borrowed from Ara
ghanna : sing [Sem gh-n-y, Mal ghanha, Uga 'ny]
ghar : cave [ghara] Hin gar, Per ghar, Uzb ghor borrowed from Ara
ghara : be jealous [Sem gh-y-r, Mal ghajjur (jealous)]
ghara : sink [Sem gh-w-r, Mal ghar (cave), Heb me'ara, Syr me'artha, JNA mighara, Uga ghwr (sink)]
ghara : raid, invade [Sem gh-w-r, Amh werrere]
ghara : make stick(y) ['?]
ghara : raid, plunder [ghara] Hin garat, Per gharat borrowed from Ara
gharah : ladle, scoop [Sem gh-r-p]
gharama : fine; expense; division of assets [gharima] Per ghorama, Swa gharamu borrowed from Ara
gharara : sack ['?'] Per gharare borrowed from Ara
gharasa : plant ['?']
gharasz : aim, objective; motive ['?'] Hin garz, Per gharasz borrowed from Ara
gharaza : prick, sting ['?']
gharb : west [ghariba] Aze qerb, Per gharb, Tur garb, Uzb gharb borrowed from Ara
gharbal : sieve [kirbal] Per gharbal borrowed from Ara
gharbi : western [ghariba] Per gharbi, Tur garbi, Uzb gharbiy borrowed from Ara
gharghara : gargle [onomat.]
gharid : song-bird [gharida] Per ghared borrowed from Ara
gharida : sing (bird) ['?']
gharima : pay a fine ['?']
ghariqa : sink [Mal ghareq]
gharq : sinking; sunken [ghariqa] Hin gark, Per gharq borrowed from Ara
gharra : deceive ['?']
ghars : planting [gharasa] Per ghars borrowed from Ara
ghasal : ablution [ghasala] Ind ghasal borrowed from Ara
ghasala : wash [Mal hasel]
ghash : swoon [gashia] Hin gash, Per ghash borrowed from Ara
ghashia : swoon [Mal ghaxwa]
ghassha : deceive ['?']
ghassib : usurper [Mal ghassiba] Per ghasseb, Tur gaasip borrowed from Ara
ghaszib : be angry [Mal ghadiba (anger), Heb 'atzuv (sad)]
ghazir : fresh, green [chaszira]
ghath : thin [Heb 'asheshet (caries)]
ghatta : cut [Mal ghatta]
ghatta : cover ['?']
ghatta : dive, plunge [maybe from a common Sem root gh-tt (abyss), cp. Akk ettu (be dark)]
ghatta : snore ['?']
ghattasa : go deep, dive [Sem gh-tt-s, Mal ghodos]
ghaur : depth; deep thought [ghara] Hin gaur, Per ghour borrowed from Ara
ghaut : deep well [ghatta]
ghawa : err [Sem gh-w-y, Uga 'wy (bend, turn away)]
ghaya : limit, extreme situation; aim, purpose; idea, project ['?'] Hau gaya, Hin gayat, Per ghaye, Tur gaye, Uzb ghoya borrowed from Ara
ghayatan : extremely [ghaya]
ghayyara : change [?]
ghaz : gas [from Fre gaz]
ghaza : raid [Sem gh-z-w, Sab ghzw, Uga ghzw, ghzm (attackers)]
ghaza : holy war [ghaza] Ind ghaza borrowed from Ara
ghazal : gazelle [Akk chuzalu (young antelope)]
ghazal : lyrical poem [ghazala] Hin gazal, Per ghazal borrowed from Ara
ghazala : spin [Sem gh-z-l, Mal ghazel, JNA 'zl, Uga ghzl (spinner)]
ghazir : abundant [ghazura]
ghazura : be abundant [?]
ghazw : a raid, invasion [ghaza]
ghiba : slander [ighba] Per gheibat, Tur giybet, Uzb ghiybat borrowed from Ara
ghidha : food; lunch [ghaddha]
ghil : thicket [Uga ghl]
ghilaf : wrap, sheath [ghalafa] Hin gilaf, Ind ghelaf borrowed from Ara
ghina : riches [ghania] Ind ghina, Per ghana borrowed from Ara
ghirab : raven [Sem gh-r, Akk erebu, Heb 'orev, Syr urba, Hrs ye‘ereb, Ebl 'ariibu]
ghirfa : room [?]
ghirra : foreskin [Sem gh-r-l, Akk urullu, Heb 'orla]
ghirr : deceit [gharra] Per ghorr borrowed from Ara
ghish : cover, veil [ghatta] Per ghetta borrowed from Ara
ghissh : deceit [ghassha]
ghitta : cover, veil [ghatta]
ghubar : dust [Sem gh-b-r, Mal ghabra, Hrs 'ebar, Amh abwara] Hin gubar, Per ghobar borrowed from Ara
ghur : handcuffs [ghalla]
ghusl : ablution [ghasala]
ghussa : grief; anger [ghassa]
ghutta : plunging [ghatta] Hin gota, Per ghutte borrowed from Ara
ghul : desert demon [ghala]
ghulam : servant, boy [Syr 'alama, Uga ghlm, Phoen 'lmt (maid)] Hin gulum, Ind ghulam, Per gholam borrowed from Ara
ghur : dust [Sem gh-b-r, Mal ghobra, Hrs 'ebar, Amh abwara] Hin gubar, Per ghobar borrowed from Ara
ghur : dust [Sem gh-b-r, Mal ghobra, Hrs 'ebar, Amh abwara] Hin gubar, Per ghobar borrowed from Ara
ghur : sunset [ghariba] Hin gurubm, Per ghorub borrowed from Ara
ghur : self-illusion; pride [gharra] Aze qurur, Hin garu, Per ghorur, Tat gorur, Tur gurur, Uzb ghurur
ghusl : ablution [ghasala] Hin gusl, Per ghosl borrowed from Ara
ghussa : grief; anger [ghassa] Aze qusse, Hin gussa, Per ghosse borrowed from Ara
ghutta : plunging [ghatta] Hin gota, Per ghutte borrowed from Ara

H
ha : here! [Heb ha (the), JNA ha (behold!), Phoen h (the)]
ha : the letter h [Heb he] Per he borrowed from Ara
ha : be of good stature; be prepared [?]
habatta : go down, land [MoAr hbett (go)]
habba : blow (wind) [Sem h-b-b (move)]
habda : lead, guide; convert [Sem h-d-y, Syr hada] Swa hidi borrowed from Ara
hada : be Jewish [Mal lhudi (Jew), Heb Yehuda (a personal name), Amh yehudi (Jewish)]
ha : give presents [?]
hadaf : target [hadafa] Aze hedef, Per hadaf borrowed from Ara
hadafa : be near [?]
hadaja : totter [?]
hadana : be still [?]
hadada : calm down [?]
hadadda : threaten [?]
hadaddama : destroy [Sem h-d-m, Aram hdm (dismember)]
hadhaha : educate [?]
hadha : this [ha + dha]
hadhaba : prune, cleanse [?]
hadhaka : that [ha + dha + ka]
hadhara : chat, babble [MoAr hdher (talk)]

hadi : quiet [hadda]

hadia : gift [hada] Aze heidiye, Ind hadiah, Per hadiyye, Swa hedaya borrowed from Ara

hadim : destroyer [haddama] Per hadem borrowed from Ara

hafa : deviate, fail [?] hafwa : failure [hafa] Per hafwah borrowed from Ara

ha : excited [?] hajama : attack [Sem h-g-m, Aram hgm (destroy)]

ha : departure; emigrate; separate oneself [Sem h-g-r, Aram hgr (convert to Islam)]

hakadha : so [haka + dha]

hal : is it so? [ha] 

hal : scary [hala]

hala : shout [Sem h-l-l, Heb hillel (praise), Syr halel]

halla : Untie [Mal hall]

hamma : be anxious [Mal hemm (trouble)]

hamma : be important [?]

handama : symmetry [from Middle Per]

handasa : geometry [from Middle Per handazag] Per hendese, Tur hendese borrowed from Ara

han : healthy, pleasant [hania] Per hani borrowed from Ara

harraba : flee [Mal harab]

haraja : to be in commotion [Heb harag (destroy)]

haram : pyramid [?] Ful harami, Per haram borrowed from Ara

haram : senile [harima] Per haram borrowed from Ara

harasa : crush, grind [Sem h-r-s, Heb harass (destroy)]

harima : get senile [?]

hara : to be destroyed [?] 

hara : to hurry [?] 

hashama : smash, destroy [?] 

hashim : fragile; hay, oat [hashama]

haszama : digest [?] 

haszba : hill [?]

haszma : digestion [haszama] Aze hezm, Hin hazm, Per haszm, Tur hazim borrowed from Ara

hat : please bring! [?] Per hat borrowed from Ara

hatafa : buzz, ring [?]
hatif: inner voice; buzzer; telephone [hatafa] Per hatef borrowed from Ara
haul: horror [hala] Hin haul, Per houl borrowed from Ara
hauwa: ventilate [hawa]
hauwa: lover [hawa]
hauwaya: fan [hawa]
haw: air, atmosphere [Sem h-w-y, Amh hewa] Aze hava, Hin hava, Ind hawa, Kyr awa, Per hawa, Swa hewa, Taj havo, Tat khava, Tur hava
hawa: fall into an abyss [Sem h-w-y, Hrs hewo]
hawan: love, desire [hawia]
hawas: stupidity; rage; desire, love [hawisa] Aze hewa, Hin hawa, Ind hewa, Per hawa, Tat khawa, Tur hawa, Uzb khavo
hawaya: hobby [hawia]
hawia: abyss [hawa] Ful hawiya, Per hawiye
hawub: endive [Ara chdb] Per hendaba
hiaz: they [Sem h-w-m, Mal huma, Heb hem]
hib: gift, present [wahaba] Hin hibba, Ind hebab, Per hebe borrowed from Ara
hibaya: guidance, instruction [hada] Hin hidayat, Ind hidayat, Per hedayat borrowed from Ara
hija: syllable; spelling [hajjaja] Aze heca, Hin hijje, Ind eja, Per heja, Tur hece borrowed from Ara
hijra: emigration [hajara] Ful hijra, Hau hijira, Hin hijrat, Ind hijrat, Per hejrat, Tur hijret borrowed from Ara
hijran: separation [hajara] Aze hicran, Per hejran borrowed from Ara
hilal: crescent [Heb helal (star), Gez helal (crescent)] Per helal, Tur hilal, Uzb khilol
himma: effort; resolve [hamma] Hin himmat, Per hemmat borrowed from Ara
hind: India [from Skt Sindh] Per Hend, Tat Khind, Tur Hint, Uzb Khind borrowed from Ara
hindab: endive [Ara chdb] Per hendaba borrowed from Ara
hubutt: landing [habatta]
hud-hud: hopoe [onomat.] Hin hud-hud, Per hod-hod borrowed from Ara
hudna: ceasefire [hadana]
hudu: quiet, stillness [hadda]
hujum: attack, raid; crowd [hajama] Aze hucum, Hin hujum, Per hojum, Tur hucum, Uzb khudzhum borrowed from Ara
huma: here [Mal hawn, Heb hinne, Uga hy, Phoen h']
hunaka: there [huna + ka]
hunna: they [Sem h-w-n, Heb hen, Syr henon]
hurub: flight [haraba]
huwa: he [Sem h-w, Mal hu, Heb hu, JNA ahu, Uga hw, Phoen h']
huwa: abyss [hawa]
huwia: identity [huwa] Per howiyat, Tur huviyet borrowed from Ara
**hhabasa**: restrain, arrest [Sem hh-b-s, Mal habb (jail), Heb chavash (bandage), Syr chebash (imprison)]

**hhabashi**: Ethiopian [Amh habesh] Ful habasi, Hau habasha, Hin hhabsi, Ind habisi, Per hhabashi, Swa habeshi, Tur habesli borrowed from Ara

**hhabatta**: be lost [chabatta]

**hhabb**: grain; pill [Mal habb, Syr chaba] Alb habb, Bul habb, Gre habb, Per hhabbe, Tur habbe borrowed from Ara

**hhabba**: love [Sem hh-b-b, Mal habb, Heb ahav, chiba, Syr acheb, chabiba (friendly), Uga ’b, ’hb]

**hhabba**: grain [hhabb] Per hhabbe, Tur habbe borrowed from Ara

**hhabba**: love [hhabba] Ind habib, Per hhabib borrowed from Ara

**hhabb**: share, luck; joy [hhabza] Per hhaddz borrowed from Ara

**hhabl**: cable [Sem hh-b-l, Mal habel, Akk eblu, chabalu (tie, strap), Heb chevel (cable), Syr chabla, JNA khola, Hrs hhebelet (umbilical cord), Uga hhbl, chbl (rope)]

**hhabr**: bishop, rabbi [Syr chabara (conjurer, exorcist)]

**hhabs**: arrest; jail [hhabasa] Aze hebs, Ser haps, Per hhabs, Tur hapis borrowed from Ara

**hhada**: chase [Uga hhdw, hhdy]

**hhadaba**: hump [Mal hotba]

**hhadaqa**: enclose [maybe from a common Sem root hh-d (enclose)]

**hhada**: limit, define [maybe from a common Sem root hh-d (enclose)]

**hhadda**: limit, define [maybe from a common Sem root hh-d (enclose)]

**hhadda**: sharpen [Heb chad (sharp)]

**hhadda**: threaten [Mal hedded]

**hhadda**: draw borders [hhadda]

**hhadda**: tell, communicate [hhadatha]

**hhadda**: shoemaker [ihtadhawa]

**hhadda**: share, luck; joy [hhadza] Per hhaddz borrowed from Ara

**hhadha**: be opposite to [?]

**hhadhafa**: cut off [?]

**hhadhar**: caution [hhadhira] Per hhadhar, Swa hadhari borrowed from Ara

**hhadhar**: cautious [hhadhira]

**hhadhira**: guard [maybe from a common Sem root hh-dh (enclose)]

**hhadj**: iron [Sem hh-d-d, Mal hadid, Amh hadid (rail)]

**hhadid**: sharp [hhadda]

**hhadid**: park, garden [hhadaqa]

**hhadith**: news; story; account; tradition [hhadutha] Ful hadise, Per hhadith, Swa hadithi borrowed from Ara

**hhaditha**: event, incident [hhadutha] Aze hadise, Hin hadasa, Per hhadithe, Uzb khodisa borrowed from Ara

**hhadutha**: be new [Sem hh-d-th, Akk edesshu (new), Heb chadash, Syr chadeth, JNA khattha, Amh addis, Tig hhaddis, Uga hhdth, Phoen chdsh]

**hhadzr**: prohibition [hhadzara]

**hhadzr**: perimeter fence [hhadzara]

**hhafa**: shore [Heb chof]

**hhafa**: be unjust [?]

**hhafal**: collect, assemble [?]

**hhafana**: grasp [Sem hh-p-n, Mal hafna (many), Heb chofen (handful), Amh effeny, Tig hhefen]

**hhafara**: dig [Mal haffer, Akk cheperu, Heb chafar, Syr chefar, JNA khpr]

**hhafawa**: reception [hhafia]

**hhafaza**: drive [?]

**hhafsa**: rub [Sem hh-p-n, Akk chapapu, Heb chafaf (shampoo), JNA khyp]

**hhafsa**: go barefoot [Sem hh-p-y, Mal hafi (barefoot), Heb yachef, JNA khipyaya]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hhaifa</td>
<td>receive sy, welcome (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaifid</td>
<td>grandchild (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaifidza</td>
<td>preserve [Sem hh-p-dz (be mindful)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaifila</td>
<td>bus [hhaifala]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaifin</td>
<td>barefoot [hhaifan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaifiz</td>
<td>drive, motive [hhaifaza]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafl</td>
<td>assembly [hhafla]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafla</td>
<td>feast [hhafla]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafran</td>
<td>animal, beast [hhafran]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafrin</td>
<td>stand position [hhafru]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafrina</td>
<td>standpoint [hhafru]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhafrin</td>
<td>where (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhaht</td>
<td>wall [hhahtta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhahta</td>
<td>enclosure [hhahta]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhahtiu</td>
<td>standpoint [hhahtu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhai</td>
<td>alive [hhaitya]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haiwan</td>
<td>animal, beast [hhaiwan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajaba</td>
<td>cover [hajaba]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajal</td>
<td>partridge, guinea-fowl [hajal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajama</td>
<td>let blood (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajama</td>
<td>blood-letting; a shave [hajama]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajama</td>
<td>a shave [hajama]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajaz</td>
<td>restrain, hinder; reserve (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajem</td>
<td>format, size (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajj</td>
<td>pilgrimage [hajja]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajja</td>
<td>spell [hajja]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajjam</td>
<td>persuasion (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hajjat</td>
<td>reservation [hajza]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haka</td>
<td>weave [haka]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haka</td>
<td>tell a tale (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakama</td>
<td>be strong; decide, rule, judge [hakama]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakim</td>
<td>wise man, doctor [hakim]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakimia</td>
<td>rule, sovereignty, power [hakima]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hal</td>
<td>real, position, condition; case; character [hala]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hal</td>
<td>change (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hhala : decorate [Sem hh-l-y]
hhala : state, condition, position, attitude [hhala] Aze halet, Hin halat, Per hhalat, Tur halet, Uzb khalat borrowed from Ara
hhalab : milk [hhalab]

hhalaba : milk [Sem hh-l-b, Akk chalabu, Mal halib (milk), Heb chalav, JNA khalwa, Amh allaba (milch), Uga hhlib, Phoen hhlb]

hhalafa : swear [Sem hh-l-p, Akk chalapu (accuse), Mal halef (swear)]

hhalagha : comb (wool) [?]

hhahal : permitted, fair, honest [hhalla] Aze halal, Ful halal, Gre halali, Hau halal, Hin halal, Ind halal, Per hhalal, Swa halali, Tur helal, Uzb khhalal borrowed from Ara

hhalam : dream [Sem hh-l-m, Mal holma (a dream), Heb chalom, Syr chehma, JNA khilma, BAram chalma, Hrs hhaylem (to dream), Amh alleme, Tig hhala, Uga hhlm]

hhala : now; immediately [hhala] Per hhala borrowed from Ara

hhalaqa : shave [Heb chalaq (smooth)]

hhalazun : spiral; snail [Sem hh-l-z-n, Heb chillazem] Per hhalazun, Tur helezun borrowed from Ara

hhalf : oath; alliance [hhalafa] Per hhalf borrowed from Ara

hhali : ornament, jewel [hhala]

hhallib : milk [hhalab] Per hhallib borrowed from Ara

hhall : solution [hhalla] Per hhall borrowed from Ara

hhall : vinegar [Sem hh-l-I, Akk challu, JNA khala]

hhalla : bore through; solve; analyze [Sem hhalla] Per hhalla borrowed from Ara

hhallaqa : circle, hover [Sem hh-l-q, Mal holqa (ring), Hrs hhelqemot (ring, circle)]

hhqlq : throat; gums [Sem hh-l-q, Mal halq (mouth), Tigr hhelqem (throat, larynx)] Hin halak, Per hhalq borrowed from Ara

hhallqa : ring; link [hhallqa] Bul halka, Gre halkas, Hin halka, Per hhalq, Tur halka, Uzb khalqa borrowed from Ara

hhaluwa : be sweet [Sem hh-l-w, Mal helu (sweet), Syr chaila, JNA khly (be sweet)]

hhalwa : sweetmeat [hhaluwa] Bul halwa, Ful alewa, Gre halbas, Hau alawa, Hin halwa, Per hhalwa, Rom halwa, Tur helva, Uzb kholva borrowed from Ara

hhallwani : confectioner [hhaluwa]

hham : father-in-law [Sem hh-m, Mal hmu, Akk emu, Heb cham, JNA khimyana, Amh amat]

hhama : mud [Mal hama]

hhama : defend, protect [?]

hhamal : ram [Sem hh-m-I] Per hhimal borrowed from Ara

hhamata : bear [Sem hh-m-I, Mal hamal (tolerate)] Hau himili borrowed from Ara

hhamam : dove [?]

hhamaqa : be angry [maybe from a common Sem root hh-m (hot)] Swa hamaki borrowed from Ara

hhamaqa : stupidity [hhamaqa] Hin himakat, Per hhamaqat borrowed from Ara

hhand : praise [hhamida] Per hhamb borrowed from Ara

hhani : protector; supporter [hhama] Aze hami, Hin hami, Per hhami borrowed from Ara

hhamia : be hot; be furious [hhamia]

hhamida : praise [Sem hh-m-d, Amh amed (hot ashes), Tigr hhamed, Uga hhmd (crave)] Swa himidi borrowed from Ara

hhamila : leafy spot [Sem hh-m-l]

hhamim : hot [hhamma] Per hhamim borrowed from Ara

hhamiq : be foolish [Sem hh-m-q]

hhamisz : acid; sour [hhamusza] Tur hamisz borrowed from Ara

hhamil : carrying [hhamala] Hin hhamil, Per hhamil borrowed from Ara

hhamla : attack [hhamala] Aze hemle, Hin hhamla, Per hhamle borrowed from Ara

hhamma : heat up [Sem hh-m-M, Mal ghomma (heat), Akk emmu (hot), Heb cham, Syr chuma (heat), JNA khimya, Uga hhm]

hhammla : porter, carrier [hhamala] Alb hamall, Aze hambal, Bul hamalin, Gre hamales, Hin hhammal, Per hhamal, Rom hamal, Swa hamali, Tur hamal borrowed from Ara

hhammam : hot bath [hhamma] Aze hamam, Gre hamami, Hin hhamam, Per hhamam, Swa hamamu, Taj hamom, Tur hamam, Uzb khammom borrowed from Ara
**hhammarra**: paint red [Sem hh-m-r, Mal ahmar (red), hamrija (soil) Akk emeru (be red), Heb chomer (clay), Tig hhamer (red-brown)]

**hhamusza**: be sour [Sem hh-m-sz, Akk emssu (sour), Heb chamutz, JNA khamussa, Hrs hhamesz, Uga hhmss (vinegar)]

hamsz: acid [hhamusza] Per hhamsz borrowed from Ara

**hhana**: bend [Sem hh-n-n, Akk enu (change)]

**hhana**: incline, sympathize [Sem hh-n-n, Mal hanin (merciful), Akk enenu (be favorable), Heb chen (grace), Syr chanana, Uga lhnn (be favorable), Phoen hhn (favor)]

**hhan**: be green [?]

**hhanafi**: pagan [Syr chanfa]

**hhanafia**: tap, hydrant [?]

**hhanak**: palate [Sem hh-y-k, Mal hanek, Heb chekh, Syr cheka, Tig hhanek]

**hhanash**: snake [Mal hanex (earthworm), Heb hahar]

hhan: bending [hhan]

hhanin: rolling [hhan]

**hhanjara**: larynx [Sem hh-n-g-r, Hrr hhnu (throat)]

**hhanut**: inn, shop [Sem hh-n-w, Mal hanut, Heb chanut, Syr chanautha, Phoen mchnt (camp)]

**hhaqada**: hate [?]

**hhaqana**: injure [?]

**hhaqara**: contempt, disgrace, insult [Sem hh-q-r, Gez hhqr]

hhaqara: contempt; abuse [hhaqara] Aze heqaret, Hin hikara, Per hhaqarat, Tur hakaret, Uzb khaqorat borrowed from Ara

**hhaqib**: suitcase [?]

hhaqiq: truth [hhaqqa] Aze heqiqet, Ful hakika, Hin hakikat, Ind hakikat, Kyr akikat, Per hhaqiqat, Swa hakika, Tat hakikiyat, Tur hakikat, Uzb khaqiqat borrowed from Ara

hhaqiqatan: truly, in fact [hhaqa] Hin hakikatan, Per hhaqiqatan, Taj haqqiatan, Tur hakikaten borrowed from Ara

hhaqiqi: true, right, actual [hhaqqa] Per hhaqiqi, Uzb khaqiqiy borrowed from Ara

hhaqir: contemptible [hhaqara] Hin hakir, Per hhaqir borrowed from Ara

**hhaq**: field [Sem hh-q-I, Akk eqlu, Heb cheqla, Syr chaqla]

hhaq: right, truth [hhaqqa] Aze haqq, Ful hakka, Hau hakki, Hin hak, Ind hak, Per hhaqq, Swa haktai, Taj hak, Tat hak, Tur hak, Uzb khaq borrowed from Ara

**hhaqqa**: be right [Sem hh-q-q, Mal haqq (justice), Heb choq (law), JNA chaqqa (true), Amh haqq (truth), hegg (law)]

hhaqqan: truly [hhaqqa] Hau hakkan, Per hhaqqan borrowed from Ara

hhaqqania: justice [hhaqqa] Per hhaqqaniyat, Tur hakakanyet borrowed from Ara

hhaqqaza: realize [hhaqqa]

**hhaqw**: loan [Sem hh-q-w, Hev cheq (lap), Aram hheqa, Sab hqqw, Jib hhaqheq, Gez hhaqe, Tig hheqeq (hips)]

**hhar**: whiten [Sem hh-w-r, Heb chiver (white), Hrs hhweer (white)]

**hhar**: roll, turn [Sem hh-w-r, Tig hhor (go)]

**hharra**: perplex, confuse [?]

**hhar**: town quarter [hharra]

**hharaj**: thicket, dense wood [Sem hh-r-g]

hharaj: dire straits [hharaj]

hharaka: movement; act, deed, action, activity; effect [hharaka] Aze hereket, Ful harka, Hau harka, Hin harkat, Kaz qareket, Kyr araket, Per hharat, Tat khereket, Tur hareket, Uzb kharat borrowed from Ara

hham: prohibited; holy; women’s quarter [hharuma] Aze haram, Ful haram, Gre haremi, Hau haram, Hin haram, Hun harem, Ind haram, Per hharat, Swa harama, Tur harem, harem borrowed from Ara

**hharama**: rob [maybe from a common Sem root hh-r (slit, cut)]

hharami: robbing [hharama] Per hharami, Swa haramia, Hun haramia borrowed from Ara

**hharaka**: burn [Mal haraq, Heb harakh (singe), Syr charak, JNA khrkh, Hrs hhoq, Uga hhk]

hharara: heat, fever [hharra] Aze hereket, Hau harrat, Per hharat, Swa harata, Tur harrat, Uzb khararat borrowed from Ara

hharas: guard, watch [hharasa] Per hhares borrowed from Ara

**hharasa**: guard, watch [Mal hares (look), Uga hhrss (reserve)]

**hharasha**: scratch [Mal hharax (rough), Akk charasu, churshu (thicket), Heb choresh]

**hharassa**: long for, want eagerly [maybe from a common Sem root hh-r (be hot), cf. Uga hhrr (burn)]

**hharath**: plough [Sem hh-r-th, Mal harat, Akk ereshu, Heb charash, Amh arrese, Tig hharasa, Uga hhrth]

hharaza: guard, watch [hharasa]
hharb : war [hhariba] Aze herb, Hin harb, Per hharb, Tur harb, Uzb kharb borrowed from Ara
hharbi : military [hhariba] Per hharbi, Tat kherbi, Uzb kharbiy borrowed from Ara
hharf : sharp edge [Sem hh-r-p, Heb charif (sharp), Syr cherfa, charfa (edge), JNA kharipa (sharp)]
      hharf : letter; consonant [hharafa] Aze herf, Hau harafi, Hin harf, Per hharf, Swa herufi, Taj harf, Tat kheref,
            Tur harf, Uzb kharf borrowed from Ara
hhariba : be furious [Sem hh-r-b, Mal harbat (war), Akk arbu (waste), charabu (be ruined), Heb charav, cherev
            (sword), Syr cherab (be ruined), JNA khrw, charb (war), charba (sword), Uga hhrb]
hharif : customer; fellow; rival [?] Hin harif, Per hharif borrowed from Ara
hharija : be narrow; critical [?]
hharim : of women [hharuma] Per hharim borrowed from Ara
hhariq : fire [hharaga] Per hharig borrowed from Ara
hharir : silk [Sem hh-r-t, Mal harir, Amh harr] Per hharir, Swa hariri borrowed from Ara
hharis : guard, watch [hharasa] Ind haris, Per hhares borrowed from Ara
hhariss : eager [hharassa] Per hhariss borrowed from Ara
hharith : farmer [hharatha] Ind haris, Per hharesh borrowed from Ara
hharra : hot; heat [hharra] Per hharra borrowed from Ara
hharrafa : make crooked, make oblique [?]
hharakat : move [Mal harrek] Swa haraka borrowed from Ara
hharara : liberate [hharra]
hharshaf : fish scales [Akk arsuppu (carp)] Per charshaf borrowed from Ara
hharth : ploughing [hharatha] Per hhares borrowed from Ara
hharub : carob [Akk harubu, from Sum harub] Eng carob, Gre haroupi, Tur harup borrowed from Ara
hharuma : be prohibited [Sem hh-r-m, Akk charamu (separate), Heb charem (prohibited), Syr achrem, JNA
            charama, Uga hhrm]
hhasa : feel [Sem hh-s-y, Mal hass, Heb chash, Amh hewas (sense), Uga hhwsh (excite)]
        hhasa : soup [tahhasawa]
        hhasab : account, reckoning [hhasaba] Kaz esep, Tur hesap borrowed from Ara
hhasaba : think, reckon [Sem hh-sh-b, Mal haseb, Akk chashabu, Heb chashav, JNA khshw, Hrs hshob (count,
            think), Amh asebe, hasab (idea), hisab (account), Uga hhthb (count), Phoen hhshb (think)]
        hhasad : envy [hhasada] Aze hesed, Hau hassada, Ind hasad, Per hhasad, Swa husudu, Tur haset borrowed from
            Ara
hhasan : feel envy [?] pathological
hhasama : finish, decide [?] pathological
hhasan : good, nice [hhasuna] Hin hasin, Per hhasan borrowed from Ara
        hhasas : sensitive [hhasa] Aze hessas, Per hhasas, Tur hassas borrowed from Ara
hhasasia : sensitivity [hhasa]
        hhasb : counting, quantity [hhasaba] Hin hasb, Per hhasb borrowed from Ara
hhasha : fill, stuff [Mal hexa]
hhashama : shame [?] pathological
hhashara : gather [?]
hhashara : insect; mosquito [?] Ind hasyarat, Per hhshare borrowed from Ara
hhashasha : mow [Sem hh-sh-sh, Mal haxix (grass)]
hhashha : rim [?] Hin hashiyə, Per hhshiyə borrowed from Ara
hhashish : grass [hhashasha] Hun hasis, Gre hasisi, Per hhshish, Tur hasis borrowed from Ara
hhashr : meeting [hhashara] Hin hashr, Per hhashr borrowed from Ara
        hhashw : filling [hhasha]
        hhasib : calculator [hhasaba]
        hhasib : attention!
        hhasiba : think [hhasaba]
        hhasira : feel pity [Mal hasra (pity)] pathological
        hhasra : trouble; sorrow [hhasira] Aze hesret, Hin hasrat, Ind hasrat, Per hhasrat, Tat khesret borrowed from Ara
hhasa : have a share [?]
hhasaba : macadamize [Heb chatzav (carve)]
hhasad : harvest [hhasada] Tur hasat borrowed from Ara
hhasada : mow [Akk essedu, Mal hasad, Amh attsheede]
hhasala : exist; acquire [Syr cheshal (fabricate, forge)]
**hhassara**: encircle; restrict [Sem hh-s-r, Heb chatzer (court), Uga hhdzr (house, residence)]

**hhassba**: measles [Mal hosba, Heb chatzvevet]

**hhassil**: harvest [hhassala] Per hhassd, Tur hasat borrowed from Ara

hhassir: result, product [hhassala] Aze hasil, Hau hasali, Hit hasil, Ind hasil, Per hhassel borrowed from Ara

hhassila: crop, yield [hhassala]

**hhassuna**: be fortified [Sem hh-s-n, Heb chizzen (strengthen), Syr chesan (overwhelm)]

hhassuna: be good, nice

**hhaw**: soup [tahhasawa]

**hhazama**: tie, gird [Syr chzama (girdle)]

**hhazana**: add to, become efficient, add to the number of

**hhazara**: enclosure [hhassara]

**hhazzara**: crowd, gather [Amh hezb (people)]

hhauba: sin [Syr chaube, Ara hhchwb (commit a sin)]

**hhaw**: year [Soq hhaul]

**hhaush**: courtyard [?]

**hhausa**: city [Sem hh-su, Mal hawasa] Hau wusla, Per hhoussel borrowed from Ara

**hhaussal**: crop of bird [Mal hawsla] Hau lausla, Per hhoussele borrowed from Ara

**hhaussala**: crop of bird [Mal hawsla] Hau lausla, Per hhoussele borrowed from Ara

**hhaussal**: change [hhala]

**hhaussala**: try, make tricks [?]

**hhaus**: pool, pond [Mal haw] Hau haul, Per hhouz, Tur havuz, Uzb khovuz borrowed from Ara

**hhaussal**: change [hhala]

**hhaussala**: order to pay; bill of exchange [hhala] Per hhawale borrowed from Ara

**hhaya**: life [hhayya] Aze heyat, Hau hayat, Hit hayat, Ind hayat, Per hhayat, Tur hayat, Uzb khayot borrowed from Ara

**hhaya**: snake [Sem hh-w, Syr chewya, JNA khuwwe, Aram hi (worm), Gur awiye] hhaya: greet [hhayya]

**hhaussala**: add to, become efficient, add to the number of

**hhaussala**: live [Sem hh-y-w, Mal haj, Heb chay, Syr chaya, JNA khy, Amh heyaw, Uga hhyy, Phoen hhy]

*hhayya*: snake [Sem hh-w, Syr chewya, JNA khuwwe, Aram hi (worm), Gur awiye] hhaya: greet [hhayya]

**hhaussala**: try, make tricks [?]

**hhaussala**: order to pay; bill of exchange [hhala] Per hhawale borrowed from Ara

**hhayera**: dispute [Gez hhwr (apostle)]

**hhazy**: send [Sem hh-s-w, Syr chewya, JNA khuwwe, Aram hi (worm), Gur awiye] hhaya: greet [hhayya]

**hhaussala**: add to, become efficient, add to the number of

**hhaussala**: live [Sem hh-y-w, Mal haj, Heb chay, Syr chaya, JNA khy, Amh heyaw, Uga hhyy, Phoen hhy]
hhidha : opposite to [ihadha]
hhifadza : protection [hafidza] Hin hifaza, Per hhefadzat borrowed from Ara
hhifdž : protection [hafidza]
hhijab : separating wall; veil [hajaba] Ind higab, Per hhejab borrowed from Ara
hhijama : letting blood; shaving, haircut [hajama] Ind hajamat, Per hhajamat borrowed from Ara
bhjjir : lap [Mal hogor]
hhikaya : story, legend, tale [hakha] Aze hekayu, Hau hikay, Hin hikayet, Per hhekayat, Swa hekay, Tat
khkeya, Tur hikaye, Uzb khikoya borrowed from Ara
hhikka : itch [Sem hh-k-k, Mal hakk, Akk ekeku (scratch), JNA khyk]
hhikma : wisdom [hhakama] Ful hkma, Hau hkima, Hin hikmat, Ind hkima, Per hhekmat, Swa hekima
hhijura : room; cell [hhaluwa] Per hholw borrowed
hhila : trick; deceit, fraud; pretence [hhawala] Aze hiyle, Hin hisa, Per hhesa, Swa hisa borrowed
hhina : ornament, jewel [hhala] Per hhelye borrowed
hhina : counting [hhasaba] Aze hesab, Ful hisab, Hin hisab, Per hhesab, Swa hisa borrowed
hhin : time [Mal hin] Per hhin borrowed from Ara
hhinama : during [hin]
hhinatta : embalming [Sem hh-n-t, Heb chanatt (embalm)]
hhink : experience [ahnaka]
hhinna : henna [hhana] Hau hina, Per hhana borrowed from Ara
hhinta : wheat [Sem hh-t-t, Akk uttat (barley), Heb chitta (wheat), Syr chettha, JNA khitte, Uga hhtt’t] Per
hhette borrowed from Ara
hhirasa : protection, custody [hharaa] Hau hirasat, Per hherasat borrowed from Ara
hhirba : chameleon [Akk arbabillu]
hhirdhaa : lizard [Syr hhardana, Amh ar’ano, Ebl udau]
hhirfa : handicraft [hharif]
hhirm : a ban [hharuma]
hhirrif : sharp, pungent [hharf]
hhirsa : protection, custody [hharaa] Hau hirasat, Per hherasat borrowed from Ara
hhirs : eager, eager, anger [hharaa] Aze hirs, Hin hirs, Per hheras borrowed from Ara
hhis : feeling, sense [hhasa] Aze his, Hin his, Per hhes, Tat his, Tur his, Uzb khis borrowed from Ara
hhisab : counting, reckoning, account, check [hhasaba] Aze hesab, Ful hisab, Hin hisab, Kaz ese, Per hhesab,
Swa hesaub, Taj hisob, Tat hisap, isep, Tur hesap, Uzb khisob borrowed from Ara
hhishma : shame; modesty [hhashama] Hau hisha, Per hhesmat borrowed from Ara
hhissa : share [hhasa] Hau hissa, Per hhesa, Swa hisa borrowed from Ara
hhissan : stallion [?] Per hhessan borrowed from Ara
hhissar : fortress; blockade [hhassara] Hau hisar, Per hhessar borrowed from Ara
hhissan : fortress [Syr chetza] Per hhessan borrowed from Ara
hhiszn : bosom [Sem hh-sz-n, Mal hidan (embrace), Heb chotzen (bosom), JNA khidhya, Gez hhesn (lap), Amh
hhish : thorn, Taj hhesen] Per hhesn borrowed from Ara
hhisiw : dialogue, dispute [hhawara]
hhizam : girdle [hazama]
hhizb : party [hhazzabu] Per hhezb borrowed from Ara
hhubb : love [hhabba] Per hhobb, Swa huba borrowed from Ara
hhubla : pregnant [hhabila] Per hhobla borrowed from Ara
hhudud : limits, norms [hadda] Aze hudud, Per hhodud borrowed from Ara
hhuljja : proof, argument, excuse [hhajja] Ful hujja, Hau hujja, Hin hujjat, Per hhojat borrowed from Ara
hhujura : room; cell [maybe akin to chidr] Aze hucre, Per hhojre, Tur hucre borrowed from Ara
hhukam : order, command, edict; sentence, judgment, verdict [hhakama] Alb giqim, Aze hokm, Tin hung, Kaz
ukim, Per hhokm, Swa hukum, Tat khokem, Tur hukum borrowed from Ara
hhukuma : government [hhakama] Aze hokumet, Hau hukuma, Hin hukumat, Per hhokum, Tat khokomet, Tur
hukumet borrowed from Ara
hhulm : a dream [hhalama] Per hholm borrowed from Ara
hhulqum : throat [hhalq] Ind halkum, Per hholqum borrowed from Ara
hhulw : sweet [hhaluwa] Per hhlow borrowed from Ara
hhumma : fever [hhamma] Hau himma, Per hhomma, Swa homa, Tur humma borrowed from Ara
iddi’a : claim, charge [da’a] Aze iddia, Per edde’a, Tur iddia borrowed from Ara
iddichar : storage [dhachara]

iddh : as, then [Heb az, Uga id]
idha : pain, torture [adhia] Hin iza, Per idha borrowed from Ara
idha’ : expansion [dha’a]
idhaka : then [idha + ka]
idhn : permission [adhina] Hau izni, Ind izin, Per edhn, Swa idhini, Tur izin borrowed from Ara

iffanji : European [from Germanic frank] Hin farangi, Per firangi borrowed from Ara
iffraz : separation [faraza] Aze ifraz, Per efraz, Tur ifraz borrowed from Ara
ifrat : excess [farratta] Hin ifrat, Per efratt borrowed from Ara
ifras : bankruptcy [fallasa] Aze iflas, Per eflas, Tur iflas borrowed from Ara
ifrag : European [from Ger manic frank] Hin farangi, Per firangi borrowed from Ara

ighba : slander [from Cushitic, cp. Hausa gaba (enmity)]
ighma : swoon [ghama]
ighetabatta : be glad [ghabatta]
ighna : insult [hana]

ihatta : encirclement; surroundings; inclusion [hhatta] Aze ehate, Per ehhatte, Tur ihata borrowed from Ara
ihihli : urethra [Syr hheltha (vagina), Tig hhelil (urethra)]
ihihsan : good deed [hhasuna]
ihihtaja : need, necessitate [hhaja]
ihihtajja : make a protest [hhajja]
ihihtalla : occupy [?] ihihtaraqa : burn [hharafa]
ihihtas : precaution [hamra]
ihihtawa : contain [hawwa]
ihihtijaj : need, poverty [hhaja] Aze ehtiyac, Per ehhtiyayt, Tat ikhtiyadzh, Tur ihtiyac borrowed from Ara
ihihtijaj : protest [hhajja]
ihihtilal : occupation [ihhtalla]
ihihtimal : possibility, probability [hamala]
ihihtimam : care for [hamma]
ihihtimam : interest [hamma]
i’jab : favor [a’jab]
iijaba : positive answer, agreement; fulfillment [jawab] Hau ijaba, Ind ijabat, Per ejabat borrowed from Ara
ijabi : positive [jawab]
jad : creation; contrivance [wajada]
jijara : leasing, hire, rent; wages, commission [ajara] Aze icare, Hau ijara, Hin ijara, Per ejare, Swa ijara, Tur icar borrowed from Ara
ijaza : permit, permission [jazaj] Aze icaze, Hau ijazat, Per ejazat, Tur icazet, Uzb idzhozat borrowed from Ara
ijbar : compulsion [jabara] Per ejbar, Tur icbar borrowed from Ara
ijbari : compulsory [jabara] Aze icbari, Per ejbari borrowed from Ara
ijir : foot [LiAr ijr, Amh eger]
ijjass: pear [LiAr njass, Heb agass]
ijlas: session, meeting [jalasa] Aze iclas, Per ejlas borrowed from Ara
ijma": agreement [jama'a]
ijmal: overview, review, summary [jamal] Aze icmal, Per ejmal borrowed from Ara
ijtaja: pass, cross [jara] Hin ijra, Per ejra borrowed from Ara
ijma': agreement [jama'a]
ijmal: overview, review, summary [jamal] Aze icmal, Per ejmal borrowed from Ara
ijra: causing to circulate; execution [jara] Hin ijra, Per ejra borrowed from Ara
ijtaza: pass, cross [jaza] Per ejtaza, Uzb iztaza borrowed from Ara
ijtim'a: assembly, commune, society [jama'a] Per ejtema', Swa ejtimas borrowed from Ara
ijtim'ai: public, social, collective [jama'a] Per ejtema'i, Tat idzhtimagiy, Tur ejtimai borrowed from Ara
ikil: crown [kallala]
ikrah: force, violence [kariha]
Ikram: respect [karuma] Per ikram, Uzb imzak borrowed from Ara
iktara: rent [karia] Per iktara, Uzb ijtkara borrowed from Ara
ilkil: crown [kallala]
ilrah: force, violence [kariha]
ilram: respect [karuma] Per ikram, Uzb imzak borrowed from Ara
iktasha: acquire [kasaba]
iktashafa: discover [kashafa]
ila: to [Sem l, Mal lil, Akk la, Heb el, JNA il, lal-, Amh la, Uga l, Phoen 'l]
ilah: deity [Sem 'l, Mal alla, Akk ilu, Heb el, elohim, Syr alaha, JNA ilaha, BArum 'lh, Uga il, ilh, Phoen 'l]
ilahi: divine [ilah] Per ilahi, Hau ilahi, Tat ilahi, Tur ilahi borrowed from Ara
i'lam: information ['alima]
i'dan: declaration ['alana] Per idan, Uzb idan borrowed from Ara
ilham: inspiration [lahima] Aze ilham, Hau ilham, Per elham borrowed from Ara
ilhad: atheism [lahhada]
ilha: unless; except; without [alla] Per ella borrowed from Ara
iltamasa: request [iltamasa]
iltaqa: meet [laqia]
iltihab: inflammation [lahiba]
iltihhaq: accession [lahhiqa]
iltija: (asking for) asylum; entreaty [laja] Per eltija, Uzb eltija borrowed from Ara
iltimas: request, petition [iltamasa] Per eltamas, Taj eltimos borrowed from Ara
iltiqa: encounter [laqia] Per elteqa borrowed from Ara
iltiqatt: reading; reception [laqatta] Per elteqatt borrowed from Ara
iltiza: duty [lazima] Per eltezam borrowed from Ara
ilzam: obligation; accusation [lazima] Per ilzam, Uzb ilzam borrowed from Ara
imama: lead, precede [Sem 'm-m]
iman: faith [amana] Per iman, Swa yamkini, Tur iman borrowed from Ara
imara: emirate; command [amara] Per imara, Swa yamkini borrowed from Ara
imdad: help [madda] Per imdad, Swa yamkini borrowed from Ara
imkan: possibility, chance; ability, capacity [makuna] Aze imkan, Hau imkan, Per emkan, Swa yamkini, Tur imkan borrowed from Ara
imla: spelling, orthography; dictation [alma] Per imla, Swa yimla, Tur imla borrowed from Ara
in'am: favour; gift, gratuity, tip [na'im] Per in'am, Swa yamkini, Tur iman borrowed from Ara
inaqada: be tied; conclude ['aqada]
in'ash: refreshing ['asha]
in'azala: to be isolated ['azala]
intichab: choice, election [nachaba] Hin intakhab, Per entechab borrowed from Ara
intidzam: order, rule [nadzama] Aze intizam, Hin intazam, Per entedzam, Tur intizam borrowed from Ara
intizdar: expectation [nadzara] Aze intizar, Hin intazar, Per entedzar, Tur intizar borrowed from Ara
intifasza: revolt [nafasza]
intiha: end [naha] Hin intaha, Ind intaha, Per enteha, Tur intiha borrowed from Ara
intihal: change, transfer [naqala] Hin intalak borrowed from Ara
intiqam: revenge [naqama] Aze intikam, Hin intakam, Per enteqam, Tur intikam borrowed from Ara
intissar: victory [nassara]
intidzar: expectation [nadzara] Aze intizar, Hin intazar, Per entedzar, Tur intizar borrowed from Ara
intikhal: change; transfer [naqala] Hin intakal borrowed from Ara
intiqam: revenge [naqama] Aze intikam, Hin intakam, Per enteqam, Tur intikam borrowed from Ara
intiqal: change; transfer [naqala] Hin intakal borrowed from Ara
intidzam: order, rule [nadzama] Aze intizam, Hin intazam, Per entedzam, Tur intizam borrowed from Ara
intihal: change, transfer [naqala] Hin intalak borrowed from Ara
intiqam: revenge [naqama] Aze intikam, Hin intakam, Per enteqam, Tur intikam borrowed from Ara
intiha: end [naha] Hin intaha, Ind intaha, Per enteha, Tur intiha borrowed from Ara
intifasza: revolt [nafasza]
iskaf: leatherworker [Akk ashkapu, from Sum ashgah]
islam: Islam [salima] Aze islam, Ind islam, Per eslam, Swa islamu, Tat islam, Tur islam borrowed from Ara
ism: name [samma] Aze isim, Ind isim, Kaz esim, Kyr isim, Per esim, Tat isem, Tur isim, Uzb ism borrowed from Ara
ismant: cement [from Lat caementum]
issal: invoice [wassala]
issba: injury [ssaba]
issbah: finger [Sem ss-ba', Mal sab', Akk nessbetu, Heb etzba', Syr tzeb'a, JNA ssabo'ta, Hrs hhashba, Tig sthebet, Uga ussb', Ebl issbau]
issdar: publication [ssadara]
isslah: reform [ssalahha] Aze israf, Per esslahh borrowed from Ara
isslar: insistence [assrara] Aze islar, Per esslar borrowed from Ara
issmid: hunt [ssada]
issnilla: charge, incrimination [sanada] Aze isnad, Per esnad, Tur isnat borrowed from Ara
issqatt: shooting down [saqatta]
issraf: extravagance, squandering [asrafa] Hin israf, Per esraf, Tat israf, Tur israf borrowed from Ara
issula: deposit [idaa]
issaf: being surprised, wonder ['ajiba] Swa staa'jabu borrowed from Ara
issad: livelihood [sada]
issadad: readiness, ability, capacity, talent ['adda] Aze istedad, Ind istedad, Per este'dad borrowed from Ara
istahla: consumption; amortization [halaka] Aze istehla, Per estehla, Tur istihla borrowed from Ara
istihhak: fortification [ahlkama] Aze istehkam, Per este'hkam, Tur istihhak borrowed from Ara
istighsam: product, result [hhasala] Aze istehsal, Per estehsyal, Tur istihsal borrowed from Ara
istihhak: consumption; amortization [halaka] Aze istehhak, Per este'hhalak, Tur istihhak borrowed from Ara
istihhsan: consent [hhasuna]
istihlak: consumption [halaka]
istiha: mockery [haza] Aze istehza, Per estehza, Tur istihza borrowed from Ara
istijaba: be surprised, wonder ['ajiba] Swa staa'jabu borrowed from Ara
istik: bottom, buttock, arse [Heb shet, Syr eshtha, Hrs shit, Phoen 'sht't] Per est borrowed from Ara
istikhda: import [warada]
istikb: despotism [badda] Aze istebdad, Per este'bdad, Tur istebdbat borrowed from Ara
istikfah: question [fahama] Ind istifaham, Per estehfam borrowed from Ara
istifas: query [fasara]
istiggha: seeking help [aghatha] Hin istaghaha, Per esteghase borrowed from Ara
istikhkim: product [ahlkama] Aze istehkim, Per este'hkim, Tur istikhkim borrowed from Ara
istikhssal: product, result [hhasala] Aze istehsal, Per estehsyal, Tur istihsal borrowed from Ara
istihlah: convention, term [ssalahha] Ful istilahu, Ind istilah, Per esstelah borrowed from Ara
istid'ad: deposit ['adaa]
istid'a: entreaty [da'a] Hin istadua, Per ested'a borrowed from Ara
isti'dad: readiness, ability, capacity, talent ['adda] Aze istedad, Ind istedad, Per estedad borrowed from Ara
isti'fa: resignation ['afa] Aze istifa, Hin istifa, Per este'fa, Tur istifa borrowed from Ara
isti'fa: use, benefit [fada] Aze istifade, Per este'fa, Tur istifade borrowed from Ara
isti'fah: question [fahama] Ind istifaham, Per estehfam borrowed from Ara
isti'f: bottom, buttock, arse [Heb shet, Syr eshtha, Hrs shit, Phoen 'sht't'] Per est borrowed from Ara
isti’mar : colonialism ['amara] Per este’mar borrowed from Ara

istimara : questionnaire [amara]

istintaq : interrogation [nattaqa] Aze istintaq, Per estintaq, Tur istintak borrowed from Ara

istiqama : uprightness; guidance [qama] Aze istiqamet, Per esteqamat, Tur istikamet borrowed from Ara

istiqbal : reception, welcome; encounter [qabila] Hin istaqbal, Per esteqbal borrowed from Ara

istiqlal : independence [qalla] Aze istiqlal, Per esteqlal, Taj istiklal, Tur istiklal borrowed from Ara

istiqrar : confirmation [qarra] Per esteqrar borrowed from Ara

istirad : imports [warada]

istirahha : rest [rahha] Aze istirahet, Ind istirahat, Per estirahhat, Tur istirahat borrowed from Ara

istithmar : exploitation [thamara] Aze istismar, Per estethmar, Tur istismar borrowed from Ara

istithna : exception [thana] Aze istisna, Hin istisna, Per estethna, Tur istisna borrowed from Ara

istiwla’ : inquiry [ttala’a]

istiwa : equality; equator [sawa] Ind istiwa, Per estewa borrowed from Ara

iswar : bracelet [siwar]

iszafa : increase [Akk wassabu (add), Heb yassaf, Syr ussef, Uga usp (harvest), Phoen ysp] Hin izafa, Per eszafe borrowed from Ara

iszahh : clarification [wassahha]

izbara : file [szabarana]

izrarab : strike [szaraba]

iztaraba : be unruly [szaraba]

itachadha : seize [achadha]

i’tada : be accustomed ['ada]

i’tada : be hostile, raid ['ada]

i’tana : care for ['ana]

i’tanaqa : embrace accept ['anaqa]

i’taqada : believe ['aqada]

i’tarafa : admit ['arafa]

i’tarasza : object to ['arasza]

itasa’a : extend [wasu’a]

i’tarah : preference; honor, offering; gift [athara] Hin isar, Per ithar borrowed from Ara

ithm : guilt [Sem 'th-m, Heb ashma, Uga 'thm]

Ithnain : Monday [thana] Ind Isnin borrowed from Ara

ithnani : two [thana]

i’tibar : consideration, attention ['abbara] Aze etibar, Per e’tebar, Tat igtibar, Tur itibar, Uzb etibor borrowed from Ara

i’tidal : balance ['adala]

i’tidhar : apology ['adhara]

itifaq : concord; agreement, treaty [wafiqa] Aze ittifak, Hin ittakaf, Per etefaq borrowed from Ara

ittahad : union [wahhada] Hin ittafak, Per etehhad borrowed from Ara

i’tijah : orientation [wajhiba]

i’tiqad : faith ['aqada] Aze etiqad, Per e’teqad, Tur itikat borrowed from Ara

i’tiqal : arrest ['aqala]

i’tiraf : admission of sg ['arafa] Aze e’tiraf, Per e’teraf, Tur itiraf borrowed from Ara

i’tirasz : objection ['arasza] Aze e’tirasz, Hin etiraz, Per e’terasz, Tur itiraz borrowed from Ara

i’tissab : strike [ssaba]

itissaff : description [wassafa] Per etessaf borrowed from Ara

itissal : contact [wassala] Per etessal borrowed from Ara

ittamam : completion [tamma] Hin ittamam, Per ettam borrowed from Ara

itta’a : obedience [ita’a] Aze itaat, Per etta’at, Tur itaat borrowed from Ara

ittar : frame ['attara]

ittila’ : information [ttala’a] Hin ittala, Per ettela’ borrowed from Ara

ittiqaq : release [ttallqaq]

iwazz : goose [wazz]

iyala : province ['?] Per eyalat, Tur eyalet borrowed from Ara

iza : before, against ['?]

iz’aj : disturbance [za’aja]
izar: loincloth; underpants [azara] Hin izar, Per ezar borrowed from Ara
izmiːl: chisel [from Gre smile]

'l
'iatt: howl [Heb 'aitt (eagle)]
'ib: burden [Mal ghabba (load)]
'ibada: worship, service, religion ['abada] Aze ibadet, Ful ibada, Hau ibada, Hin ibadat, Ind ibadat, Per 'ebadat, Swa ibada, Tur ibadet borrowed from Ara
'ibara: expression; essay ['abbara] Aze ibaret, Per 'ebarat, Tur ibare borrowed from Ara
'ibani: Hebrew ['ibri] Hin ibrani, Per 'ebani borrowed from Ara
'ibri: Hebrew ['ibri]
'id: festival ['ada] Ful idi, Hau idi, Ind id, Per 'eid, Swa idi borrowed from Ara
'idza: power ['adzuma]
'ifrit: demon [Mal ghafrid] Per 'efrit borrowed from Ara
'ijl: calf [Sem '-g-l, Mal ghogol, Heb 'egel, Syr 'egla, Tig egal, Uga 'gl, Phoen 'gl, Ebl ugilu] Per 'ejl borrowed from Ara
'ilaj: medical treatment; medicine ['alaja] Hin ilaj, Per 'elaj, Tur ilac borrowed from Ara
'ilawa: addition ['alawa] Aze elave, Per 'elawe borrowed from Ara
'illa: ailment; fault ['alla] Hin illat, Ind ilat, Per 'ellat borrowed from Ara
'ilm: knowledge, science ['alima] Aze elm, Ful ilmu, Hau ilmi, Hin ilm, Ind ilmu, Kyr ilim, Per 'elm, Swa elimu, Tur ilim borrowed from Ara
'imad: pillars, supports ['amada] Per 'emad borrowed from Ara
'imama: turban ['amma]
imara: building ['amara] Hin imarat, Per 'emarat borrowed from Ara
'imma: turban ['amma]
inab: grapes [Mal ghenba, Akk inbu (fruit), Heb 'enav (grape), Ara 'nb', Uga ghnb] Ful inabo, Hau inabi, Per 'enab borrowed from Ara
'inad: spite, obstinacy ['anada] Alb inat, Aze inad, Ser inat, Per 'enad, Tur inat borrowed from Ara
'inaya: care; favor, kindness ['ana] Hin inayat, Per 'enayat, Tur inayet borrowed from Ara
'ind: at, by [Mal ghand, Gur enta] Per 'end borrowed from Ara
'inqad: bunch of grapes ['unqud] Per 'enqad borrowed from Ara
'iqd: necklace ['aqada] Per 'eqd borrowed from Ara
'irq: root, vein ['ariqa] Aze irq, Per 'eqr borrowed from Ara
'irsan: honor, dignity ['assa] Hau irili, Per 'ersz borrowed from Ara
'ishq: love, desire ['ashiqa] Aze esq, Hin ishk, Ind isyk, Per 'eshq, Swa ashiki, Tur ask borrowed from Ara
'ishra: good company; pleasure ['ashra] Hin ishrat, Per 'eshrat borrowed from Ara
'ishruna: twenty ['ahara] Aze ishrin, Swa ishirini borrowed from Ara
'isma: chastity ['assama] Aze ismet, Per 'esmet, Tur ismet borrowed from Ara
'issyan: disobedience, rebellion ['assa] Aze usyan, Per 'essyan borrowed from Ara
'ittr: essence, perfume ['attara] Hin itr borrowed from Ara
'iwaz: replacement, substitution ['asza] Aze evez, Per 'ewaz borrowed from Ara
'iyya: visit ['ada]
iyal: family ['ala] Ful iyalu, Hau iylali, Per 'eyal borrowed from Ara
'iyar: measure [?] Per 'eyar borrowed from Ara
'izza: might; honor, respect ['azza] Ful izza, Hau izzat, Ind izzat, Per 'ezzat, Tur izzet, Uzb izzat borrowed from Ara

J
ja: come [Mal gie, EgAr gi]
ja'a: be hungry [Mal guh (hunger), Heb ga'gu'im (longing)]
ja'ala: make, do, start [Syr ag'el (commit)]
ja'ba: box; quiver; barrel [?] Per ja'be borrowed from Ara
jabal: mountain [Sem g-b-l, EgAr gabal, Heb gevul (frontier), Aram gbwl, Uga gbli, Phoen gbl] Ind jabal, Per jabal, Swa jabali borrowed from Ara
jaban: cowardly [jabuna] Per jaban borrowed from Ara
jabara: force [Sem g-b-r, Heb gever (man), gibbor (hero), Syr gabra (man), JNA gora, Amh gebbere (pay tax), Phoen gbr (man)]
jabas: melon
jabba: gather [Sem g-b-b, Syr gaba, Uga gbb]
jabbana: coagulate, let milk get sour [Sem g-b-n, Mal gobon (cheese), Akk gubnatu, Heb gevina, Syr gbetha, JNA gubta]
jabbana: cemetery [?] 
jabar: mighty; giant [jbara] Hin jabbar, Ind jabar, Per jabbar, Tur cebbar borrowed from Ara
jabba: forehead [Akk gubbuchu (bald), Heb gabba (eyebrow), gibzech (balding), Syr gbcha, Hrs yabheh (eyebrow), Tlg gbbhebi, fore (forehead)] Per jabe, Tur cebe borrowed from Ara
jabin: forehead [Mal gbin, EgAr gibna]
jabir: violent, despotic [jbara] Hin jibr, Per jibr borrowed from Ara
jabuna: be cowardly [?] 
jabr: force, might; compulsion, oppression [jbara] Aze cebir, Hin jabr, Per jibr, Tur cebir, Uzb dzhabr borrowed from Ara
jab: algebra [jbara] Ful aljebra, Per jibr, Tur cebir borrowed from Ara
jabr: forcibly, violently [jbara] Hin jibr, Per jibr borrowed from Ara
ja'd: curl [ja'uda] Per ja'd borrowed from Ara
jada: be good, grant [Sem g-d-y]
jada'a: cut off, mutilate [Sem g-d-', Heb gada', Syr gd' (beat)]
jadafa: row [Sem g-d-p, Syr g'dafa (rowing)]
jadala: dispute [jadal] Per jadal borrowed from Ara
jadala: fight; argue, debate; cross-question [Sem g-d-l, Amh geddele (kill), Tlg tegadele] Swa jadili borrowed from Ara
jadada: renew, reform [jadda] Hau jaddada borrowed from Ara
jadafaa: abuse, revile [Sem g-d-p, Syr g'def]
jadhab: attractive [jadhab] Per jadhab borrowed from Ara
jadh: shear [Sem g-d-d, Syr gad (cut off)]
jadha: young man [EgAr gada]
jadhaha: pull [Sem g-d-b]
jadhafa: row [jadafa]
jadham: cut off [Sem g-d-m, Heb gadam, Syr gedam]
jadhara: uproot [Sem g-d-r, EgAr gidr (root), Aram gdr (uproot)]
jadlb: attraction; absorption [jadhaba] Aze cezb, Hin jazb, Per jazb borrowed from Ara
jadhra: emotion [jadhaba] Hin jazba, Per jadhibe borrowed from Ara
jadhib: attractive [jadhab] Hin jazib, Per jadheb borrowed from Ara
jadhiba: attraction [jadhaba] Aze caziba, Per jadhebe, Tur cazibe, Uzb dzhozibe borrowed from Ara
jadhm: amputation [jadhana] Per jadhm borrowed from Ara
jadhr: root [jadhaba] Per jadhr borrowed from Ara
jadi: kid [Sem g-d-y, Mal gidi, Akk gadu, Heb gedi, JNA gidhya, Uga gdy, Phoen gd'] Per jady borrowed from Ara
jadid: new [jadda] Hin jadid borrowed from Ara
jadr: wall [jidar] Per jadr borrowed from Ara
jadura: be fit [?]
jadwa: usefulness, profit [ajada]
jadwal: creek; list, schedule; ruler [?] Aze cedwel, Ful jadwalu, Hau jadawali, Per jadwal, Taj jadval, Tur cetvel borrowed from Ara
jafa: be rude [?] 
jafa: rudeness; cruelty, torture [jafa] Aze cefa, Ful jafi, Hin jafa, Per jafa, Tur cefa borrowed from Ara
ja'far: stream [?] Per ja'far borrowed from Ara
jaffa: be dry [?] 
jaf: eyelid [jabin] Per jaf borrowed from Ara
jafna: vine [Sem g-p-n, Akk gupnu (bush), gupnu (tree-trunk), Heb gefen (vine), Syr gefetha, Uga gpn]
jafir: magic [?] Per jafir borrowed from Ara
jahada : strive [?]
jahala : ignore [jahila]
jahala : ignorance [jahila] Aze cehalet, Hin jahalat, Per jahalat borrowed from Ara
jaham : clouds [?]
jahannam : hell [Heb gehinnom, Amh gehannem] Aze cehennem, Ful jahannama, Hau jahannana, Hin jahanum, Ind jahanam, Per jahannam, Swa jehanum, Tat dzhehennem, Tur cehennem, Uzb dzhakhannam borrowed from Ara
jahar : nyctalopia [Syr gehar (be dim)] Per jahar borrowed from Ara
jahara : make known [?]
jahaz : apparatus; dowry; ship [jahaza] Hin jahaz, jahez, Per jehaz borrowed from Ara
jahaza : prepare [?]
jahd : toil, effort; zeal [jahada] Aze cehd, Hin jahd, Ind jahad, Per jahd, Swa juhudi borrowed from Ara
jahadda : deny [?]
jahhafa : peel [Sem g-hh-p]
jahhd : denial [jahhada] Per jahhd borrowed from Ara
jahhim : hell [?]
jahid : zealous [jahada] Per jahed borrowed from Ara
jalil : illiterate, ignorant [jahila] Aze cahl, Ful jahlili, Hin jahlil, Per jahl, Tur cahlil, Uzb dzhokhil borrowed from Ara
jahila : be ignorant [?]
jahiz : prepared, ready [jahaza]
jahl : ignorance [jahila] Per jahl borrowed from Ara
jahr : publicity [jahara] Per jahr borrowed from Ara
jahran : publicly [jahara] Per jahran borrowed from Ara
jair : hungry [ja'a]
jaib : breast; pocket; sinus [jiib] Per jibb borrowed from Ara
jaid : good [jada] Per jayyed borrowed from Ara
jaish : army [jassha] Per jaysh, Swa jeshi borrowed from Ara
jaiz : allowable, permitted [jaza] Hin jayaz, Per jayez borrowed from Ara
jaiza : examination; award, acknowledgement [jaza] Hin jayza, Per jayeez borrowed from Ara
ja'jaa' : honk, make noise [Heb gi'ge'a]
ja'la' : remake; imitation, falsification [ja'ala] Hin jal, Per ja'l borrowed from Ara
jala : clean, polish, make clear [Sem g-l, y, Heb gilla (uncover), Syr gela, JNA gly, Phoen gly]
jala : remove [Sem g-l, y, Akk galu (be deported), Heb gela (go into exile), Aram gly (open), Uga gly]
jala : wander, go round [Sem g-w-l, g-l-l, Akk galalu (roll), Heb galgel, Syr 'ala'la (whirlwind), JNA gigla (spindle), Aram gw (roll up), Uga gl (roll)]
jal : clarity [jal] Per jala borrowed from Ara
jala : emigration [jala] Per jala borrowed from Ara
jalaba : catch; bring, fetch [Sem g-l-b]
jalacha : whet [?]
jalada : firmness [jaluda] Per jaladat borrowed from Ara
jalal : might, glory, pomp [jalla] Aze caal, Hin jalal, Per jalal borrowed from Ara
jalama : cut off, shave, shear [Sem g-l-m, Mal gelem (shears)]
jalasa : sit [Amh gelas (saddle cover)]
jalb : procurement; involvement [jalaba] Aze celb, Per jalb, Tur celp, Uzb dzhalb borrowed from Ara
jald : firm; fast [jalada] Aze celd, Hin jald, Per jald borrowed from Ara
jali : apparent [jala] Per jali borrowed from Ara
jalid : ice [jalida] Per jalid borrowed from Ara
jalida : freeze [Sem g-l-d, Heb gelida (ice), Syr gelida]
jalihha : shave [Sem g-l-hh, Heb gilleach, Aram ghch (cut hair; expose)]
jalil : mighty, majestic [jalla] Per jalil borrowed from Ara
jalis : partner [jalasa] Per jalis borrowed from Ara
jalla : wrap [Sem g-l-l (roll)]
jalla : be mighty [?]
jalla : clothes [jalla]
jallab : trader [jalaba] Per jallab borrowed from Ara
jallad : hangman [jallada] Alb xelat, Aze cellad, Hin jallad, Per jallad, Ser dzelat, Tur cellat borrowed from Ara
jallada : bind in leather [Sem g-l-d, EgAr gild (skin), Mal gilda, JNA gilda, Hrs geled (skins), Tig geldet (animal skin)]
jals : session, meeting [jalasa] Hin jalsa, Per jalase, Tur celse borrowed from Ara
jarab: an itch [jariba] Per jarab borrowed from Ara
jarad: bald; locust [jarada] Per jarad borrowed from Ara
jara: peel; isolate [Sem g-r-d, Mal grad (locust), Akk garadu (pluck, tear), Heb gered, Aram grd (scrape)]
jara'a: sweep away [Sem g-r-p, Heb garaf (shovel), Syr geraf (cast with spade)]
jarahha: injure, wound [Syr garacha (surgeon)]
jarahha: wound; pus [jarahha] Per jarahhat, Tur cerahat borrowed from Ara
jaraim: crimes; sanctions [jarama] Hin jaraym, Per jarayem borrowed from Ara
jarama: commit a sin [Ara grm (establish)]
jaras: bell [jarasa] Per jasarat, Tur cesaret borrowed from Aras
jarasa: emit a sound [?] [Jarasa]
jarasha: scrape [Sem g-r-s, Syr gerash (be crushed), JNA grss (grind)]
jarayan: current, flow [jara] Aze cereyan, Per jarayan, Tur cereyan borrowed from Ara
jard: peeling [jarada] Per jard borrowed from Ara
jardal: bucket [?] [Jarida]
jarhh: injury, wound; provocation [jarahha] Hin jirah, Per jarhh, Swa jeraha borrowed from Ara
jari: running, progressing, current [jara] Hin jari, Per jari borrowed from Ara
jari: bold [jarua] Per jaruh borrowed
jari: running, flowing [jara] Aze cereyan, Per jarayan, Tur cereyan borrowed from Ara
jarja: drag [jarra]
jarr: pulling [jarra] Per jarr borrowed from Ara
jarra: pull [Sem g-r-t, Mal garr (transport), Heb garar (pull), Syr negar]
jarra: jar, pitcher [Mal garra, Akk garru (box)] Per jarre borrowed from Ara
jarraba: test, try, examine [maybe from a common Sem root g-r (scratch)] Ful jarriba, Hau jarraba, Swa jarib borrowed from Ara
jarrah: surgeon [jarahha] Aze cerah, Hin jarrah, Per jarrah, Tur cerah, Uzb dzharrokh borrowed from Ara
jarrar: potter [jarra]
jarrara: scorpion [?] Per jarrare borrowed from Ara
jarthuma: germ [jurtuma]
jarua: dare, risk [Syr gara (incite)]
jaw: cub, pup [Mal geru, Heb gur, Hrs yeru]
jasad: dead body, corpse [?] Aze cesed, Per jasad, Tur ceset, Uzb dzhasad borrowed from Ara
jasama: volume [jasuma] Per jasamat, Tur cesamet borrowed from Ara
jasara: cross, pass [Akk gishru, gushuru, from Sum gish-ur (bridge)]
jasara: dare [?]
jasara: boldness [jasara] Per jasarat, Tur cesaret borrowed from Ara
jasha: excite [Syr gash (touch)]
jassa: feel out, spy out [Sem g-s-s, Heb gishesh, Syr gash]
jasha': lust [jashi'a]
jashi'a: be lustful; long for [Gur gatshe (hunger)]
jassha: mobilize [Heb gaiss (troops), OSAr gys (troop), Amh gassha (shield), Tig gashsa]
jassha: belch [Sem g-s-y, Heb gassass (expire), Aram gsy (belch), Hrs geso, Amh gesa, Tig gesa]
jasim: thick [jasama] Per jasim borrowed from Ara
jasuma: be thick [Mal gisem (body), Heb geshem, Syr gerash, Meh gesam, Uga gsm (rain)]
jasur: bold, brave, daring [jasara] Per jasur, Swa jasiri, Tur cesur, Uzb dzhasur borrowed from Ara
jasus: spy [jassa] Aze casus, Hin jasus, Per jasus, Swa jasisi, Tur casus, Uzb dzhosus borrowed from Ara
j'a'uda: be curly [?]
jaudar: rye [from Per chavdar] Per joudar borrowed from Ara
jauf: a hollow [Sem g-w-p, Mal guf (womb), gifa (crass), Heb guf (body), Aram gwp, Meh gawf (chest), Tig gowf (body)] Per jouf borrowed from Ara
jauhar: essence; jewel [from Per gouhar] Aze covher, Hin jauhar, Per jouhar, Swa johari, Tur cevher borrowed from Ara
jaula: a tour, a walk [jala]
jauq: troupe; choir [?]
jauqa: group [jauq] Per jouq borrowed from Ara
jaur: injustice, violence, wrong-doing [jara] Hin jaur, Per jaur borrowed from Ara
jaurab: stockings [jirab] Alb corape, Aze corab, Bul chorap, Per jorab, Rom ciorap, Ser carapa, Taj jurob, Tur corap borrowed from Ara

jauwaq: villa ['?]

jauw: atmosphere [Mal gewwa (within), Syr gaw, JNA go, Phoen gw] Per jaww borrowed from Ara
jawal: going about, wandering [jala] Hin jawal borrowed from Ara
jaw: pair [zauij]
jauz: walnut [from Per gouz] Per jouz, Tur ceviz borrowed from Ara
jauza: twin [zauij] Per jouza borrowed from Ara

jauzl: young dove [Ara gwz]

jawab: reply, response, answer [Sem g-w-b, Mal wiegieb, Syr ageb, Hrs yewab] Aze cavab, Ful jawabu, Hau jawabi, Hin jawab, Kyr joop, Per jawab, Swa jawabu, Tat dzhavap, Tur cevap, Uzb dzhavob borrowed from Ara
jawad: generous [jada] Per jawad borrowed from Ara
jawahir: jewels [jauhar] Aze cavahir, Alb xhevahir, Hin javahar, Per jawaher, Rom giuvaer, Tur cehvar
jawahir: jewels [jauhar] Aze cild, Hin jild, Per jeld, Swa jalidi, Tur cilt, Uzb dzhild borrowed from Ara

jawal: wandering: rotation [jala] Per jawalan borrowed from Ara
jawar: neighborhood [jawara] Hin jabar, Per jawar borrowed from Ara

jawara: be neighbor [Sem g-w-r, Mal gar (neighbor), Akk geru (be hostile), Heb gar (dwell), Ger (proselyte), Uga gr (stranger), Phoen gr (proselyte)]
jawaz: permit [jaza] Per jawaz, Tur cevaz borrowed from Ara

jaza: repay, retribute, punish [Sem g-z-y, Aram gzy]
jaza: go through, cross over, pass along; be possible [Sem g-w-z, Aram gwz]
jaza: divide [jaza'a, jazza]
jaza: retributie, punishment [jaza] Aze ceza, Per jaza, Tur ceza borrowed from Ara
jaw: neck [jadda] Aze ciddi, Per jeddi, Tur cidd borrowed from Ara
jaz: to trouble; impatience [jazi'a] Per jaza' borrowed from Ara
jaza': divide [Sem g-z-', Heb geza' (trunk)]
jazafa: act at random [Sem g-z-p, Aram gzp (without number)]
jazala: richness [jazula] Per jazalat borrowed from Ara
jazama: cut off; decide [Sem g-z-m, Syr gezam (threaten)]
jazar: carot [from Per gazar]
jazarra: kill, massacre [Sem g-z-? (cut off), JNA gzn, Amh gezere (circumcise)]
jazara: sink, ebb [Mal gzira (island), JNA gzira]
jazi'a: to trouble ['?]
jazim: decisive [jazama] Per jazem borrowed from Ara
jazira: island [jazara] Per jazire borrowed from Ara
jazm: amputation [jazama] Per jazm borrowed from Ara
jazma: boots [from Tur cizme]
jaz: ebb [jazara] Per jaz borrowed from Ara
jazula: be big, rich [Ara gzl (snatch, rob)]
jazza: cut off [Sem g-z-z, Mal gezz (slice), Heb gazaz, Tig geza (acquire), Uga gzz (cut)]
jib: jeep [from Eng jeep]
jib: pocket [Sem g-b, Heb gav (back), JNA geba (side), Uga gb (back)] Alb xhep, Aze cib, Bul dzheb, Ful jiba, Hin jib, Hun zseb, Gre tsepi, Per jib, Ser dzep, Tur cep borrowed from Ara
jib: neck [Akk gizd (sinew), Akk gizd, Syr gaza, Aram gida, giada, Jib chid, Soq zhid, Uga gd] Per jid borrowed from Ara

jidal: struggle [jadala] Hau jidali, Per jedal borrowed from Ara
jidor: wall [Sem g-d-r, Heb gader (fence), Aram gdr (wall)] Per jidr borrowed from Ara
jidd: effort [jadda] Hin jad-, Per jedd borrowed from Ara
jiddan: earnest, serious [jadda] Per jeddan borrowed from Ara
jiddi: serious [jadda] Aze ciddi, Per jidi, Tur ciddi borrowed from Ara
jiddh': trunk [jaza'a]
jifa: carcass [jauf] Per jife borrowed from Ara
jiba: side, region [wajah] Ful jiba, Hau jiha, Per jehat, Tur cihet borrowed from Ara
jihad: holy war [jahada] Ful jihadi, Hau jihadi, Hau jihadi, Ind jahad, Per jehad borrowed from Ara
jihaz: equipment, device; ship [jahaza] Aze cihaz, Hin jihaz, Per jahaz, Swa jahazi, Tat dzhihaz, Tur cihaz borrowed from Ara
jil: tribe; generation, epoch [Heb gil (age)] Per jil borrowed from Ara
jild: skin, leather; book cover; volume [jallada] Aze cild, Hin jil, Per jeld, Swa jalidi, Tur cilt, Uzb dzhild
kadhalik : also [kadha] Per kadhaliek borrowed from Ara
kadhb : lie, falsehood [kadhaba] Hau kazaf, Per kedhb borrowed from Ara
kadura : be turbid [Syr kedar (be wearied)]
kaf : the letter k [Sem k-p-p, Heb kaf]
kafa : suffice [Syr k-p-y, cp. Chadic kap (all)]
kafahha : fight [?] 
kafan : shroud [kafana] Aze kafen, Hin kafan, Per kafan borrowed from Ara
kafana : wrap [Sem k-p-n, Mal kafen (shroud), Amh keffene (wrap up)]
kafara : be a non-believer [Sem k-p-r, Syr kafar (deny), JNA kpr] Swa kafuru borrowed from Ara
kafara : cover [Sem k-p-r]
kaff : palm of hand [Sem k-p-p, Ack kappu, Heb kaf, Syr kaffa, JNA kaffa, Hrs kof, Uga kp] Per kaf borrowed from Ara
kaffara : repentance; sacrifice [kafara] Per kaffara, Swa kaffara borrowed from Ara
kafr : sufficient [kafa] Aze kafr, Hin kafr, Per kaf borrowed from Ara
kafrir : infidel, unbeliever [kafara] Hin kafrir, Ind kafir, Per kafer, Swa kafiri borrowed from Ara
kafr : village [Sem k-p-r, Akk kapru, Heb kefar]
kafur : camphor [from Skt kapura] Hau kafur, Hin kafur, Per kafur borrowed from Ara
kahala : reach maturity [Sem k-h-l and y-k-l, Heb yakhol (can), Amh tshale]
kahin : priest, soothsayer [Sem kana] Aze kahen, Ind kahen, Per kahif, Uzb kahif borrowed from Ara
kahin borrowed from Ara
kah : mature age [kahala] Per kah borrowed from Ara
kaharuba : amber; electricity [from Per kah-ruba]
kaif : that [Sem k-y, Akk aki (yea), ki (as), Heb ke, Amh ka, Uga k, Phoen k]
kaif : status; mood [kayyafa] Alb qeff, Aze keif, Bul kef, Gre kefi, Per keyfi, Tat keyf, Tur keif borrowed from Ara
kaif : how [kayyafa] Per keif borrowed from Ara
kaifia : quality; spirit [kayyafa] Aze keyfiyet, Hin kaifiyat, Ind kaifiat, Per keyfiyat, Uzb kayfiyat borrowed from Ara
kail : a measure [Heb keli (vessel), Syr kayla (a measure)]
kalika : egg [from Middle Per]
kai : being [kana] Per kaen borrowed from Ara
kaina : beings; universe [kana] Hin kainat, Per kaenat borrowed from Ara
ka’k : cake [from Per kak]
kal : guard [Sem k-l-y, Akk kalu (hold back), Heb kele (jail), Syr kla, Uga kl’ (lock up)]
kal : measure [Sem k-w-l, k-y-l, Aram kwil]
kalak : raft [Akk kalakku, Syr klaka, JNA kalak] Per kalak borrowed from Ara
kalam : talk; word [kallama] Hin kalam, Per kalam borrowed from Ara
kalb : dog [Sem k-l-b, Mal kelb, Akk kalbu, Heb kelev, Syr kalba, JNA kalba, Hrs kelob (dogs), Tug kelb (dog), Uga klb, Phoen klb]
kalifa : please [?]
kalima : talk; word [kallama] Hau kalam, Hin kalma, Per kaleme, Taj kalima borrowed from Ara
kalla : no! [?] 
kallafa : charge with a task [kalifa]
kallala : crown [Sem k-l-l, Akk kililu, Syr kalleh, Amh akhl, kellele (surround; crown), Tug kella (go round)]
kallama : talk [?] 
kam : how much [Sem k-m, Mal kemm, Heb kamma, Syr kema, JNA kma, Uga km (so, as), Phoen km]
kam : truffle [Akk kamtu, Heb kmeha]
komah : blindness [Syr kmaha]
kamal : perfection [kamala] Hin kamal, Per kamal borrowed from Ara
kamala : be complete [Heb gamal (recompense), JNA kml (be complete)]
kamar : belt [from Per]
kamil : perfect [kamala] Aze kamil, Hau kamili, Hin kamil, Ind kamil, Per kamil, Swa kamili, Tur kamil borrowed from Ara
kammia : quantity [kam] Aze kemiyet, Per kammiyat borrowed from Ara
kammun : cumin [Akk kamumu, from Sum gamun]
kamshah : handful [Sem k-m-s, Akk kamsas (gather)]
kana : be [Sem k-w-n, Mal kien, Amh hone, Uga kwn, Phoen kwn]
kana : call, give names; express oneself in allegories [Sem k-n-y, Heb kinnuy (appellation), Uga kny (allude)]
kana : sofa [from Fre canape]
kana : wing [Sem k-n-p, Akk kappu, Heb kanaf, Amh kenf, Syr kenfa, Tug kenf, Uga knp]
**kanasa** : sweep [Sem k-n-sh, Mal kines, JNA knsh (sweep)]

**kanaza** : store away [kanz]

**kanisa** : synagogue [Sem k-n-sh, Akk kanashu (gather), Heb kneset (assembly), Syr kanash (gather), JNA kinishtha (synagogue). Phoen knsh (gather)] Per kanise, Swa kanisa borrowed from Ara

**kanna** : bride, daughter-in-law [Mal kenna]

**kanun** : oven; focus [Akk kanini, JNA kanuna] Per kanun borrowed from Ara

**kanun** : December/January [kanun] Per kanun borrowed from Ara

**kanz** : treasure [from Per ganj] Per kanz borrowed from Ara

**kar** : work [from Per]

**kara** : dig [Sem k-r-w, k-r-y. Heb kara (mine), Aram kry (dig), Uga krw, kry]

**kara** : celery [from Per] Bul kereviz, Tur kereviz borrowed from Ara

**karaha** : disgust [kariha] Hin karaha, Per karahat borrowed from Ara

**karam** : nobility, generosity [karuma] Hin karam, Per karam borrowed from Ara

**karomat** : nobility, miracle [karuma] Hau karama, Hin karamat, Ind keramat, Per karamat, Swa karama, Uzb karamat borrowed from Ara

**karatha** : be anxious [?] Per karomat borrowed from Ara

**karaza** : announce [from Gre keryx (herald)]

**karh** : disgust, destestation [kariha] Per karh, Swa karaha borrowed from Ara

**karia** : rent, hire [Mal kera, JNA kry]

**karha** : be disgusted [Mal ikreh (ugly), Hrs keroh (hate)] Swa kirihi borrowed from Ara

**karim** : noble, generous, holy [karuma] Hin karimi, Per karim, Swa karim borrowed from Ara

**karraddan** : rhinoceros [from Per kargedan]

**karm** : vine [Sem k-r-m, Heb kerem (vineyard), Syr karma, JNA karma, Hrs kermaym (hill), Uga krm (vineyard)] Per karm borrowed from Ara

**karra** : return [?] Per karmac borrowed from Ara

**karram** : wine-grower [karm]

**karrara** : repeat [karra] Swa kariri borrowed from Ara

**karrath** : leek [Mal kurrata, Akk karashu, Heb keresha, Syr karatha, JNA kirate]

**karruma** : be noble [Sem k-r-m] Swa kirimu borrowed from Ara

**kas** : cup [Mal kus, Akk kasu, Heb koss, Syr kasa, JNA kasiya, Uga ks] Per kas borrowed from Ara

**kasa** : clothe, cover [Sem k-s-y, Mal kesa, Heb kissa, Syr kase, JNA kusitha (hat), Uga ksw, ksy (dress up)]

**kasaba** : earn, acquire [?] Per kasb borrowed from Ara

**kasafa** : getting dark [kasafa] Per kasafat borrowed from Ara

**kasala** : idleness; lethargy [kasila] Hin kasala, Per kasalat borrowed from Ara

**kasara** : break [Mal kisser, Amh kesere (go broke)] Per kasarat borrowed from Ara

**kasb** : business, occupation, profession; workplace [kasaba] Per kasb, Taj kasb, Tat kesep, Tur kesp, Uzb kasp borrowed from Ara

**kashafa** : unveil; investigate [Sem k-s-p, Mal kixef]

**kashf** : investigation, discovery, invention [kashafa] Aze Kesf, Per kashf, Uzb kashf borrowed from Ara

**kasl** : be lazy [Heb nikhshal (fail)]

**kasshaf** : discoverer; very clear; headlight [kashafa] Hin kashaf, Per kasshaf borrowed from Ara

**kasr** : breach; want; deficit; fraction [kasara] Hin kasr, Per kasr, Uzb kasr borrowed from Ara

**kataba** : write [Sem k-t-b, Mal kateb, Heb katav, Syr kethab, Uga ktb, Phoen ktb]

**katan** : linen [Mal kitien, Heb katan, Syr kethana (linen)] Per katan borrowed from Ara

**kathara** : exceed [Sem k-th-r, Akk kasharu (fit), Heb kasher (restore, have success), Syr kashira (happy), Uga kthr (health)]

**kathib** : dune [?] Per kathif borrowed from Ara

**kathif** : dense [kathufa] Per kathif borrowed from Ara

**kathir** : many [kathara] Hin kasir, Per kathir borrowed from Ara

**kathirah** : increase [kathara] Swa kithiri borrowed from Ara

**kathra** : quantity; excess [kathara] Hin kasrat, Per kathrat borrowed from Ara

**kathufa** : be dense [?] Per kathufa borrowed from Ara

**kathuliki** : catholic [from Gre katholikos]

**katib** : scribe, clerk, secretary [kataba] Aze katib, Hin katib, Ind katib, Per kateb, Swa katibu, Tur katip borrowed from Ara

**kaukab** : star [Sem k-b-k-b, Mal kewkba, Akk kakakabu, Heb kokhab, Syr kokba, JNA kuhwah, Hrs kebkib, Amh kokeb, Tigr kokeb, Uga kkb, kbb, Phoen kkb] Per koukab borrowed from Ara

**kaun** : being [kana] Per koun borrowed from Ara
kawa: iron (clothes) [?]  
kawara: beehive; basket [Heb kavveret, Syr kawara] Per kaware borrowed from Ara
kawwana: create [kana]
kayyafa: adapt, match [?]  
kian: being, existence [kana]
kibrit: sulphur; matches [Sem k-b-r-t, Mal kbrit, Akk kbritu, Heb gafrit, JNA kbrit] Aze kibrit, Bul kibrit,
Per kebrit, Rom chibrit, Swa kiberiti, Tur kibrit borrowed from Ara
kifahh: battle [kafahha]
kifaya: sufficiency [kafa] Aze kifayat, Hin kifayat, Per kefayat borrowed from Ara
kila: both [Sem k-y-l, Akk kilalan, Heb kilaim (hybrid), Amh hulet (two), Uga klat (double)]
killa: veil [Syr kilha]
kilu: kilo [from Fre kilo]
kimia: chemistry [from Late Gre chemeia] Per kimiya borrowed from Ara
kinaya: allegory, hint [kana] Per kenaye, Tat kinaya, Tur kinaye borrowed from Ara
kir: bellows [?]  
kira: rental, hire [karia] Alb qira, Ful akiri, Hin kiraya, Per keraye, Rom chirie, Ser kirija, Tur kira borrowed from Ara
kirbal: sleeve [from Lat criblellum]
kirdan: necklace [Hrs qard (throat)]
kirsh: stomach [Sem k-r-s, Akk karshu, Heb kares (belly), Syr karsa (womb), JNA kasa, Hrs keres (belly), Gez kars, Tig kerset, Ebl karsu]
kisa: purse [Sem k-y-s, Akk kisu, Heb kiss (pocket), Syr kesa, JNA kis, Amh kis] Per kise borrowed from Ara
kisl: loin, sinew [Heb kesel, Uga ksl]
kiswa: covering; clothes, garment [kasa] Per keswat, Swa kisua borrowed from Ara
kitab: book [kataba] Aze kitab, Hin kitab, JNA kiktha, Kaz kitap, Kyr kiteit, Per ketab, Taj kitob, Tat kitap, Tur kitap, Uzb kitob borrowed from Ara
kitabat: writing [kataba] Hin kitatab, Per ketabat borrowed from Ara
kitf: shoulder [Sem k-t-p, Heb katef, Syr katha, JNA kappa, Hrs kotf, Tig mektef, Uga ktp] Per ketf borrowed from Ara
ku: elbow [Syr kua (joint)]
kub: cup [Syr kuba]
kubba: skein [?]  
kuch: hut, shed [JNA kukhta]
kuchl: antimony [Sem k-ch-l, Mal ikhkal, Akk guchlu, Heb kachal (blue), JNA kikkha (antimony)] Per kochl borrowed from Ara
kuds: heap [Heb godesh (overflow)]
kufia: head covering [?] Per kufiye, Swa kofia borrowed from Ara
kufr: lack of faith [kafara] Hin kuf, Per kofr borrowed from Ara
kull: task; difficulty, toil
kulfa: task; difficulty, toil; mischief [kullafa] Per kolfat, Tur kullet, Uzb kullat borrowed from Ara
kulia: kidney [Sem k-l-y, Akk kalitu, Mal kilwa, Heb kilya, Syr koulatha, JNA kulitha, Hrs kelit, Amh kulalit, Tig kelaw, Uga klyt] Per kolye borrowed from Ara
kull: all [Sem k-l-l, Mal kollu, Akk kalu, Heb kol, JNA kulla, Sab kl, Amh hulu, Uga kl, Phoen kl] Ful kala, Hin kul, Per koll borrowed from Ara
kullab: hook, hinge [JNA kullah] Hin kula, Per gollab, Swa kulubu borrowed from Ara
kulli: general, total [kull] Aze kulli, Per kolli borrowed from Ara
kullia: entirety [kull] Per kolliye, Tur kulliyet borrowed from Ara
kulun: pantyhose [from Fre collant]
kumait: reddish brown, bay [kull] Hin kumait, Per komeyt borrowed from Ara
kumm: sleeve [Akk kimkimmu (wrist), Tig kem (joint)]
kummathra: pear [?]  
kurnuk: customs [from Late Lat excommercium]
kumza: ball [qamaza]
kundur: frankincense [from Per]
kunia: nickname [kana] Per konyat borrowed from Ara
kur: saddle [Sem k-w-r, Heb kar (pillow)]
kura: furnace [Akk giru, from Sum gir] Per kure borrowed from Ara
kura: land [Syr koura] Per kure
kura: ball [?] Per kore, Tur kure borrowed from Ara
kura': leg [Sem k-r', Akk kiri'uta (shin), Heb kera' (leg), Aram kr', Uga kr' (lower thigh)]
kurasa: copy-book, leaflet [?] Per korase borrowed from Ara
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kurki: crane [Akk kurku, from Sum kurku]
kurkum: saffron [from Skt kunkuma]  
kurrath: leek [karrath]  
kursi: throne; chair, seat, cathedra [Akk kussu, from Sum guza]  
        Hin kursi, Per korsi, Taj kursi, Tur kursu, Uzb kursi borrowed from Ara
kurunb: cabbage [from Gre krambe]  
kurzan: axe [Sem k-r-z-n, Heb garzen, Syr chatzeyna]  
kusara: coriander [from Skt kustumbaru]
kushk: kiosk [from Per]

L
la: no [Sem l-’, Mal le, Akk la, Heb lo, Syr la, JNA la, BAram la, Hrs la, Uga l]  
          Hin la, Ind la, Per la, Swa la borrowed from Ara
la’aba: dribble [Mal liegheb, lghab (spittle)]  
la’alla: maybe [’alla]  
laamu: agree, fit, suit [Sem l-’-m, Syr lama, Sab l’m (peace), Tig leame (be attached)]
la’ana: curse [?]  
labada: stitch together [Sem l-b-d, Heb leved (felt)]  
labaka: mix [Sem l-b-k, Syr lebak (take hold)]  
laban: milk; yoghurt [Sem l-b-n, Heb lavan (white), Meh lbon]  
labba: accept [?]  
labbana: make bricks [Sem l-b-n, Akk labanu (spread), Heb levena (brick), Syr lebetha, JNA lubna, labinha]  
          Uga lbn (make bricks)  
labin: brick [labbana]
labisa: dress up [Sem l-b-sh, Mal libes, Akk labashu, Heb hilbish, Syr lebesh, JNA lwsh, Amh lebbese, lebs (garment), Uga lbsh]
labwa: lioness [Akk labu (lion), Heb levia (lioness), lavia (lion), Uga lbu]
lacchassa: shorten; summerize [?]  
lada: at [?] Per lada borrowed from Ara
laddha: be enjoyable [?]  
ladhidh: tasty [laddha]  
          Hin laziz, Per ladhidh borrowed from Ara
lafa: eat, chew [Sem l-w-p]  
lafadza: emit; spit out [lafidza]
lafata: turn; pay attention [?]  
lafdz: word, expression [lafidza]  
          Hin lafz, Ind lafaz, Per lafdz borrowed from Ara
laffa: wrap [?]  
lafidza: emit; pronounce [?]  
lafif: wrapped [laffa]  
          Per lafif borrowed from Ara
lafita: shield, advertisement [lafata]
lagha: speak [Sem l-gh-w, Akk lu’u (throat), Heb lo’a]  
lagha: be invalid, void [?]  
lagham: a mine [from Ita laguna]  
          Aze lagim, Per lagham, Tur lagim borrowed from Ara
laghaza: speak in riddles [Syr le’z, Heb lo’az]  
laghw: abolition [lagha]  
          Aze legv, Per laghw borrowed from Ara
lah: be amused; play [Sem l-h-w, Gez laha]
lah: uvula [?]  
lahb: flame [lahiba]  
          Per lahbj borrowed from Ara
lahha: appear [?]  
lahhada: bury, dig [?]  
lahhada: deviate [?]
lahhadza: look, glance; note [?]
lahhafa: cover [?]
lahham: butcher [lahhm] Per lahham borrowed from Ara
lahhama: solder [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lacham]
lahhana: intone [Mal lehen (voice), Heb lachan (tune)]
lahhaha: cover [?] Per lahham bor rowed from Ara
lahhama: solder [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lacham, BAram lacham (feast), Uga lhhm (bread), Phoen lchm]
lahhima: get inspiration [?] Per lahhi borrowed from Ara
lahhima: swallow [l-hh-m, Akk lemu (eat), Uga lhhm]
lahja: *tip of the tongue; accent; dialect [JNA lhg (eat voraciously) Aze lehje, Hin lahja, Per lahje, Tur lehce borrowed from Ara]
lahhisa: lick up [lahhasa]
lahhasa: devour [Sem l-hh-m]
lahhi: jaw [Sem l-hh-y, Mal lehja (beard), ilhit (chin), Akk lachu (jaw), letu (cheek), Heb lechi (cheek), Hrs melehha (side of jaw), Tig lehhasa (lick), Tigr lehhe (jaw), Uga lhh (cheek)]
lahhima: devour [Sem l-hh-m]
lahhika: join; follow, reach [Mal lahaq]
lahhisa: lick up [lahhasa]
lahhm: meat [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lechem (bread), Syr lachma, JNA lakhma, BAram lacham (feast), Uga lhhm (bread), Phoen lchm]
lahhi: jaw [Sem l-hh-y, Mal lehja (beard), ilhit (chin), Akk lachu (jaw), letu (cheek), Heb lechi (cheek), Hrs melehha (side of jaw), Tig lehhasa (lick), Tigr lehhe (jaw), Uga lhh (cheek)]
lahhima: devour [Sem l-hh-m]
lahhika: join; follow, reach [Mal lahaq]
lahhisa: lick up [lahhasa]
lahhm: meat [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lechem (bread), Syr lachma, JNA lakhma, BAram lacham (feast), Uga lhhm (bread), Phoen lchm]
lahhi: jaw [Sem l-hh-y, Mal lehja (beard), ilhit (chin), Akk lachu (jaw), letu (cheek), Heb lechi (cheek), Hrs melehha (side of jaw), Tig lehhasa (lick), Tigr lehhe (jaw), Uga lhh (cheek)]
lahhima: devour [Sem l-hh-m]
lahhika: join; follow, reach [Mal lahaq]
lahhisa: lick up [lahhasa]
lahhm: meat [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lechem (bread), Syr lachma, JNA lakhma, BAram lacham (feast), Uga lhhm (bread), Phoen lchm]
lahhi: jaw [Sem l-hh-y, Mal lehja (beard), ilhit (chin), Akk lachu (jaw), letu (cheek), Heb lechi (cheek), Hrs melehha (side of jaw), Tig lehhasa (lick), Tigr lehhe (jaw), Uga lhh (cheek)]
laqa: be suitable
laqab: nickname [laqqaba] Aze leqeb, Hau lakabi, Per laqab, Uzb laqab borrowed from Ara
laqatta: collect [Akk laqatu, Heb yalqutt (bag), JNA lqtt (glean), EthSem l-q-t]
laquia: hit, meet
laqifa: seize [Sem l-q-p]
laqlaq: stork [laqlaq] Aze leylek, Hin laklak, Per laqlaq, Tur leylek borrowed from Ara
laqlaq: shake, rattle [Sem l-q-l-q, Akk laqlaqqu (stork), JNA lqlq (trattle), Ebl laqlaqqu (stork)]
laqqaba: give a name
laqqahha: fecundate [Sem l-q-hh, Akk lequ, laqau, laqachu (take), Heb laqach, Uga lqhh, Phoen lqhh]
laqqa: (facial) paralysis [?] Hin lakva, Per laqwe borrowed from Ara
lattha: make dirty, make (water) turbid [Sem l-w-th, Heb lash (knead), Syr laysha (dough), JNA lysh (knead)]
lattafa: careess [Sem l-tt-p, Heb littef, Amh lettefe (knead), Uga lthfn (clever)]
lattafa: tenderness, charm, elegance [lattafa] Aze letafet, Per lattafat borrowed from Ara
lattama: hit [maybe from a common Sem root l-tt]
lattasha: hit [maybe from a common Sem root l-tt, Sem l-tt-sh, Syr lettash (sharpen), Uga lttsh (sharpened)]
lattif: fine, kind [lattafa] Aze letif, Hind latif, Ind latif, Per lattif, Tur latif borrowed from Ara
lau: if [Akk lu (either), Heb lu (if only), Syr elaw (when), Phoen 'l (if)]
lauh: table [Sem l-w-hh, Mal luh, Akk le'uu, Heb luhu, Uga lth] Aze lovhe, Ful alluhu, Ind loh, Per louh
       borrowed from Ara
lauhha: board, tablet [lauhh] Per louhha, Tur levha borrowed from Ara
laulub: screw, spring [Sem l-b-l-b, Heb lulav]
lauma: blame [lama] Swa lawama borrowed from Ara
laun: color [lauwana] Hau launi, Per loun borrowed from Ara
lauwahha: give sign [lauha]
lauwana: color [Mal lewn (a color)]
lauz: almonds [Sem l-w-z, Mal lewza, Amh lewz] Ful lauja, Per louz, Swa lozi borrowed from Ara
lawa: toil [Syr leutha, Ara l' y (make efforts, labor)]
lawazima: necessities, utilities [lazima] Aze levazimat, Per lawazemat borrowed from Ara
lazim: necessary; must [lazima] Aze lazim, Hind lazim, Per lazem, Swa lazima, Taj lozim, Tur lazim, Uzb lozim
       borrowed from Ara
lazima: be necessary
laziqah: stick together
li: to [ila]
liam: so that [ila]
lianna: as, because [ila]
liaqa: suitability, worthiness; merit, service [laqa] Aze leyaqet, Hind liyaqet, Per liyaqat, Tur liyakat borrowed
       from Ara
libas: dress [labisa] Aze libas, Per lebas, Tur libas, Uzb libos borrowed from Ara
libd: felt [labada]
libn: brick [labbana]
libs: clothing, dress [labisa] Kyr labbas borrowed from Ara
liddha: joy, pleasure; flavor, taste; delight [laddha] Aze lezzet, Ind lezzat, Per lezzat, Swa ladha, Tur lezzet, Uzb
       lazzat borrowed from Ara
liddhalika: therefore [ila + dha]
lifafa: wrap, cover [laffa] Hau lifafa, Per lefafa borrowed from Ara
lif: turnip [Mal liff, Akk laptu, Heb lefet, Syr laftha]
lihadhaz: regard, point of view [lahhadza] Hau lihaz, Per lehhdaz borrowed from Ara
lihaf: bed-sheet, cover, quilt [lahhafa] Hau lihaf borrowed from Ara
lihia: beard [lahh] Per lehhye borrowed from Ara
lijam: bridle [lajjama] Per lejam, legam borrowed from Ara
lika: so that [ila]
il: peace [laama]
ilma: why [ila + ma]
ilmadha: why [ila + ma + dha]
ilman: harbor [from Gre limen]
ilman: for whom [ila + man]
ilqia: encounter [laqia]
ilsan: tongue [Sem l-s-n, Mal lisien, Akk lishanu, Heb lashon, Syr leshna, JNA lishana, Meh ewshen, Hrs leshen,
       Tig lesan, Uga Ishn, Ebl lishanu] Ind lisan, Per lesan, Tur lisan borrowed from Ara
liss: robbler [from Gre lestes]
littha: gums [Akk lash'hhu] Per letthe borrowed from Ara
liwa: bend [Sem l-w-y, Mal liwj (curve), Hrs lewo (turn), Uga lwy (encircle)]
lù'ab: spittle [la'aba] Per lo'ab borrowed from Ara
lu'ba: toy [la'iba]
lubah: essence [lubb] Hin lubah, Per lobab borrowed from Ara
luban: olibanum [lubna] Ful luban, Hau luban, Per loban, Swa ubani borrowed from Ara
lubb: core [Sem l-b-b, Akk libbu (heart), Heb lev, Syr leba, JNA libba, Hrs helbe, Amh leb, Tig lebb, Uga lb, Phoen lb, Ebl libbu]
lubbada: felt saddle cover; mantle [labada] Hin labada, Per labbade borrowed from Ara
lubda: felt [labada]
lubia: kidney beans [Syr lubya] Per lubiya, Uzb loviya borrowed from Ara
lubna: storax [Sem l-b-n]
lugha: language, dialect; vocabulary, dictionary [lagha] Aze luget, Ful lunga, Hau lugga, Hin lugat, Ind loghat,
Kyr luget, Per loghat, Swa lugha, Taj lugat, Tur lugat, Uzb lughat borrowed from Ara
lughm: a mine [lagham] Per loghm borrowed from Ara
lughz: riddle [laghaza] Per loghz borrowed from Ara
lukanda: pub [from Ita locanda]
lulu: pearl [Amh lul] Hau luluu, Per lolo borrowed from Ara
luqma: a bit [Mal loqma, JNA luqma] Hin lukma, Per loqme, Tur lokma borrowed from Ara
lustf : elegance, grace; friendliness [lattafa] Hin lutf, Per lottf, Tur lutuf borrowed from Ara
luzum: necessity [lazima] Aze luzum, Per lozum, Tur luzum borrowed from Ara

M
ma: what [Sem m-y, Heb ma, Syr ma, JNA ma, Tig mi] Per ma borrowed from Ara
ma: not [Mal ma, Soq be (without), Gur bay (no)] Per ma borrowed from Ara
ma: water [Sem m-w, Mal ima, Akk mu, Heb maim, Syr mays, JNA maye, Aram my', Meh hhemo, Hrs hhemo] Ind maa, Per ma borrowed from Ara
ma'a: intestine [Sem m'-y, Akk anmutu (liver), Heb me'a'im (guts), JNA me'ya, Hrs me'yan, Tig me'o, Uga mm'] Per ma'a borrowed from Ara
ma'a: together with [Mal ma'] Hin may, Per ma'a borrowed from Ara
ma'a: flow [%]
ma'ad: return; future ['ada] Ind maad, Per ma'ad borrowed from Ara
maada: grow [Akk madu (much), Heb meod (very), Uga m'd (be much)]
ma'aka: rub [Sem m'-k, Heb ma'akh (crush)]
ma'amal: laboratory ['amila] Ind maamal borrowed from Ara
ma'arif: education; enlightening ['araifa] Aze maarif, Per ma'aref borrowed from Ara
ma'ash: making a living; pension ['asha] Aze maas, Per ma'ash, Tur maas borrowed from Ara
ma'bad: temple ['abada] Aze mebed, Per ma'bad, Tur mabet borrowed from Ara
ma'bar: ford ['abar] Per ma'bar borrowed from Ara
mabda: beginning ['bada] Per mabda, Tur mabde borrowed from Ara
mabitat: accommodation [bata] Per mabat borrowed from Ara
mablagh: sun [balagha] Aze meblag, Per mablag, Tur meblag, Uzb mablagh borrowed from Ara
mabnan: building [bana] Per mabna borrowed from Ara
mabsutt: happy [basatta] Per mabsutt borrowed from Ara
mab'uth: delegate [ba'atha] Per mab'uth borrowed from Ara
machasza: churn [Sem m-ch-sz, Akk machassu (smite), Heb machatz (smash), Uga mchss]
machfi: secret, hidden; occult; clandestine [chafia] Per machfi, Uzb makfiy borrowed from Ara
machisza: suffer labor pains [Sem m-ch-sz, Gez machasza, Tig mehhasse]
machluq: created ['clalaqa] Hin makluk, Ind makluk, Per machluk borrowed from Ara
machmal: velvet ['chamala] Aze mexmar, Hin makmal, Per machmal borrowed from Ara
machmessa: distress ['chamassa] Hin makmessa, Per machmisse borrowed from Ara
machmur: intoxicated ['chamara] Hin makmur, Per machmur borrowed from Ara
machraj: exit; denominator ['charaja] Aze mexrac, Per machraj borrowed from Ara
machrutti: cone ['charatta] Per machrutt borrowed from Ara
machrutti: cone-shaped ['charatta] Hin makhruti, Per machrutti borrowed from Ara
machssuss: specific, special ['chassa] Aze messus, Hin makssus, Per machssuss, Tat makhsus, Uzb makhsus borrowed from Ara
ma'da: stomach [%] Aze mede, Per me'de borrowed from Ara
madaba: feast, banquet [adaba] Per madabe borrowed from Ara
madad: help, assistance, aid [madda] Hin madad, Per madad, Tur medet, Uzb madad borrowed from Ara
madahha: praise [?] madam: while [dana] Per madam, Swa maadamu borrowed from Ara
madan: space [?] ma’dan: mine; mineral, metal [ma’din] Per ma’dan borrowed from Ara
madani: civil; civilized; cultural [dana] Aze medeni, Per madani, Tur medeni, Uzb madaniy borrowed from Ara
madanía: urbanity, civilization, culture [dana] Kaz medeniyet, Per madaniyat, Tat medeniyat, Tur medeniyet,
Uzb madaniyat borrowed from Ara
madar: soil, clód [Sem m-d-r, Syr medra, Amh meder (earth)]
madar: turning, circle, orbit [dara] Per madar, Tur medar borrowed from Ara
madchal: entrance [dachala] Per madchal, Tur medhal borrowed from Ara
madda: spread, extend; support; help [Sem m-d-d, Tig medda]
madd: expansion; flood [madda] Per madd borrowed from Ara
madda: material, subject; article, item; matter, pus [madda] Aze madde, Hin madda, Per madde, Tur madde,
Uzb modda borrowed from Ara
maddada: excrete pus [madda]
maddada: extend [madda]
maddana: found cities [dana]
maddi: material (istic) [madda] Aze maddi, Per maddi, Tur maddi, Uzb moddiy borrowed from Ara
madfan: tomb [dafana] Per madfan borrowed from Ara
madha: what [ma + dha]
madhaq: taste [dhaqa] Hin mazak, Per madhaq borrowed from Ara
madhibah: altar [dhabah] Hin mazbah, Per madhibah, Swa madhabahu borrowed from Ara
madhibah: slaughterhouse [dhabah] Per madhibah, Tur mezba borrowed from Ara
madh’hab: doctrine; religion, denomination [dhabah] Per madhab, Swa madhebu borrowed from Ara
madhira: be rotten (egg) [Heb manzer (bastard)]
madhír: mentioned [dha’ara] Hin mazkur, Ind mazkur, Per mezkur, Tur mezkur, Uzb mazkur borrowed from Ara
ma’dhur: excused [*adhara] Hin mazur, Per ma’dhur borrowed from Ara
mad’hush: numbed, intoxicated [dahasha] Hin mad’hosh, Per mad’hush borrowed from Ara
madia: knife [?] ma’din: mineral, metal [Sem m-’d-n, Amh ma’edan] Swa madini, Tur maden borrowed from Ara
madina: town [dana] Ind madinat, Per madine borrowed from Ara
madrasa: school [darasa] Hin madrasa, Ind madrasah, Per madrasah, Tur medrese, Uzb madrasa borrowed from Ara
madzanna: thought, opinion [dzanna] Per madzanne borrowed from Ara
madzhab: way, manner; religion [dzahaba] Hin mazhab borrowed from Ara
madzhaf: manifestation [dzahara] Per madzhaf borrowed from Ara
madzlam: oppressed [dzalam] Hin mazlam, Per madzlam borrowed from Ara
madznun: thought, suspected [dzanna] Per madznun borrowed from Ara
mahlum: understanding [fahama] Aze mefhum, Ind mafhum, Per mafhum borrowed from Ara
mafraq: top of head; crossing [faraqa] Per mafraq borrowed from Ara
mafssl: joint [fassala] Per mafssel borrowed from Ara
maftuhi: open [fatahha] Per maftuh borrowed from Ara
maftun: enthusiastic; charmed, fascinated [fatana] Aze meftun, Per maftun, Uzb maftun borrowed from Ara
maghara: cave [ghara] Aze magara, Per maghara, Tur magara borrowed from Ara
maghlub: defeated [ghalaba] Aze meglub, Ind maghlib, Per maghlub, Uzb maghlib borrowed from Ara
maghum: sad [ghama] Per maghum borrowed from Ara
maghnatis: magnet [mighnattis] Per maghnatis borrowed from Ara
maghrib: west, occident; sunset [ghariba] Hau magariba, Hin magrib, Ind maghrib, Per maghreb, Swa
maghribi, Uzb maghrib borrowed from Ara
maghur: deceived; conceited; proud; sublime [gharra] Hin magur, Per maghrur, Uzb maghur borrowed from Ara
maghsal: laundry; washing site [ghasala] Per maghsal borrowed from Ara
maghs: cramps, stomach trouble [Syr masa] Per maghs borrowed from Ara
mahada: make flat, smoothen [?] mahala: be slow [?] mahana: serve [?]
mahara : be clever, skilled [Sem m-h-r, Heb mahir (fast), Syr maher (instruct), Amh temare (learn), temhert (lesson)]
mahara : skill, mastery [mahara] Aze meharet, Per maharat, Tur meharet borrowed from Ara
mahd : bed, cradle [mahada] Per mahd borrowed from Ara
mahdi : leader [hada] Ind mahdi, Per mahdi borrowed from Ara
mahha : erase [Sem m-hh-y, Heb macha (strike), Syr mecha, JNA mkhy, Uga mhy, Phoen mhy]muhhabba : love, liking [hhaba] Aze mehabbet, Ful mubhabbat, Cin muhabbat, Kyr makhawat, Per mahhabbat,
Tur mehhabbet, Tur muhhabbet borrowed from Ara
mahhall : place; store; palace [hhal] Azi muhalli, Cin mahili, Per mahhall borrowed from Ara
mahhalla : quarter, section of town, district, neighborhood [hhal] Gre mahalas, Cin mihalla, Per mahhalle,
Rom mahala, Tat mekhelle, Tur mahalle borrowed from Ara
mahdana : try, examine [?]
mahhaqa : erase [Sem m-hh-q, Heb machaq]
mahhassil : revenues [hassala] Cin mahassil borrowed from Ara
mahhasza : be pure, honest [?]mahhatt : stop, station [hhatta] Per mahhatt borrowed from Ara
mahhub : loved, beloved, popular [hhaba] Azi mahhub, Ind mahbub, Per mahhub borrowed from Ara
mahhuba : arrested [hhabasa] Aze mehubus, Cin mahbus, Swa mahbusi, Tur mahbus borrowed from Ara
mahhudd : limited [hudda] Azi mehdudd, Cin mahudd, Per mahhudd, Tur mahhudd borrowed from Ara
mahhuddad : happy [hudda] Cin mahhuddad borrowed from Ara
mahhufada : box; wallet; stock exchange [hifada] Cin mahifadze borrowed from Ara
mahfil : circle, assembly [hifala] Cin mahfili, Per mahfel borrowed from Ara
mahhufud : guarded, protected [hifuda] Cin mahfuz, Per mahhufuz borrowed from Ara
mahhujuz : reserved [hajaza]
mahhkama : court; administrative department [hakama] Aze mehckme, Cin mahakama, Ind mahkama, Per
mahkame, Tur mahkame borrowed from Ara
mahhkum : governed, subject; convicted [hakama] Aze mehkkum, Cin mahkum, Per mahkum, Tur mahkum
 borrowed from Ara
mahhram : close relative [haruma] Cin mahrem, Per mahhram borrowed from Ara
mahhrama : handkerchief [haruma]
mahhrum : bereaved, robbed, deprived [hharuma] Azi mehrum, Cin mahrum, Per mahhrum, Tat mekhrum, Tur
mahrum borrowed from Ara
mahhruq : burnt [hharqa] Cin mahhruq borrowed from Ara
mahhussil : revenue; produce; harvest; product, output [hassala] Aze mehsul, Cin mahsul, Ind mahsul, Per
mahhsul, Tur mhsul, Uzb makhssul borrowed from Ara
mahhsus : perceivable; perceived [hhasa] Azi mahsus, Per mahhsus borrowed from Ara
mahh : destruction; elimination [mahza] Azi mheh, Per mahhw borrowed from Ara
mahhz : pure, honest [mahhaza] Cin mahz, Per mahhaz borrowed from Ara
mahia : quality, nature; essence; core; wage [ma] Per mahiyat, Uzb mokhiyat borrowed from Ara
mahir : clever, skilled, skillful, proficient [mahara] Cin mahir, Ind mahr, Per maher, Uzb mokhir borrowed from Ara
mahr : dower [Akch mahiru (price), Heb mechir, Uga mchr] Cin mahr, Per mahr borrowed from Ara
mai* : liquid [ma'a] Azi maye, Per maye', Tur mayi borrowed from Ara
maid : table [from Per]
maidan : place, field [?] Azi meydan, Cin maydan, Per meydan, Tat meidan, Tur meydan, Uzb maydon
 borrowed from Ara
mail : inclination, tendency [mala] Azi meyl, Per meil borrowed from Ara
mail : inclined, sloping [mala] Azi maili, Cin mayal, Per maiyel borrowed from Ara
maimun : monkey [?] Alb majmun, Azi meymun, Bul majmana, Cin majمون, Per meymun, Rom
 maimuta, Ser majmun, Taj maymun, Tat maimul, Cin maymun, Uzb maymun borrowed from Ara
maimun : happy; blessed [yamin] Per meymun borrowed from Ara
ma'isha : way of life ['asha] Per ma'ishat, Uzb maishat borrowed from Ara
ma'ishe : vital ['asha] Uzb maishi borrowed from Ara
mait : dead; corpse [mata] Azi meyit, Per mayyet, Swa maiti borrowed from Ara
majal : place, region; possibility; right, power [jala] Cin majal, Per majal borrowed from Ara
majalla : magazine [jalla] Per majalle borrowed from Ara
majaza : make jokes [?]
majazi : figurative [jaza] Azi mecazi, Cin majazi, Per majazi borrowed from Ara
majbur : compelled, obliged, forced [jabara] Azi mecbur, Cin majbur, Per majbur, Tur mecbur, Uzb madzhbur
 borrowed from Ara
majburi: compulsory, obligatory; forced [jabara] Tat medzhburi, Tur mecburi, Uzb madzhburiy borrowed from Ara
majburiya: obligation, compulsion [jabara] Per majburiyat, Tur mecburiyet, Uzb madzhburiyiat borrowed from Ara
majdhub: enthusiastic [jadhaba] Ind majzub, Per majdhub borrowed from Ara
majhul: unknown [jahila] Aze mechul, Per majhul, Tur mechul borrowed from Ara
majjannan: free of charge [majana] Per majjannan borrowed from Ara
majlja: blister [Sem m-g-l, Syr mugla, Gez megel, Amh megel, Tig megel]
majlis: seat; assembly, meeting, council [jalasa] Aze meclis, Hau majalisa, Hin majlis, Per majles, Tur meclis,
Uzb madzhlis borrowed from Ara
majma*: assembly; academy [jama’a] Hin majma, Per majma’ borrowed from Ara
majmu*: all; result, sum; anthology [jama’a] Ind majmuk, Per majmu’, Tur mecumu borrowed from Ara
majmu’a: collected; collection [jama’a] Aze mecmue, Hin majmua, Per majmu’e, Tur mecmeu borrowed from Ara
majnu: crazy, mad [janna] Hau mayanuni, Hin majnuin, Ind majnuin, Per majnuin borrowed from Ara
major: stream [jara] Per major borrowed from Ara
majruhh: wounded [jaraha] Hin majruh, Per majruhh borrowed from Ara
ma’sun: paste; mix containing hemp or opium ['ajana] Hin makan, Per ma’sun borrowed from Ara
majas: magician, astrologer [from Per] Ind majisi, Per majis, Swa majusi borrowed from Ara
maktana: place; habitation [kana] Hin makan, Per makan, Tur mekan, Uzb makon borrowed from Ara
makara: deceitful, cunning ['alafa] Per makara borrowed from Ara
makkar: deceitful, cunning [makara] Hin makkari, Per makkar borrowed from Ara
makr: deceit, trickiness [makara] Hau makari, Per makr borrowed from Ara
makruh: deceitful, offensive [kariha] Per makruh, Swa makruhi, Tur mekruh borrowed from Ara
maks: tax [Akk miks, Heb mekhess (duty)]
maksab: earning, profit [kasaba] Per maksab borrowed from Ara
maksu: open, unveiled [kashafa] Per maksu borrowed from Ara
maksur: broken [kasara] Per maksur borrowed from Ara
maktab: school, college [kataba] Aze mekteb, Hau maktab, Ind maktab, Kaz mekteb, Kyr mekteb, Per maktab,
Taj maktab, Tat mekteb, Uzb maktamb borrowed from Ara
maktaba: school, college, library [kataba] Swa maktaba borrowed from Ara
maktub: letter [kataba] Aze mektub, Per maktub, Tur mektup, Uzb maktub borrowed from Ara
makul: eatable; food [akala] Per makul borrowed from Ara
makula: nuts; food [akala] Per makula borrowed from Ara
makun: have power [?]
mali: financial [mauwala] 
malia: finances, taxes, revenues [mauwala] 
malih: salty; elegant, pretty [malahha] 
malik: king [malaka] 
malik: owner [malaka] 
malika: mango [from Tamil man] 
malisa: be smooth ['?] 
malla: be tired, depressed ['?] 
mallah: seaman [Akk malalu, from Sum malal] 
mallul: depressed, sad [malla] 
mallum: known; certain, definite ['alima] 
malam: representative [nadaba] 
mamillah: minaret; lighthouse [nara] 
mamlik: king [malaka] 
mamlik: owner [malaka] 
mamlaka: realm, kingdom; nation, country; state [malaka] 
mamlahha: be smooth; elegant, pretty [malahha] 
mamlakat: realm, kingdom; nation, country 
mamluwala: finances, taxes, revenues [mauwala] 
mammur: in inhabited; blooming ['amura] 
mamnun: grateful; satisfied; pleased, content; glad [manna] 
mann: assign, provide, supply [Akk manu (count, assign), Heb mana, Ara mana'] 
mannah: be tired; depressed ['?] 
mannafa: profits [nafa'] 
mannafa: give, spend [Sem man'] 
mannah: spring, fountain [naba'a] 
mannah: obstacle [nana'] 
manna: be good, show mercy ['?] 
manna: make desire ['?] 
mansub: related; appointed [nasaba] 
mansuch: cancelled [nasacha] 
mansub: related; appointed [nasaba] 
mansuch: cancelled [nasacha] 
mansub: related; appointed [nasaba] 
mansuch: cancelled [nasacha] 
mantqa: zone [nattaqa] 
manzara: spring, fountain [naba'a] 
manzara: look, sight, view [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara] 
manzara: look, sight, view, panorama [nadzara]
mantiq : logic [nattaqa] Aze mentiq, Ind mantik, Per manteq, Tur mantik, Uzb mantiq borrowed from Ara
mantiqi : logical [mantiqu] Per mantteqi, Uzb mantqiyy borrowed from Ara
manzil : halting place, apartment; camp; stage, state of life [nazala] Aze manzil, Hin manzil, Ind manzil, Per manzel, Swa manzili, Taj manzil, Tur manzil, Uzb manzil borrowed from Ara
maq’ad : seat [qa’ada] Per maq’ad borrowed from Ara
maqal : word, speech [qala] Per maqal, Uzb maqal borrowed from Ara
maqala : artice [qala] Aze meqale, Ind makalah, Per maqale, Swa makala, Tat mekale, Uzb maqala borrowed from Ara
maqam : place, status, rank [qama] Hau makami, Per maqam borrowed from Ara
maqarr : steps, grades; storeys [rataba] Hin maratib, Per marateb borrowed from Ara
maqas : measure; size [qasa]
maqas : scissors [qassa] Ful mekes, Ser makaze, Swa mkasi, Tur masaks borrowed from Ara
maqbara : tomb; cemetery [qabara] Hin makhara, Per maqhare, Uzb maqbara borrowed from Ara
maqisz : grip, handle [qabasza]
maqbul : accepted, agreed, approved [qabila] Hin makhbul, Ind makbul, Per maqbul, Tur makbul borrowed from Ara
maqdis : sanctum [qadusa] Per maqdes borrowed from Ara
maqdur : capacity, power [qadar] Hin makdur, Per maqdur borrowed from Ara
maqhan : elevated [rafa’a] Per marfu’ borrowed from Ara
maqdis : elevated [rafa’a] Per marfu’ borrowed from Ara
maqtul : divided [qasama] Hin maksum, Per maqsum borrowed from Ara
maqrusz : indebted [qarasza] Hin makruz, Per maqrusz borrowed from Ara
maqssad : aim, goal, intention; idea, purpose [qassada] Aze meqsed, Hau maksudi, Hin maksad, Kyr maksat, Ind maksad, Per maqssad, Tat maksat, Tur maksat, Uzb maqssad borrowed from Ara
maqssaf : canteen [qassafa]
maqssad : intended; intent [qassada] Hin maksud, Ind maksud, Per maqssud borrowed from Ara
maqssura : department [qassura]
maqsum : divided [qasama] Hin maksum, Per maqsum borrowed from Ara
maqtul : murdered [qatala] Per maqtul, Tur maktul borrowed from Ara
maqul : reasonable, appropriate ['aqila] Hin makul, Per ma’qul borrowed from Ara
maquliyat : reasonableness, appropriateness ['aqilah] Hin makuliyat, Per ma’quliyat borrowed from Ara
maqtab : steps, grades; storeys [qatiba] Per maqmat borrowed from Ara
mar : man; lord [Mal mara (lady), Akk maru (son), Heb mar (mister), Syr mara (man), JNA mara (master)] Per mar borrowed from Ara
maracha : smear [Heb marach]
marada : rebel [Sem m-r-d, Heb marad, Syr merad]
ma’raka : battlefield; battle ['araka] Hin marka, Per ma’reke borrowed from Ara
mirror : repair [ranna] Hin marammat, Per marammat borrowed from Ara
maranu : be flexible [?
maraq : sauce [Sem m-r-q, Mal meraq, Heb maraq (broth), JNA maraqa, Amh meraq] Per maraq borrowed from Ara
marara : bile, bitterness [marra] Per mararat borrowed from Ara
maras : disease, illness [marisa] Hin maraz, Per maraz, Swa maradhi borrowed from Ara
maratib : steps, grades; storeys [rataba] Hin maratib, Per marateb borrowed from Ara
maratta : pluck [Sem m-r-t, Heb maratt, Syr meratt (despoil)]
mardaqush : marjoram from Per marzangush
marfa : port [?
marham : ointment [?] Alb melhem, Bul mehlem, Per marham, Ser melem, Swa marhamu, Tur melhem borrowed from Ara
marhhaban : welcome [rahhiba] Per marhhaba borrowed from Ara
marhala : stop, stage (of a trip) [rahhala] Hin mahrula, Per marhale borrowed from Ara
marhama : compassion, grace, mercy; welcome [rahhima] Aze merhamet, Per marhamat, Taj marhamat, Tat merkhemet, Tur merhamet, Uzb markhamat borrowed from Ara
marhum : deceased [rahhima] Hin marhum, Ind marhum, Per marhum, Swa marhemu, Tur merhum borrowed from Ara
marasa : practice [?
marasa : cable [?
maratta : pluck [Syr meratt (despoil)]
ma’ras : exposition ['arasza] Per ma’rasz borrowed from Ara
marfu’ : elevated [rafa’a] Per marfu’ borrowed from Ara
ma’rif : knowledge; education, formation ['arifa] Hin marfat, Per ma’rifat, Uzb ma’rifat borrowed from Ara
marin : flexible [marana]
mashrub : drink [sharaba] Per mashrub, Tur mesrub borrowed from Ara
mashruba : drinks [sharaba] Per mashrubat, Tur mesrubat borrowed from Ara
ma'shuq : beloved ['ashiq] Hin mashuk, Ind maksiyuk, Per ma'shuq borrowed from Ara
ma'shuqia : loveliness ['ashiqa] Hin mashukiyat, Ind musyawarat, Per mashwarat borrowed from Ara
masi : route [sara] Per masir borrowed from Ara
masijd : mosque [sajada] Hin masjid, Ind masj tid, Swa msikiti, Taj masjid, Tur mescit, Uzb masdzhid borrowed from Ara
maskan : dwelling [sakana] Per maskan, Swa maskani, Tur mesken borrowed from Ara
masmaka : fishmonger [samak] Per masmaka borrowed from Ara
masnun : cut [sanna] Per masnun borrowed from Ara
mass : suction [massa] Per massa borrowed from Ara
mass'hab : book [ssahhafa] Per mass'hab borrowed from Ara
massa : suck [Sem m-w-t, Akk matzu, JNA myss, Uga mss] mass'ad : ascension [ssa'ida] Per massaad borrowed from Ara
massaff : position; phalanx; line, row [ssaffa] Per massaff borrowed from Ara
massahha : health spa [ssahha] Per massahha borrowed from Ara
massala : prayer rug [ssalla] Hin masala, Ind masala, Per massala borrowed from Ara
massarif : expenses [ssarafa] Per massarif borrowed from Ara
massal : get sour (milk) [?] massalah : benefit; ingredient, material [ssalahha] Hin masalah, Per massaluh borrowed from Ara
massalla : carry off [?] massal : when [LiAr aimta, Mal meta, Akk mati, Heb matai, Amh metshe, Uga mat (what)]
massada : source [ssadara] Per massada borrowed from Ara
massfan : refinery [ssafa]
massa : dead; defeated [mata] Per massa borrowed from Ara
massmuz : warranted; sense, content, intent [szamuna] Hin maszmun, Per maszmun, Swa madhumuni borrowed from Ara
mat : when [LiAr aimta, Mal meta, Akk matu, Heb met, Syr mith, JNA myth, Aram mwt, Hrs mot, Amh mote, Tiga mote, Uga mwt]
mat' : carry off [?]
**mata'a** : make enjoy [?]
**mata'ib** : complaints; troubles [ta'iba]

**matam** : mourning, mournful [?] Aze matem, Hin matam, Per matam, Tat matem, Tur matem, Uzb matom borrowed from Ara

**mathal** : example; saying, proverb, parable, fable [mathala] Aze misal, Ful misal, Hau misali, Hin masal, Kyr misal, Swa mithal, Per mathal, methal, Tat misal, Tur masal, Uzb masal borrowed from Ara

**mathala** : compare [Sem m-th-l, Akk mashalu (be equal), Heb mashal (example), INA mathala, Amh mesale, mesele (look like)] Tur masal borrowed from Ara

**mathalan** : for example [mathala] Hau maslan, Per mathalân, Uzb masalan borrowed from Ara

**mathana** : bladder [Akk shanu (urinate), Heb shin, Gez shenâ, Amh shenne, Tîg shena, Uga tyn]

**mat'hhaf** : museum [?]

**mathnawâ** : couplets, poems [thana] Hin masnavi, Per mathnawi borrowed from Ara

**mathni** : doubled (up) [thana]

**mati** : firm [matuna] Per matin borrowed from Ara

**matjar** : trading; shop [tajara] Per matjar borrowed from Ara

**matlub** : be firm [matn]

**matlub** : desired, sought [ttalaba] Per mattlub borrowed from Ara

**matlab** : object, intention, meaning [ttalaba] Hin matlab, Per mattlab borrowed from Ara

**matuna** : be firm [matn]

**mauhiba** : gift [wahaba] Ind mubâbbat, Per mouhebat borrowed from Ara

**mauhuma** : phantasy; superstition [wahama] Aze movhumat, Per mouhumat borrowed from Ara

**mau'iid** : term [wa'ada] Per mou'ed borrowed from Ara

**maw** : wave [Sem m-w-g, Mal mewga; cp. Amh mged] Hin mawj, Per mawj borrowed from Ara

**maujud** : existing, present, actual [wajada] Aze movjud, Hin mauljud, Ind mauljud, Per moujud, Tur mevcud, Uzb mavzudh borrowed from Ara

**maujudia** : existence [wajada] Per moujudiyat, Tur mevcudiyet borrowed from Ara

**maulana** : master, leader; mullah [valia] Hin maula, Per moula borrowed from Ara

**maulana** : our master [walia] Per moula, Swa maulana borrowed from Ara

**maulawi** : dervish; learned man [walia] Hin maulvi, Per mouluwî borrowed from Ara

**maulud** : birthday [wâlada] Tur mevlit borrowed from Ara

**maulud** : born, newborn [wâlada] Hin maulud, Per mouluwî borrowed from Ara

**ma'una** : help ['awana] Per ma'unat borrowed from Ara

**mauruth** : inherited [waritha] Hin maurus, Per mouruth borrowed from Ara

**masim** : season [wasama] Aze movsâm, Hin mowsum, Ind musim, Per mousem, Swa mswâm, Tur mevsim, Uzb masim borrowed from Ara

**mausam** : named [samama] Hin mausum, Per mousm Borrowed from Ara

**mauszi** : place, point; position; small town [wasza'â] Hin mauza, Per mouses' borrowed from Ara
mausu’ : placed; theme, topic, subjct [wasza’a] Aze mazu, Hin mazun, Per mousu’, Tur mevu, Uzb 

mazu’ borrowed from Ara

maut : death [mata] Hin maut, Per mout, Swa mauit borrowed from Ara

mauttin : homeland [wattana] Per moultan borrowed from Ara

mauwala : finance [JNA mal (assets), Meh mol (riches), Hrs melet (dowry), Soq mal (riches)]

mauz : banana [from Skt mava] Ind mavu, Per mouz, Tur muz borrowed from Ara

mawadd : pus, matter [madda] Hin mavad, Per mawadd borrowed from Ara

mawadda : love [wadda] Per mawaddat borrowed from Ara

mawajib : sums due [wajaba] Hin mavaqib, Per mawajeb borrowed from Ara

mawashi : domestic animals, cattle [masha] Hin maveshi, Per mawashi borrowed from Ara

mawi : watery; blue [ma] Aze mavi, Gre mabys, Tur mavi borrowed from Ara

mayu : May [from Lat maius]

mayyit : dead [mata] Per mayyet borrowed from Ara

maza : separate; award [?]

mazahha : joke [?] a

mazaja : blend [Sem m-za-g, Heb mizeg, Syr mezag, Uga msk]

mazaqa : tear apart [?]

mazar : tomb, pilgrims’ destination; cemetery, graveyard [zara] Hin mazar, Per mazar, Uzb mozor borrowed from Ara

mazharia : vase [zahara]

mazzh : fun, banter, joke [mazhaha] Uzb mazah borrowed from Ara

mazia : advantage; privilege [?]

mazid : completed; more [zada] Per mazid borrowed from Ara

mazra’a : sowing field [zara’a] Per mazra’a borrowed from Ara

mazut : fuel [from Rus]

mia : hundred [Mal mija, Akk meatu, Heb mea, JNA imma, Amh meto, Uga mit, Phoen m’t] Swa mia

borrowed from Ara

mi’ad : term, period [wa’ada] Hin miyad, Per mi’ad borrowed from Ara

mi’an : innards, guts [ma’a]

michadda : pillow [?] Per mechadde, Spa almohada borrowed from Ara

mida : measure [Sem m-d-d, Akk madadu, Heb madad, mida, Phoen mdd, mdt]

mi’da : stomach [?] Per me’de borrowed from Ara

midad : ink, oil; pencil [?] Per medad borrowed from Ara

midhwan : manger [Sem d-w-d, Akk dudu (vessel, cauldron), Heb dud, Syr duda, Uga dd]

mifthah : key [fatahha] Per mifthah borrowed from Ara

mighnatis : magnet [from Gre magnetos] Hin mikhnatis borrowed from Ara

mighzal : spindle [ghazala] Per meghzal borrowed from Ara

mihhna : trial; punishment, torture; toil, labor, work, employment; hell [mahhana] Hin mehnat, Per mehnat, Tat mikhnet, Tur mihnet, Uzb mekhnats borrowed from Ara

mihhrab : sanctuary [hhariba] Per mihhrab, Tur mihrap borrowed from Ara

mihhwar : rolling-pin; axis [hhar] Per mihhwar borrowed from Ara

mijann : shield [junna] Per mejann borrowed from Ara

mil : mile [from Lat mille]

milad : birth [walada] Per milad, Tur milat, Uzb milod borrowed from Ara

milahha : navigation [mallahha] Per melahhat borrowed from Ara

mil’aq : ladle, spoon [la’iq] Per mel’aq borrowed from Ara

milatt : plaster [Sem l-t, Heb melelt (cement)] Per melatt borrowed from Ara

milh : salt [malahha] Per melh borrowed from Ara

millar : ten million [from Fre milliard]

milliar : million [from Fre million]

million : million [from Fre million]

mil : possession [malaka] Hin milk, Per melk borrowed from Ara

milika : property [malaka] Aze mulkiyeyt, Hin milkiyat, Per melkiyat, Tur mulkiyet borrowed from Ara

milla : nation, nationality [Heb mila (word), Syr mali (speak), meltha (word), JNA millita (nation)] Aze millet,

Hin millat, Per millat, Tat millet, Tur millet, Uzb millat borrowed from Ara

milli : national [milla] Per meli, Tat milli, Tur milli, Uzb milliy borrowed from Ara

millia : nationality [milla] Per meliiyet, Tat millete, Tur milliyet borrowed from Ara

min : the letter m [Sem m-w, Heb mem] Per min borrowed from Ara

mi’mar : architect [’amara] Aze memar, Per me’mar, Tur mimar, Uzb me’mor borrowed from Ara

min : from [Mal minn, Heb min, Syr men, JNA min, BAram min, Aram mn, Phoen mn] Per men borrowed from Ara
mina : port [?]

minara : tower [nara] Tur minare, Swa mnara, Uzb minora borrowed from Ara

minassa : stage, grand-stand [nassa] Per manasse borrowed from Ara

minbar : pulpit, platform; tribune, stand [nabara] Ful mimbar, Per menbar, Swa mimbari, Tur mimber, Uzb mimbar borrowed from Ara

mindil : kerchief [mandil] Tur mindil borrowed from Ara

minfach : bellows [nafacha] Per menfach borrowed from Ara

minhaj : method [nahaja] Hau manhaja, Per menhaj borrowed from Ara

minjal : sickle [nakallu, from Sum nigalla]

minna : kindness; gratitude, entreaty [manna] Hin minnat, Per mennat, Taj minnat, Tur minnet, Uzb minnat borrowed from Ara

minqar : beak [naqara] Per minqar borrowed from Ara

minshafa : towel; handkerchief [nashafa]

minshar : saw [nashara] Per minshar borrowed from Ara

minszada : table [naszada]

mintaka : zone [nattaqa] Tur mintaka borrowed from Ara

miqdar : measure, amount, quantity [qadara] Aze miqdar, Hin mikdar, Per meqdar borrowed from Ara

miqdasz : pincers; scissors [qarasza] Per meqrasz borrowed from Ara

miqyas : scale; measuring instrument [qasa] Per meqyas borrowed from Ara

mira : mirror [ra]

miraran : passingly, temporarily [marra]

mirath : inheritance; heritage, legacy [waritha] Hin miras, Kyr miras, Per mirath, Tat miras, Tur miras, Uzb meros borrowed from Ara

mirfa' : jack, hoist [rafa'a]

mirfaq : elbow [irtafaqa] Per mirfaq borrowed from Ara

mishar : anchor [rasa] Per mersat borrowed from Ara

mirssad : observation point; telescope [rassada] Per mirssad borrowed from Ara

mirwahha : fan [rahha]

misafir : guest [safar] Tur misafir borrowed from Ara

misahha : surface [masahha]

misall : needle [Akk ssillu (thorn)]

misann : grindstone [sanna] Per mesann borrowed from Ara

mishmish : apricot [Heb mishmesh]

miskin : wretched [Sem sh-к-n, Akk mushkenu, Hebr missken, Syr meskina, JNA miskena, Amh meskin] Ful miskin, Hau miskini, Hin miskin, Ind miskin, Per meskin, Swa maskini, Tat mesken, Tur miskin borrowed from Ara

mismar : nail [sammar] Aze mismar, Per mesmar, Swa suumari borrowed from Ara

missad : lift [ssa'ida]

mi'ssam : knuckle [?] Per me'ssam borrowed from Ara

missbah : lantern [ssabuha] Ind misbah, Per messbah borrowed from Ara

missdama : bumper [ssadama]

miss'har : melting fuse [ssahara]


missett : line; liner [sattara] Per mesttar borrowed from Ara

misnaccha : pump [szaccha]

miszrab : bat; spectre [szaraba] Hin mizrab, Per meszrab borrowed from Ara

mithal : example [mathala] Hin misal, Ind misal, Per methal, Tur misal borrowed from Ara

mithaq : treaty [wathiqa] Per mithaq borrowed from Ara

mithlama : the same way [mathala + ma]

mitr : meter [from Eng meter]

mi'ttaf : cloak ['attaфа]

mitt'hana : mill [tahhana]

mizab : eaves [from Per miz-ab]

mizaj : mixture; temperament [mazaja] Hin mizaj, Per mazaj, Tur mizac borrowed from Ara

mizan : scales [wazana] Hin mizan, Per mizan, Mal mizana, Swa mizani borrowed from Ara
mizmar: cloak [azara]
mizmar: flute [zamara] Per moacchar, Tur muahhar borrowed from Ara
mu'abbad: paved [‘abba|da]
muacchar: later [‘acchara] Per moa|char, Tur muahhar borrowed from Ara
mu‘adda: equipment [‘ad‘a|da]
muaddib: teacher [‘aduba] Per mo|adbib borrowed from Ara
muaddhīn: caller [adh|hina] Alb myezin, Hin muazzan, Per moa|dhen, Tur muezzin borrowed from Ara
mu‘adil: equal; moderate [‘ad’ala] Per mo‘adel borrowed from Ara
mu‘af: free, liberated; forgiven [‘afa] Hin muaf, Per mo‘af, Tur muaf borrowed from Ara
mu‘afā: exemption [‘afa] Per mo‘afayat, Tur muafiyet borrowed from Ara
mu‘ahada: promise; agreement [‘ahada] Hin muahida, Per mo‘ahade borrowed from Ara
mu‘ajjir: tenant [‘ajara] Per muour borrowed from Ara
mu‘alājī: healing; treatment [‘alāja] Aze mualice, Per mu‘alaje borrowed from Ara
mu‘alla: high [‘ala] Hin mualla, Per mo‘alla borrowed from Ara
mu‘allaba: can, conserve [‘allabā]
mu‘allaq: hanging, moit [‘allaq] Per mo‘allaq borrowed from Ara
muallīf: author [‘allas] Aze muuellif, Per mooellif, Tur muuellif borrowed from Ara
mu‘allīm: teacher, master [‘allima] Aze muellim, Hin muallim, Kaz mughalim, Kyr mugalim, Per mo‘allim,
     Swa mwalimu, Taj muallim, Tur muallim, Uzb muallim borrowed from Ara
mu‘alimā: teacher [‘alima] Per mo‘allime, Taj muallima borrowed from Ara
mu‘ama: affair, business; act, treatment [‘amila] Hau maamala, Hin mamla, muamle, Per mo‘amale, Uzb muomala borrowed from Ara
mu‘ammā: riddle [‘ammā] Hin muamma, Per mo‘amma borrowed from Ara
mu‘ammah: feminine [‘anatha] Per mo‘ammah, Tur muennes borrowed from Ara
mu‘aqqad: complicated [‘aqada]
u‘asasa: foundation, institution [‘asasa] Aze muessisse, Per moasase, Taj muassisa, Tur muessese borrowed from Ara
mu‘asshir: indicator [‘ashara]
u‘askar: camp [‘askar]
u‘assir: contemporary [‘asara] Aze muasir, Per mo‘asser, Tur muasir borrowed from Ara
mu‘attal: defective; interrupted; unemployed [‘attila] Hin muattal, Per mo‘attal borrowed from Ara
mu‘awāqi: hindered; handicapped [‘awaq] mu‘awāq: obstacle [‘awaq]
mu‘awāna: assistance [‘awana] Per mo‘awanat borrowed from Ara
mu‘awin: assistant; deputy; substitute [‘awana] Uzb muovin borrowed from Ara
mu‘awaska: compensation [‘asaza] Hin muavaza, Per mo‘awasze borrowed from Ara
mu‘ayyana: individual inspection [‘ain] Hin muayna, Per mo‘ayane borrowed from Ara
mu‘ayyan: individual; certain, definite [‘ayn] Aze muuyeen, Per mo‘ayyan, Tur muuyyen, Uzb muuyyan borrowed from Ara
mu‘azzu: honored [‘azza] Hin muazziz, Per mo‘azzaz borrowed from Ara
mubalada: exchange, barter [badala] Hin mubadla, Per mobadele borrowed from Ara
mubadhar: spendthrift [badhara] Hau mubazzari, Per mobadher borrowed from Ara
mubahitha: argument, debate [bahritha] Aze mubahise, Hin mubahisa, Per mobahlhet borrowed from Ara
mubalagh: exaggeration, hyperbole [balagha] Aze mubalige, Per mobaleghe, Tur mubalaga, Uzb mubolagha borrowed from Ara
mubara: race, contest [baraya]
mubarak: blessed [baraka] Hin mubarak, Ind mubarak, Per mobarak, Tur mubarek borrowed from Ara
mubariz: fighter [baraza] Aze mubariz, Per mobarez borrowed from Ara
mubasharatant: directly [bashara]
mubashir: direct; leader [bashara] Per mobasher, Swa mbashiri borrowed from Ara
mubashira: direction [bashara] Per mobasherat borrowed from Ara
mubassir: inspector [bassura] Per mobasser borrowed from Ara
mubasshir: predicator, soothsayer [bashara] Per mobasser, Swa mbashiri borrowed from Ara
mubham: obscure [bahama] Per moham borrowed from Ara
mubtadi: beginner [bada] Ind mubtadi, Per mohadi borrowed from Ara
muftin : pioneer [bakara] Per mofti borrowing from Ara
mubbala : tried, afflicted [bala] Hin mubtala, Per mubtala borrowed from Ara
muchabhara : correspondence; report; secret service [chabbara] Per mochabare borrowed from Ara
muchaddara : secluded [chadara]
muchaddir : drug [chadira]
muchalif : opposite; differing [chalafa] Hin mukhalif, Per mochalef borrowed from Ara
muchalifa : opposition, resistance [chalafa] Hin mukhalifat, Per mochalefat borrowed from Ara
muchatt : snot [Mal mahta, Heb machatt (blow nose)]
muchattib : conversing; addressing [chattaba] Hin muchatib, Per mochatteb borrowed from Ara
muchayyam : tent camp [chayyama]
muchbir : informer; correspondent [chabbara] Aze mubxir, Hin mukhbir, Per mochber, Uzb mukhbir borrowed from Ara
muchh : brain [Mal mohh, Akk muchu (skull), Heb moach (brain), JNA mokha, Ebl muchu (forehead)] Per moch borrowed from Ara
muchliss : true [chalassa]
muchrij : director [charaja]
muchtabar : laboratory [chabbara]
muchtalif : different [chalafa] Aze muxtelif, Hin mukhtalif, Per mochtalef borrowed from Ara
muchtar : chosen; authorized; independent, autonomous [chara] Aze mukhtar, Hin mukhtar, Per mochtar borrowed from Ara
muchtassar : abridged, shortened, reduced [ichtassara] Aze muxtesar, Hin mukhtasar, Per mochtassar borrowed from Ara
muda : fashion [from Ita moda]
mudacchan : smoked [dachina]
mudacchin : smoker [dachina]
mudachala : intrusion [dachala] Hin mudakhalat, Per modachalat borrowed from Ara
mudaf'a : defense [dafa'at] Aze madafe, Per modafa't, Uzb mudofaa borrowed from Ara
mudafi' : defender [dafa'at] Per modafe' borrowed from Ara
mudallik : masseur [dalaka]
mudam : continuously [dama] Hin mudam, Per modam borrowed from Ara
mudarris : teacher [darasa] Hin mudarris, Per modarres, Tur muderris borrowed from Ara
mudawa : treatment [dawa] Per modawa borrowed from Ara
mudda : while; period, time; term [madda] Aze muddet, Hin muddat, Per moddat, Swa muda, Tur muddet, Uzb muddat borrowed from Ara
mudda'a : claim [da'a] Hin muddaa, Per modda'a borrowed from Ara
muddachara : supplies [iddachara]
mudda'in : prosecutor [da'a]
muddachar : supplies [iddachara]
mudhahab : gilded [dhahaba] Per modhahab, Tur muzhhep borrowed from Ara
mudhakhira : discussion [dhakara] Aze muzakire, Per modhakere borrowed from Ara
mudhakkir : masculine [dhakar] Hau muzakkari, Per modhakkar, Tur muzukker borrowed from Ara
mudhakhira : note [dhakara]
mudhi' : speaker, broadcaster [dha'a]
mudhin : damaging; tormentor [adhia] Hin muzi, Per mudhi borrowed from Ara
mud'hish : terrible [dahasha] Aze mudhis, Per modhesh borrowed from Ara
mu'din : contagious [d'ada]
mudir : director, manager [adwar] Aze mudir, Per modir, Tur mudur, Uzb mudir borrowed from Ara
mudrik : understanding; wise [adraka] Aze mudrik, Per modrek borrowed from Ara
mudzallal : shady, darkened [dzalla] Per modzallal borrowed from Ara
mudzlim : dark, dim [dzalam] Per modzlem, Tur muzlim borrowed from Ara
mufaja'a : surprise [faja'a]
mufakkira : notebook [fakkara]
mufassal : separated; detailed; comprehensive [fassala] Aze mufessel, Hin mufassal, Per mofassal borrowed from Ara
mufatish : inspector [fatasha] Aze mufettis, Per mofatesh, Tur mufettis borrowed from Ara
mufawasaza : negotiation [fawasaza]
mufid : useful, profitable [fada] Hin mufid, Per mofid borrowed from Ara
mulfis : bankrupt [falasa] Alb myfliz, Aze muflis, Hin mulfis, Ind mulfis, Per mofles, Tur mulfis borrowed from Ara
mutfin : issuer of authorization [afta] Hin mufit, Ind mufiti, Per mofiti borrowed from Ara
mughadara: outbound travel [ghadara]
mughalatta: error; delusion [ghalitta] Hin mugalata, Per moghalatte borrowed from Ara
mughannin: singer [ghanna] Aze mugenni, Per moghanini borrowed from Ara
mughayyam: cloudy [ghamma]
mughlaq: unclear; closed [ghalaqa] Per moghlaq borrowed from Ara
muhaddab: polite [hadhaba]
muhajama: attack [hajama] Per mohajame borrowed from Ara
muhajara: emigration [hajara] Per mohajarat, Tur muhaceret borrowed from Ara
muhajir: emigrant [hajara] Aze muhacir, Ind mohajir, Per mohajer, Tur muhacir, Uzb mukhodzhir borrowed from Ara
muhandis: engineer [handasa] Aze mühendis, Per mohandes, Taj mühendis, Tur mühendis borrowed from Ara
muhaya: ready [ha] Hin muhaya, Per mohayya borrowed from Ara
muhhabba: love, passion [hhabba] Tur muhabbet, Uzb mukhabbat borrowed from Ara
muhhadatha: conversation [hhadutha]
muhhadad: defined [hadda]
muhhafadza: protection; province [hhafidza] Aze muhafize, Hin muhafizat, Per mohhafedze, Tur muhafaza borrowed from Ara
muhhafidz: defending; protector; conservative; governor [hhafidza] Hin muhafiz, Per mohhafedz, Tur mufahiz borrowed from Ara
muhhakama: discussion, dispute; judgement [hhakama] Aze muhakime, Per mohhakeme, Tur muhakeme, Uzb mukhokama borrowed from Ara
muhhal: absurd [hhal] Hin muhal, Per mohhal borrowed from Ara
muhhamin: defender; lawyer [hhama]
muhhammad: praised [hhamida] Hin muhammad borrowed from Ara
muhharaba: war, fight [hhariba] Aze muharibe, Per mohharebe, Tur muharebe borrowed from Ara
muhharram: forbidden, banned; a Hijra month [hharuma] Hin mugharram, Ind moharram, Per mohharram borrowed from Ara
muhharrik: moving; motive; motor [hharrika] Aze müherrrik, Per mohharrek, Tur muhharrik borrowed from Ara
muhharrir: editor; writer, author [hharra] Hin muharrir, Per mohharir, Tur mutharrir, Uzb mukharrir borrowed from Ara
muhhasaba: accounts [hhasaba] Hin muhasaba, Per mohhasebe, Tur mühasebe borrowed from Ara
muhhasib: accountant [hhasaba] Aze muhasib, Hin muhasib, Per mohhasib borrowed from Ara
muhhasara: siege [hhasara] Aze muhasire, Hin muhasira, Per mohhassare, Tur muhasara borrowed from Ara
muhhasil: conductor [hhasala]
muhhaszara: conversation; lecture [hhaszara] Aze muhasire, Per mohhassere borrowed from Ara
muhhawil: transformer [hhawil]
muhhawara: idiom, usage; discourse, dispute [hhawara] Hau mahawara, Hin muhavra, Per mohhawere borrowed from Ara
muhhitt: environment; ocean [hhatta] Aze muhit, Per mohhit borrowed from Ara
muhhkam: strong [hhakama] Aze mühkem, Hin muhkm, Per mohhkam borrowed from Ara
muhhsin: obliging [hhasina] Hin muhsein borrowed from Ara
muhhtaj: need; needy, indigent [ahhtaja] Hin muhtaj, Per mohhtaj, Tat mohtadzh, Tur muhtac, Uzb mukhtodzh borrowed from Ara
muhhtall: occupied [ihtalla]
muhhtaram: respected, honored; respectable [hharuma] Hin muhtaram, Uzb mukhtaram borrowed from Ara
muhhtawaya: content [ihtawa]
muhimm: important, significant; earnest [hamma] Aze muhim, Hau muhimmi, Hin muhim, Per mohimm, Tat mohim, Swa muhimu, Tur muhim, Uzb mukhim borrowed from Ara
muhimmah: important task [hamma]
muhmil: careless [ahmala]
muhr: foal [Mal mohor]
muhr: stamp, seal [from Per mohir] Alb myhr, Aze mohir, Hin mohir, Ind mohor, Per mohir, Swa muhuri, Tur muhur borrowed from Ara
mu'id: assistant professor ['ada]
mujaddid: renovator, reformer [jaddada] Ful mujaddi, Hau mujaddadi, Per mojadded borrowed from Ara
mujahid: holy warrior [jahada] Hin mujahid borrowed from Ara
mujallad: bound (book); volume [jallada] Hin mujallad borrowed from Ara
mujallid: bookbinder [jallada] Per mojalled, Tur mucellit borrowed from Ara
mu'jam: unintelligible ['ajam]
mu'jam: dictionary ['ajam]
mujarrab: experienced [jarraba] Hin mujarrab, Ind mujarrab, Per mujarrab borrowed from Ara
mujarrad: abstract; only [jarada] Aze mukarrar, Per mokarrar borrowed from Ara
mujassam: embodied [jasuma] Hin mujassim, Per mojassam, Tur muceesm borrowed from Ara
mujawir: neighboring [jawara] Hin mujavar, Per mojawer, Tur mucavir borrowed from Ara
mu'jaza: miracle [mu'jiz]
mu'jiz: miracle [?
mu'jiza: miracle [mu'jiz] Aze mo'cuze, Per mo'jeze, Tat mogdzhiza, Tur mucize, Uzb muzdzhiza borrowed from Ara
mujra: allowance [jara] Hin mujra borrowed from Ara
mujrirm: criminal [jarama] Hin mujrim borrowed from Ara
mujtahid: diligent [jahada]
mujtama': society [jama'a]
mujtarr: ruminate [jarra]
mukafa: reward, decoration, premium, prize [kafa] Aze mukafat, Per mokafat, Tur mukafat, Uzb mukofot borrowed from Ara
mukalama: conversation [kallama]
mukallama: complete, accomplished [kamala] Aze mukammel, Hin mukammal, Ind mukammal, Per mokamal, Tur mukemmel, Uzb mukammal borrowed from Ara
mukarrar: repeatedly [karral] Hin mukarrar borrowed from Ara
mukatthaf: intensive [kathaфа]
mukatthif: condenser [kathaфа]
mula: bed-sheet [?
mulahhadza: observation; reflection, thinking [lahhadza] Hin mulahaza, Uzb mulokhaza borrowed from Ara
mulakama: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulam: colored [laama] Aze mulayam, Per molayem,
    Tat molaim, Uzb muloyim borrowed from Ara
mulain: laxative [lana] Per molayyen borrowed from Ara
mulazim: meeting, encounter [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
mulaqat: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazamat: colored [laamatz]
mujarrab: experienced [jarraba] Hin mujarrab, Ind mujarrab, Per mujarrab borrowed from Ara
mujarrad: abstract; only [jarada] Aze mukarrar, Per mokarrar borrowed from Ara
mujassam: embodied [jasuma] Hin mujassim, Per mojassam, Tur muceesm borrowed from Ara
mujawir: neighboring [jawara] Hin mujavar, Per mojawer, Tur mucavir borrowed from Ara
mu'jaza: miracle [mu'jiz]
mu'jiz: miracle [?
mu'jiza: miracle [mu'jiz] Aze mo'cuze, Per mo'jeze, Tat mogdzhiza, Tur mucize, Uzb muzdzhiza borrowed from Ara
mujra: allowance [jara] Hin mujra borrowed from Ara
mujrirm: criminal [jarama] Hin mujrim borrowed from Ara
mujtahid: diligent [jahada]
mujtama': society [jama'a]
mujtarr: ruminate [jarra]
mukafa: reward, decoration, premium, prize [kafa] Aze mukafat, Per mokafat, Tur mukafat, Uzb mukofot borrowed from Ara
mukalama: conversation [kallama]
mukallama: complete, accomplished [kamala] Aze mukammel, Hin mukammal, Ind mukammal, Per mokamal, Tur mukemmel, Uzb mukammal borrowed from Ara
mukarrar: repeatedly [karral] Hin mukarrar borrowed from Ara
mukatthaf: intensive [kathaфа]
mukatthif: condenser [kathaфа]
mula: bed-sheet [?
mulahhadza: observation; reflection, thinking [lahhadza] Hin mulahaza, Uzb mulokhaza borrowed from Ara
mulakama: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
mulaqat: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazim: meeting, encounter [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
mulaqat: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazim: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazam: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
mulaqat: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazim: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
mulaqat: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulazim: escort, servant [laqia] Hin mulaqat, Per molaqat, Taj mulaqat, Tur mulakat borrowed from Ara
mulauwan: colored [lauwana]
munasaba : relation; attitude; opportunity [nasaba] Aze munasibet, Hin munasibat, Per monasabat, Tat monesebet, Uzb munosabat borrowed from Ara
munasib : suitable, proper, due; relevant, correlative [nasaba] Hin munasib, Per monaseb, Tur munasip, Uzb munosib borrowed from Ara
mun’attaf : curve [’attafa]
munauwim : sleeping pill [nama]
munbit : fertile [nabata] Aze munbit, Per monbet, Tur munbit borrowed from Ara
munchafid : low [chafada]
mundhu : since [Mal mindu, Heb meaz]
munhhadar : slope [hhadara]
munhharif : oblique [hharrafa]
munshi : writer, clerk [nasha] Hin munshi borrowed from Ara
munssif : just, fair [nassafa] Hin munsif borrowed from Ara
muntachab : selected [nachaba]
muntadzam : ordered, regular [nadzama] Aze muntazem, Hin muntazim, Per montadzam, Tur muntazam borrowed from Ara
muntadar : expecting [nadzara] Hin muntazir borrowed from Ara
muntahin : terminated [naha] Hin muntahi, Per montahi borrowed from Ara
muntassaf : middle, center [nassa]
muntassir : victorious [nassara]
mur : myrrh [marra]
mura'a : respect [ra'a] Hau marawwa, Per mora'at borrowed from Ara
murabba : jam, marmelade, preserve [rubb] Aze murebbe, Hin murabba, Per morabba, Uzb murabbo borrowed from Ara
murabba' : square [arba'a] Hin murabba, Per morabba', Swa mraba, Tur murabba borrowed from Ara
murad : wish, intention, desire [arada] Ful muradi, Hau muradi, Hin murad, Ind murad, Kyr murat, Per morad, Swa mradi, Tur murat borrowed from Ara
murafaq : escort [rafafa]
muraja'a : return; appeal [raja'a] Aze muraciet, Per moraja'e, Tur muracaat, Uzb murodzhaat borrowed from Ara
murakkab : consisting of; complex, complicated; involved [irtakaba] Aze murekkeb, Per morakabbit, Tur murekkep, Uzb murakabb borrowed from Ara
mushrik : polytheist [sharika] Hau mushiriki, Ind musyrik, Per moshrek, Tur musrik borrowed from Ara

mustaq : desirous, longing [shaqa] Hin mushtak borrowed from Ara

mustararak : general, common; combined, joint [sharika] Aze musterek, Hin mushtarak, Per moshtarak, Tur musterek borrowed from Ara

mustatarin : buyer [shara] Alb myshteri, Ind musytari, Per moshtari, Rom musteriu, Ser musterija, Tur musteri borrowed from Ara

**Muskharin** : Jupiter [?] Ful Mustari, Hin Mushtari, Per Moshtari borrowed from Ara

**mushtakin** : comb [Mal moxt, Akk mushttu]

**musiqah** : music [from Gre mousike] Hin musiki borrowed from Ara

musir : rich [aisar]

muska : handle [masaka]

muslim : Moslem [salama] Hin muslim borrowed from Ara

mussab : hit, injured; ill [ssaba]

mussadara : confiscation [ssadara] Per mossadare, Tur mussadere borrowed from Ara

mussafahha : shaking hands [ssafahha] Hau mussafaha, Per mossafahhe borrowed from Ara

mussahhaba : conversation, interview [ssahhiba] Aze musahibe, Per mossahhabe, Tur musahabe borrowed from Ara

mussalin : praying one [ssalla]

mussahhib : companion [halaka]

mussa’idd : ready [‘adda] Hin musaid borrowed from Ara

musta’idd : ready [‘adda] Hin musaid borrowed from Ara

musta’idd : ready [‘adda] Hin musaid borrowed from Ara

musta’jil : urgent [‘ajila]

mustajir : tenant [ajara]

mustamirr : continuous [marra]

mustaqbal : future [qabala]

mustaqiim : direct; erect [qama] Hin mustakim, Per mostaqim borrowed from Ara

mustaqirr : settled, stable [qarra]

mustaad : except, exceptional [thana] Aze musteqil, Hin mustakil, Per mostaql, Tur mustakil, Uzb mustaqil borrowed from Ara

mustaqim : direct; erect [qama] Hin mustakim, Per mostaqim borrowed from Ara

mustaqtal : oblong; right angle [ttala]

mustaqshuk : sufficient; auditor [wafa] Hin mustaufi, Per mostaufi borrowed from Ara

mustaqwa : level [sawia] Tur mustawi borrowed from Ara

mustazadd : opposing, against [szadada]

mustazayaqa : difficulty [szawa] Hin mustayka borrowed from Ara

mustazzhik : funny [szahhaka]

mustaff : host, steward [szafa]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Word</th>
<th>English Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muszirr</td>
<td>harmful [szarra]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'addin</td>
<td>agressive; transitive ['ada]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutaakkid</td>
<td>convinced, sure [wakkada]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'allim</td>
<td>educated ['alima]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'alliq</td>
<td>connected; belonging; related ['aliqa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'assib</td>
<td>fanatic ['assaba]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutuasif</td>
<td>regretting, being sorry [asifa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutabanna</td>
<td>adopted [tabanna]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutachassiss</td>
<td>expert, specialist [chassa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'assyi</td>
<td>fanatic ['assaba]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutaasif</td>
<td>regretting, being sorry [asifa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'allim</td>
<td>educated ['alima]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'alliq</td>
<td>connected, belonging, related ['aliqa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muta'am</td>
<td>vaccinated [ta'a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muttabiq</td>
<td>corresponding, according [attbaqa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muttmain</td>
<td>satisfied [ttamana]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muttlaqan</td>
<td>absolutely, certainly [ttllaq]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muwaddzaf</td>
<td>employee [wadzafa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muwaddzif</td>
<td>investor [wadzafa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muwafaqa</td>
<td>concord, consent [wafaqa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muttlaq</td>
<td>freed, absolutely [ttllaq]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muwaffaq</td>
<td>successful [wafaqa]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
N

na : be remote

na'am : ostrich [Mal naghma, Heb na'amit]

na'am : well; yes [na'am] Ful naam, Hau naam, Swa naam borrowed from Ara

na'ama : be well [Heb na'am (pleasant), Uga n'm, Phoen n'm]

na'ara : shout, cry [Sem n-'ar, Akk na'aru (roar), Heb na'ar (growl), JNA n'r (bray), Aram ne'ar (roar), Hrs en'ter (snore)]

na'ara : jar, shake, rattle [Sem n-1-r, Heb na'ar (shake), JNA na'ara (water-wheel)]

na'asa : be sleepy

nab : tooth [Mal nejba, Heb niv, Syr niba, Tig nib (tooth)]

naba : inform; report [Sem n-b-y, Akk nabu (name), Heb navi (prophet), Syr nabiya, JNA navi, Amh nabiya]

naba : meet by accident; come by [Uga nwba]

naba : represent

naba : information; report [naba]

naba'a : gush forth [Sem n-b-1, Heb naba', JNA nabo'a (a spring), Hrr ebi (tear)]

nabaha : pay attention

nabahha : bark [Sem n-b-hh, Mal nebah, Akk nabachu, Heb navach, JNA nwkh]

nabala : shoot [Sem n-b-l]

nabara : rise [Sem n-b-r, Amh nebbera (be present), menber (seat)]

nabasha : exhume [Syr nabasha (grave-robber), Gur aboshe (perform funeral dance)]

nabasza : pulsate

nabat : plant [nabata] Per nabat, Tur nebat borrowed from Ara

nabata : grow [Sem n-b-t, Heb navatt (sprout)]

nabata : vegetable world [nabata] Ind nabatuh borrowed from Ara

nabatta : dig out [Sem n-b-tt, Hrs nebot]

nabba : call attention [nabba]

nabi : prophet [naba] Ful annabi, Hau annabi, Hin nabi, Ind nabi, Per nabi, Swa nabii borrowed from Ara

nabidh : wine [LiAr nbid, Mal nbid, Heb noket (honey), Uga nbt, Phoen npt]

nabil : distinguished [nabula]

nabsz : pulse [nabasza] Aze nebz, Hin nabz, Per nabsz, Tur nabiz borrowed from Ara

nabula : be distinguished

nacchas : goader, animal driver; cattle trader; cattle market [nachasa] Hin nakkhas, Per nacchas borrowed from Ara

nachaba : choose, select

nachala : sift [Sem n-ch-l, Akk nachalu, Mal nuchala (bran), Syr nechal (sift), JNA nkhl]
nafasa: value; finesses, exquisiteness [nafusa] Hin nafasat, Per nafasat, Tur nefaset borrowed from Ara
nafasha: card wool [Sem n-p-sh, Akk napashu]
nafasha: swell up [?] nfafadha: execute [nafadha]
nafi': useful [nafa'a]
nafida: be worn [?]
nafidh: penetrating; valid [nafadha]
nafidha: window [nafadha]
nafis: valuable, fine, exquisite [nafusa] Hin nafis, Per nafis, Tat nefis, Tur nefis borrowed from Ara
nafra: disgust [nafara] Hin nafrat borrowed from Ara
nafs: self, person [tanaffasa] Hin nafs, Ind nafsi, nafsu, Per nafs, Swa nafsi, Tur nefis borrowed from Ara
nafusa: be valuable [?]
nafy: ban; negation [nafa]
nagha: speak, groan [Mal negha]
naghama: sing softly [Heb ne'ima (tune)]
naghn: melody [naghama]
naghma: song, melody [naghama] Aze negme, Hin nagma, Per naghme borrowed from Ara
nahara: river [Sem n-h-r, EgAr ihiha, LiAr nihha, Mal ahna, Akk nu'aru, aneni, Heb anachnu, Syr chnan, JNA akhi, HrS nehha, Amh ennaya, Tug lchen, Phoen 'nchn]
nahhar: upper chest [Jib nahhar (windpipe and lungs), Tig nehir (breast)]
nahhs: ill-luck [nahhusa]
nahhusa: be ill-omened [Heb nachash (spell)]
nahhw: side, direction; manner, syntax; grammar [nahha] Hau nahawu, Per nahhw borrowed from Ara
nahj: method [nahaja]
nahjaba: nobility [najuba] Aze necabet, Per najabat, Tur necabet borrowed from Ara
najiq: spear; falling star [Syr nayzka]
najada: help [?]
najah : success [najahha]
najahha : succeed [?]
najala : beget [Sem n-g-l]
najama : go up (star); issue [EgAr nigma (star), Soq ngm]
najasa : make filthy, defile [EgAr nagis (filthy)] Swa najisi borrowed from Ara
najaza : execute [?]
najda : help, rescue [najada]
najib : noble [najuba] Aze necib, Hin najib, Per naqib, Tur necip borrowed from Ara
najigh : successful [najahha]
najis : filthy [najuba] Ind najis, Swa najisi borrowed from Ara
najjar : carpenter [Akk nagaru, from Sum nagar]
najm : star [najama] Ind najam, Per najm borrowed from Ara
najuba : born noble [?]
najusa : pollute [Sem ng-s, Mal nigges]
naka : sleep with [Sem n-y-k, Akk niaku, Hrs neyok]
nakaba : make miserable [?]
nakaha : blow [?]
nakaha : marry [?]
nakas : sting [Akk nakadu (beat), Mal nigges, Heb naqaz (puncture)]
nakba : disaster [nakaba]
nakha : smell, perfume [nakaha]
nakha : sleep [Sem n-y-k, Akk niaku, Hrs neyok]
nakib : leader [?]
nakiba : born noble [?]
nakis : filthy [najusa] Ind najis, Swa najisi borrowed from Ara
nakjar : carpenter [Akk nagaru, from Sum nagar]
nakm : star [najama] Ind najam, Per najm borrowed from Ara
nakusa : pollute [Sem ng-s, Mal nigges]
nakha : sleep [Sem n-y-k, Akk niaku, Hrs neyok]
nakir : stranger [nakira]
nakir : not know, deny [Sem n-k-r, Akk naklu (enemy), Syr nukraya, JNA nikhraya, Uga nk]
nako : sole; sandal; horseshoe [Mal naghla, Heb na'al (shoe)] Hin nal, Per na'l, Tur nal borrowed from Ara
nal : give [?]
nal : achieve [?]
nama : sleep [Sem n-w-m, Heb nam, JNA nym, Uga nhmmt (slumber)]
nama : noise [Ara n'm (say)]
nama : grow [?]
nama : favor, mercy [na'ma] Swa neema borrowed from Ara
namash : freckle [Mal nemxa, Heb nemesh]
namatt : form; manner; sample [?] Per namatt borrowed from Ara
namir : tiger, panther [Sem n-m-r, Akk nimiru, Heb nemer, JNA numra, Sab nmr, Hrs nemr, Amh neber, Tig nebri, Ebl nameru]
namla : ant [Mal nemla, Akk namalu, Heb nemala, Hrs lomel, Phoen nml]
namus : law [from Gre nomos]
namus : mosquito [Mal nemusa]
nana : peppermint [Mal naghniegh, Akk ananichu, Heb na'na'a, JNA nankha] Aze nane, Per na'n, Tur nane borrowed from Ara
naqa : she-camel [?] Per naqeq borrowed from Ara
naq'a : dissolve [Sem n-q'-, Heb nqqa' (sprain), Syr neqa' (hole)]
naqaba : perforate [Sem n-q-b, Akk naqabu, Heb nqeqv, Syr thekeb, JNA nqb, Uga nqb]
naqada : scrutinize; pay cash [?]
naqadha : liberate [?]
naqahha : convalesce [Sem n-q-hh]
naqala : change, relocate, remove [Syr neqal]
naqama : avenge [Sem n-q-m, Heb naqam]
naqara : dig out, peck [Mal naqar, Akk naqaru (demolish), Heb niquer, Syr nqar, JNA nqr]
naqasha : dig up, carve; discuss [Mal naqqax (sculpt), JNA nqsh (hurt)]
naqass : cut, decrease [Sem n-q-s, Mal naqas (fail), Syr naqda (pure), JNA naqidha (thin)] Hau nakasa borrowed from Ara
naqasa : break, ruin [naqassa]
naqata : dot [Sem n-q-t, Mal nikta (dot), Heb nqada]
naqb : digging [naqaba] Hin nakab, Per naqib borrowed from Ara
naq : scrutiny; cash [naqada] Hin nakad, Per naq, Uzb naq borrowed from Ara
naqi : pure, clean [naqqa]
naqib : leader [?] Hin nakib, Per naqib borrowed from Ara
naqil : transporting [naqala]
aqir : small defect (groove in date pith); insignificant matter [?] Hin nakir, Per naqir borrowed from Ara
naqis : defective, incomplete, wanting [naqassa] Aze naqis, Hin nakis, Per naqess, Tur nakis borrowed from Ara
naqisz : contrary [naqasza]
naqal : transport; copy; tradition; tale, narration [naqala] Aze naqil, neql, Hin nakl, Per naql, Swa nakala, Tur nakil borrowed from Ara
naqria : transport [naqala] Aze negliyiat, Per naqliyat, Tur nakliyat borrowed from Ara
naqqaba : pierce, bore [naqaba]
naqqabha : correct [naqahha]
nas : people [ins]
nasab : relation; origin; lineage [nasaba] Ind nasab, Per nasab, Swa nasaba borrowed from Ara
nasaba : relate [Phoen nshb (receive)]
nasach : copy [Heb nossach (version), Syr nessach (copy)]
nasach : terminate, delete [Sem n-s-ch, Akk nasachu, Heb nassach, Uga nsch]
nasafa : destroy, explode [?]
nasaja : weave [Sem n-s-g, Mal niseg, Aram nsg]
nasala : beget [Mal nisel (generation)]
nasama : breathe [Sem n-sh-m, Heb nasham, JNA nishama (soul)]
nasaka : arrange [Sem n-s-q, Akk nasaqu (choose)]
nasacha : manuscript [nasach] Ind naskhah borrowed from Ara
nasha : grow up, rise [Sem n-sh-y, Akk nashu (lift, carry), Heb nasa, Amh annesse (build), Uga nsh’ (raise), Phoen nsh’]
nasha : stach [from Per neshaste]
nashada : look for [?]
nashafa : suck, dry up [Sem n-sh-p, Mal nixxef]
nashaja : sniff, sniffle [?]
nashara : spread, publish [?]
nashara : saw [washara]
nashatt : joy; activity, diligence [nashitta] Hau nishadi, Per nashatt borrowed from Ara
nashid : hymn [anshada]
nashif : dry [nashifa]
nashifa : dry [?]
nashiq : smell [Sem n-sh-q, Akk nashaqu (kiss), Heb nashaq, Syr neshaq, JNA nshq, Uga nshq]
nashir : publisher [nashara] Aze nasir, Per nasher, Tat neshir, Tur nasir borrowed from Ara
nashitt : joyful, active [nashitta]
nashitta : be joyful, active [?]
nashir : publication [nashara] Aze nesr, Per nashr, Tur nesir borrowed from Ara
nashra : publication [nashara]
nasia : forget [Sem n-sh-y, Mal nesa, Akk nashu (conceal), Heb nasha, JNA nshy, SAr nas-, Uga nshy]
nasi : fabric [nasaja]
nasim : breeze, draught [nasama]
nas : offspring; generation; gender [nasala] Aze nesil, Hin nasl, Per nasl, Tat nosel, Tur nesil, Uzb nasl borrowed from Ara
nasr: vulture [Sem n-sh-r, Akk nashru (eagle), Heb nesher, Syr neshra, JNA nishra, Amh neser, Tig neser, Uga nshr] Ind nasar, Per nasr borrowed from Ara
nass: text [nassa]
nassa: flee [Heb nass, Uga nws]
nassa: install (?)
nassaba: erect, plant [Akk nassabu, Heb nitzav (perpendicular), Syr netzab (plant), JNA nssw, Uga nssb (set up)]
nassafa: half [Sem n-ss-p, LiAr niss (half), Mal nofs, Uga nssp] Swa nusu borrowed from Ara
nassahha: be reliable; give advice [Sem n-s-hh, Heb natzach (prevail), Syr netzach (shine), Amh nessuhh (pure), Phoen nss’h (win)]
nassala: get free [Heb hitzil (rescue), Uga nssl (get free)]
nassara: help; help to victory (?) Swa nusuru borrowed from Ara
nassata: pay attention [Syr natzet]
assia: forelock [Akk nassu (plumage), Heb notza (feather)]
nassib: luck, share, destiny [Sem n-s-b] Hin nasib, Ind nasib, Per nassib, Swa nasibu borrowed from Ara
nassihha: advice [nassahha] Hau nasiha, Hin nasihat, Ind nasihat, Per nassihat borrowed from Ara
nassir: helper [nassara]
nassr: victory [nassara] Ful nasara, Hau nasara, Per nasr borrowed from Ara
nassrani: Nazarene; Christian [Mal nisrani, Heb notzri] Ind nasrani, Per nassrani borrowed from Ara
nasut: mankind [ins] Ind nasut borrowed from Ara
naszada: heap up, put in order (?)
naszaja: be ripe (?)
naszala: vanquish (?)
naszij: ripe [naszaja]
naszir: brilliant [Sem n-sz-r, Heb netzer (offshoot)]
naszra: bloom [naszir]
nata’a: burst forth [Sem n-t-’]
natafa: tear out, pluck [Sem n-t-p, Mal nitef, Akk nattapu]
nataja: produce, beget (?)
natana: stink [Mal ntiene (stench), JNA ntn (stink)]
natasha: pluck [Sem n-t-s, Syr ethnethesh (be torn apart)]
nathara: scatter (?)
nathr: prose [nathara] Aze nesr, Ful nasru, Per nathr, Tur nesir borrowed from Ara
natij: result [nataja]
natija: result, product, effect, conclusion [nataja] Aze netice, Hin natija, Ind natijah, Per natije, Tat netidzhe, Tur netice. Uzb natidzha borrowed from Ara
natt’a: mat [Sem n-tt-’, Heb natta’ (plant), Uga ntt’t (plantation)]
natta: jump [Sem n-tt-y, Uga nwtt, ntt’tt (shake)]
nattacha: touch [Syr nettach]
nattafa: drip [Sem n-tt-p, Heb nattaf, Syr nettaf, Amh nettebe]
nattahha: push [Sem n-tt-hh]
nattal: cup [Syr nettla]
nattaq: orator [nattqa] Aze natiq, Per nattaq borrowed from Ara
nattafa: gird [Sem n-tt-q]
nattaq: articulate, speak (?)
nattara: look, watch [Akk nattalu, Syr nettar, JNA ntr (keep)]
natitag: speaker [nattqa] Per nattaq borrowed from Ara
nau’ : kind, sort [nauwa’a] Aze nov, Per nou’, Tur nevi borrowed from Ara
nauba: turn, shift, period; guard [naba] Aze novbe, Hin naubat, Ind nobat, Per noubat, Tur nobet borrowed from Ara
naubata: periodical; next [naba] Aze novbeti, Hin naubati, Per noubat borrowed from Ara
naubah: lament [naha] Hin nauha, Per nouhe borrowed from Ara
naul: loom [Mal newl, Heb nol, JNA newlta]
aum: sleep [na] Per noum borrowed from Ara
naur: bloom [nara]
a’ura: water wheel [na’ara]
nauwa’a: classify (?)
nauwab: representatives [naba] Hin navab, Per nawaeb borrowed from Ara
nauwaba: dismiss (?)
nauwacha : repose, take a rest [Sem n-w-ch, Akk nachu, Heb nach, JNA nykh, Tig newwehha (lengthen), Uga nwch (repose), Phoen ncht (rest)]
nauwa : praise [?
awa : intend [?
aza’a : take away; eliminate [?
aza’a : fight [?
naza’a : drain [Sem n-z-p]
nazahha : emigrate [?
naza’a : take away; eliminate [?
aza’a : fight [?
nazafa : drain [?
nazaka : stab [?
nazafa : drain [?
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazila : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazif : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazahha : emigrate [?
nazaka : stab [?
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazila : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazif : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nazil : ooze (snut, semen) [Sem n-z-l, Heb nazal (leak)]
nazil : guest, tenant [nazala]
nazil : bleeding [nuzifa]
nuchala: bran [nachala]

nufambir: November [from Lat november]
nufudh: impact, influence; authority [nafadha] Aze nufuz, Ind nafas, Per nofusz, Tur nufuz borrowed from Ara

nuhhas: copper [Sem n-h-s, Mal nhas, Heb nechoshet, Syr nechasha [ore], Amh nehas (copper, bronze), Phoen

nuhhusa: misfortune [nahhusa] Hin nahusat, Per nohhusat borrowed from Ara

nujumi: astrologic [najama] Hin najumi, Per nojumeh, Swa naxme, Ind nafas, Per nofusz, Tur nufuz borrowed from Ara

nujumi: astrologic [najama] Hin najumi, Per nojumeh, Swa naxme, Ind nafas, Per nofusz, Tur nufuz borrowed from Ara

nukhhas: copper [Sem n-h-s, Mal nhas, Heb nechoshet, Syr nechasha [ore], Amh nehas (copper, bronze), Phoen

nuqra: pit [naqara] Aze nusxe, Ind naskha, Per noqssan borrowed from Ara

nuqssan: loss, harm [naqassa] Aze nusxe, Ind naskha, Per noqssan borrowed from Ara

nuqta: dot, point [naqatta] Hin nukta, Ind nokta, Ind noqssan borrowed from Ara

numudhaj: sample [from Middle Per namunag] Per nomudhaj borrowed from Ara

nun: the letter n [Sem n-n, Heb nunn]

nuql: snack [?] Hin nukl, Per noql borrowed from Ara

nuqqaria: drum [?] Hin naxma, Phoen

nuqra: pit [naqara] Aze nusxe, Ind naskha, Per noqssan borrowed from Ara

nuqssan: loss, harm [naqassa] Aze nusxe, Ind naskha, Per noqssan borrowed from Ara

nuqtta: dot, point [naqatta] Hin nukta, Ind nokta, Ind noqssan borrowed from Ara

nur: light [nara] Aze nur, Ful annora, Hau annuri, Hin nura, Ind nur, Swa nuru, Taj nur, Tur nur borrowed from Ara

nura: chalk [Sem n-w-r]
nurani: bright [nara] Hin nurani, Per nurani borrowed from Ara

nusiba: belong [nasiba]
nussb: monument [nasaba]
nussf: half [nassafa]

nuli: sailor [from Gre nautes]
nutq: pronunciation; speech [nattaqa] Uzb nutq borrowed from Ara

nuzha: a walk [nazuha]

nuzifa: bleed [?] Q

qa: vomit [Sem q-w-y, Heb heqi, Hrs qewya, Tig qea]

qa: plain; bottom [Mal qiegh] Per qa' borrowed from Ara

qa'a: hall [qa']

qa'ada: bend; sit, crouch [Sem q'-d, Mal qaghad, Syr qe'ad]

qaba: mantle [?] Hin kaba, Per qaba borrowed from Ara

qabahha: meanness; offense, guilt; scoundrel [qabuhha] Hin kabahat, Per qabahat, Tat kabehet, Tur kabahat borrowed from Ara

qabala: face; compare [Mal qabbel, qabel (before)] Swa kabili borrowed from Ara

qabara: bury [Sem q-b-r, Mal qabar (grave), Akk qeberu (bury), Heb qavar, Syr qebab, JNA qwr, Amh qebbere, meqibab (grave), Uga qbr (bury), Phoen qbr]

qabassa: pinch [Heb qamatz]

qabasza: grab, catch [Mal qabad, Heb qibbetz (gather), JNA qbsz, Uga qbss]

qabala: kiss [qabal]

qabil: tribe [?] qabil: capable [qibal] Aze qabil, Hin kabil, Per qabil, Tur kabil borrowed from Ara

qabil: tribe [?] qabil: capable [qibal] Aze qabil, Hin kabil, Per qabil, Tur kabil borrowed from Ara

qabil: tribe [?] qabil: capable [qibal] Aze qabil, Hin kabil, Per qabil, Tur kabil, Uzb qabil borrowed from Ara

qabil: tribe [?] qabil: capable [qibal] Aze qabil, Hin kabil, Per qabil, Swa kabila, Tur kabila, Uzb qabil borrowed from Ara

qabilia: capacity, ability [qibal] Hin kabilleyet, Kaz kabilet, Per qabilleyet, Tur kabilleyet, Uzb qobilliyet borrowed from Ara

qabzis: seizing [qabasza] Hin kabil, Per qabes borrowed from Ara

qab: before, earlier [qabala] Per qabl, Swa kabila borrowed from Ara

qab: before, earlier [qabala] Per qabl, Swa kabila borrowed from Ara

qabqa: clog [Heb qavqav]
qabr : tomb, grave [qabara] Aze qebir, Ful habri, Hau kabari, Hin kabr, Per qabr, Swa kaburi, Tat kaber, Tur kabir, Uzb qabr borrowed from Ara
qabsz : seizing; receipt [qabasza] Aze qebz, Hin kahb, Per q_absz borrowed from Ara
qabuhha : be ugly [?] qabul : acceptance, favor, reception, adoption [qabil] Aze qebul, Hin kabal, Ind kbual, Kaz qabil, Per qabul, Swa kbali, Tat kabal, Tur kabal, Uzb qabul borrowed from Ara
qabw : vault [Sem q-b-b, Heb qavav, Amh qubbeta (cupola), Uga qbb (bend)]
qad : already [?] qada : lead, conduct [?] qadafa : row [Sem q-d-p, Mal moqief (oar), Amh qezzefe (row), meqzefiya (oar)] qadahh : cup, glass [?] Aze qedah, Per qadahh, Tur kadeh borrowed from Ara
qadam : precede [Sem q-d-m, Mal quddiem (before) Akk qadm (former), Heb qadam (before), Syr qedam, JNA qdm (proceed), BAram qadam (before), Ar qdm (upon), Sab qdm, Amh qeddem (earlier), Uga qdm]
qadar : predestination [qadara] Per qadar borrowed from Ara
qadara : have power; determine [?] qadd : stature [qadda] Hin kadd, Per qadd borrowed from Ara
qadda : cut strips [Sem q-d, Amh qoda (skin), Tig qd (tear)] qadaddah : potter [qadahh] Per qaddahh borrowed from Ara
qadh : nape [Heb qedai] qadhira : be dirty [?] qadm : ancient [qadama] Aze qedim, Hin kadim, Per qadim, Tur Kadim, Uzb qadim borrowed from Ara
qadr : mighty [qadara] Hin kadr, Per qader borrowed from Ara
qad : amount, quantity; value; honor, respect, dignity [qadara] Aze qeder, Hau kadari, Hin kadr, Kyr kadir, Per qadr, Swa kadiri, Tat kader, Tur kadar, Uzb qadr borrowed from Ara
qadum : carpenter’s axe [Tig geddom]
qadusa : be holy [Sem q-d-s, Mal qaddis (holy), Heb qadosh, Syr qadisha, Amh qeddus, Uga qdsh, Phoen qdsh]
qafa : neck, nape, back side [Sem q-p-w, Hrs qefe (back)] qafa : follow [qafa]
qafala : lock [Sem q-p-l, Mal qofol (a lock), Syr ethqafel (be rolled up)] qafala : return, turn back [Sem q-p-l, Heb qippel (fold back), JNA qpl, Sab qfl (return)]
qafasha : gather [Sem q-p-s, Syr qfass (draw in, contract)] qafass : cage [from Gre kaphos] Alb kafaz, Aze qefes, Bul kafez, Gre kafasi, Hin kafas, Per qafas(s), Ser kavez, Tur kafes, Uzb qafas borrowed from Ara
qafaza : jump [Mal qabez, Heb qafatz]
qafia : rhyme [qafa] Hin kafiya, Per qafiye borrowed from Ara
qafil : caravan [qafala] Eng coffle borrowed from Ara
qahh : failure; famine [qahhatta] Hin kaht, Per qahlht borrowed from Ara
qahqa : laugh [onomat.] qahqaha : laughter [qahqa] Hin kahkaha, Per qahqahe borrowed from Ara
qahr : anger; calamity [qahara] Hin kahr, Per qahr borrowed from Ara
qahwa : coffee [?] Alb kafe, Aze qehve, Bul kafe, Hun kave, Gre kafes, Hin kahva, Ind kahwa, Per qahwe, Ser kafa, Swa kahawa, Taj kahwa, Tur kahve borrowed from Ara
qaid : leader [qada] Spa alcaide borrowed from Ara
qaid : fetters, bond; imprisonment [qayyada] Hin kaid, Per qeyd borrowed from Ara
qa’dia : basis; basic rule [qa’ada] Aze qayda, Ful kaida, Hau kaida, Hin kayda, Ind kaedah, Per qa’ede, Tat kagiye, Tur kaide borrowed from Ara
qa’ida : summer heat [Akk qessu (summer), Heb qa’tz, Syr qatta, JNA qetta, Hrs qaydz, Uga qdz] Per qeydz borrowed from Ara
qail : saying; consenting [qala] Hin kail, Per qael borrowed from Ara
qailula : siesta [qala] Per qeylule borrowed from Ara
qaim : standing [qama] Hin kaym, Per qaem borrowed from Ara
qaim-maqam : representative, agent [qama + maqam] Per qaem-maqam, Swa kaimu, Tur kaymakam borrowed from Ara
qaina : female singer [Heb qina (song), Syr qeyntha]
qassar : emperor [from Lat caesar] Hin kaisar, Per qeyssar borrowed from Ara
qala : roast [Sem q-l-y, Mal qela, Akk qalu, Heb qala, JNA qly]
qala : say [Sem q-w-l, Mal qal, Heb qol (voice), Syr qala, JNA qala, Amh qal (word), Tig qal, Uga ql (voice), Phoen ql]
qala : hold siesta [?] 
qala : despise [Syr qali]
qal'a : fort [?] Aze qala, Hin kila, Per qal'e, Tur kale borrowed from Ara
qala'a : tear out [Mal qlugh (sail), Heb qala' (shoot), qela' (sling), Syr qela'a, JNA miqla'a, Ara ql' (curtain), Phoen ql' (slinger)]
qalaba : overturn [Mal qaleb]
qalam : pen, pencil [from Gre kalamos] Aze qelem, Hin kalam, Kyr kalem, Per qalam, Swa kalamu, Taj qalam, Tat kalem, Tur kalem, Uzb qalam borrowed from Ara
qalaq : trouble, distress [qaliqa] Hin kalak, Per qalaq borrowed from Ara
qalb : heart [Sem q-l-b, Mal qalb, Hrs qalb (mind), Amh qelb] Aze qelb, Hin kalb, Ind kalbu, Per qalb, Tur kalb borrowed from Ara
qalb : change [qalaba] Per qalb, Tur kalp borrowed from Ara
qalban : from the heart [qalb] Per qalban borrowed from Ara
qalib : last; form [from Gre kalopous] Alb kallep, Aze qelib, Bul kalyb, Gre kaloupi, Kyr kalip, Per qalib, Ser kalup, Tur kalib borrowed from Ara
qalil : little [qalil] Per qalil borrowed from Ara
qaliqa : be anxious, troubled [?] 
qalla : be little [Sem q-l-l, Akk qalalu (be light), Heb qal, Syr qalil (few), JNA qalula (light), Hrs qel (be small, light), Amh qellal (light)]
qallada : imitate [?] 
qallaya : cell [from Lat cella]
qals : rope [Ara qls]
qama : stature [Sem q-w-m, Mal qam, Heb qum (stand up), Syr qam, JNA qym, Amh qome, Uga qwm, Phoen qm (place)]
qama : nature [qama] Hin kamat, Aze qamet, Per qamat borrowed from Ara
qama'a : oppress [Ara qm' (be bound)]
qamar : moon [Sem q-m-r, Mal qamar] Hin kamar, Per qamar borrowed from Ara
qamara : gamble [Sem q-m-r, Amh qumar (gambling)]
qamassa : enclose [?] 
qamatta : swaddle [Heb qemett (crease), JNA qmtt (shrink)]
qamatta : bind, tie up; swaddle; seize [Syr qematt (bind)] Swa kamatta borrowed from Ara
qamaza : pinch [Heb qemaz]
qamhh : wheat [Sem q-m-hh, Mal qamh, Akk qemmu (flour), Heb qemach, JNA qamkha, Uga qmhh] Ful alkama, Hau alkama, Per qamh borrowed from Ara
qamiss : shirt [qamassa] Hin kamiz, Per qamiss borrowed from Ara
qami : louse [Sem q-m-l, EgAr 'aaml, Mal qamla, Ara qml, Sab qmlt (a pest), Gur qumal (louse), Gez qml, Amh qemal, Tig qemlet] Per qaml borrowed from Ara
qamma : sweep [?] 
qamus : dictionary [uqyanus] Ful kamus, Hau kamus, Ind kamus, Per qamus, Swa kamusi borrowed from Ara
qana : ditch, canal, tube [Akk qanu, from Sum gin] Per qanat borrowed from Ara
qana : earn, acquire [Sem q-n-y, Heb qana (buy), Syr qena (own)]
qana : cane, reed [qana]
qana'a : contention, satisfaction [qani'a] Per qana'at, Tat kanegat, Tur kanaat borrowed from Ara
qand : sugar, candy [from Skt kanda] Aze qend, Hend kand, Kyr kant, Per qand borrowed from Ara
qandaq : barrel [from Per qandaq]
qandil : lamp [from Lat candela] Tur kandil borrowed from Ara
qani' : satisfied [qani'a] Per qane' borrowed from Ara
qani'a : be satisfied; persuaded [?] 
qanna'a : veil, mask [?] 
qanttara : arched bridge [Sem q-tt-n, Amh qettana (passage), Gur qattana (bridge); but also African, cf. Hausa qetara (cross a river)] Per qanttare borrowed from Ara
qanun : law [from Gre kanon] Aze qanun, Hin kanun, Per qanun, Swa kanuni, Tur kanun, Uzb qonun borrowed from Ara
qanunan : by law [qanun] Hin kanunan, Per qanunan borrowed from Ara
qaq : raven [onomat.]
qaqaus : phoenix [from Gre kyknos] Hin kaknus, Per qoqos borrowed from Ara
qaqula : cardamum [Syr qaqla] Per qaqole borrowed from Ara
qaqum : heroin [?] Per qaqqum borrowed from Ara
qar : bitumen [Akk qiru, JNA qira]
qaqara : pumpkin, calabash [Mal qargha, JNA qare’tha, qar’a] Per qar’ borrowed from Ara
qara : entertain guests [Sem q-r-y, Heb qiria (village), Syr qiritha, Uga qrt, qry (meet), Phoen qrt (village)]
qara : read [Sem q-r-y, Mal qara, Akk qeru (call), Heb qara, Syr qera, JNA qry, Uga qr’, Phoen qr’]
qara’a : draw lots [?]
qara’a : knock, hit [?]
qaraba : kinship [qaruba]
qarafa : peel [Sem q-r-p, Amh qerrefe, Tig qerfa]
qarahha : injure, wound [maybe from a common Sem root q-r (cut)]
qaruma : gnaw, nibble [Sem q-r-m]
qaranfil : cloves; carnation [from Gre karyophyllon] Alb karafil, Aze qerenfil, Bul karamfil, Hau kanumfari, Per qaranfil, Rom garoafa, Ser karanfil, Swa karafuu, Tur karanfil borrowed from Ara
qaraqa : cluck (as a hen) [Sem q-r-q, Syr qareq, onomat.]
qarar : quiet; decisiveness; decision [qarra] Aze qerar, Hin karar, Per qarar, Tat karar, Tur karar, Uzb qaror borrowed from Ara
qarara : land, ground [qarra]
qarassa : make rigid [Sem q-r-s, Syr qeras (harden)]
qarass : pinch; bite, sting [Sem q-r-ss, Amh qeresse (carve), Uga qrss]
qarassza : clip [Sem q-r-sz, Mal qered (destroy), Heb qaratz (wink)]
qarassza : lend [?]
qaratta : mince [Sem q-r-tt]
qarhha : ulcer [qarahha] Per qarhhe borrowed from Ara
qari : reader [qara]
qaria : village [qara]
qar’i’a : be bald [?]
qarib : boat [from Gre karabos] Per qareb borrowed from Ara
qarib : near; relative [qaruba] Hin karib, Per qarib, Swa karibu borrowed from Ara
qariban : soon [qaruba] Hin kariban, Per qariban borrowed from Ara
qarn : horn; century [Sem q-r-n, Mal qarn, Akk qarnu, Heb qeren, Syr qarna, JNA qana, Hrs qeron (horns), Amh qarn (horn), Tig qern, Uga qm, Phoen qmn] Hau karni, Per qarn, Swa karne borrowed from Ara
qarnabitt : cauliflower [from New Gre kounoupidi]
qarqadhinn : squirrel [karkaddan]
qarqarda : coo [Sem q-r-q-r, Heb qarqar (croak), Ara qqr (make a noise), onomat.]
qar : cold [qarra]
qarra : be cold [Sem q-r-r, Heb qar (cold), Syr qarira, JNA qyr (be cold), Tig qerur (cold)]
qarra : stay, sit, settle [Amh qerre]
qarra : continent [qarra]
qarrara : decide; report [qarra]
qarrasa : a bite, a sting [qarassa]
qarsz : loan; debt [qarsza] Hin karz, Per qarsz, Uzb qarz borrowed from Ara
qarttama : cut off [Sem q-r-t-t-m]
qaruba : be near [Sem q-r-b, Mal qrib (near), Akk qerebu (be close), Heb qarob (near), Syr qariba, JNA qariwa, Amh qerb, Uga qrb (be close)]
qarura : bottle [Sem q-r-r, Syr qarura] Per qaruru borrowed from Ara
qas : priest [Sem q-s-s, Mal qass, JNA qasha, Amh qes]
qasa : measure; compare [Mal qies]
qasa : seek [Sem q-th-th, Uga qthth]
qasa : be hard [Sem q-s-y, Heb qashe (hard), Syr qeshe]
qasam : oath [aqasama] Hin kasam, Per qasam borrowed from Ara
qasama : divide [Sem q-s-n, Mal qasam (cut), Akk kasamu (chop), Uga ksm (share)]
qasatta : divide into instalments [from Lat sextarius or Gre xestes (a measure)]
qash : straw [Heb qash, JNA qirsha]
qashara : peel [Sem q-sh-r]
qasi : hard [qasa]
qasima : voucher [qasama]
qass : breast-bone [Akk kaskasu]
qassa : cut [Heb qatzatz, Amh mekes (scissors), Uga qss (piece)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qassab : butcher [qassaba] Bul kasapin, Gre hasapes, Hin kassab, Per qassab, Ser kasapin, Tur kasap, Uzb qassob borrowed from Ara
qassaba : cut [Sem q-s-b, Mal kasba (cane), Heb qatzav (butcher), JNA qassapa, Phoen qss (statue)]
qassa : be far [?]
qassa : tell a story [?]
qattira: locomotive [qattara]
qattra: drop [qattara] Hin katra, Per qattre, Uzb qatra borrowed from Ara
qattran: tar [Mal qatran, Akk qatranu (cedar resin), Heb *ittran (tar), Syr *ettrana, Amh qettran] Alb katran, Fre goudron, Hun katrany, Per qatran, Rom catran, Ser katran, Tur katran borrowed from Ara
qaul: speech; vow [qala] Ful alkawal, Hau alkawali, Hin kaul, Ind kaul, Per qoul, Swa kauli borrowed from Ara
qaum: nation [qama] Hin kaum, Per qoum borrowed from Ara
qaus: arc, bow; brace [Sem q-w-s, Mal qaws, Akk qashtu, Heb qeshet, Syr qeshtha, JNA qishta, Amh qest, Uga qsht, Phoen qsht] Per qous, Tur kavis, Uzb qavs borrowed from Ara
qautt: herd [Syr qutta]
qawa: desert [Sem q-w-y, Hrs qa (land)]
qawa'id: basics [qa'ada] Hin kavayd, Per qawa'ed borrowed from Ara
qawia: be strong [Sem q-w-y, Mal qawwa (strength)]
qawwad: pimp [qada] Hau kawali, Per qawwad borrowed from Ara
qawwal: story-teller [qala] Hin kavval, Per qawwal borrowed from Ara
qayyada: restrict [?]
qayyim: list [qama]
qazz: floss silk [?]
qiada: leadership [qada] Per qiyadat borrowed from Ara
qiya: measuring; comparison [qasa] Hin kayas, Ind kias, Per qiyas borrowed from Ara
qibal: might [?] Per qebal borrowed from Ara
qibla: direction [qabala] Ful alkibila, Hin kibla, Ind kiblat, Per qebel borrowed from Ara
qidd: strip of skin [qadda]
qidr: pot, earthenware [Sem q-d-r, Heb qedera, Syr qedra, Hrs qeder]
qifr: stop! [waqafa]
qiif: skull [?] Per qehif borrowed from Ara
qila: collar [Syr qelada] Per qelade borrowed from Ara
qilf: bark of trees [Sem q-l-p, Akk qalapu (peel), qilpu (skin), Heb qilpa (bark), JNA qalpa, Hrs qelfet (dried bark), Gur qelfi]
qilla: deficiency [qalla] Hin killat, Per qillat borrowed from Ara
qim: price, value [qama] Aze qiymet, Hin kimat, Per qeimat, Taj qimat, Tat kiymmet, Tur kiymet, Uzb qimmat borrowed from Ara
qimar: gambling [qamara]
qimma: top, summit [qama]
qin*: weapon [?]
qina*: weapon [qina']
qina*: veil [qanna'a]
qindil: lamp [qandil] Hin kindil, Per qendil borrowed from Ara
qinn: slave [qana]
qinna: gum, resin [?]
qinnab: hemp [from Gre kannabis]
qinnina: bottle [Ara qnwn (basket)]
qir: bitumen [qar]
qira: reading [qara] Aze qiraet, Per qera'at borrowed from Ara
qirab: sheath [Akk qerbu (center), Heb qerev (intestines)]
qiram: carpet [Syr qeram (cover)]
qirba: water-skin [from Per *qir-ab] Per qerbat, Swa kiriba borrowed from Ara
qird: monkey [Sem q-r-d] Per qerd borrowed from Ara
qirmiz: crimson; cochineal [from Skt krm (worm)] Hin kirmiz, Per kermez, Tur kirmiz borrowed from Ara
qirsh: piaster [from Lat grossus]
qiratas: paper [charitta] Hin kirtas, Per qertas borrowed from Ara
qis: priest [qas]
qishr: bark, husk [qashara] Per qeshr borrowed from Ara
qisis: priest [qas] Aze kesis, Per qesis, Swa kensis borrowed from Ara
qism: department; part, portion [qasama] Aze qisim, Hin kism, Per qesm, Tur kisim, Uzb qism borrowed from Ara
qisma : share, fate [qasama] Aze qismet, Hin kismat, Per qesmat, Tur qismet, Uzb qismat borrowed from Ara
qissa : story [qasssa] Hau kisa, Hin kissa, Per qes, Swa kisa borrowed from Ara
qissass : retaliation [qassasa] Per qessass, Swa kisasi borrowed from Ara
qistt : instalment [qasatta] Hin kist, Per qest borrowed from Ara
qital : struggle [qatala] Per qetal borrowed from Ara
qitha : cucumber [Sem q-y-th, Heb qishu]
qitt : [cat [from Late Lat cattus]]
qitt'a : portion, piece; continent [qatta'a] Aze qite, Hin kita, Per qett'e, Tur kita borrowed from Ara
qittar : line, row; series; train [qattara] Hin katar, Per qettar borrowed from Ara
qofl : lock [qafala] Aze qifil, Hin kufl, Per qofl, Swa kufuli, Taj qufl borrowed
qorban : sacrifice, offering [qurad] Aze qurad, Hin kudrat, Ind kudrat, Per qodrat, Tat kodret, Tur kudret, Uzb qudrat borrowed from Ara
qods : holiness [qadusa] Per qods borrowed from Ara
quffa : basket [Sem q-p, Akk qappatu, Syr qufta, Meh jeffet, Soq qefet, Gez qafa]
quffaz : glove [?] qufl : lock [qafala] Aze qifil, Hin kufl, Per qofl, Swa kufuli, Taj qufl borrowed from Ara
qulla : jug [Akk kulliu, Gur qula]
qurba : dome [qubw] Ind kubah, Per qob, Ser kuba, Swa kuba, Tur kubbe borrowed from Ara
qurban : sacrifice, offering [qurad] Aze qurad, Hin kudrat, Ind kudrat, Per qodrat, Tat kodret, Tur kudret, Uzb qudrat borrowed from Ara
domestic cat [from Late Lat cattus]
quadr : might, power [qadara] Aze qadara, Hin kudrat, Ind kudrat, Per qodrat, Tat kodret, Tur kudret, Uzb qudrat borrowed from Ara
qumri : white dove [qamar] Hin kemari, Per qomari borrowed from Ara
qurban : sacrifice, offering [Sem q-r-b-n, Hr qorban, Syr qurbana, JNA qurban, Amh qurban (sacrament)] Aze qurban, Hin kurb, Ind korban, Per qorban, Tat korban, Tur kurban borrowed from Ara
qurd : a tick [qurad] qurhha : ulcer [qurahha]
qurr : disk, tablet [qurasa] Per qurs borrowed from Ara
qurss : fault, defect; small change [qassra] Aze qusur, Gre kousouri, Hin kasur, Per qossur, Rom cusur, Ser kusur, Tur kusur borrowed from Ara
qut : food [qata] Per qut borrowed from Ara
qutha : cucumber [qitha]
qutt : pole [Heb gottev] Aze qutt, Hn kutub, Ind kutub, Per qotb, Tur kuben, Uzb qub borrowed from Ara
quttin : cotton [Sem q-itt-n, Akk qatun (be thin), Mal qoton (cotton), Heb qattan (small), Hr slyten (be thin), Amh gettene]
quttir : area; diameter [Sem q-itt-r (tie), Heb qotter, Syr quttar (fasten, tie), JNA qtrt]

quwa: strength, power, might, force; support [qawia] Aze quvve(t), Ind kuat, Kyr kuwat, Per qowwe, qowwat, Tat kuet, Tur kuve(t), Uzb quvvat borrowed from Ara

R
ra: the letter r [Sem r-sh, Heb resh]
ra: see [Sem r-y, Mal ra, Heb raa, Tig ra, Uga ru (sight)]
ra’a: graze, pasture [Sem r-’-y, Mal ragha, Akk re’u (shepherd), Heb ra’a (graze), Syr ra’ya, JNA r’y, Tig rea, Uga r’y (shepherd), Phoen r’ (feed)]
ra’a: amaze [maybe from a common Sem root r-’ (tremble)]
ra’ada: tremble [Sem r-’-d, Mal raghad (thunder), Akk radu (tremble; storm), Heb ra’ad, JNA r’odhana (earthquake), Amh rade]
raafa: be compassionate [?]
ra’asha: quake [Heb ra’ash (earthquake)]
raba: increase [Sem r-b-’y, Akk rabu (be big), Heb rav (numerous), Syr raba, yereb, JNA rwy, BAram rav (big), Amh arebbe (breed), Uga rby (be big), Phoen rb (master)]
raba: put in doubt [Akk rabu (shake), Heb riv (quarrel), Syr rauba (noise)]
rabab: a stringed instrument, rebec [?] Hin rabab, Per rabab borrowed from Ara
rabaka: mix [Ara rbk]
rabala: be fleshy [Syr rebal]
rabasza: settle [Akk rabassu, Heb marbetz (lair), Uga rbss (sit)]
rabatta: tie, bind [Mal rabat]
rabb: master [rabba] Hin rabb, Per rabb borrowed from Ara
rabba: be master [Sem r-b-b, Akk rubu (prince), Heb rav, Phoen rb (chief)]
rabi’: fourth [arba’a]
rabi’: spring-time; a Hijra month [arba’a] Hin rabi, Per rabi’ borrowed from Ara
rabihha: gain [Sem r-b-hh, Mal rebah, Heb revach (profit), Amh rebba (be profitable)]
rabitt: connection [rabatta] Aze rabite, Per rabette, Swa robota, Tur rabita borrowed from Ara
rachassa: permit [?]
racha: go forth [Akk urchu (travel), Heb oreach (guest), Syr urcha (way), JNA urkha]
racham: vulture [Heb racham, Hrs rechemot]
rachi: soft, weak [Sem r-ch-y]
rachiss: cheap [rachussa] Per rachiss, Swa rahisi borrowed from Ara
rachussa: cheap [Sem r-ch-ss]
r’a’d: thunderclap [ra’da] Per ra’d, Swa radi borrowed from Ara
radafa: follow [Heb radaf (persecute), Syr redaf]
radd: denial [radda] Aze reed, Hin radd, Per radd, Tur redدت borrowed from Ara
rada: seek [?]
radda: return, reject [?] 
radhala: vileness [radhila] Aze rezalet, Per radhalat, Tur rezalet borrowed from Ara
radhila: be lowly [?]
radiu: radio [from Eng]
raf: shelf [from Per] Alb raft, Aze ref, Bul raft, Gre rafi, Per raf, Rom raft, Swa rafu, Tur raf borrowed from Ara
raffa: wink [Syr raaf]
rafi’: high; tender, fine [rafa’a] Per rafi’ borrowed from Ara
rafiq: friend, companion [rafaqa] Per rafiq, Swa rafiki, Tur refik borrowed from Ara
rafiqa: wife [rafaqa] Tur refika borrowed from Ara
rafray: screen; mud-guard [rafray] Per rafraf borrowed from Ara
rafrafa : flutter [onomat.]
rafuha : be comfortable [?] 
ragha : foam up [Mal raghwa (foam), Akk ru'tu (spittle)]
raghba : desire [raghiba] Aze regbet, Hin ragbat, Per raghbat, Tur ragbet borrowed from Ara
raghiba : desire [Sem r-gh-b, Heb ra' av (be hungry), Amh rab, rahab (hunger), Tig rehhab, Uga rghb]
grahif : bread [?] 
grahm : spite [argham]a Per raghm borrowed from Ara 
graghwa : foam [ragha]a Per raghwe borrowed from Ara
rahaba : be frightened [Sem r-h-b, Syr rehab (run)]
grahana : pledge; bet [Sem r-h-n, Mal rahan, Heb rahon, JNA rhn]
grahha : refresh, get rest [Sem r-w-hh, Mal rih (wind), riha (smell), ruh (spirit), Syr ruach (wind), rech (smell), JNA rykh, JNA ruhaya (spirit), Uga rhh (wind, smell), Phoen rhh (spirit)] 
grahha : palm of hand [Akk rihh, Tigr rehhab, Uga rhht, Ebl rahlut]
grahha : rest, quiet, leisure, pleasure [raha] Aze raha, Bul raha, Gre rahati, Hin rahaat, Ind rahaat, Per rahhat, Swa raha, Tat rakhet, Tur rahaat borrowed from Ara
rahahala : depart [Mal rahhal (village)] 
rahahan : hand-mill [Sem r-hh, Akk eru (grindstone), Syr recham, JNA irkh, Uga rhhm]
rahahasza : wash, bathe [Sem r-hh-ss, Akk rachassu, Heb rachatz, Uga rhhss]
rahhib : wide [rahiba]
rahhiba : be wide [Sem r-hh-b, Akk rebbu, Heb rachav (wide), Aram rchb, OSAr rchb, Uga rhhb, Phoen rhhb (spread)]
rahhiba : welcome sy [?] 
rahhil : departing; the deceased [rahhala]
rahhim : womb [Sem r-hh-m, Akk remu, Syr reclam, Aram rchma, Tigr rehmm, Ebl rehmmu] Ind rahim, Per rahhim, Tur rahim borrowed from Ara 
rahhima : have compassion [Sem r-hh-m, Akk remu, Syr rcham (merciful), Syr rcham (love), JNA racchame (compassion), Uga rhhm (be merciful)]
rahhi : saddle; saddle-bag [Sem r-hh-l, Syr rchla (baggage)] 
rahhm : mercy, pity, compassion, sympathy [rahhima] Aze rehmm, Hin rahm, Per rahhm, Uzb rakhm borrowed from Ara
rahhma : compassion [rahhima] Aze rahmat, Ind rahmat, Per rahmat, Swa rehema, Tat rakhemet, Tur rahmet borrowed from Ara 
rahhman : merciful, compassionate [rahhima] Aze rahm, Ind rahman, Per rahman borrowed from Ara 
rahhib : monk [rahiba] Aze rahiub, Ind rahib, Per raheb, Tur rahip, Uzb rohib borrowed from Ara
rahhib : terrible [rahiba]
rahiba : fear [?] 
rahiba : nun [rahiba] Per rahebe, Tur rahibe borrowed from Ara 
rahin : mortgagor [rahana] Hin rahan, Per rahan borrowed from Ara 
rahan : pledge [rahana] Ful ran, Hin rahn, Per rahn, Swa rehan, Tur rehin borrowed from Ara 
rai : view, review, opinion [ra] Aze rey, Hau raayi, Per rai, Swa rai, Tur rey borrowed from Ara 
ra'ia : herd; citizens, subjects [ra'ia] Hin raiyat, Ind raayat, Per ra'iyat, Swa rai’a, Tur raya borrowed from Ara 
raib : doubt [ra'ab] 
raihha : a smell [raha] 
ra' : wonderful [ra'a] 
raij : marketable [raja] 
ra' in : shepherd [ra'a] 
rair : spittle [Heb rir, Syr rira, JNA rira] 
rais : chief, boss; chairman [ras] Aze reis, Hin rais, Per rais, Swa rasi, Tat reis, Tur reis borrowed from Ara 
raja : hope [EgAr raga] 
raja : spread [?] 
raja' a : return [Sem r-g-'] 
rajab : a Hijra month [rajaba] 
rajaba : fear [Sem r-g-b] 
rajahha : exceed [?] 
rajam : cast (stones at) [Sem r-g-m, Heb ragam, Syr regam, JNA rjm] 
raj : returning [raja'a] 
rajm : stoning [rajam] Ind rajaat, Per rajm borrowed from Ara 
rajul : man [EgAr ragil, Mal ragel] 
rak'a : prayer with bows [?] Swa rakaa borrowed from Ara
rakana : rely on [Sem r-k-n, Syr arken (lean on), JNA rkn (settle)]
rakaza : fix [Sem r-k-z, Akk rakasu (tie), Heb rikkaz (concentrate), Uga rks (tie)]
rakiba : ride [Sem r-k-b, Mal rikeb, rbobba (knee), Akk rakabu (ride), Heb rakhav, Syr rekeb, JNA rkb (ride)] Swa rakibu borrowed from Ara

rakik : soft [rakk]
rakka : be soft [Sem r-k-k, Heb rakh (soft), Syr rakika, JNA rakhka]
rakkaba : install [irtakaba]
rakkasta : install [rakaza]
rama : throw [Sem r-m-y, Akk ramu, Mal rema, Syr rma, JNA rmy (lay eggs), Aram rm (throw)]
ramad : ember [Sem r-m-d, Mal rmied, Hrs remed]
ramaq : last glance; last breath [ramaqa] Hin ramak, Per ramaq borrowed from Ara
ramaqa : glance [?] 
ramashma : pinch [Sem r-m-sh]
ramas : being scorched [Sem r-m-sz, Heb remetz (hot ashes), Amh remett, Tig remetsh]
ramaszan : fastening month [ramas] Ful ramadana, Hin ramzan, Per ramszan, Swa ramadhanı borrowed from Ara
ramaza : make signs, references [Heb remez (sign)]
raml : sand [Sem r-m-l, Mal ramel] Hin raml, Per raml borrowed from Ara
ramma : rot, ve decayed [Sem r-m-m, Hrs rem (be worn)]
ramma : repair [?] 
ramaz : sign [rama]
ranama : modulate (the voice) [maybe from a common Sem root r-n (shout)]
ranna : emit a sound [Heb ranan (shout), Uga rnn]
raqa : apply magic [?] 
raqa : flow out, ooze [Sem r-q-q, Mal riq (saliva), Heb roq, yaraq (spew), Syr raq, JNA ryq, Amh meraq (saliva)]
raqa’a : patch up [Mal roqgha (a patch), JNA rq’ (patch up)]
raqaba : observe [?] 
raqaba : neck [LiAr ra’be]
raqaba : observation; rivalry [raqaba] Aze reqabet, Per raqbat, Tur rekabet borrowed from Ara
raqada : sleep [Mal raqad]
raqam : figure, number; mark [raqama] Aze reqem, Hin rikm, Per raqam borrowed from Ara
raqama : write [Sem r-q-m, Heb raqam (embroider), Phoen rqm (weaver)]
raqassa : dance [Akk raqadu, Heb raqad, Syr marqudha (dirge), JNA rqdh (dance), Uga rqss (wail)]
raqasza : run [?] 
raqia : ascend [?] 
raqib : observer; rival [raqaba] Aze reqib, Hin rakib, Per raqib, Tur rakip, Uzb raqib borrowed from Ara
raqq : turtle [Akk raqqu, JNA raqqa]
raqqa : be thin [Sem r-q-q, Akk raqqu, Heb raqqa, Syr irqqiq (thin), JNA raqqa, Hrs req (be shallow), Amh reqqiq (thin), Uga rq]
raqqas : dancer [raqassa] Aze reqqas, Hin rakkas, Per raqqas, Tur rakkas borrowed from Ara
raqqas : a dance [raqassa] Aze reqs, Per raqs, Tur rakis, Uzb raqs borrowed from Ara
ras : head [Sem r-s, Mal ras, Akk reshu, Heb rosh, Syr risha, JNA rsh, rish, Hrs hherih, Amh ras, Tg reas, Uga rish, Phoen r’sh, Ebl rishi] Hin ras, Per ras borrowed from Ara
rasa : be fastened [?] 
rasacha : be firm [?] 
rasala : get into contact [?] 
rasam : painter, artist [rasama] Aze ressam, Per rasam, Tat ressam, Tur ressam, Uzb rassom borrowed from Ara
rasama : draw, note [Heb rasham, Syr resham]
rasan : rein, halter [Heb ressen (bride)]
rasha : sprinkle [Sem r-s-h-sh, Mal raxx, Heb rissess, JNA rys, Hrs res, Amh rettshe]
rasha : bribe [?] 
rashada : be guided [?] 
rashahha : filter, strain; ooze, perspire [?] 
rashaqa : throw [Syr reshaq (be shot)]
rashid : righteous; brave [rashada] Ind rasid, Per rashid borrowed from Ara
rasila : hang loose [Heb rashlan (negligent)]
rasm : drawing, picture; custom, fashion; customs [rasama] Aze resm, Hin rasm, Per rasm, Tat resem, Tur resim, Uzb rasm borrowed from Ara
rasmali : capitalist [ras + mal]
rasmi: official; customary [rasama] Aze resmi, Hin resmi, Ind resmi, Per rasi, Swa ramsi, Tat resmi, Tur resmi, Uzb rasmiy borrowed from Ara

rassa: crush [Syr retzatz]
rassada: observe [?]
rassafa: observe [?]
rassafa: pave [Heb ritzef (tile)]
rassafa: observe [?]
rassafa: pave [Heb ritzef (tile)]
rassass: lead, bullet [JNA rissass, Amh ersas] Per rassasi, Swa rassasi borrowed from Ara

rasshahha: put up a candidate [?]

rassin: quiet [razin] Per rassin borrowed from Ara

rasul: messenger, prophet [rasala] Hin rasul, Per rasul borrowed from Ara

rasza: train, exercise [?] rasza'a: suck [Mal rada']
rassacha: crack [Heb ratzach (kill)]
raszia: be satisfied, content [?] rassha: be satisfied, content [?] rasshahha: put up a candidate [?]

raszin: satisfied, content [?] rasshahha: put up a candidate [?]

rasza: train, exercise [?] rasza'a: suck [Mal rada']

razaq: provider of daily needs [rizq] Swa ruzuku borrowed from Ara

ratsu: be satisfied, content [?] rasshahha: put up a candidate [?]

rattana: speak unintelligibly [Heb rattan (grumble)]

ratib: set amount, ration, salary [rataba] Hin ratib, Per rateb borrowed from Ara

rattb: wet [rattiba]

rattiba: be wet [Sem r-tt-b, Mal artab (soft), rtuba (dew)]
rattiba: be wet [Sem r-tt-b, Mal artab (soft), rtuba (dew), Heb rattov (soft), Amh eerteb]
rattiba: be wet [Sem r-tt-b, Mal artab (soft), rtuba (dew)]

rattl: a measure [from Gre litra] Hin ratl, Per rattl, Swa ratli borrowed from Ara

rafa: compassionate, kind, gentle [rafa] Per rauf, Swa raufu borrowed from Ara

rauf: compassionate, kind, gentle [rafa] Per rauf, Swa raufu borrowed from Ara

rawa: tell, make an account [?]

rawa: quenching thirst [rawia]

rawia: quench thirst [Sem r-w, y, Heb rivva, Syr rwe (drunk)]

rawia: quenching thirst [rawia]

razin: earnest [razuna] razuna: be earnest [Heb ratzini, rozen (count)]

razzaq: provider of daily needs [rizq] Hin razzak, Per razzaq borrowed from Ara

rizq: a currency [from Portuguese real]

rizaza: exercise; sports [razza] Per riyaszat borrowed from Ara

ri'si'a: protection of subjects; consideration [ra'a] Aze riayet, Hin riayat, Per ra'ayat, Tur riayet borrowed from Ara

rijab: interest, usury [rab] Ful riba, Swa riba borrowed from Ara

riban: interest [rab]

ribha: gain [rahibha]

ribha: gain [rahibha]

rifd: prop [rafada]

rifq: friendliness [rafaqa]

riran: pledges; a bet [rahana] Per rehan borrowed from Ara

rirh: wind [rahha] Per rihh borrowed from Ara

rirha: smell [rahha] Tur rayilha borrowed from Ara

rija: hope; request [raja] Aze rica, Per reja, Tur rica borrowed from Ara

rijl: foot [Sem r-g-l, EgAr rgl, Mal rigel, Heb regel, Syr regla, Uga rgl] Per rejel borrowed from Ara

rikab: stirrup [rakiba] Hin rakab, Per rekab borrowed from Ara

rikan: stirs [rakiba] Hin rakab, Per rekab borrowed from Ara

rim: white antelope [Sem r-`m, Akk rimu (wild ox), Heb reem, Uga rum]

riq: saliva [raqa] Per riq borrowed from Ara

risala: message; periodical [rasala] Hin risala, Per resale borrowed from Ara

rish: feathers; hair [risha] Per rish borrowed from Ara

risha: feather [Mal rixa, Heb riss (eyelash)]

risha: rope [Akk riks]
risza : agreement, approval; goodwill, satisfaction [raszia] Hin raza, Per resa, Swa radhi, ridhaa borrowed from Ara
ritha : inherit [waritha] Swa rithi borrowed from Ara
riwaq : hall [?] riwaya : account, story, tale [rawa] Aze revayet, Hau ruwaya, Ind riwayat, Per rewayat, Tur rivayet borrowed from Ara
rizq : daily needs, provisions [from Middel Per rozig] Per rezq, Swa riziki borrowed from Ara
rub' : quarter part [arba'a] Aze rub, Ful rubu, Hau rubui, Per rob', 'Swa robo borrowed from Ara
rubb : juice [Heb ribba (jam), JNA mirrabba]
rucham : marble [Sem r-ch-m, Mal rham]
ruchssas : permission; leave, holiday [rachchassa] Aze ruxset, Hin ruxksat, Per rochssat, Swa ruxusa, Taj ruxksat, Tat rokhsset, Tur ruxsats, Uzb ruxksat borrowed from Ara
ruhh : spirit [rahha] Aze ruh, Ful rulu, Hau ruhu, Hin ruhh, Kaz ruh, Per ruuh, Swa roho, Tat rukh, Tur ruh, Uzb ruhk borrowed from Ara
ruhhanis : priest [ruhh] Hin ruhhanis, Per ruhhanis, Tat ruhkanis borrowed from Ara
ruhhanis : spiritual [ruhh] Per ruhhanis, Tur ruhkanis borrowed from Ara
ruju' : return [raja'a] Hin riju, Per roju' borrowed from Ara
rukba : knee [rakiba] Per rokbe borrowed from Ara
rukn : corner; pillar [rakana] Per rokn borrowed from Ara
Rum : Asia Minor [from Lat Roma] Hin Rum, Per Rum borrowed from Ara
rumhh : spear [from Gre louche]
rumman : pomegranate [Sem r-m-n, Mal rumnima, Akk lurmu, nurmu, Heb rimon, JNA armota, Amh roman, Uga Irnn] Per romman borrowed from Ara
ruqa' : patch; scrip [raqa'a] Hin ruxa, Per roq'e borrowed from Ara
rushd : rectitude; ripeness of the soul [rashada] Hin rushd, Per roshd borrowed from Ara
rushua : bribe [rasha] Aze ruxvet, Ful riswa, Hau ruxha, Hin ruxvat, Ind rasywah, Per reshwat, Swa ruxhasha, Tat rishvet, Tur ruxvet borrowed from Ara
rusuch : firmness; weight, influence [rasacha] Hin ruxukh, Per rosuch borrowed from Ara
rusum : customs [rasama] Hin rasum, Per rosum borrowed from Ara
rutba : rank [rataba] Aze rutbe, Hin rutba, Per rotbe, Tur rutbe borrowed from Ara
ruttuba : moisture [rattiba] Per rottubat, Swa rutuba, Tur rutubet borrowed from Ara
ruznama : calendar [from Per ruz-name]
S
sa : be evil [?] sa'a : hour [Sem s-, Mal siegha, Heb sha'a, Syr shat, JNA sa'a, Amh saat] Aze saat, Ful saa, Hau saa, Hin saat, Ind saat, Kyr saat, Per sa'at, Ser sat, Swa saa, Taj soat, Tat segat, Tur saat, Uzb soat borrowed from Ara
sa'a : space [wasu'a]
sa'ada : joy [sa'ida] Aze seadet, Per sa'adat, Tur saadet borrowed from Ara
sa'af : palm leaves [?] sa'afla : help [?] saala : ask [Sem s-', Akk shalu, Heb shaal, Syr sheel, Uga sh'l] Swa saili borrowed from Ara
sa'al : cough [Sem sh-', Mal soghol, Heb sha'al, JNA s'l, Amh sale, Tig seis] sa'ara : start a fire, kindle [Sem sh-g-r, Syr shgar, JNA sh'r]
sa'ara : set a price [Heb sha'ar (reckon, price)]
sab' : carnivore [Sem s-b-, Gez deb', Soq dabu'ah, Heb tzavo'a (hyena), Syr af'a]
sab' : one seventh [sab'a] Per sab' borrowed from Ara
saba : capture [Heb shaba, Syr sheba, Uga shby- (prisoner)]
saba : flow [?] sab'a : seven [Sem s-b-, Mal sebha, Akk sebe, Heb shiv'a, Syr shaba', JNA sho'a,shawwa, Amh sebat, Uga shb', Phoen shb'] Per sab'e, Swa sabi borrowed from Ara
sab'ina : seventy [sab'a] Per sab'in, Swa sabini borrowed from Ara
sabab : rope [Akk shibbu]
sabab : cause, reason [sabba] Aze sebab, Ful sababu, Hau sabab, Ind sabab, Kaz sebeb, Per sabab, Swa sababu, Tat sebeb, Tur sebeb, Uzb sabab borrowed from Ara
sabahha : swim [?] sabaka : pour [safaka]
sabal : ear of corn [Sem sh-b-l, Mal sbul, Heb shibbolet, Syr shebultha, JNA shubultha, Amh sebel (crop), Uga sblt (ear of corn)]
sabanach : spinach [isfanach]
sabaqa : precede [?]
sabaqa : run in contest [sabaqa]
sabarasa : probe [Sem s-b-r]
sabat : basket [from Per sabad] Tur sepet borrowed from Ara
sabatt : February [shubatt] Per sabatt borrowed from Ara
sabba : cause [Sem s-b-b, JNA sabab (cause), Amh sebeb]
sabbaba : index finger [sabba] Per sabbabe borrowed from Ara
sabbahha : praise [Sem sh-h-hh, Heb shibbeach, Syr shubcha]
sabat : shoe [from Spa zapato]
sabi : capture [saba] Per sabi borrowed from Ara
sabi' : seventh [sab'a]
sabil : way, path [Sem sh-b-1, Heb shevil, Syr shabila] Hin sabil, Per sabil borrowed from Ara
sabil : moustache [sabal] Per seblat borrowed
sabit : former, earlier [sabaqa] Aze sabiq, Per sabeq borrowed
sabiq : precedence; old acquaintance [sabaqa] Hin sabaka, Per sabeq borrowed from Ara
sabla : manure [zabbala]
sabsab : wildeness [?] Per sabsab borrowed from Ara
sabt : rest-day, Saturday [Sem sh-b-t, Mal sibt, Akk shabattu, Heb shabat, Syr shabtha, JNA shabtha] Ind sabtu,
Per sabt borrowed from Ara
sachuna : be hot [Sem sh-ch-n, Mal s'han (hot), Akk shachanu, Heb shechen, Syr shechan (be warm), shechen
(warm up), JNA shachhina, Jib schanun (hot), Gez sachana (be hot), Uga shchn]
sa'd : happiness [sa'id] Per sa'd borrowed
sada : discuss; be a leader, rule [Sem s-w-d, EgAr sitt (lady), LiAr sit (grandmother), Amh set (woman), Uga
sht]
sadat : righteousness [sadda] Per sadat borrowed from Ara
sadaft : darkness [?] Per sadaf borrowed from Ara
sadd : dam, bar [sadda] Aze sedd, Per sadd, Tur set borrowed from Ara
sadda : stop up [?]
sadda : be right, fitting [?]
saddasa : make six-fold [Akk sh-d-sh, Akk shedish (six), Amh seddest]
sadhab : rue [Syr sdb]
sadid : right, fitting [sadda] Per sadid borrowed from Ara
sadis : sixth [saddasa] Per sades borrowed from Ara
safaka : pour [Sem sh-p-k, Akk shapaku, Heb shafakh, JNA shpkh (spill), Uga shpk (pour)]
safala : be low [Sem sh-p-l, Akk shapalu, Heb shafal, Syr shefal (low), Hrs hofel (belly), Uga shpl (low)]
safaqa : clap [Heb safag]
safar : trip, travel [safara] Aze sefer, Hau safara, Hin safar, Per safar, Swa safari, Taj safar, Tat sefer, Tur sefer,
Uzb safar borrowed from Ara
safara : travel [Sem s-p-t, Mal siefer, Amh seffere (encamp)] Swa safiri borrowed from Ara
safara : whistle [ssafara]
safara : unveil [?] safara : shine [asfara]
safarja : quince [safara]
saffud : skewer [from Gre spodos (ember)]
safiha : be foolish [OSAr sfh (be ignorant)]
safil : low [safala] Per safil borrowed from Ara
safin : wedge [Syr safina]
safina : ship [Heb sefina, Syr sefinatha, JNA safina] Per safine, Swa safina borrowed from Ara
safir : ambassador [safara] Aze sefir, Hin safir, Per safir, Tur sefir borrowed from Ara
safsafa : whistle [Sem s-p-s-p, Heb tziftzef, JNA ssfsf]
saghbab : hunger [saghba]
saghiba : starve [?] saha : neglect, forget [?] Swa saha borrowed from Ara
sahama: take part [Mal sehem (share)]
sahha: run down, flow [?]
sahha: place, square, court [?]
sahha: travel [?]
sahhaba: cloud [Mal shab] Per sahhabe borrowed from Ara
sahhab: zipper [sahhaba]
sahhaba: drag, zip [Sem s-hh-b]
sahhaja: rub off [ ?]
sahhala: scratch off [Sem s-hh-l, JNA sehla (sand), Uga shhhl (beach)]
sahhalaqa: crush, grind, pound [Sem s-hh-q, Mal sahaq, Syr shacheq, Hrs sehhaq]
sahham: red color [Akk samu (red)]
sahhar: sunrise, dawn [Akk sheru, Heb shachar (morning), Ara m shchr (dawn)] Aze seher, Hin sahr, Per sahar, Tur seher borrowed from Ara
sahhara: bewitch [Mal sahhar (magician), JNA sahhar]
sahhil: shore, coast [sahhala] Aze sahil, Hin sahil, Per sahhel, Tur sahil, Uzb sokhil borrowed from Ara
sahhija: be far [ ?]
sahhir: witch [sahhara] Per sahher borrowed from Ara
sahhr: lung [?]
sahida: be sleepless [ ?]
sahira: be sleepless [Mal sahra (evening event), Syr shehar (be awake)]
sahla: easy, plain [sahula] Hin sahl, Per sahl borrowed from Ara
sahla: a plain [sahula] Per sahl borrowed from Ara
sahm: arrow [?] Per sahm borrowed from Ara
sahm: share [sahama] Per sahm borrowed from Ara
sah: sleeplessness [sahira] Per sah borrowed from Ara
sahra: evening [sahira]
sahula: be easy, light, smooth [Sem s-hh-l, Gez szhl (be gracious)]
sahw: negligence, mistake [saha] Aze seh, Per sahw borrowed from Ara
sahwan: false; by mistake [saha] Per sahwan, Tur sehven borrowed from Ara
sai: evil [sa]
sa’i: possibility; effort [wasi’a] Aze sey, Per sa’i, Tur say borrowed from Ara
said: ruler [sada]
sa’id: lower arm [?] Per sa’ed borrowed from Ara
sa’ida: happy [JNA sa’ade (happiness)]
sa’ida: help [?] Swa saidia borrowed from Ara
saif: sword [from OEg sef] Per seyf borrowed from Ara
saikh: traveller; pilgrim [sahha] Per sayehh borrowed from Ara
sail: torrent [sala] Aze sel, Hin sail, Per seyl, Tur sel borrowed from Ara
sail: liquid [sala] Per sayel borrowed from Ara
sail: asker; beggar [sala] Per sayel borrowed from Ara
saq: driving [saqa] Per sayeq borrowed from Ara
sair: thong [Syr sira (chain, rope)]
sair: the others, the remainder [saira] Per sayer borrowed from Ara
sair: run, walk, process; observation [sara] Aze seyr, Hin sair, Per seyr, Taj sayr, Tur seyir borrowed from Ara
sa’ir: flame [sa’ara] Per sa’ir borrowed from Ara
saira: remain [Heb shear (rest), Syr mashraya (abode), Uga sh’r (remain)]
sais: leader [sasa] Per saes borrowed from Ara
sais: groom [sisi] Hin sais, Per saes borrowed from Ara
saittara: dominate [?]
saj: teak [?] Hin saj, Per saj borrowed from Ara
saj: talking in rhymes [saja’a] Per saj’ borrowed from Ara
saja’a: talk in rhymes [?]
sajada: bow down, be prostrate; pray [Sem s-g-d, Syr saged (honor), JNA syaja (worship), Amh seggede (genuflect), mesgid (mosque)] Swa sujudu borrowed from Ara
sajala: be rival [?]
sajana: imprison [?]
sajda: worship [sajada] Hin sijda, Per sajde borrowed from Ara
sajf: veil [Syr shegaf (cover)]
sajia: character [?] Aze seciyye, Per sajiye, Tur seciye borrowed from Ara
sajjad : worshipper [sajada] Hin sajjad, Per sajjad borrowed from Ara
sajjada : praying mat [sajada] Hin sajjada, Per sajjade borrowed from Ara
sajjala : registerate [from Lat sigillum (seal, stamp)]
sajjan : prison ward [sajana] Per sajjan borrowed from Ara
sajjara : make overflow [Syr shegar (flow)]
sajjasa : cause unrest [Syr shegash (confuse)]
sakaba : pour [sabaka]
sakan : quiet; dwelling [sakana] Per sakan borrowed from Ara
sakana : be quiet; dwell, stay put [Sem sh-k-n, Akk shakanu (put), mashkanu (place), Heb shakan (settle), mishkan (residence), Syr shekan (settle), JNA skn, Hrs sekon (stay, dwell), Uga shkn (settle), mishkn (residence)] Swa sakini borrowed from Ara
sakara : shut off [Akk sekur, Heb sekeher (dam), ssagar (shut), Soq szigor, Uga sgr]
sakata : be still [Mt sikta (silence), skiet, Heb sheqet, Syr shekat (be still)]
sakib : flying; Aquarius [sakab] Per sakeb borrowed from Ara
sakin : resting; dwelling [sakana] Hin sakin, P er saken borrowed from Ara
sakira : be drunk [Sem sh-k-r, Akk shakaru, Mal sakra (drunk), Heb shakhur, Syr shekar (be drunk), JNA skr, Amh sakkere, Uga shkr]
sakit : quiet, silence [sakata] Aze sakit, Per saket borrowed from Ara
sakka : form; block; mint [Sem s-k-k, Akk sakkaku]
sakkaf : shoemaker [iskaf] Per sakkaf borrowed from Ara
sakkana : calm down, relieve [sakana]
sakra : drunkenness [sakira] Per sakrat borrowed
sakit : quiet; dwelling [sakana] Per sakan borrowed from Ara
sakaba : be still [Sem sh-k-n, Mal sakra (drunk), Heb shakhur, Syr shekar (be drunk), JNA skr, Amh sakkere, Uga shkr]
sal : rock, cliff [Heb sseleq, JNA salwa]
salak : make a chain, link up [Sem s-l-1, Mal sensiela (chain), Akk shersherratu, Heb shalshheet, Syr sheshlethea, Amh senselet, Uga shshtt]
sallana : rule [sallatta] Hin saltanat, Per saltanat borrowed from Ara
salama : deliver; greet [sallama] Per salima borrowed from Ara
salama : make dominant [Sem s-l-t, Akk shallattu (rule), Heb shalatt, Syr shalatt, JNA shulttana (king), Amh salttana (power)]
salq : beet [Heb ssaleq, JNA siqla]
salsal : make a chain, link up [Sem s-l-s-l, Mal sensiela (chain), Akk shersherratu, Heb shalshheet, Syr sheshlethea, Amh senselet, Uga shshtt]
sallata : make dominant [Sem s-l-t, Akk shallattu (rule), Heb shalatt, Syr shalatt, JNA shulttana (king), Amh salttana (power)]
salq : beet [Heb ssaleq, JNA siqla]
salsala : make a chain, link up [Sem s-l-s-l, Mal sensiela (chain), Akk shersherratu, Heb shalshheet, Syr sheshlethea, Amh senselet, Uga shshtt]
sama : offer for sale [?]
samahha : be generous, allow; forgive [?] Swa samehe borrowed from Ara
samak : fish [?] Per samak, Swa samaki borrowed from Ara
samanjuni : sky-colored [sama + from Per juni (colored)]
samara : be brown [Mal ismar (brown)]
samawi : celestial; sky-blue [sama] Per samawi, Swa samawati borrowed from Ara
samî' : hearer [sami'a] Per same' borrowed from Ara
samî'a : hear [Sem sh-m-’, Mal sama’, Akk shemu, Heb shama’, Syr shema’, Hrs homa, Amh semma, Tig shem’a, Uga shm’, Phoen shm’]
samid : fine flour [Sem s-m-d, Akk samidu, samadu (grind), JNA semid (fine flour)] Per samid borrowed from Ara
samin : fat [samina] Per samen borrowed from Ara
samina : be fat [Sem sh-m-n, Mal smin (fat), Akk shamnu, Heb shemen, JNA shinna, Uga shmn] 
samak : cover [Akk samaku, Heb ssamakh (support), Syr ssmak, JNA smkh]
samkari : repairman [from Per]
samm : poison [samma] Per same borrowed from Ara
samma : poison sg [Mal semm (poison), Akk shammu (plant), Heb sam (poison), Syr sama, JNA sama, Hrs sem (plant; poison)]
samma : name sy [Sem sh-m, Mal isem (name), Akk shumu, Heb shem, Syr shema, Meh ham, Hrs hem, Amh sem, Tig sem, Uga shm, Phoen shm]
samma’a : earpiece [sami’a]
sammaka : thicken [?]
sammara : fasten [Mal sammar, Heb massmer (nail), Amh sama]
samm : fat, butter [samina] Per samn borrowed from Ara
samnt : path [from Latin semita] Aze semt, Hin simt, Per samt, Tur semt borrowed from Ara
sana : brilliance [Sem s-n-y]
sana : year [Mal sena, Akk shattu, Heb shana, Syr shatha, JNA shata, shinna, Hrs senet, Uga shnt, Phoen sht]
sanad : support; document [sanada] Aze sened, Hin sanad, Per sanad, Tur senet borrowed from Ara
sanada : lean on, rely on [SAr zand- (forearm), Amh sened (document)]
sanam : hump (of camel) [tasannama]
sandan : anvil [sindan]
sani : excellent [sana]
sanja : bayonet [from Tur]
sanjab : squirrel [?] Per sanjab borrowed from Ara
sanjaq : banner [from Tur]
sanna : whet, sharpen [Sem s-n-n, Mal senn, Aram shnn, JNA mishna (grindstone), Uga shnn (grind)]
sanna : prescribe [?]
sannt : acaica [from OEg shentt] Per santt borrowed from Ara
santtur : a string instrument [from Gre psalterion] Per santtur borrowed from Ara
saq : thigh [Sem s-q, Mal sieg (leg), Akk saq, Heb shq, Syr shaqa (thigh, shank), JNA shaqa, saqa (leg), Tig sequa (calf of leg), Uga shq (leg)] Per saq borrowed from Ara
saqa : conduct, drive [Mal saq]
saqa : give drink; irrigate [Sem sh-q-y, Mal saqqa, Akk saqu, Heb hishqqa, Syr ashqti, Uga shqty] 
saqam : disease [saqima] Per saqam borrowed from Ara
saqar : hell [?] Per saqar borrowed from Ara
saqatt : waste, litter [saqatta] Per saqatt borrowed from Ara
saqattta : fall [?]
saq : ceiling [saqafa] Per saqf, Swa sakafu borrowed from Ara
saqi : irrigation [safa] Per saqi borrowed from Ara
saqi : cup-bearer [sah] Hin saki, Per saqi borrowed from Ara
saqima : be sick [?]
saqabl : Slavic [from Lat sclavus] Per saqlabi borrowed from Ara
saqqa : water carrier [saqa] Hin sakka, Per saqqa borrowed from Ara
saqqafa : build a roof [Mal saqaf (ceiling)]
saqqa : fall [saqatta] Per saqatte borrowed from Ara
sara : hill, ridge [Sem s-w-r, Hrs sar (behind), Amh sereser (vertebra)]
sara : move, depart [Sem s-y-r, Syr shra, Uga swr, shry (let loose)]
sara : travel by night [Sem s-y-r, Hrs seyor (go)]
sarab : mirage [Heb sharav (heat)]
sarahha: let loose, dismiss [sarihha]
sarai: hall [from Per saray]
saraja: be intertwined [Heb shorag, Aram ssrag]
saraqa: steal [Sem s-r-q, Mal seraq, Akk sharaqu, Amh serreque]
sarattan: crab [Sem s-r-tt-n, Heb ssattan, Syr sattana, Amh sharttan] Hin sartan, Per sarattan borrowed from Ara
sarduk: cock [from Berber]
sari': fast, speedy [saru'a]
sarihha: be loose, free [Sem s-r-hh]
sariq: thief [saraqa]
sariqa: theft [saraqa]
sarir: bed [?]
sarja: saddle [Mal sa-srg, JNA srg, Arab srrag] Per sarj borrowed from Ara
sarjin: dung [from Middle Per sargen]
sarra: be glad [?]
sarrahha: comb [?]
sarraj: saddle-maker [sarj] Per sarraj borrowed from Ara
sar'ah: fast, speedy [saru'a]
sarlo: thief [saraqa]
sarl: bucket [from Lat situla] Per sattl, Taj satil borrowed from Ara
sart: line [sattara] Aze setr, Hin satr, Per sattr, Tur satir borrowed from Ara
sattara: large knife [Syr ssattura]
sattl: bucket [from Lat situla] Per sattl, Taj satil borrowed from Ara
sattu: whip [Sem s-w-tt, Mal sawwat (whip), Hebrew shott]
satta: raid [?]
satta'a: rise, expand [?]
satt'a: shine [?]
sattahha: spread [Heb shettach (surface), JNA sht'hh (spread)]
sattara: draw lines [Sab sttr]
satt'h: surface [sattahha] Aze sath, Hin satah, Per satt'h, Tur satih borrowed from Ara
satt: line [sattara] Aze setr, Hin satr, Per sattr, Tur satir borrowed from Ara
sattara: large knife [Syr ssattura]
satta: raid [?]
sattwa: paint black [Sem s-w-d, Mal iswed (black)]
sauwaqa: market, trade [Sem s-w-q, LiAr su' (market), Mal suq, Akk suqu (street), Hebrew shuq (market), Syr shuqa, JNA shuqa, Amh suq (shop)]
sawara: wall in, encircle, enclose [Sem sh-w-r, Akk shuwwuru, Syr shaura (wall), JNA shura]
sawa: even, equal [sawia] Per sawa, Swa sawa borrowed from Ara
sawad: blueprint [sauwada] Per sawad borrowed from Ara
sawaf: postpone [?]
sawama: bargain [sama]
sawi: equal, level [sawia] Per sawi borrowed from Ara
sawia: be equal, even [Mal sewwa (equal), Hebrew shave, Syr shewa, JNA sawa]
sawia: equality, level [sawia] Aze seviyye, Per sawiye, Tur seviye borrowed from Ara
sawian: together [sawia]
sayyada: lady [sada] Per sayyade borrowed from Ara
sayyah: traveler [sahha] Per sayyah, Tur seyyah borrowed from Ara
sayyar: mobile [sara] Per sayyar, Tat sayyar, Tur seyyar borrowed from Ara
sayyara: car; planet [sara] Per sayyare, Swa sayari, Taj sayora, Tur seyyare borrowed from Ara
siada: rule [sada] Per siyadat borrowed from Ara
siahha: travel, journey, trip, tour [sahha] Aze seyahet, Per siyahat, Taj sayohat, Tat seyakhet, Tur seyhat, Uzb sayokhat borrowed from Ara
siaqa: driving [saqa] Per siyaqe borrowed from Ara
siasa: governance; politics [sasa] Aze siyasat, Hau siyasa, Hin siyasat, Ind siasa, Per siyasat, Swa siasa, Tur siyaset borrowed from Ara
sibahha: swimming [sabahha]
sibaq: contest, race [sabaqa]
sibla: moustache [sabali] Per seblat borrowed from Ara
sibtambar: September [from Lat september]
sibtt: tribe [Heb shavett, JNA shiwta] Per sebbt borrowed from Ara
sich: skewer [?] Per sich borrowed from Ara
sidad: stopping up [sadda] Per sedad borrowed from Ara
sif: lotus [?] Per sifr borrowed from Ara
sifara: embassy [safara] Per sefarat borrowed from Ara
siffr: book [Sem s-p-r, Akk sepher (write), shipiru (letter), Heb ssefer (book), Syr sefra, Uga spr (script), Phoen spr] Per sefr borrowed from Ara
sihhla: lizard [?]
sihhr: magic, witchcraft [sahhara] Aze sehr, Ful siri, Hau sihiri, Ind seher, Per sehr, Swa sihiri, Tat sikher, Tur sihir borrowed from Ara
sijara: cigarette [from Eng cigar]
sijill: register [sajjala] Per sejell, Tur siciel borrowed from Ara
sijin: prison [sajjana] Per sejin borrowed from Ara
skikartaria: secretariat [from Ita segretaria]
sikka: coin [sakka] Hin sikka, Per sekk, Tur sikke borrowed from Ara
sil'a: goods [?]
silah: arm, weapon [sallahha] Aze silah, Hin silah, Per selah, Swa silaha, Tur silah, Uzb silokh borrowed from Ara
silf: brother-in-law [?]
silk: thread; telephone [Amh selk]
silm: peace [salima] Per selm borrowed from Ara
silisila: chain [salsa] Aze silsilé, Hin silsila, Ind salasilé, Per selsole, Tur sillsilé borrowed from Ara
sim: sign, character [from Gre sema] Per sima, Tur sima borrowed from Ara
sima': hearing; listening [sami'a] Per sema' borrowed from Ara
simsim: sesame [Akk shamashamu, Heb shumshom, JNA sushme, Phoen shshmn]
simtt: cord [Syr shmata (shoelace)]
sin: the letter s [Heb sin] Per sin borrowed from Ara
sian: tip of a lance [sanna] Per senn borrowed from Ara
sindan: anvil [Shuwa Ar sindala] Per sendan borrowed from Ara
sinima: cinema [from Eng cinema]
sinn: tooth [Sem s-n, Mal sina, Akk shinnu, Heb shen, Syr shena, Uga shn, Ebl shinnu] Per sinn borrowed from Ara
sinn: age [sana] Per senn borrowed from Ara
sinnaur: cat [BARam sunra, Hrs sennoreh]
sir': price [sa'ara] Per se'r borrowed from Ara
siraj: lamp [from Per cheragh] Hin siraj, Per seraj borrowed from Ara
sirbal: skirt [from Per serwal] Per serbal borrowed from Ara
sirdab: vault [from Per sard-ab (cold-water)]
sirr: secret [mastur] Aze sirr, Ful asiri, Hau asiri, Per serr, Swa siri, Tat ser, Tur sir borrowed from Ara
sis: pony [Sem s-w-s, Akk sisu (horse), Heb ssuss, Syr susiya, JNA susa, Uga ssu, Phoen ss]sitsix: [Sem sh-t, Mal sitta, Heb shisha, Syr sheth, JNA ishta, BARam sht, Aram sht, Uga thth, Phoen shshmn (sixty)] Per set, Swa sita borrowed from Ara
sitar: screen, curtain [Syr shatar] Per setar borrowed from Ara
sittin: sixty [sita] Hau sittin, Per setin, Swa sitini borrowed from Ara
sitt: lady [sada]
sittam: plug [Sem s-t-m, Heb ssatam (close up)]
siswa: except [?] Hin siva, Per siwa borrowed from Ara
siwar: bracelet [Akk shaviru] Per sewar borrowed from Ara
su: evil [sa] Per su borrowed from Ara
su'āl: a cough [sa'ala] Per so'al borrowed from Ara
sual: question [saala] Aze sual, Hin saval, Per soal, Swa suali, Tur sual borrowed from Ara
shabab: youth [shabba] Hin shabab, Per shabad borrowed from Ara
shabah: copper [?] Swa shaba borrowed from Ara
shabaka: resemble [?] Swa shabika (net), Akk sabaku, Heb ssibbekh (complicate), Hrr shabak (net), Jib sebek, Soq shibkeh
shabaka: net, network [shabaka] Aze sebeke, Per shabak, Taj shabaka, Tur sebeke borrowed from Ara
sha'ban: a Hijra month [sha'aba]
sha'b'an: full [shabha]
shabb: alum [?] Per shabb borrowed from Ara
shabb: young man [shabba]
shabba: grow up [Mal xbin (godfather), Hrs szeb (youth), Amh sew (man)]
shabba: burn, kindle [Akk shabubu (glow), Syr shab (be dry)]
shabba: prance [Akk shepu (foot), Soq sab]
shabba: reed pipe, flute [?]
shabbur: horn [Heb shofar]
shabi: be sated, replete [Sem s-b-, Mal xabba', Akk shebu, Heb sava', Syr seba', JNA sw', Hrs soba, Uga shb', Phoen shb' (abundance)] Swa shiba borrowed from Ara
shabiha: resemble [shabaha]
shabin: godfather [shabba]
shabitha: hold fast, be firm [?]
shachassa: rise, appear [?]
shachss: person [shachassa] Aze ses, Hin shakhs, Per shachss, Tur sahsiyet borrowed from Ara
shachssia: personality [shachassa] Hin shakhsiyet, Per shachssiyat, Tur sahsiyet borrowed from Ara
shachtur: boat [?]
shada: erect [?]
shadid: strong [shadda] Per shadid borrowed from Ara
shadir: tent [from Per chador]
shadda: be strong [?]
shaddh: irregular, abnormal [shadha]
shadh: be apart [?]
shafa: lip [Sem sh-p-, Mal xoffa, Akk shepu, Neb safra, Syr seftha, JNA siptha, Uga shpt, Ebl saptu] Per shafah borrowed from Ara
shafa: heal [?]
shafa'a: mediate [?]
shafa'a: mediation [shafa'a] Per shafa'at, Tur sefaat borrowed from Ara
shafahi: oral [shafa] Aze safah, Per shafah, Tur safah borrowed from Ara
shafaq: dawn [?] Aze sefah, Hin shafak, Per shafaq, Tur sefaat borrowed from Ara
shafaqa: mercy, goodness, humanity [ashfaqa] Aze sefquat, Hin shafkat, Ind syafakat, Per shafaqat, Tat shefkat, Tur sefkat borrowed from Ara
shaffa: be transparent [?]
shaffaf: transparent [shaffa] Per shaffaf, Tur sefaat borrowed from Ara
shafra: edge; eyelash [shafra]
shafra: knife [Mal xifer (edge), Heb missparaim (scissors), ssefar (frontier), Syr sufara (shearing), ssefara (shore), Hrs shehawq (have whooping cough)] Per shafre borrowed from Ara
shaghala: employ [shaghala]
shaghala: deal with [Mal xoghol (work), JNA shghl (be busy)]
shaghara: be vacant [?]
shaghira: vacant [shaghara]
shaha: wish [?]
shahab: grey color [Sem s-h-b]
shahada: observe [shahida]
shahada: testimony [shahida] Aze sehadeet, Hau shahada, Hin shahada, Ind syahadat, Per shahadat, Swa shahada, Tur sehadeet borrowed from Ara
shahaq: bray; sob [Sem sh-h-q, Heb shehawq (hiccup), Hrs shehawq (have whooping cough)]
shahara: make known [?] Hau shahara borrowed from Ara
shahd: honey [?] Hin shahd, Per shahd borrowed from Ara
shahhana: load [Akk ssenu, Neb tta'an, Gez ssa'ana]
shama : bad omen [tashama] Hin shamat, Per shamat borrowed from Ara
sham’a : candle; wick [sham’] Hin shama, Swa shuma, Tur sama borrowed from Ara
shamala : contain [?]
shamandar : beet [?]
shamandura : buoy [from Gre semanterion]
shamar : fennel [Akk shimru, Heb shummar, Syr shamara]
shami : Syrian [Sham] Hin shami, Per shami borrowed from Ara
shamil : comprehensive [shamala] Hin shamil, Per shamel borrowed from Ara
shamala : cloak [Heb simla (dress)]
shamm : smell [shamma]
shamma : smell [Mal xamma (smell)]
shammam : melon [shamma]
shammama : aroma [shamma] Per shamame borrowed from Ara
shammas : deacon [Sem sh-m-sh, Heb shamash (servant)] Per shamas, Swa shamasi borrowed from Ara
shams : sun [Sem sh-m-sh, Mal xemx, Akk shamshu, Heb shemesh, Syr shemsha, Tig shemsh, Phoen shmsh]

Ind syamsu, Per shams borrowed from Ara
shamsiye : parasol [shams] Per shamsiye, Tur semsiye borrowed from Ara
shan : prestige; affair; opportunity [?] Hin shan, Per shan borrowed from Ara
shana : hate [Sem s-n-y, Heb sane, JNA sny, Phoen sh’n (hatred)]
shanab : moustache [?]
shantta : handbag [from Tur canta] Swa shanta, Tur canta borrowed from Ara
shaqa : fill with longing [?]
shaqa : make miserable [?]
shaqawa : accident; robbery [shaqa] Per shaqawat, Tur sekavet borrowed from Ara
shaqi : miserable [shaqa] Per shaqi borrowed from Ara
shaqiq : one half; full brother; temple of the head; migraine [shaqqa] Hau shakiki, Per shaqiq(e), Tur sakak borrowed from Ara
shaqira : be blond-haired [?]
shaqq : hard; straight [shaqqa] Per shaqq borrowed from Ara
shaqqa : split, burst; etymologize [?]
shaqqa : be hard [?]
shaqul : plummet [thaqula] Hin sahul, Per shaqul, Tur sakul borrowed from Ara
sha'r : hair [Sem s-r-r', Mal xaghar, Akk shartu, Heb se'ar, Syr sa'ra, JNA sa'are (barley), Hrs sor (hair, wool), Amh ssegur, Uga sh'r, shrt (wool), Ebl sheratu]

Per sha'r borrowed from Ara
shar' : law [shara'a] Per shar' borrowed from Ara
shara : buy [Mal xtara]
shara : sign [shauwarah]
shara'a : tendon [Akk meshretu (limbs), Syr sharitha (joint)]
shara'a : begin; set; prescribe; legislate [Sem sh-r-r']
sharab : drink; juice; wine [shariba] Aze serab, Hin sharab, Ind syarab, Kyr sharap, Per sharab, Taj sharab, Tur sarap borrowed from Ara
sharaf : honor [sharufa] Aze seref, Per sharaf, Tur seref borrowed from Ara
sharafa : honor; nobility [sharufa] Hin sharafat, Kyr sharapat, Per sharafat borrowed from Ara
sharahha : greed; rejoicing [shariha] Per sharahat, Swa sherehe borrowed from Ara
sharaha : cut up, dissect; clarify [?]
sharaitt : terms, conditions [sharatta] Aze serait, Per sharaitt borrowed from Ara
sharak : net, snare [sharika]
sharaka : participation [sharika] Hin sharakat, Per sharakat borrowed from Ara
sharana : split [Syr sheram (break), srama (stub-nosed), Hrs mesrim (hare-lipped), Tיג sherim]
sharaqa : go up; be red [Amh mesraq (east)]
sharar : spark [Mal xrara] Per sharar borrowed from Ara
sharara : wickedness [sharra] Hin shararat, Per shararat borrowed from Ara
shararat : wickedly [sharra] Hin shararat borrowed from Ara
shartta : cut in [Heb saratt (scratch), JNA srtt (cut in)]
sharba : drink; syrup [shariba] Aze serbet, Hin sharbat, Ind syarab, Kyr sharap, Per sharba, Tur serbet borrowed from Ara
sharbin : larch tree [?] Per sharbin borrowed from Ara
sharch : splendor (of youth) [Sem sh-r-ch, Akk shararchu (make splendid)]
sharh : commentary, explanation [sharahha] Aze serh, Hau sharhi, Hin sharh, Per sharhh, Tur serh borrowed from Ara
sharhaha : disk [sharahha] Per sharhhe borrowed from Ara
shibit : dill [Akk shibittu] Per shebet borrowed from Ara
shibl : cub; kid [?] Per shebl borrowed from Ara
shid : plaster [Heb sid]
shidda : strength; violence, fierceness [shadda] Aze siddet, Hin shiddat, Per sheddat, Tur siddet borrowed from Ara
shidiq : jaw [Mal xdaaq]
shifat : healing, recovery [shafa] Aze sefa, Hin shafa, Per shefa, Tur sifa borrowed from Ara
shihab : flame [?] Per shehab borrowed from Ara
shik : cheque [from Eng cheque]
shikal : shackle [shakala] Per shekal borrowed from Ara
shikayat : complaint [shaka] Aze sikayet, Hin shikayat, Per shekayat, Tur sikayet borrowed from Ara
shilta : mattrass [?] Tur silte borrowed from Ara
shima : character [?] Per shime borrowed from Ara
shimal : left, north [Mal xmiel (north wind), Akk shumelu (left), Heb semol, Syr semala, JNA shimal, Hrs semol, Uga shmal] Aze simal, Hin shumal, Per shemal, Tur simal, Uzb shimol borrowed from Ara
shimali : northern [shimal] Per shemali, Tur simali, Uzb shimoliy borrowed from Ara
shin : the letter sh [Sem sh-n, Heb shin] Per shin borrowed from Ara
shiqqa : apartment [shaqqa]
shir : poetry, poem [sha’ara] Aze ser, Heb sher, Ind syaer, Per she’r, Swa shairi, Tur siir borrowed from Ara
shirak : lace for shoes [sharika]
shiras : glue [from Tur ciris] Per serish, Swa sherizi borrowed from Ara
shirk : idolatry, polytheism [sharika] Ful sirku, Hau shirka, Per sherk, Tur sirk borrowed from Ara
shirkat : partnership; company; office [sharika] Aze sirket, Hau shirka, Per sherkat, Swa shirika, Taj shirkat, Tur serkat, Uzb shirkat borrowed from Ara
shirsh : root [Sem s-r-s, Akk shurshu, Heb shores, Uga shrs, Phoen shrs]
shiryan : artery [Akk sher’anu, Syr sheryana]
shish : stick; dagger [from Tur]
shita : rain; winter [Mal xita, xitwa, Heb setav (autumn), Syr sathwa, JNA sithwa]
shiwat : roast [shawa]
shu’a : ray [sha’a] Aze sua, Per sho’a’, Tur sua borrowed from Ara
shu’ba : branch, section [sha’aba] Aze sobe, Per sho’be, Taj shuba, Tur sube borrowed from Ara
shubatt : February [Akk shabatu, Heb shevet] Per shobatt, Tur subat borrowed from Ara
shubak : lattice, window [shabaka]
shubba : suspicion; doubt [?] Aze subhe, Hin subha, Ind syubahat, Per shobhe, Tat shobhe, Tur suphe, Uzb shubkha borrowed from Ara
shufan : oat [?]
shughl : work, business [shaghala] Ful sunghlla, Hin shagl, Per shoghll, Swa shughuli borrowed from Ara
shuhhrur : blackbird [Akk shuru (coal), Heb shachor (black), shachur (blackbird), Syr shechra (be black), shuchra (coal), shachhura (blackbird), JNA shkhr (be black), shikhara (coal)]
shuhla : blue color (of eyes) [?]
shuhra : fame, honor [shahara] Aze sohret, Hin sohret, Per sohret, Tat shehret, Tur sohret, Uzb shukhrat borrowed from Ara
shuja : brave; hero [sha’ju’a] Per shoja’, Swa shujaa, Tur seci borrowed from Ara
shuja’a : bravery [sha’ju’a] Aze sucaet, Per shuja’at, Tur secaat borrowed from Ara
shujaiara : bush [shajara]
shukr : gratitude, blessing [shakara] Hin shukr, Per shokr, Tat shokor borrowed from Ara
shukran : thanks, gratitude [shakara] Per shokran, Swa shukrani, Tur sukran borrowed from Ara
shula : flame [sha’ala] Hin shola, Per sho’le, Tur sula borrowed from Ara
shum : bad omen [tashama]
shuml : content, summary; union; outreach [shamala] Per somul, Tur sumul borrowed from Ara
shurna : fennel [shamar]
shura : advice, council [shauwara] Aze sura, Per shoura, Swa shauri, Tur sura borrowed from Ara
shurb : drink; syrup [shariba] Per shorb, Tur surup borrowed from Ara
shurba : soup [From Per shorba]
shurfa : balcony [?]
shurrab: sock [jaurab]
shursur: finch [Akk ssushuru (a small bird)]
shurtta: policeman [?] Per shortte borrowed from Ara
shurru': beginning [shara'a] Hin shuru, Per shorur' borrowed from Ara
shurruq: rising (sun); sunrise [sharaqa] Per shoruq borrowed from Ara
shurru': knowledge; comprehension, consciousness [sha'ara] Aze suur, Hin shaur, Per sho'ur, Tur suur borrowed from Ara

SS
ssa'b: heavy [ssa'uba] Per ssa'b borrowed from Ara
ssaba: be a child [?] ssab borrowed from Ara
ssabad: hit, be right [Ara tzwb (congregate)]
ssabagha: dye [Sem s-b-gh, Mal zebgha (a dye), Akk ssabu (dyer), Heb tzewa' (dye), Syr tzewa' (dip, dive)]
ssabahh: morning [Sem ss-b-hh, Mal sebh, Uga ssb' (go up)] Aze sabah, Per ssabahh, Tur sabah, Uzb sabakh borrowed from Ara
ssaban: east wind [?] Hin saba, Per ssaba borrowed from Ara
ssabara: be patient, wait [Sem ss-b-r, Mal sabar (patience), SAr ssbr (wait)]
ssabara: patience [ssabara] Aze sebir, Hin sabr, Per ssabr, Swa saburi, Taj sabr, Tat sabir, Tur sabir borrowed from Ara

ssa'bha: shine [?] ssa'ba: heavy [ssa'uba] Per ssa'b borrowed from Ara
ssabun: soap [from Fre savon] Aze sabun, Hau sabulun, Hin sabun, Ind sabun, Per ssabun, Swa sabuni, Tat sabin, Tur sabun borrowed from Ara
ssachr: rocks [?] ssad: the letter ss [Heb tzade]
ssada: hunt [Sem ss-y-d, Akk ssadu (prowl), Heb tzud (hunt), Syr tzad, JNA ssyd (fish v.), Uga sswd (hunt), Phoen ssd]
ssada: rust [ssadia]
ssada'a: split [?] ssadah: mussel, mother-of-pearl [Sem ss-d-p, Heb tzidpa] Bul sedef, Per ssadaf, Rom sidef, Ser sadaf, Tur sedef borrowed from Ara
ssadafa: find, meet [?] ssadam: clash [?] ssadam: shock [ssadama] Hin sadma, Per ssadame borrowed from Ara
ssadagh: marriage present [ssadaq] Hau sadaki, Per ssadaq borrowed from Ara
ssadaqa: be honest [Sem ss-d-q, Mal sedq (friend), Heb tzodeq (right), Syr zadeq (be fit), Aram tzdq (favor), Amh ssedeque (be justified), Uga ssdq, Phoen ssdq]
ssaddaqqa: believe; confirm [ssadaqa]
ssadaqa: alms, charity [ssadaqa] Ful sadaka, Hau sadaka, Hin sadka, Per ssadaq, Swa sadaka, Tat sedaka, Tur sadaka borrowed from Ara
ssadaqa: friendship; sincerity; fidelity [ssadaqa] Aze sedaqt, Hin sadakat, Per ssadaqat borrowed from Ara
ssada: come out [?] ssadara: confiscate [?] ssadia: very thirsty [Sem ss-d-y]
ssadia: get rusty [?] ssadig: honest [ssadaqa] Aze sadiq, Ind sadik, Per ssadeq, Tur sadik borrowed from Ara
ssadira: issued, exported [ssadara] Per ssader borrowed from Ara
ssadima: shock [ssadama] Per ssadm borrowed from Ara
ssadr: breast [Mal sider] Ind sadar, Per ssadr borrowed from Ara
ssadr: chief; chairman [ssadr] Aze sedr, Hin sadr, Per ssadr borrowed from Ara
ssaf: pure; genuine [ssafa] Aze saf, Hau saf, Ind saf, Per ssaf, Swa safi, Tat saf, Tur saf borrowed from Ara
ssafa: make clear, refine [Sem ss-p-w, Mal safi (clear), Aram tzip (filter), JNA ssy (be clean), Hrs ssafi]
ssafa: be like summer [Mal safj (summer)]
ssafa: cleanliness [ssafa] Aze safa, Hau saf, Ind saf, Per ssafa, Swa safi, Tat saf, Tur saf borrowed from Ara
ssafa'a: hit [onomat. root ss-f]
ssafada: tie up [?] ssafahha: be thin [Sem ss-p-hh, Heb tzifcha (slate), Aram tspch (dish)]
ssafahha: shake hands [ssafahha]
ssafaqa: hit, slap, clap [onomat. root ss-f]
ssafar: a Hijra month [?] 
ssafara: chirp, whistle [Sem ss-p-r, Mal saffar, Heb tzippor (bird), Aram tzpr, Syr tzefra, JNA ssippurta, ssfr (whistle), Hrs ssfefer (sandpiper), Phoen sspr (bird)]
ssaff: row, line [ssaffa] Hau safu, Hin saf, Ind saf, Per ssaff, Swa safu borrowed from Ara
ssaffa: line up [?] 
ssaffaqa: applaud [ssafaqa] 
ssaffara: paint yellow [ssuffr] 
ssaffara: whistle, siren [safara] 
ssalhha: surface; a leaf [ssalhha] Hin safha borrowed from Ara
ssafihha: tin plate [ssafihha] 
ssafin: clear [ssafa] 
ssafira: be empty [?] 
ssafqa: business [ssafaqa] 
ssafra: gall, bile [ssuffr] Per ssafra, Uzb safro borrowed from Ara
ssafssaf: willow [Heb tzaltzafr, Aram ssps (willows)] Per ssafssaf borrowed from Ara
ssafssaf: wilderness [ssabsab] Per ssafssaf borrowed from Ara
ssafwa: cleanliness [ssafa] Per ssafwat borrowed from Ara
ssagha: form, forge [?] 
ssaghir: small, young [ssaghura] Per ssaghir borrowed from Ara
ssaghra: be small, young [Sem ss-g-h-r, LiAr zghar (small), Mal zghir, Akk sschhr, Heb tzai‘ir (young), Syr ze’ora, JNA z’ora, Uga ssghr (be small), Phoen ss’r, Ebl sauru (small)]
ssahada: singe (?) 
ssahala: neigh [Heb tzahal, Aram tzhi] 
ssahara: melt, fuse [?] 
ssahha: be cloudless, clear [Heb tzach (be dry), Syr tzech (heat), tzahwa (clear sky), Aram tzhy & tzch (be thirsty), Gez ssehewa (be clear), Amh ssehay (sun), Tig ssehay, ss’hy (be clear)] 
ssahha: shout, scream [Sem ss-h-y, Akk ssiachu (laugh), Heb tzavach (call), Amh tshoh, Uga sswhh, ssyhh] 
ssahha: be healthy, whole [?] 
ssahha: wake up [?] 
ssahhatfa: page [Sem ss-h-h-p, Amh ssehfat (writing), ssa (write), mess’haf (book)] 
ssahhib: companion; master [ssahhiba] Aze sahib, Hau sahibi, Hin sahab, Ind sahib, Per ssahheb, Tur sahip borrowed from Ara
ssahhiba: be companion [Mal sieheb (mate)] 
ssahhiba: lady [ssahhiba] Hij sahaba, Per ssahhebe borrowed from Ara
ssahhiba: page; newspaper [ssahhiba] Aze sehife, Ind sahifah, Per ssahhife, Tur sahife, Uzb sakhiba borrowed from Ara
ssahhia: healthy, whole [ssahha] Hau sahiihi, Hin sahi, Ind sahiih, Per ssahhih, Swa sahiihi borrowed from Ara
ssahhin: whole, sober [ssahha] 
ssahhn: plate [Sem ss-lh-n, JNA sahnayne, Amh sahinn] Alb sahan, Hau sahani, Per ssahhn, Swa sahani, Tur sahan borrowed from Ara
ssahhn: courtyard [ssahhn] Hin sahn, Per ssahhn borrowed from Ara
ssahhna: stage [ssahhn] Aze sehne, Per ssahhne, Tat sehne, Tur sahna borrowed from Ara
ssahhra: desert [Akk sseru] Aze sehre, Hin sahrah, Per ssahhra, Tur sahrah, Uzb sakhrbo borrowed from Ara
ssaid: a hunt [ssada] Hau ssaid, Per sseyd borrowed from Ara
ssaid: Upper Egypt [ssai’da] Per ssai’d borrowed from Ara
ssai’da: rise [?] 
ssaidali: pharmacist [?] 
ssaff: summer [ssafa] Per sseuyf borrowed from Ara
ssaiqal: polish [ssaqala] Hin saikal, Per sseuyqal borrowed from Ara
ssakka: hit [onomat. root ss-k] 
ssala: roast [Sem ss-l-y, Heb tzaal, Aram tzly] 
ssala: prayer [ssala] Ful salatu, Hau salu, Ind salat, Per ssalat, Swa sala borrowed from Ara
ssalaba: crucify, make cross [Sem ss-l-b, Mal salib, Heb tzelav, Syr tzaliba, JNA ssw (crucify)] 
ssalaba: hardness [ssalaba] Per ssalabat, Swa sulubu, Tur salabet borrowed from Ara
ssalahh: virtue [ssalahha] Per ssalahh borrowed from Ara
ssalahh: virtuous, honest [ssalahha] Ful salihii, Ind saleh, Per ssaleh borrowed from Ara
ssalahhua: be righteous [Sem ss-l-h, Heb hatzlacha (success), Aram tzlch (prosper), JNA sslihha (successful)] 
ssalahhia: competence, authority [ssalahha] Aze selahiyyet, Per ssalahhiyyat borrowed from Ara
ssalb : crucifixion [ssalaba] Per ssalb borrowed from Ara
ssalib : cross [ssalaba] Hin salib, Ind salib, Per salib, Tur salip borrowed from Ara
ssalih : righteous [ssalah] Per ssalih borrowed from Ara
ssalla : pray [Sem ss-l-y, Akk ssullu, Syr tzela, JNA sslotha (prayer), Amh ssleot, Uga ssly] Swa sali borrowed from Ara
ssallah : tingle [Heb tsalal, Aram tzll]
ssaluba : be hard [?
ssama : fast [Sem ss-w-m, Mal sam (fasting), Heb tzom, Syr tzoma, JNA ssome, Amh dzm, ssm]
ssamata : be still [?
ssamgh : gum, glue [Heb tzemeg, Syr tzamga] Alb zamke, Per ssamgh, Tur zamk borrowed from Ara
ssamah : core, heart [?
ssamii : sincere [ssamim] Aze semimi, Per ssamimi, Tur samimi, Uzb samimi borrowed from Ara
ssamim : manufacture [Sem ss-n-‘ (be strong), Mal sengha (art), JNA ssan’a (craftsman)] Swa sanii borrowed from Ara
ssanaa : conserve [?
ssana’i : industries [ssana’a] Alb zanat, Aze senet, Bul zanajat, Ful sanaa, Hau sanaa, Ind seni, Per ssan’at, Ser zanat, Swa sanan, Tat senga, Tur sinat, samaat, zanat, Uzb san’at borrowed from Ara
ssana’a : manufacture [Sem ss-n-‘ (be strong), Mal sanj (art), JNA ssan’a (craftsman)] Swa sanii borrowed from Ara
ssanfar : emery [?
ssani’ : craftsman [ssana’a] Per ssane’ borrowed from Ara
ssanj : cymbal [Arat szng]
ssan : basket [Arat tzn]
ssanafa : sort, categorize [?
ssanit : grey:; gramophone [ssanttur] Per ssanttur, Swa santuri borrowed from Ara
ssaqala : polish [?
ssaqi’ : ice, frost [ssaqqa’a]
ssaqqa’a : be frosty [Sem ss-q-‘ (white)]
ssaq : hawk [Mal seker, Shuwa Ar ssugur]
ssar : epilepsy [Arat tzr’ (leprous)] Per ssar borrowed from Ara
ssasa : become, begin [?
ssara : wrestle [?
ssaracha : shout, shriek [Sem ss-r-ch, Heb tsarach]
ssarafa : turn; change money, spend [Mal sarraf (change money), Aram tzrp (money changer)]
ssarafa : manage [ssarafa] Hau sarrafa borrowed from Ara
ssarama : cut off [Arat tzrm (pluck)]
ssaraf : conjugation; grammar [ssarafa] Ind saraf, Per sarraf, Swa sarufi borrowed from Ara
ssar : spending; coin [ssarafa] Aze sarf, Hau sarf, Per sarraf, Swa sarafu, Tur sarf borrowed from Ara
ssar : tower, palace [Sem ss-r-hh, Heb tseriah (turret)] Per ssarh borrowed from Ara
ssarit : be clear [ssaruhha]
ssarra : chirp, squeak [Sem ss-r-y]
ssarra : tie [?
ssarr : money changer [ssarafa] Gre sarafes, Hau sarraf, Per ssarraf, Tur sarrafa borrowed from Ara
ssarraha : announce [ssaruhh]
ssarsar : cricket, beetle [Sem ss-r-r-r, Heb tzeratzar]
ssaruch : rocket [ssaracha]
ssaruhha : be clear [?
ssata : emit sound [Arat tzwt (heary)]
ssar : thyme [sa’tar]
ssaub : side, direction [ssaba] Per ssoub borrowed from Ara
ssauba : province [ssaba] Hin suba, Per ssoube borrowed from Ara
ss’uba : be heavy [?]
ssaum: fasting [ssama] Ful suma, Ind saum, Per ssoum, Swa saumu borrowed from Ara
ssaut: sound, voice [ssata] Ful sautu, Hau sauti, Per ssaut, Swa sautu borrowed from Ara
ssauwara: form, draw [Akk esseru, Heb tziyer, JNA ssurt (image), Uga ysr (form), Phoen ysr (potter)]
ssuwata: vote [ssata]
ssawab: what is right [ssaba] Hin savab, Per ssawab borrowed from Ara
ssayyad: hunter [ssada] Hin saiyad, Per ssayyad borrowed from Ara
ssayyag: goldsmith [ssagha] Per ssayyagh borrowed from Ara
ssagha: golden artifact [ssagha]
ssiban: childhood [ssaba] Per sseba borrowed from Ara
ssibgh: dye [ssagha] Per ssbgh borrowed from Ara
ssidan: sound, echo [?] Per sseda borrowed from Ara
ssidara: chief office; premiership [ssadr] Hin sadarat, Per ssedarat borrowed from Ara
ssif: description; character, property, attribute; quality; grade; shape, face [wassafa] Aze sifet, Hau sifa, Hin sifat, Per ssefat, Tat sifat, Tur sifat borrowed from Ara
ssifat: nought, zero [ssafira] Hin sirf, Per sse, Tur ssif borrowed from Ara
ssifat: grace; quality; property, attribute; health; correctness [ssahha] Hin sehat, Per ssehhat borrowed from Ara
ssihafa: journalist [ssahhafa]
ssih: son-in-law [Soq ssheher] Per ssehr borrowed from Ara
ssila: link; connection; gift [wassala] Hin sila, Per ssila borrowed from Ara
ssimam: plug [ssamma]
Ssin: China [from Late Latin Sinae]
ssinaubar: pine tree [?] Hin sanobar, Per ssenobar borrowed from Ara
ssinf: category; class; guild [ssanafa] Aze sinf, Per ssenf, Tur ssinf borrowed from Ara
ssini: Chinese [Ssin]
ssinia: china tray [Ssin] Alb sini, Rom sinie, Swa sinia borrowed from Ara
ssinna: road [from Late Lat strata] Hin sirat, Per sserat borrowed from Ara
ssir: crack (of the door) [Heb tzir (hinge), Aram tsyr]
ssir: sardine [Heb tzir (fish brine), Ara tzyr]
ssaira: battle [ssara']
ssirat: road [from Late Lat strata] Hin sirat, Per sserat borrowed from Ara
ssir: pure [sharufa] Hin sif, Per ssif borrowed from Ara
ssubh: dawn, morning [ssabahh] Aze subh, Ful subaha, Hau subuh, Ind subuh, Persubhi, Swa asubhi, Taj subh]
ssubra: head [Heb tzavar (heap up), Aram tzbr]
ssuda: headache [ssada'] Per ssoda' borrowed from Ara
ssufa: accident [ssadafa]
ssudgh: temple (of the head) [Syr tzeda] Per ssodgh borrowed from Ara
ssudur: appearance [ssadara] Per ssodur borrowed from Ara
ssuf: wool [Ara tzw, Amh suf, Meh sawf, Jib sof] Per ssu, Swa sufu borrowed from Ara
ssufaira: golden oriole [ssufr]
ssufi: wearing wool; a mystic [ssuf] Hin sifi, Per ssf borrowed from Ara
ssuf: brass [Akk zabar-, from Sum zabar] Per ssf borrowed from Ara
ssufa: yellow color [ssuf] Per ssfat borrowed from Ara
ssuhba: companionship; conversation; interview [ssahhiba] Aze shibit, Hau sibbat, Per ssohbat, Tur sibbat,
Uzb sibbat borrowed from Ara
ssuhha: friend [ssahhiba] Ful soba, Ind sobat, Swa suhab borrowed from Ara
ssuhhiba: journalist [ssahhiba]
ssulb: hard; steel [ssulba] Per ssolb borrowed from Ara
ssulh: peace [ssalahha] Aze sulh, Ful sulhu, Hau sulhu, Hau sulh, Per ssoulh, Swa sulhu, Tur sulh borrowed from Ara
ssumm: deaf [ssamma] Per ssom borrowed from Ara
ssum: quiet [ssamata] Per ssomt borrowed from Ara
ssun: production [ssana'] Per ssan' borrowed from Ara
ssunan: stench [ssinna]
ssunbur: tap [?] ssuni: industrial, artificial [ssana'] Aze suni, Per ssuni, Tur suni, Uzb suniy borrowed from Ara
ssur: horn [?] Per ssur borrowed from Ara
ssura: form [ssauwara] Aze suret, Ful sura, Hau sura, Hin surat, Ind surat, Per ssurat, Swa sura, Tur surat borrowed from Ara
ssurssur: cricket [ssarssar]
ssuss: chick [?
ssu'uba: heaviness [ssa'uba] Per sso'ubat borrowed from Ara
SZ
sza: shine [Hrs szaw (light), Hrr lau (high noon)]
sza'a: be lost [?
ssza'afa: double [Sem sz-'-p, Heb tza'if (veil), Syr 'efa (wrap), e'eyf (doubly)]
szab': hyena [Sab']
szabab: fog [?
ssza'afa: double [Sem sz-'-p, Heb tza'if (veil), Syr 'efa (wrap), e'eyf (doubly)]
szabatta: seize [Sem sz-b-t, Akk ssabatu, Heb tzavatt (pinch), Amh tshebette (squeeze)]
szabb: lizard [Hrs szaw (light), Hrr lau (high noon)]
sza'a: be lost [?
ssza'afa: double [Sem sz-'-p, Heb tza'if (veil), Syr 'efa (wrap), e'eyf (doubly)]
szabba: pack closely [Sem sz-b-b]
szabtt: control; arrest; accuracy [szabatta] Aze zebt, Hin zabt, Per szabtt borrowed from Ara
szaccha: sprinkle, spurt [?
ssachm: huge [szachuma]
szachuma: be huge [?
ssahha: shine [ssahha]
szahha: sacrifice [?
ssahhia: morning [szahha]
szahhika: ridicule [szahhika] Swa dhihaki borrowed from Ara
szaif: guest [Hrs szaif (guest)]
szajja: make noise [?
ssala: error, deviation [szalla] Hin zalalat, Per szalalat borrowed from Ara
szala: err [?
ssamara: tie, bind [Sem sz-m-d, Akk ssamadu, Heb tzemed (pair), Uga ssmd, Amh tennmede (yoke)]
szam: warrant [szamina] Hau lamuni, Ind jamin, Per szamen, Swa dhamana borrowed from Ara
szamina: warrant [maybe from a common Sem root sz-m (tie)] Swa dhaimini borrowed from Ara
szamir: heart; attitude; conscience [szammara] Hau lamir, Per szamir, Swa dhamiri borrowed from Ara
szam: flock, goats and sheep [Akk ssanu, ssenu, Heb tzon, Syr 'ana, Phoen ss’n, Uga ssin]
szaqa: narrow [Sem sz-y-q, LiAr dayyi’ (narrow), Mal dejjaq, Hrs ssefde’et] Per szafda' borrowed from Ara
szaffa: crowd [Sem sz-p-p, Heb tzafuf (crowded)]
szaffa: bank, shore [Heb safna]
szajja: make noise [?
ssar: damage, harm, injury [szarr] Aze zerer, Hin zarar, Per szarar, Tat zarar, Tur zarar, Uzb zarar borrowed from Ara
szaratta: fart [Sem sz-r-tt, Akk ssaratu, JNA 'rtt, Hrs zerott]
szarb : stroke, blow [zaraba] Aze zerbe, Hin zarab, Per szarb, Swa dharuba, Tur zarp, Uzb zarba borrowed from Ara
szariba : tax [zaraba]
szaribb : tomb [?]  
szarra : harm [Sem sz-r-r, Akk szerru (enemy), Heb tzar, Uga ssrt] Swa dharuba borrowed from Ara  
szarra : force, make necessary [?]  
szarura : borrowed from Ara  
szara : tax [zaraba] szarihh : tomb [?]  
szarra : borrowed from Ara  
szara : force, make necessary [?]  
szaruura : borrowed from Ara  
szarur : necessary [?]  
szau : light [sza]
szafa : borrowed from Ara  
szaya' : loss [sza'a]  
szayaqa : disturb [szaka]  
szayyiq : narrow [szaqa]
szibn : arm-pit [?]  
szidd : contrary; obstinacy [szadada]  
sziffa : bank, shore [szaffa]  
szil' : rib [Sem sz-l-s, Akk sselu, Heb tzela', Hrs szala', Uga ssl']  
szimad : bandage [szamada]  
szimn : interior [?]  
szs : borrowed from Ara  
szibs : borrowed from Ara  

ta : the letter t [Heb tav]
ta'ab : effort, trouble; distress [ta'iba] Per ta'ab, Swa taabu borrowed from Ara  
ta'aban : tired [ta'iba]
ta'abir : expression ['abbara]  
taacchara : be delayed [acchara]  
taacchur : delay [acchara]  
ta'adda : make a tie (in sports) ['adala]  
ta'addud : plurality ['adda]
ta'ajjabah : be amazed, surprised ['ajiba]  
ta'ajjub : amazement, surprise ['ajiba]  
ta'aqqaba : persecute ['aqaba]  
ta'aqqul : understanding ['aqala]  
ta'arraf : make joint efforts, cooperate ['amilta]  
ta'aruwa : make joint efforts, cooperate ['amilta]  
ta'awun : cooperation ['awana]
taka : repent [Syr thawa, JNA toba (penitence)]  
tab : follower [tba']  
tabab : continue [Sem tt-b-b', Gez tb'a (persevere), Hrs toba (follow), Gur ttebbe (be firm)]  
tabaddal : exchange, transfer [badala]  
tabahhaba : examine [Sem b-ih-r, Aram behr]  
tabal : spice [tabbala]
tabanna: adopt [Sem b-n, Akk binu, bunu (son), Heb ben, Aram bnn (beget a child), Hrs hhebun (sons), Uga bn (son), Phoen bn]
tabar: break [tabara]
tabarara*: contribute [?]
tabarazza: excrete [Sem b-r-z]
tabarru*: contribution [tabarru']
tabarruza: excrete [Sem br-z]
tabarru': contribution [tabarru']
tabasama: smile [Sem b-s-m, Syr bessem (be glad), INA bsm (be pleased)] Swa tabasamu borrowed from Ara
tabara: break [thabara]
tabarra': contribute [?]
tabarraza: excrete [Sem br-r-z]
tabarru: contribution [tabarra']
tabasum: smile [tabasama] Aze tebess, Hin tabassum, Per tabasom, Tur tebessum borrowed from Ara
tabasum: smile [tabasama] Aze tebess, Hin tabassum, Per tabasom, Tur tebessum borrowed from Ara
tabala: season [Heb tevel (spice), JNA tbl]
tabdil: change, exchange [badala] Hin tabdil, Per tabdil borrowed from Ara
tabi*: dependent, obedient [taba'a] Hin tabe, Per tabe' borrowed from Ara
tabi'a: follow [taba'a]
ta'bia: filling up; mobilization ['aba]
tabil: spice [tabbala]
ta'bir: explanation; expression ['abbara] Per ta'bir, Tat tegbir, Tur tabir borrowed from Ara
tabigh: communication [balagha]
tabrid: change, exchange [badala] Hin tabdil, Per tabdil borrowed from Ara
tabi': dependent, obedient [taba'a] Hin tabe, Per tabe' borrowed from Ara
tabi'a: follow [taba'a]
tabrik: congratulation [barraka] Aze tebrik, Per tabrik, Tat tebrik, Tur tabrik, Uzb tabrik borrowed from Ara
tabut: coffin [from OEg tebt] Aze tabut, Ful tabutu, Hin tabut, Ind tabut, Per tabut, Tat tabut, Tur tabut, Uzb tabut borrowed from Ara
tachallafa: remain [chalafa]
tachalluss: getting free; pseudonym [chalassa] Hin takhallus, Per tachalluss borrowed from Ara
tachama: delineate [Heb techom (area), Syr thchuma]
tacharruj: graduate [charaja]
tachassuss: specialization [chassa]
tachayyul: imagination [chala] Hin takhaiyul, Ind takhyul, Per tachayyul borrowed from Ara
tachdir: drugging [chadira]
tachfif: relief [chaffa]
tachfisz: reduction [chafasza]
tachhara: evacuation [chala]
tac'hish: terror [dahisha] Per tac'hish, Tur tadhis borrowed from Ara
tac'hrist: destruction, sabotage [charaba] Aze textir, Per tachrist, Tur tehir borrowed from Ara
tac'hrika: memoirs; entry ticket [dhakara] Hin tazkira, Per tadhikira borrowed from Ara
tac'hlim: approximation, estimate [chammana] Aze texmin, Hin takhmina, Per tachmin, Tur tahmin borrowed from Ara
tac'hlin: approximately [chammana] Aze texminin, Hin takhminin, Per tachminan, Tur tahminen borrowed from Ara
tac'hrib: destruction, sabotage [charaba] Aze textir, Per tachrib, Tur tahrir borrowed from Ara
tac'hri: graduation [charaja]
tach't: bed; throne [from Per] Aze taxt, Hin takht, Ind takhta, Tur taht, Uzb takht borrowed from Ara
tach'ta: board [from Per] Aze taxta, Hin takhta, Per tachta, Tat takta, Tur tahta, Uzb takhta borrowed from Ara
tachz'in: storage [chazana]
ta'adda: number [adda] Hin tadad, Per ta'adda borrowed from Ara
tadarraba: be educated [darraba]
tadayyan: convert [dana]
tadayyun: piety [dana]
tadbir: planning, measure; prudence, precaution [dabbara] Aze tedbir, Hin tadbir, Ind tadbir, Per tadbir, Tur tadbir, Uzb tadbir borrowed from Ara
tadch'ch: smoking [dachina]
tadfla: heating [dafia]
tadhakara: remember [dhakara]
tadhakkar: remembrance [dhakara]
tadhammara: complain [Sem dh-m-r]
tad'hish: terror [dahisha] Per tad'hish, Tur tadhis borrowed from Ara
tadhkira: memoirs; entry ticket [dhakara] Hin tazkira, Per tadhkere borrowed from Ara
tad'im: reinforcement [da'ama]
tadlik: massage [dalaka]
tadmir: destruction [damara] Per tadmir borrowed from Ara
tadqiq: investigation [daqqa] Per tadqiq, Tur tetkik borrowed from Ara
tadqiqa: investigation [daqqa] Aze tedqiqat, Per tadqiqat borrowed from Ara

tadrib: training [darraba]

tadrij: classification [daraja]

tadrijan: gradually [daraja] Aze tedqiqat, Per tadqiqat borrowed from Ara

tadris: teaching [darrasa] Aze tedris, Per tadris borrowed from Ara

tadrib: classification [darraba]

tadrijan: gradually [daraja] Aze tedricen, Per tadrijan, Tur tedricen borrowed from Ara

tadris: teaching [darrasa] Aze tedris, Per tadris borrowed from Ara

ta’dzim: honoring [‘adzuma] Hin tazim, Per ta’dzem borrowed from Ara

tafahama: make oneself understood [fahama]

tafahhuss: investigation [fahhasa] Ind tafahus, Per tafahhoss borrowed from Ara

tafakkara: meditate [fakkara] Swa tafakari borrowed from Ara

tafakkur: cogitation, meditation, thinking [fakkara] Aze tefekk, Tur tepekur, Per tafakkor, Tur tefekk borrowed from Ara

ta’dzim: honoring [‘adzuma] Hin tazim, Per ta’dzem borrowed from Ara

tafahama: make oneself understood [fahama]

tafahhuss: investigation [fahhasa] Ind tafahus, Per tafahhoss borrowed from Ara

tafakkara: meditate [fakkara] Swa tafakari borrowed from Ara

tafakkur: cogitation, meditation, thinking [fakkara] Aze tefekk, Tur tepekur, Per tafakkor, Tur tefekk borrowed from Ara

tafal: spew [Sem t- p-l, Hrs tefol]

tafaqqada: care, inspect [Sem p-q-d, Akk paqad (entrust), Heb fol (omen)]

tafawat: difference [tafawata]

taftish: examination, inspection [fatasha] Aze teftis, Hin taftish, Per taftish, Tur teftis borrowed from Ara

tahabbala: take a steam bath [Sem h-b-l, Aram hbl (vapor)]

tahajja: spell [hajja]

tahdhib: improvement [hadhaba] Hin tahzib, Per tahdhib borrowed from Ara

tahhadatha: speak [hhaddatha]

tahhaduth: a talk [hhaddatha]

tahhakkama: rule, control [hhakama]

tahhammala: endure [hhamala]

tahharaka: move, hurry [hharraka] Swa taharuki borrowed from Ara

tahhasawa: drink soup [?]
tahhrim: prohibition [hharuma]
tahhrir: liberation; writing style [hharra] Hin tahrir, Per tahrir borrowed from Ara
tahhsin: improvement; approval, praise [hhasuna] Hin tahsin, Per tahhsin borrowed from Ara
nahhssil: acquisition, revenue; education, study [hassala] Aze tehsil, Hin tahsil, Ind tahsil, Per tahssil, Tur tahsil borrowed from Ara
tahhszin: strengthening; immunization [hassuna]
tahhriz: preparation [hhasara]
tahl: under [Sem t-hh-t, Mal taht, Heb tachat, Syr thecheth, JNA tkheth, Amh tatsh, Uga thht, Phoen thht] Hin taht, Per taht borrowed from Ara
tahwil: change, handover; transfer [hhal] Aze tehvil, Per tahwil, Tur tahvil borrowed from Ara
nahhwila: deviation [hhal]
tahlil: jubilation [hhalala] Ind tahlil, Per tahlil borrowed from Ara
tahluka: destruction; panic [halaka] Aze tehluka, Hin tahluka, Per tahlke, Tur tehlike borrowed from Ara
nahnina: good wish [hania]
tahrib: smuggling [harab]
taib: penitent [taba] Hin tab borrowed from Ara

ta’iba: complain, tire; get tired [?]
ta’in: specification; individualization ['ain] Aze teyin, Per tayin, Tur tehin borrowed from Ara

		
ta’ina: ration, share ['ain] Aze teyinat, Per tayinat borrowed from Ara


tais: buck [Heb taish, Hrs tayeh, Tig tes (fat ram)]
taj: crown [from Per taj] Aze tac, Hin taj, Ind taj, Per taj, Swa taji, Tat tadzh, Tur tac, Uzb todzh borrowed from Ara

tajallin: appearance [jala] Ind tajall, Per tajalli, Tur tecelli borrowed from Ara

tajammada: congeal, freeze [jamada]
tajammu’: assembly, crowd [jama’a]
tajannaba: avoid [jany]
tajara: trade [Sem m-k-r, Akk tankaru (merchant), makaru (do business), Heb tagar (merchant), makhar (sell), Syr thagara (merchant), Uga nkr, Phoen mkr (do business)]
tajasum: embodiment [jasuma] Aze tecessum, Per tajasom, Tur tecessum borrowed from Ara

tajawuz: crossing; attack, violence [jaza] Aze tecavuz, Per tajawuz, Tur tecavuz borrowed from Ara

tajdif: abuse [Sem g-d-p, Heb giddufim, Syr gadef]
tajhiz: fitting [jahaza]

tajhiza: supplies, equipment [jahaza] Aze techizat, Per tajhizat, Tur tekhizat borrowed from Ara

tajir: merchant [tajara] Aze tacir, Ful attajiri, Hau attajiri, Hin tajir, Per tajer, Swa tajiri, Tur tacir borrowed from Ara

	
tajriba: experiment; experience [jarraba] Hin tajriba, Tat tezhribe, Uzb tadzhriba borrowed from Ara

tajrid: abstraction, isolation [jarada] Aze tecrid, Per tajrid, Tur tecrit borrowed from Ara

tajruba: experiment [jarraba] Aze tecrube, Per tajrobe, Tur tejrube borrowed from Ara

tajwiz: deliberation; sanctions [jaza] Hin tajviz, Per tajwiz borrowed from Ara

	
takabbur: haughtiness, arrogance [kabura] Hin takabbar, Ind tekebur, Per takabbr, Tat tekebbar borrowed from Ara


takallafa: take over, assume [kallafa]
takallama: talk [kallama]
takalluf: taking pains [kallafa] Hin takalluf, Per takallof borrowed from Ara

takamul: perfection [kamala] Aze tekamul, Per takamol, Tur tekmul borrowed from Ara

takbir: increase; recitation [kabura] Ind takbir, Per takbir borrowed from Ara

takdhib: denial [kadhaba] Aze tekzib, Per takdhib borrowed from Ara

	
takia: cloister; inn; support, cushion [?] Per takiy, Tur tekye borrowed from Ara

takid: assurance [wakkada] Hin takid, Per takid, Tur tekit borrowed from Ara

	
takka: trample [Akk takaku (press, oppress), Heb tokh (oppression)]
taklf: charge; care; offer, proposal, invitation [kallafa] Aze teklf, Hin taklf, Per taklif, Tur teklf, Uzb taklif borrowed from Ara


takmil: perfection; improvement [kamala] Aze teknil, Per takmil, Tur teknil borrowed from Ara


takrar: repetition [karra] Aze tekrr, Hin takrar, Per takrar, Taj takror, Tur tekrar borrowed from Ara


takrim: homage, respect [karuma] Ind takrim, Per takrim borrowed from Ara

				
takthir: multiplication [kathara] Ind taktsir, Per takthir, Tur teksir borrowed from Ara

	
takyif: conditioning [kayyafa]
tala: recite [Akk telu (pronounce)]
tala: follow [?]
tal’a: slope [?]
talaf : damage, loss [talifa] Aze telef, Per talaf borrowed from Ara
talafa : correct [?]talafin : correction; compensation [talafawa] Hin talafi, Per talafi borrowed from Ara
talaffudz : pronunciation, accent [lafadza] Aze teleffuz, Hin talaffuz, Per talaffodz, Tur telaffuz, Uzb talaffuz borrowed from Ara
talahhama : fight [Sem l-hh-m, Heb lacham, milchama (war), Uga lhhm (fight), mlhhmt (struggle)] Per mahlhame borrowed from Ara
tamahala : be slow [mahala]tamakkana : be able [makuna]tamallaka : rule, dominate [malaka] Swa tamalaki borrowed from Ara
tamam : completeness; end, finish, outcome [tamma] Aze tamam, Hin tamam, Ind tamam, Per tamam, Tat temam, Tur tamam, Uzb tamom borrowed from Ara
tamaman : completely, really [tamma] Per tamaman, Taj tamoman, Tur tamamen borrowed from Ara	amannin : desire [manna] Aze tamanna, Per tamanna, Swa tamani borrowed from Ara
tamarkuz : concentration, centralization [rakaza] Per tamarkoz, Tur temerkuz borrowed from Ara
tamrn : complete [tamma] Per tanrn, Tur tam borrowed from Ara	amna : be complete [Sem t-m-m, Mal temm (complete), Heb tamim, JNA tamm, Uga tmm, Phoen tm (complete)]
tamma : end [tamma] Ind tamat, Per tamma borrowed from Ara	ammuz : July [Akk du’uzu, from Sum dumuzi] Per tammuz, Tur temmuz borrowed from Ara	amnia : ejaculation [amnawa]tamar : dates [Sem t-m-r, Mal tamra, Heb tamr, Amh temr, Uga tmry (date-grower), Phoen tmr (date-seller)]
tamrin : exercise, movement, manoever [marrana] Per tamrin, Tur temrin borrowed from Ara	amthil : analogy; citation, performance; fable [mathala] Aze temsil, Ind tamsil, Per tamthil, Tur temsil borrowed from Ara
tassarraf: behave; trade

tassaruf: behavior

tassawuf: mysticism

tassawur: idea; fancy, imagination

tassbira: a bit of food, snack

tassdiq: confirmation

tassdir: exports; introduction

tassfia: clarification; solution

tassghir: change; discharge; conjugation

tasshih: improvement
	
tasslih: repair

tasssilim: firmness, resolution; design

tassrif: change; discharge; conjugation

tass'uhha: permit

tassin: classification; oeuvre

tasssil: confirmation

tassnif: classification; oeuvre

tasssif: clarification; solution

tasssik: applause

tassmim: improvement

tasslih: repair

tassmim: firmness, resolution; design

tasssia: recommendation

tasssidiq: confirmation

tasssidir: exports; introduction

tasssif: clarification; solution

tasssik: applause

tass'shih: improvement

tass'slih: repair

tass'ssilim: firmness, resolution; design

tass'srif: change; discharge; conjugation

tass'shuh: permit

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tasssuff: confirmation

tasssikit: distribution

tasssia: recommendation

tasssidiq: confirmation

tasssidir: exports; introduction

tasssif: clarification; solution

tasssik: applause

tass'shih: improvement

tass'slih: repair

tass'ssilim: firmness, resolution; design

tass'srif: change; discharge; conjugation

tass'sshuh: permit

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description

tassswir: picture, image, portrait; map; description
tawallud: birth; procreation [wałada] Per tawallod, Taj tavallud, Tur tevellut borrowed from Ara
tawam: twin [Sem t-w-'-m, Mal tewm, Heb tom]
tawaqqa‘: expectation [waqqa‘] Hin tavakka, Per tawaqqe‘ borrowed from Ara

Tawarrich: histories; annals [tarich] Hin tavarich, Per tawarich borrowed from Ara

Tawasala: serve as means

Tawasatta: be in the middle [wasatt]

Tawassala: interconnect [wassala] Hin tavassut, Per tawasoz borrowed from Ara

Tawasza‘: be modest, humble [waṣa‘a] Hin tawaṣa‘a, Per tawasza‘ borrowed from Ara

Tawaszu‘: modesty, humility; courtesy [waṣa‘a] Hin tawaṣa, Per tawaszo‘ borrowed from Ara

Tawatur: tension [watara]

Nawaz: equilibrium [wazana]

Ta’widh: talisman ['aḏha] Hin taviz, Per ta’widh borrowed from Ara

Ta’wisz: replacement ['aṣza] Per ta’wisz borrowed from Ara

Tawuq: chicken [from Tur]

Tayyar: current; ready [?] Per tayyar, Uzb tayyor borrowed from Ara

Tazauwaja: marry [zauj]

Ta’zia: compassion; condolences ['azia] Hau taaziyya, Hin tazir, Per ta’ziye borrowed from Ara

Ta’zir: scolding; punishment [‘azara] Hin tazir, Per ta’zir borrowed from Ara

Tibgh: tobacco [from Ger Tabak]

Tibn: straw [Mal tiben, Akk tibnu, Heb teven, JNA tuna, Uga tbn]

Tih: wilderness [taha]

Tijara: commerce [tajara] Hau tijara, Hin tijarat, Per tejarat, Tur ticaret borrowed from Ara

Tiknulujia: technology [from Gre tekhnologia]

Tilifun: telephone [talfana]

Tilighrafi: telegraph [from Gre telegraphos]

Tilmidh: pupil [Sem l-m-d, Akk lamadu (learn), Heb lamad, Syr thalmida (young man), Amh lemmede (be accustomed), Uga lmd (learn), tlmd (pupil)]

Tilqa: opposite to [?] 

Timsah: crocodile [from OEG meš] Per temsah, Tur timsah borrowed from Ara

Tin: fig [Mal tina, Akk tittu, tinatu (fig-tree), Heb teena (fig), Syr thetha, Uga tnt (fig-tree), Phoen tyn (fig)] Per tin, Swa tin borrowed from Ara

Tinjin: crocodile [Sem t-n-n, Heb tannin (sea monster), Syr thaneyna, Uga tnn]

Tis’a: nine [Sem t-s-‘, Mal disgha, Akk tish’e, Heb tish’a, Syr thesha’, Uga tsh’, Phoen tsh’] Swa tisa borrowed from Ara

Tis’in: ninety [tis’a] Swa tisini borrowed from Ara

Tishrin: October/November [Sem sh-r-r, Akk shurr (begin), tashritu (beginning), Heb tishri (October/November)]

Tuchama: belly-ache [tachima]

Tuclim: boundary [tachm]

Tuffah: apple [Sem t-p-hh, Mal tuffieha, Heb tapuach, Amh tufe] Ind tufah, Per toffah borrowed from Ara

Tuḥfa: precious gift [‘at’hafa] Hin toḥfa, Per toḥfa‘ borrowed from Ara

Tuhi: charge, suspicion (at court), slander [wahama] Aze tohmet, Hin tohmat, Ind tuhma, Per tohmat, Swa tuhuma, Uzb tuḥmat borrowed from Ara

Tumbak: tobacco [from Per]

Tura‘: ditch [?] 

Turab: dust [tariba]

Turba: earth, ground; tomb [tariba] Hin turbat, Per torbat, Tur turbus borrowed from Ara

Turjuman: interpreter [tarjama]

Turunj: citron [from Per toranj] Hin turanj borrowed from Ara

Tut: mulberry [Sem t-w-t, Mal tuta, Akk tuttu, Heb tut, JNA tutha] Aze tut, Rom du, Per tut, Ser du, Tur dut borrowed from Ara

Tutia: zinc, zinc oxide [?] Hau tutiya, Per tutiya, Tur tutya borrowed from Ara

TH

Thaa: scar [?]
thaara : take blood revenge [Sem th-‘r, Akk shiru (flesh), Heb sheer (kin), Uga shir (flesh), Phoen sh’r]
thaba : return [Heb shav, Syr thab, thub (again), Uga thwb (return)]
thabara : break [Sem th-b-r, Akk sheberu, Heb shavar, Syr thbar, Amh sebbere]
thabata : be firm, be certain [?] Hau tabbata borrowed from Ara
thabba : recompense [thaba]
thabbarab : confirm [thabata]
thabata : firm, steady [thabata] Aze sabit, Hin sabit, Ind sabit, Per thabet, Swa thabiti, Tur sabit borrowed from Ara
thachin : thick [thachuna]
thachina : be thick [?] thadi : breast [Heb shad, Syr thada, Hrs thodi, Amh ttut, Uga thd]
thaghim : white [?]
thaghr : mouth [Heb sha’ar (gate), Syr thara, thera’ (break through), JNA tar’a (gate), Uga thghr, Phoen sh’r]
thaih : widow [?]
thaih : yawn [?]
thair : excited, rebellious [thara]
thaital : wild goat [?]
thaia : flow abundantly [?] thakila : bereave [Sem th-k-l, Heb shikkel, Uga thkl (childless)]
thalaba : scold [?]
thalaja : fall (snow) [LiAr talij (ice), Mal silg (snow), Akk shalgu, Heb sheleg]
thalath : three [Sem th-l-th, EgAr talata, LiAr tlete, Mal tleeta, Akk shalash, Heb shelosha, Syr thlath, JNA tlla, tinilath, Tlg salas, Amh sost, Uga thlbth, Phoen shlb]
thalathin : thirty [thalath] Hau talatin, Swa themanini borrowed from Ara
thalith : third [thalath] Hin salis, Per thalith borrowed from Ara
thalaja : refrigerator [thalaja]
thalj : snow [thalaja] Ind salju, Per thalj, Swa theluj borrowed from Ara
thalm : rift [?]
tham : price [thammana]
thamania : eight [Sem th-m-n-y, EgAr tamanya, LiAr tmene, Mal tmienja, Akk samane, Heb shemona, Tlg saman, Amh semment, Uga thmn, Phoen shmn]
tham : fruit, crop [thamara]
thamara : bring fruit [Sem th-m-r, JNA tamar (fruit)]
thamila : be drunk [?] thamin : eighth [thamaniya]
thamin : valuable [thammana]
thamma : there [MoAr temma, Heb sham, Syr thaman, Uga thm, Phoen shm]
thammana : evaluate [Akk shummannu (valuable gift), Uga thmn]
tham : value [thammana] Ful saman, Hau tamani, Per thaman, Swa thaman borrowed from Ara
thamnin : eighty [thammana] Swa themanini borrowed from Ara
thamra : fruit, profit, result [thamara] Aze semere, Ind samrat, Per thamar, Tur semere borrowed from Ara
thana : make double, fold, repeat [Sem th-n-y, EgAr tinien (two), LiAr tnen, Mal tnejn, Akk shina, Heb shenaim, Syr thna (do twice), Hrs thenyne (second), Uga thn (two), Phoen shmn]
thana : secondary [thana]
thania : a second [thana] Aze saniye, Per thaniye, Taj soniya, Tur saniye borrowed from Ara
thamin : second [thana] Hin sani, Ind sani, Per thani borrowed from Ara
thaqaba : bore a hole [Syr thkebek]
thaqafa : culture [thaqifa]
thaqafa : find; be clever [?]
thaqil : heavy [thaqula]
thaqula : be heavy [Sem th-q-l, Mal tqil (heavy), Akk shaqalu, Heb shaqal, Syr theqal, JNA mithqal (weight), Amh seqqele (hang), Uga thql (shekel), Phoen shql]
thar : vengeance [thaara]
thara : rise up, rebel; be excited [?]
tharaba : scold [?]
tharana : moist soil [Akk sheru (furrow)]
thari : rich [tharia]
tharia : be well off [?]
tharr : soaked [?]
tharthara : chat [onomat.]
tharwa: riches [tharia] Aze servet, Per tharwat, Tur servet borrowed from Ara

thaub: dress [?] 

thaur: bull [Sem th-w-r, LiAr tor, Akk shur, Heb shor (ox), Syr thauru, JNA tora, Hrs twer, Tig sor, Uga thr, Ebl thuru] Per thour, Tur servir borrowed from Ara

thaura: revolution [thara]

thawa: dwell [Uga thwy (invite)]

thawab: reward [thaba] Hin savab, Per thawab, Swa thawabu, Tur sevap borrowed from Ara

thiqa: trust [wathiqa]

thiqla: burden [thaqula] Per theqlat, Tur siklet borrowed from Ara

thu'ala: fox [Sem th-ul, Heb shu'al, JNA te'la, Meh yethayl, Hrs yethayl, Tig sor, Uga thr, Ebl thuru] Per thour, Tur sevir borrowed from Ara

thaura: revolution [thara]

thawab: reward [thaba] Hin savab, Per thawab, Swa thawabu, Tur sevap borrowed from Ara

thiqa: trust [wathiqa]

thiqla: burden [thaqula] Per theqlat, Tur siklet borrowed from Ara

thu'ala: fox [Sem th-ul, Heb shu'al, JNA te'la, Meh yethayl, Hrs yethayl, Tig sor, Uga thr, Ebl thuru] Per thour, Tur sevir borrowed from Ara

thu'ban: snake [?] 

thubut: confirmation; proof; testimony [thabata] Aze s, Hin su, Per thobut borrowed from Ara

thukna: barracks [sakana]

thulatha: Tuesday [thalath] Ful salasa, Ind selasa borrowed from Ara

thulla: troop [?] 

thulth: third part [thalath] Ful sulusu, Hau sulusi, Ind sulus, Per tholth, Swa thuluthu borrowed from Ara

thulul: wart [?] 

thum: garlic [Sem th-w-m, LiAr tom, Mal tewm, Akk shumu, Heb shum]

thumma: then

thumn: eighth part [thamania] Hau sumuni, Per thomn borrowed from Ara

thundua: breast [thadan]

thuqba: hole [thaqaba]

thurayya: Pleiades [?]

TT

tta: the letter tt [Heb ttet]

tta'a: obey [?] 

tta'a: obedience, discipline [tt'a] Ind taat, Per tt'aat, Tur itaat borrowed from Ara

tta'am: taste [tt'a'ima] Kaz dam, Kyr daam, Uzb tam borrowed from Ara

ntta'ama: vaccinate [?] 

ntta'ana: push; pierce, penetrate; taunt, attack, insult [Meh tton (thrust at), Hrs tton, Uga tt'n (stab)]

ttab': a print [ttaba'a] Hau dabi, Per ttab', Tur tabi borrowed from Ara

nttaba: be good [Sem tt-y-b, Akk ttoba, Mal tajjeb (good), Heb tto, Syr ttba, Uga ttab]

nttab'a: printing [ttaba'a]

nttab'a: seal, print [Sem tt-b', Mal tebgha, Akk ttba (sink), Heb ttba', Phoen ttb' (a coin)]

nttababa: medicine [ttabba] Aze tebabet, Per ttababat borrowed from Ara

nttabach: cook [Sem tt-b-ch, Akk ttbachu (slaughter), Heb tavach (cook), Tig tthbhe (flay), Uga ttabch (slaughter), Phoen ttabhh (butcher)]

nttabanja: pistol, revolver [from Per tapanche] Kyr tapancha, Tur tabanca borrowed from Ara

ttabaq: tray, plate; portion [ttabaqa] Hin tabak, Per ttabaq borrowed from Ara

nttabaq: cover [Sem tt-b-q, Aram ttbaqa (pan), Amh ttebeque (guard), Uga ttbaq (close)]

nttabaq: correspond, agree [Akk natbaku (layer)]

nttabaq: layer [ttabaqa] Per ttabaqe, Swa tabaka, Tur tabaka borrowed from Ara

nttabashir: chalk [from Per] Aze tebasir, Bul tebasir, Tur tebesir borrowed from Ara

nttab: treat; be wise [Sem tt-b-h]

nttabach: cook [ttabacha]

ttabi: character [ttaba'a]

nttabi'a: nature; temperament [ttaba'a] Aze tebi, Ful dabia, Hin tabiyat, Ind tabiat, Kyr tabiyat, Per ttabi'at, Tt tabiat, Tur tabiat, Uzb tabiayt borrowed from Ara

nttabi: natural [ttaba'a] Aze tebi, Per ttabi'i, Tat tabigu, Tur tabii, Uzb tabiay borrowed from Ara

nttabib: physician [ttabba] Aze tebi, Hin tabib, Ind tabib, Kyr tabip, Per ttabib, Taj tabib, Tur tabib, Uzb tabib borrowed from Ara

nttabi: a print [ttabba] 

nttabl: drum [ttabla] Alb daulle, Aze tebi, Gre ntaouli, Ind tabal, Per ttabl, Tur davul borrowed from Ara

nttabla: drum [Akk tabalu, Hrs ttabl] Hin tabla borrowed from Ara

nttabqa: floor [ttabqa] Ind tabka borrowed from Ara

nttabur: battalion [from Tur]

nttafa: go round [?] 

nttafafa: invade, penetrate [?] 

nttaffaya: extinguisher [ttafia]
ttafia: extinguish [Sem t-t-p-y, Mal tefa, Heb mattpe (fire extinguisher), Amh tteffa (be extinguished)]
ttal: clay [Mal talaf]
ttahara: be clean [Sem t-t-h-r, Heb ttahor (clean), Uga thhr, Phoen ttahr (purity)]
ttahara: circumcise [ttahara] Swa tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahara: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara
ttahhana: grind [Sem t-t-h-n, Mal tahan (mill), Akk tathan, Heb ttachan, JNA tkhn, Hrs tehhan, Uga tthhn]
ttahhun: mill [ttahhana]
ttahir: clean [ttahara] Ind tahiri borrowed from Ara
ttahir: purity [ttahara] Per ttaharat, Swa tohara borrowed from Ara

ttarawa : freshness [ttaruwa] Hin ttarawat, Per ttarawat borrowed from Ara

ttarbash : fez [from Per sar-push]

ttarad : chaise [ttarada]

ttarf : tamarisk [?] ttarfh : project; elimination; subtraction [ttarhha] Per ttarh borrowed from Ara

ttarbush : fez [from Per sar-push]

ttard : chase [ttarada]

ttarf : tamarisk [?] ttarfa : tamarisk [?]

ttarhh : project; elimination; subtraction [ttarhha] Per ttarh borrowed from Ara

ttari : fresh [ttaruwa]

ttariq : way, method; road [LiAr ttari', Mal triq, Jib ttaruuq (line)] Per ttariq, Tur tarik borrowed from Ara

ttarifa : way, method; order [ttariq] Hin tarika, Ind tarikat, Per ttaqi, Tur tarikat borrowed from Ara

ttarisha : be deaf [Mal trux (deaf)]

ttarra : sharpen [?] ttarraza : embroider [?] Swa tarizi borrowed from Ara

ttarfa : tamarisk [?]

ttarh : project; elimination; subtraction [ttarhha] Per ttarh borrowed from Ara

ttari : fresh [ttaruwa]

ttariq : way, method; road [LiAr ttari', Mal triq, Jib ttaruuq (line)] Per ttarik, Tur tarik borrowed from Ara

ttariqa : way, method; order [ttariq] Hin tarika, Ind tarikat, Per ttaqi, Tur tarikat borrowed from Ara

ttarisha : be deaf [Mal trux (deaf)]

ttarz : type, form, manner, fashion [from Per tarazu] Hin tarz, Tur tarz borrowed from Ara

ttarz : type, form, manner, fashion [from Per tarazu] Hin tarz, Tur tarz borrowed from Ara

ttaz : cup, pan [from Per] Aze tas, Tur tas borrowed from Ara

ttash : be undecided [?]

ttaur : occasion; status; manner, way [AkA taur (return), Heb tur, Amh tara (order), Uga twr (come round)]

ttawash : castrate [?]

ttawasha : castrate [?] Swa tarizi borrowed from Ara

ttawil : long [tita]

ttawila : table [from Ita tavola]

ttayyar : flyer, pilot [ttara]

ttayyar : flyer, pilot [ttara]

ttaz : type, form, manner, fashion [from Per tarazu] Hin tarz, Tur tarz borrowed from Ara

ttayyib : good [ttaba]

ttazu : fresh [from Per taz]

ttazaj : fresh [ttaza]

ttibb : medicine [ttabba] Hin tibb, Per ttebb borrowed from Ara

ttill : child [Mal tifel, Heb tefel] Hin tifl, Per ttefl borrowed from Ara

ttillah : spleen [Sem tt-ll-ah, Akk tulimus, Heb techol, JNA tihhala, Meh tellehmaym, Soq ttlehhem, Uga tthl]

ttilas : talisman [from Gre telesma] Hin tilas, Per ttelesm, Swa talasimu borrowed from Ara

ttin : mud [Sem tt-yn, Mal tajn, Heb ttn (clay), JNA ttina, Hrs ttaqn]

ttiraz : fashion [ttarz]

ttub : brick [from Coptic]

ttufai : parasite [ttfa] Aze tufeyli, Hin tufi, Per ttofeili, Tur tufeyli borrowed from Ara

ttufan : flood; storm [from Chinese tai-fu] Alb tufan, Aze tufan, Hin tufan, Ind tufan, Per tufan, Swa tufani, Tur tufan borrowed from Ara

ttufala : childhood [ttif]

ttul : length [ttala] Hin tul, Per ttul borrowed from Ara

ttumar : scroll [?] Hin tumar, Per ttumar borrowed from Ara

ttun : ion [from Eng]

ttunub : tent-rope [?] ttur : mountain [Sem tt-r, Heb tuz (rock), Syr tura (mountain), JNA tura]

tturr : lock, curl [?] Hin turra, Per tore borrowed from Ara

ttursh : pickles [from Per] Alb turshi, Bul turshi, Gre toursi, Ser turija, Tur tursi borrowed from Ara

ttuwala : stable [?] Aze tovli, Per ttwala, Tur tavla borrowed from Ara

U

ucht : sister [ach]

udhn : ear [adhina]

uf : horizon [Heb ofeq] Aze ufuq, Per ofoq, Tat ofiq, Tur ufuk, Uzb ufq borrowed from Ara

ughnia : song [ghanna]
\textit{uqr} : barrenness, sterility ['aqara] Per 'oqr borrowed from Ara
\textit{uqba} : punishment ['aqaba] Hau uqab, Per 'oqubat borrowed from Ara
\textit{ur} : naked ['aria] Per 'ur borrowed from Ara
\textit{ur} : punishment ['aqaba] Hau uqab, Per 'oqubat borrowed from Ara
\textit{ur} : custom; common parlance; common law ['arafa] Hin urf, Per 'orf borrowed from Ara
\textit{urfa} : mane [Heb 'oref (nape)]
\textit{urqub} : Achilles tendon [Sem 'r-q-b, Heb arkuba (knee joint), Hrs 'arqayb (Achilles tendon)]
\textit{urs} : wedding ['arrasa]
\textit{uruba} : Arabness ['arraba]
\textit{ushb} : grass [Heb 'esev] Per 'o shb borrowed from Ara
\textit{ushr} : tenth part, tithe ['ashara] Ful usura, Hau ushiri, Per 'oshr borrowed from Ara
\textit{usluj} : sprig [Mal ghaslug]
\textit{ussfur} : little bird [Mal ghasfur, Akk issuru, Uga 'ssr] Per 'ossfur borrowed from Ara
\textit{uszw} : member [?] Aze uzw, Per 'oszw, Tur uzuv borrowed from Ara
\textit{uth} : moth [Sem 'th-th, Akk ashashu, Heb 'ash, JNA asha]
\textit{uttaid} : Mercury [?] Ful udaridu, Per 'ottared, Tur utarit borrowed from Ara
\textit{uttla} : vacation ['attila]
\textit{uttufa} : inclination; tenderness ['attafa]
\textit{wa} : and [Sem w, Mal u, Akk u, Heb ve, Syr w, Uga w, Sab w] Aze ve, Hin va, Ind wa, Per wa, Tur ve borrowed from Ara
\textit{wa'a} : be aware [?]\textit{wa'ada} : promise [Sem w-'d, Heb ya'ad (assign), Syr wa'ada (assembly)]
\textit{wa'adza} : warn [Heb ya'atz (advise), Phoen y'ss]
\textit{wada} : pay blood money [Sem w-d-y, Mal wied (valley), Uga ydy (lay down)]
\textit{wada} : farewell [wadda'a] Hau bida, Per 'wada' borrowed from Ara
\textit{wa'da} : promise; term, deadline [wadda'a] Hau waadi, Hin vada, Per wa'de, Tur vade borrowed from Ara
\textit{wadda'a} : settle, deposit [Heb yatza']
\textit{wadaj} : corollary [?]
\textit{wadda} : like, love [Sem y-d-d, Akk dadu (darling), Heb yedid (friend), Amh weddede, wed (dear), wedadj (friend), Uga dd, yd (love)]
\textit{wadda} : say good-bye [?]\textit{wadha} : flow, run [Sem w-dh', Heb hizzi'a (sweat), Syr dewatha (perspiration), JNA d'th (sweat), Uga yd']
\textit{wadha} : desert stream [wada] Aze vadi, Ful wadi, Hin vadi, Ind wadi, Per wadi, Swa wadi, Tur vadi borrowed from Ara
\textit{wadzafa} : define [?]
\textit{wadzifa} : function, office; duty; obligation, mission; scholarship [wadzafa] Aze vezife, Hin vazifa, Per wadzife,
\textit{wafara} : be abundant [?]
\textit{waffada} : send, decree [wafada]
\textit{waffara} : hoard, save [wafara]
\textit{wa'af} : be matching, right, agree [?]
\textit{wafir} : rich, numerous [wafara]
\textit{wagha} : intrude [?]
\textit{waghan} : clamor [Sem w-gh-y]
walida: mother [walada] Hin VALIDA, Per waleda, Tur valide borrowed from Ara
walima: feast, banquet [aulama] Ful walima, Hau walima, Per walime borrowed from Ara
walla’a: lighter [wali’a]
wallada: beget [walada]
walwala: noise [Sem y-l-l, Heb yillel (lament), Syr ayelel, Phoen yll] Per walwale, Tur velvele borrowed from Ara
wamid: sultry [?]
wq: protect [?]
wqa: case [waqa’a] Aze vaqe, Per waq’e, Tur vake borrowed from Ara
wq’ a: fall [Sem y-q-’]
wqada: burn [Sem y-q-d, Akk qadu (ignite), Heb yaqad, Syr yaqed, JNA yqdh]
wqafa: stop [Mal waqaf] Per walwale, Tur velvele borrowed from Ara
wamid: sultry [?]
wq: protect [?]
waq'a: case, reality [waqa’a] Hin vakaya, Per waqi’e, Uzb voqea borrowed from Ara
waqih: insolent [waqahha]
waqif: informed [waqafa] Hin vakif, Per waqif borrowed from Ara
waqif: be dignified [waqura]
wq: pause [waqafa] Hin vakfa, Per waqfe borrowed from Ara
waq: time, while [waqqata] Aze vaqt, Hin vakt, Ind waktu, Per waqt, Swa wakf, Tur vaf, Uzb vaqt borrowed from Ara
waqara: be dignified [?]
wa’r: rugged [Sem y-r-r, Heb ya’ar (forest), Uga yr, Phoen yr]
war: kindle [?] 
war: behind [?] 
warada: arrive [Sem y-r-d, Akk waradu (descend), Heb yarad, Amh werrede, Uga yrd, Phoen yrd]
waral: monitor lizard [Syr yarla, Hrs rewol]
waran: arrive [waral] 
war: leaf [LiAr war’a (paper), Akk araqu, waraq (be yellow, green), Heb yaroq (green), JNA yaruqa, Amh waraqat (paper), warq (gold), Uga yrq (be yellow, green)] Hin varak, Per waraq, Tur warak borrowed from Ara
warsha: workshop [from Eng]
warwar: bee-eater bird [Syr warwara]
wasama: brand, mark [?]
wasatt : middle [Sem w-s-t, Heb veshhet (gullet), Amh west (core)] Hin vast, Per wasatt, Tur vasat borrowed from Ara
washara : saw [Sem w-s-r, Akk nasaru, Heb nisser, Syr nssar, Meh wusor]
was’i : be wide [was’u’a]
was’i’a : be possible [?]
was’i’a : be wide [was’u’a]
wascha : be dirty [?]
wasila : means [tawasala] Ful wasila, Htn wasila, Per wasilat borrowed from Ara
wasina : slumber [Akk shhtu (sleep), Hrs shnet, Uga yshn, Ebl situ] wasetta : mediation [wasatt] Aze wasita, Htn vasta, Per wasette, Tur wasita borrowed from Ara
wassa : recommend [Heb tzav (command)]
wassafa : describe [?]
wassala : arrive [SAr w-s-s-l, Soq sele (make arrive)]
wassal : connect [Sem w-s-s-t, Akk esselu, Heb etzel (with, at), Uga ’ssl (be herded together)]
wassaf : description; quality [wassafa] Hin wasf, Per wassf borrowed from Ara
wassaf : prescription, recipe [wassafa]
wassi : agent; custodian [wassa] Per wassi borrowed from Ara
wassia : proposal [wassa] Aze wasiya, Hau wassiyya, Per wassiyyat, Tat vassiyyat, Tur vassiyyat borrowed from Ara
wasif : description [wassafa] Per wasif, Swa wasili, Tawl wasilat borrowed from Ara
wasil : joining; arrival [wasala] Htn wasil, Per wasil, Swa wasil, Tur vasil borrowed from Ara
wasil : receipt: union [wasala] Htn wasil, Per wassl, Swa wasili, Tawl wassl borrowed from Ara
wassal : patch; sign of vowel [wasala] Hau wasali, Per wassle borrowed from Ara
wasswa : look stealthily [?]
wasswa : in between [wasatt]
wasu’a : be wide [Mal wasa’ (wide)]
wazza : laying, putting down; state, nature [wazza’a] Hin vaza, Per wasz’ borrowed from Ara
wasz’a : position, situation [wazza’a] Aze veziiyet, Per wasz’iyat, Tur vasz’iyet, Uzbn vasz’iyat borrowed from Ara
wasz’a : lay, put down [wada’a]
wasszahha : be clear [Uga yss’hh]
wassiziz : clear [waszizahha]
wasszua : be neat [Sem w-sz-y, Akk wassu (go out), Heb yatza, Amh watta, wettsh (outside), Uga yss’, ydz’ (go out), Phoen yss’]
wattad : peg [Heb yated]
watar : string [watara]
wathaba : leap [Sem y-th-b, Akk washabu (sit), Heb yashav, Syr eytheb, JNA ytw, Uga ythb, Phoen yshb]
wathan : idol [?] Per wathan borrowed from Ara
wathiqa : trust [Heb vatiq (veteran)]
wathiq : trust; document [wathiqa] Aze vesiqe, Hau wasika, Hin vasa, Per wathiqe, Tur vasika borrowed from Ara
wathir : soft [wathura]
wathura : be soft [?]
wattan : home country, fatherland [wattan] Aze veten, Htn vatan, Ind watan, Kaz otn, Per wattan, Tat vatan, Tur vatan, Uzb vatan borrowed from Ara
wattana : dwell [?]
wawt : skin container for milk [Sem w-tt-b, Hrs hhatteb (teat), Tig ttub]
watti : low, even [wattia]
wattia : trample, make even [?]
wattwatt : bat [?] Per wattwatt borrowed from Ara
waw : the letter w [Heb vav]
wawi : jackal [awa]
waza’a : withhold, keep in reins [?]
wazana : weigh [Sem w-z-n, Mal wizen, Heb moznaim (balance), BAram m’znym, Amh weezene (weigh), mizen (balance), Uga mznm]
wazara : carry a burden [?]
wazi : obstacle [waza’a]
wazir : minister [from Middle Per wazir] Aze vezir, Ful wajiri, Hau waziri, Hin vzir, Ind wzir, Per wzir, Swa wzir, Tur vezir, Uzb vzir borrowed from Ara
wazira : ministry [wazir] Uzb vazar borrowed from Ara
wassala : connect [Sem w-s-s-t, Akk esselu, Heb etzel (with, at), Uga ’ssl (be herded together)]
wassal : receive; union [wasala] Htn wasil, Per wassl, Swa wasili, Tawl wassl borrowed from Ara
wassala : patch; sign of vowel [wasala] Hau wasali, Per wassle borrowed from Ara
wasswassa : look stealthily [?]
wazn : weight [wazana] Aze vezes, Hin vezn, Per vezn, Swa uzani, Taj vezn, Tur vezin borrowed from Ara
wazz : goose [Akk usu, from Sum uz]
wazza’a : distribute [?]
wi’a : vessel [?]
widd : love [wadd]
wijdan : conscience [wajada] Aze vicdan, Per wejdan, Tat vodzhdan, Tur vicdan, Uzb vidzhdon borrowed from Ara
wija : direction [wajha] Akk usu, from Sum uz
wazza’a : distribute [?]
wi’a : vessel [?]
widd : love [wadd]
wijdan : conscience [wajada] Aze vicdan, Per wejdan, Swa wajdan, Taj wazhdan, Tur wajdat, Uzb wizhdon borrowed from Ara
wijha : direction [wajuha] Akk usu, from Sum uz
wilada : birth [walada]
wilaya : province, district [wali] Hin vilayat, Ind wilayah, wilayat, Per welayat, Swa wilaya, Tur vilayet, Uzb viloyat borrowed from Ara
wiqaya : protection; prevention [waqa]
wiqra : heavy load [Sem w-q-r, Akk waqaru (be dear, precious), Heb yaqar (dear), Syr yeqar (honor), JNA yqr (be heavy)]
wiratha : inheritance [waritha] Hin warisat, Per warathat, Swa warath, Taj vazorat borrowed from Ara
wird : recitation, magic formula [warada] Hau wuridi, Per werd borrowed from Ara
wisad : pillow [wadd]
wisada : cushion [wadd]
wisada : cushion [wad]
wisb : mob [?]
wizara : ministry [wazir] Hin vazarat, Per vezarat, Swa wizara, Taj vorat borrowed from Ara
wizz : burden [wazara] Per wezr borrowed from Ara
wudd : love [wadd]
wujid : exist [wajada]
wujud : existence; substance [wajada] Aze vucud, Per wujud borrowed from Ara
wujum : silence [wajama]
wujra : occurrence [waqa’a] Per woqu’, Tur vuku borrowed from Ara
wuquf : stop; intelligence [waqafa] Hin vakuf, Per woquf borrowed from Ara
wus’a : capacity [wasa’a] Aze vusat, Per wasat borrowed from Ara
wussala : connector [wassala]
wissu : acquired; arrival [wassala] Hin vusul, Per wossul borrowed from Ara
wuszu : ritual washing [waszua] Aze vazu, Per woszu borrowed from Ara

Y
ya : the letter y [Sem y-d, Heb yod]
yabab : deserted [?] Per yabab borrowed from Ara
yabis : dry [yabisa] Per yabes, Swa yabisi borrowed from Ara
yabisa : be dry [Sem y-b-s, Mal iebes (hard), Heb yavash (dry), Syr yabish, JNA ywisha, BArab yabeshta (land), Amh yebs]
yabruhh : mandrake [Syr yabruhha]
yad : hand [Sem y-d, Mal id, Akk idu (arm, side), Heb yad, Syr aida, JNA idha, Hrs hyad, Meh hyad, Amh eddiz, Tig ede, Uga yd, Phoen ym, Ebl ida]
yaf : adolescence [Akk wapu (be visible, shine), Heb yafa’ (shine)]
yaf : adolescence [Akk wapu (be visible, shine), Heb yafa’ (shine)]
yaf : adolescence [Akk wapu (be visible, shine), Heb yafa’ (shine)]
yafia : shield, sign [?]
yahmmur : roebuck [Uga yhmr]
yahudi : Jew [hada] Aze yeheudi, Hin yahudi, Ind yahudi, Per yahudi, Swa yahudi, Tur yahudi borrowed from Ara
yaisa : be desperate [from Tur yas (mourning)]
yailud : be born [walada]
yamana : go to the right [Sem y-m-n, Mal lemeni (right), Akk imit, immu, Heb yamin, Syr yamina, JNA yamme, Tig man, Uga ymn]
yammin : right side [yammana] Per yamin, Swa yammin borrowed from Ara
yamm : sea [Sem y-m, Heb yam, Syr yama, JNA yama, Phoen ym]
yana’ : ripe [?]
yanayir : January [from Lat ianuarius]
yansun : anise [from Gre anison]
yani’ : ripe [yana’]
yaqa : collar [from Tur yaka]
yaqidz : awake [yaqidza]
yaqidza : wake [Heb yaqatz]
yaqin : certainly [yaqina] Aze yeqin, Hin yakin, Ind yakin, Per yaqin, Swa yakini borrowed from Ara
yaqina : be certain [?]  
yaqit : gourd [?]  
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
yarbu' : a rodent, jerboa [Akk arrabu, Syr yarbu'a, Ebl arrabu]
yaridu : arrive [warada]
yarithu : inherit [waritha]
yarqan : jaundice [waraq] Hin yarkan, Ind yarkan, Per yarqan borrowed from Ara
yas : be certain [ ?]
yqttin : gourd [ ?]
yaqut : ruby [from Gre hyakinthos] Aze yaqut, Ful yakutu, Hin yakut, Ind yakut, Per yaqut, Tur yakut borrowed from Ara
zar : the letter z [Heb zayin]
za’aja : disturb, make anxious [ ?]
za’al : anger [za’ila]
za’ama : assert; declare [ ?]
za’ama : leadership [za’ama]
zabbala : fertilize [Mal zibel (rubbish), Heb zevel (dung), JNA zibla, Gar zbble, JNA zibla (garbage)]
zabib : raisins [Sem z-b-b, Mal zhiba, Amh zebib] Ind zabib, Per zabib, Swa zabibu borrowed from Ara
zabun : customer, guest [Heb zabban (salesman), Syr zeban (buy), JNA zwn]
zabur : psalm [ ?]
za’faran : saffron [ssafara] Eng saffron, Hin zafran, Ita zafferano, Per za’faran, Spa azafaran borrowed from Ara
zaffa : lead (bride) [ ?]
zafir : a sigh [zafara]
zagh : crow [from Per zaghi]
zahada : refrain from [ ?]
zahara : shine [Sem z-h-r, LiAr dohir (noon), Heb tzohoraim, Syr tahera, JNA tahra, Hrs dzahr (noon), Uga dhr (vision)]
zahhafa  : creep [Sem z-hh-p, Hrs zehhaf]
zahhala  : be distant; retire [Sem z-hh-l, Heb zachal (creep), Syr zachla (locusts)]
zahhama   : oppress ['?]
zahhmd  : unease; trouble [zahhama] Aze zehmet, Hin zahmat, Per zahmat borrowed from Ara
zahid  : a recluse [zahada] Hin zahid, Per zahed borrowed from Ara
zahir  : clear, evident [zahara] Hin zahir, Per zaher, Tur zahir borrowed from Ara
zahr  : flower [zahara] Per zahr borrowed from Ara
zaibaq  : mercury ['?] Hau zaiba, Per zeibaq, Swa zebaki borrowed from Ara
za'id  : supplemented [zada] Per zayed, Swa zaidi borrowed from Ara
za'ida  : supplement; exaggeration [zada] Hau zaida, Per zayede borrowed from Ara
zaif  : false [zayyafa]
za'ila  : be angry ['?]
za'im  : leader [za'ama]
zair  : visitor [zara]
zait  : oil [zayyata] Hau zaiti, Per zeit borrowed
za'lan  : angry [za'ila]
zal  : throat; gums ['?]
zal'um  : slippery [zaliqa]
zala  : earthquake [zalzala] Aze zelzele, Hin zalzala, Per zelzele, Tur zelzele borrowed from Ara
zamala  : accompany ['?]
zaman  : time, period [Mal zmien, Akk simanu (right time), Heb zeman, Syr zabna, Amh zemen, Tig zeben] Aze zaman, Hau zaman, Ind zaman, Per zaman, Swa zamani, Tur zaman, Uzb zamon borrowed from Ara
zamama  : age [zaman] Aze zemane, Per zamane borrowed from Ara
zamara  : primary meaning [Syr zamara (singer), Amh zemmere, mezmur (hymn), Uga dhmr]
zamii  : colleague [zamala]
zamma  : hold [Sem z-m-m, Mal zamn, Heb zemam (muzzle)]
zana  : break marriage, fornication [Sem z-n-y, Mal zienja (lust), Heb zona (whore), Syr zanitha, JNA zny (fornicate), Hrs zeno, Tig zena]
zanbaq  : lily [from Middle Per zambah] Alb zambak, Per zambaq, Tur zambak borrowed from Ara
zanbarak  : spring [from Per] Tur zemerek borrowed from Ara
zambil  : basket [Akk zambilu, JNA zamhila, Amh zambil] Per zambil borrowed from Ara
zand  : forearm, ell [sanada] Per zand borrowed from Ara
zanjabil  : ginger [zanjabil] Per zanjabil, Uzb zandzhabil borrowed from Ara
zanjafil  : ginger [from Skt sng-a-vera] Tur zencefiz borrowed from Ara
zanji  : Negro [from Middle Per zangig] Per zanji, Tur zenci, Uzb zandzhi borrowed from Ara
zanjir  : chain ['?] Alb zinxhir, Aze zencir, Bul sindxhir, Per zanjir, Tur zinxir, Uzb zandzhir borrowed from Ara
zanjalacht  : acacia [from Per azur-deracht]
zar'  : seed [zara'a] Per zar' borrowed from Ara
zara  : visit ['?]
zara  : scold ['?]  
zara'a  : sow [Sem z-r-'], Mal zara', Akk zeru (seed), Heb zara', Syr zera', JNA zra', Amh zerra, Tig zer'a, Uga dr', dh' (seed), Phoen zr']
zaraqa  : throw [Sem z-r-q, Akk zaraqu (sprinkle), Heb zaraq (scatter), Hrs zeroq (dart v.)]
zarbur  : shoes [Mal zarbun]
zariqa  : be blue [Sem z-r-q, LiAr azra' (blue)]
zarrafah  : giraffe ['?] Aze zurafa, Ind zirafah, Per zarrafa, Tur zurafa borrowed from Ara
za'tar  : thyme [sa'tar]
zauba'a: storm [?] Per zouba'e borrowed from Ara
zauj: husband; couple [from Grezeugon] Per zouj, Tur zevc borrowed from Ara
zauja: wife [zauij] Per zouje borrowed from Ara
zauraq: boat [?] Per zouraq borrowed from Ara
zauwada: supply [Uga zwd, zyd (give provisions)]
zuwaja: marry [zauj]
zauj: husband; couple [from Grezeugon] Per zouj, Tur zevc borrowed from Ara
zauja: wife [zauj] Per zouje borrowed from Ara
zaujaq: boat [?] Per zouraq borrowed from Ara
zauwada: supply [Uga zwd, zyd (give provisions)]
zauwaja: marry [zauj]
zauwar: twist, falsify [Sem z-w-r]
zauwa: twist, falsify [Sem z-w-r]
zauy: clothe [?]
zayyaafa: forge, falsify [Sem z-y-p, Heb ziyef, Syr zu'fa (falsity)]
zayyata: smear [Sem z-y-t, Mal theezz, Heb zi'aze'a (shock), Syr za']
ziao: apparel [zayya]
ziada: increase; surplus [Uga zwd, zyd (give provisions)]
ziada: increase; surplus [Uga zwd, zyd (give provisions)]
zi: zid: increase; surplus [Uga zwd, zyd (give provisions)]
ziara: visit; pilgrimage [zara] Aze ziyaret, Hau ziyara, Hin ziyarat, Ind ziyar, Kyr zyiarat, Per ziyarat, Swa zia, Tur ziyaret borrowed from Ara
zibl: garbage [zabbala] Aze zibil, Per zebl borrowed from Ara
zifaf: wedding [zaffa]
ziif: tar [Mal zift, Heb zefet, Syr zeftha, Amh zeft] Alb zift, Bulf zeft, Per zift, Tur zift borrowed from Ara
zilzal: earthquake [zaalzala]
zin: jewels, ornament [Mal zina, Akk zaanu (be adorned)] Aze zinet, Hau zinat, Per zinat, Swa zana, Tat zinnet, Tur ziyenet borrowed from Ara
zin: adultery [zan] Hau zina, Hin zina, Ind zinah, Per zena, Swa zinaa, Tur zina borrowed from Ara
zindik: heretic [from Middle Per zandik] Ind zindik, Per zendiq borrowed from Ara
zj: Negro [zaj]
zinjar: cinnabar [from Gre kinnabari]
zinjar: chain [from Per zanjir] Tur zincir borrowed from Ara
ziqq: hose [Akk zikku, Gez zeq]
zi: zir: pot [from OEg sari]
ziq: hose [Akk zikku, Gez zeq]
zir: pot [from OEg sari]
ziq: hose [Akk zikku, Gez zeq]
zir: pot [from OEg sari]
zunbur: wasp [Sem z-n-b-r, Heb dabbur, Syr debura]
zuq: street [Sem z-q-q, Syr shqaqa, Gez sakwat] Per zoqaq, Tur sokak borrowed from Ara
zur: a lie [zauzara]
zuqur: starling [Akk zanzira, Heb zarzar, Syr zarzira, JNA zarzura]

Note:
The etymologies and the question of borrowings.
Etymologies are listed in rectangular brackets.
If there are cognates of the Arabic word in the other Sem languages, the etymology will look like this: [Sem ...]
If the Arabic word is clearly a borrowing from a non-Sem language, the etymology will look like this: [from ...]
If there are no known cognates of the Arabic word in the other Sem languages, the etymology will look like this: [...] Most of the words in brackets are assumed to be intra-Sem borrowings.
If there are no known cognates of the Arabic word in either the other Sem languages or elsewhere, the etymology will look like this: [?]

Borrowings from Ara into non-Sem languages are listed after the etymology in rectangular brackets.

Sources:

- Wehr, Hans: Arabisches WB (Ara)
- Bugeja, P.: Kelmet il-Malti (Mal)
- Black et al.: A Concise Dict. of Akkadian (Akk)
- Ben-Abba, Dov (ed.): Hebrew Dict. (Heb)
- Brockelmann, Carl: Syrische Grammatik (Syr)
- Sabar, Yona: Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dict. (JNA)
- Leslau, Wolf: Comp. Dict. of Geez, 1987 (Gez)
- Leslau, Wolf: Concise Amharic Dict. (Amh)
- Tropper, Josef: Ugaritisch (Uga)
- Estanyol i Fuentes: Diccionari Fenici (Phoen)
- Orel-Stolbova: Hamito-Semitic Etym. Dict. (OS)

Languages: Biblical Aramaic (BAram)
- Aramaic (other dialects) (Aram)
- Ebla (Ebl)
- Egyptian Arabic (Cairene dialect) (EgAr)
- Ethiopian Semitic (EthSem)
- Gurage (several dialects) (Gur)
- Harari (Hrr)
- Harsusi (Hrs)
- Jibbali (Jib)
- Lebanese Arabic (LiAr)
- Mehri (Meh)
- Moroccan Arabic (MoAr)
- Old Egyptian (OEg)
- Old South Arabic (OSAr)
- Oromo (Orm)
- Sabaean (Sab)
- Soqotri (Soq)
- South Arabic (SAr)
- Tigre (Tig)

Sem = Semitic, Ham = Hamitic, C = consonant

Alb = Albanian, Bul = Bulgarian, Eng = English, Fre = French, Gre = Greek, Hun = Hungarian, Ita = Italian, Lat = Latin, Rom = Romanian, Rus = Russian, Ser = Serbian, Spa = Spanish

Aze = Azerbaijani, Ful = Fulani, Hau = Hausa, Hin = Hindi and/or Urdu, Ind = Indonesian and/or Malay, Kar = Karachay-Balkar, Kaz = Kazakh, Kyr = Kyrgyz, Mal = Maltese, Per = Persian, Som = Somali, Swa = Swahili, Taj = Tajik, Tat = Tatar, Tur = Turkish, Tuv = Tuvan, Uzb = Uzbek

Sum = Sumerian, Skt = Sanskrit